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The Coastal Society held ite Ninth daausl Meeting in Atlantic
City, Nev Jersey, October 14-17, 1984. The title of the Conference
 and these Proceedings!, ' W' e vas relevant to both
the site aad theme of the Conference ~

4 thread that rune through many of the sessions and
individual papers is that of risk. Risk is inherent in the game of
life, but those that play the game on the shore do so oa a game board
that is coastaatly shifting with rules that change. For those vith a
good understanding of the rules aad a feel for the strategy of play,
gambling vith the coast can be stimulating, challenging and rewarding ~
Those that doa't understand the rules and who never understand hov to
play invariably wind up losers'

The functions of The Coastal Society include keepiag track of
the game board and rules and training effective players ~ This
Proceedings volume is an attempt to clarify the rules and define the
game board as ve know them today. It contains valuable information for
both expert aad novice players. In gambling with the shore whether you
vin or lose depends upon how you play the game ~

There has been some rearrangement of papers in the
Proceedings, primarily in tbe distribution of poster session papers to
related topical sessions and the assigning of a topical heading to the
remaining poster sessional'

I wish to thank those individuals that contributed to these
Proceedings and to the success of the meetings by attendance at the
sessions, presentation of papers and participation in discussions'

I wish to acknowledge the particular efforts of Me ~ Karen
Mcdonald, Nr ~ William Beay and Ns ~ Claudia Walthall for their
assistance ia preparing these Proceedings for publication.
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COIPETYWG ORES OF WATERFRONT PROPERTY II TIE
PORT OF IEW YORE' AIO REW JERSEY

Linda 0 Leery

Port Authority of N.Y. and H.J.
One World Trade Center

New York, New York

"..Cosmterce has the first claim on the
Hew York waterfront, but no one will
dispute that some of it should be
saved for the pleasure and refreshment
of the people." NEW YORK SUN, OCTOBER 1853

The Port of New York and New Jersey, traditionally considered
the nation's premier harbor, encompasses more than seven hundred
miles of waterfront property. The port complex, located seventeen
miles from the open sea ~ is well protected from storms and not
subject to extreme weather conditions which might hinder maritime
activities. Over several decades, activity along the shoreline has
adapted to the technological changes in the maritime industry, as
well as the population dynamics of the metropolitan area.

Historically, the waterfront provided a transportation
route for commuters, facilities for municipal services' terminals
for import and export activities ~ shipbuilding and ship repair yards,
and marine supply warehouses. The commercial heritage of the port
began in 1698 when a monopoly was granted for the baking of bread
for export. By 1840, the East River had 60 wharves, and the Hudson
River 53. The East River remained the principal water route until the
invention of the steamboat and an increase in water traffic on the
Hudson River. The wharves on the New Jersey side were initially
constructed in 1847 and by the 1900's there was extensive port
development in both Brooklyn and New Jersey. Federal programs to
improve rivers and harbors commenced in 1834 with the first U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers civil works project in the Upper Hudson River.



The main channel was first dredged in 1S84 and the East Channel, renamed
the Ambrose Channel, was improved in the early 1900's. Today'
there are forty-four authorized Federal channels which provide access
to 1,300 waterfront complexes, more than 200 deep draft facilities
and over one million linear feet of berthage within the Port. Port
Newark, Port Elizabeth, Howland Hook, South Brook1yn Terminal, Global
Narine Terminal and Red Hook Terminal represent the nation's largest
and most successful container and general cargo facilities. The maritime
industry generates $1.7 billion in business income, $7.7 billion in sales
revenue, 190,000 employment opportunities with a $4.2 billion dollar
payroll and $332 million in combined federal, state and local taxes.

The metropolitan area surrounding the Port of New York and
New Jersey not only constitutes the home of the world's most dynamic
port ~ but also the largest concentration of people in the nation.
A variety of shoreside facilities are needed to provide the metropolitan
ares with goods and services. There are several hundred bulk petroleum
storage facilities located throughout the harbor with a full complement
of tugs and barges for transshipment to refining and and distribution
centers. There are a dozen marine transfer stations and staging
areas for the transportation of solid wastes to disposal sites;
several treatment plants to process sewage; and a number of fireboat
and marine police stations to insure adequate protection for waterfront
facilities. In addition, the federal government maintains a
number of waterfront complexes for the United States Coast Guard,
Army, Navy, Corps of Engineers and Customs Service. In essence,
the population dynamics of the Port of New York and New Jersey have
necessitated the development of shoreside facilities to accomodate the
needs and provide for the well-being and protection of its residents,
as well as to facilitate economic growth in the northeast region of
the United States.

The advent of containerization rendered a number of finger
piers, structures erected on piles and perpendicular to shoreline,
on both sides of the Hudson River, obsolete. Consolidation and
reorganization of rail service in the region has resulted in the
abandonment of major portions of the New York and New Jersey waterfront
south of the George Washington Bridge. The development of more
efficient modes of transportation for cozmuters between the two
shorelines has resulted in the disappearance of trans-Hudson railroad
and ferry service. As facilities were consolidated and waterfront
areas abandoned many shoreside structures fell into a state of
disrepair which would only worsen with the impact tide and time.
For at least a decade, much of this impacted shoreline remained
dormant. Spurred by an easily transversed waterway and an interest in
dwelling in close proximity to one's job, the waterfront areas are
now enjoying renewed interest on the part of real estate developers.
The unobstructed view from the water's edge haa, once again, proved
to be a lure for city and suburban dwellers.



Today, the port region races the most interesting
challerges with respect to development along the water's edge. Several
laws enacted in the 1970's have had, and will continue to have, a
profound effect on waterfront development. Congress passed the
Coastal Zone Management Act  CZMA! in 1972 with the stated goal of
furthering "a national interest in the effective management, beneficial
use, protection, and development of the coastal zone." The CZMA has
been amended three times since 1972, most recently in 1980. Prior to
1972, a few coastal states had enacted or were preparing comprehensive
coastal plans, while many others had passed legislation regulating
specific uses of the coastal zone. The Coastal Zone Management Act
went a step further by encouraging states to adopt more comprehensive
plans and resource allocation procedures. State management programs
developed under the Act's guidelines highlight flexible approaches
available to states in managing the coastline.

In New York State the Department of State has responsibility
for the implementation of the CZM program. New York State and New
York City plans were formally approved in September 1982 with the
enactment of the Waterfront Revitalization Act. The Act outlines
ten principles in its definition of "waterfront revitalization";
namely:

1! Development of existing ports and harbors

2! Promotion of commercial and recreational use of fish
and wildlife resources

3! Balancing economic development and preservation of
marine resources

4! Encouraging public access for recreational
purposes

5! Minimizing damage due to flood and erosion

6! Restoring and revitalizing natural and man
made resources

7! Encouraging land development where infrastructure
and public services exist

8! Conserving and protecting agricultural lands

9! Assuring consistency of state and federal actions
with policies

10!Coordinating policies with other states

In addition, New York City identified special management
areas, erosion/flood hazard areas, shorefront access areas, special
zoning districts and geographic areas of particular concern.



The New Jersey program was developed in two parts, with
the lead agency designated as the Department of Environmental
Protection. The first part, called the Bay and Ocean Shore Segnent,
was approved in September 197S. The second part focuses on New Jersey's
other tidally influenced waterfront areas in the Hackensack Meadowlands
and along the Hudson and Delaware Rivers. Both segments outline
basic policies to be applied in the coastal program; namely, to:

1! Protect and enhance the coastal ecosystem

2! Concentrate the pattern of commercial, residential,
industrial, and resort development and encourage
the preservation of open space

3! Develop a method of decision-making which allows
each coastal location to be evaluated

4! Protect the health, safety, and welfare of people
who reside, work and visit the coastal
zone

5! Promote public access to the waterfront through linear
walkways with at least one waterfront park in each
waterfront municipality

6! Maintain active port and industrial facilities and
provide for necessary expansion in adjacent sites

7! Maintain and upgrade existing energy facilities and
site additional facilities as needed

8! Encourage residential, commercial, recreational
mixed-use redevelopment of the developed waterfront

Both New York and New Jersey implement their coastal zone
management plans through a series of permit proceedings, inter-agency
review and consistency certifications. Both programs appear to have
taken into consideration all potential uses of the waterfront with
due deference paid to existing industrial, cozmercial and water
dependent uses.

Today, new uses are proposed for the shoreline; floating
resturants, condominums, esplanades, hotels and marinas. The extent
to which all of the above can be accomodated along the expansive, yet
thin, strip of land which defines the shoreline will clearly influence
maritime activity within the Port District.

The New York-New Jersey Hudson River waterfront is currently
the focus of major development projects which will inevitably alter
the water's edge. New Jersey's lower Hudson riverfront, stretching
18.5 miles south of the George Washfngton Bridge, is essentially an
abandoned waterfront area, Several major developers have acquired more
than 1,000 acres located within minutes of Manhattan and commanding a
spectacular view of the New York skyline. Plane have been announced
for offices, apartments, marinas, shopping centers, amusement and
cultural attractions. The implementation of all the proposals would
result in locating 100,000 residents on the narrow strip of land between
the Palisades and Bayonne.



The New Jersey proposals focus on ten sites located between
the townships of Edgevater and Bayonne. In Edgevater, the Alcoa and Ford
plants, nov inactive, would be converted to 1>400 housing units, including
facilities for parking, marines and a resturant. In North Bergen, a
proposal for the construction of 679 housing units has been submitted.
In West Nev York/Weehawken, vhich includes over 300 acres spanning tvo
miles of waterfront property, a proposal for the development of residential
and commercial complexes is under evaluation. Hoboken may be the future
site of residential units, office buildings, shopping mall and a
marina. In Jersey City> a proposal calls for the development of a
regional shopping mall, offices, 1,000 residential units and a marina.
Jersey City has received proposals for five different waterside
sites vhich include a riverfront plaza, passenger terminal for trans-
port to Liberty State Park, a science and technology center, a
luxury hotel, 2,000 slip marina, 3,000 residential units and a coal
export facility.

On the New York City side of the Hudson River, Spuyten Duyvil
to the Battery, no less than seven major construction projects *re in
the planning stage. Many of the projects include "mixed-use" development,
that is residential complexes, office tovers, parks, resturants and
espIanades. Beginning at the Battery, New York State
Legislation passed in 1982 established the Nev York City Harbor Park,
consolidating Battery Park, Liberty Island, Ellis Island, South
Street Seaport, Fulton Ferry and Sailor's Snug, Harbor. The rehabilitation
of docking facilities and subsequent fairy transportation to the park
complex is in the planning stage. Battery Park City, currently under
construction, vill be the site of three apartment houses, four office
towers and a 1.2-mile esplanade. From Battery Park north to 'West
35th Street, a highway is proposed and will include a 93-acra linear
park, housing, retail and light industry. The U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers is currently evaluating a permit application for the
prerequisite landfill to implement the construction of the highway
dubbed "Westway". A Convention Center is under construction betveen
West 33rd to 39th Streets. The Center vill encompass a 1.8 million
square foot structure with a landscaped plaza. New York City is seeking
proposals for the development of a commercial and hotel facility on
the waterfront to complement the Convention Center. Lincoln West,
from 59th to 72nd Streets, may be the site of seven residential
towers, restaurants, offices and shopping. Riverside Park, from 72nd
to 129th Streets, is scheduled to undergo landscape restoration and
improvement. Finally, Riverbank State Park is proposed as a 28-acre
park decking the North River vaste water treatment plant currently
under construction.

To a large extent, the proposals for the shoreline
of the New Jersey and New York Lower Hudson River come as a refreshing
change in the view with which the metropolitan area has regarded the
waterfront. For nea~ly tvo centuries the waterfront has been viewed,
from a respectable distance, as a noisy ~ seedy and undersirable locale.
The presence of industrial facilities, ships' warehouses and freight
yards were better left out of sight of the "landed gentry." However,
the national trend towards the "gentrification" of urban waterfronts
has resulted in a renewed interest in the vater's edge. The questions
posed by all of the development projects outlined is not whether the
waterfront areas should be developed to provide housing, parks and



commerciai facilities, but rather, whether or rot there will be room
for and tolerence of activities which were once regarded as noisy, seedy
and undesirable. Will the the sand ~ gravel and batching facility be
deemed necessary only until the completion of a construction project?
Will the marine transfer station be eventually viewed as an eyesore?
Will the "gentrification" of the waterfront result in precluding
the siting or expansion of a water dependent facility?

The Coastal Zone Management Programs, both Federal and State,
will play an influential role in the development of the waterfront. Kach
and every proposal is subjected to a rigorous review prior to the
issuance of a permit for construction. There sre several issues which
must be thoughtfully evaluated to protect the public and the maritime
industry.

The "public access" do~trine, found in both the New York
and New Jersey policies, dictates that waterfront parcels be set aside
for esplanades, bikepaths and parks. Clearly, the designation of a
"public access" area must be accomplished without inhibiting the port's
primary function--navigation and cossnerce. The recreational use of
waterfront areas must be compatible with the reasonable and
recognized needs of the maritime industry. Sufficient and adequate
space for extended industrial uses must be preserved. Public safety
and security must be taken into consideration. In some cases,
recreational use of waterfront parcels may pose a danger to the
public  railroad tracks, extensive traffic, truck or marine terminal
equipment!, a threat to the security of a facility as well as a
liability for a property owner who cannot anticipate the careless or
criminal behavior of others. Where physical accessability is not
possible or simply inappropriate, alternative means of providing
"public acess" should be considered. Preserving visual corridors,
providing overlooks and viewing towers may prove to be the means by
which to accomplish the goals of coastal zone management programs
without infringing on the legitimate needs of water dependent industrial
and commercial uses of the waterfront. Public access cannot be a
priority where such access is clearly inconsistent with public safety
or the operational needs of a maritime facility.

However, as alluded to earlier, the "gentrified" view
of the waterfront may have an even more deleterious impact on the
maritime industry. There are several industries within the port
which are currently experiencing severe pressure to relocate to make
way for what some regard as more lucrative and appealing development
projects. A successful ship repair business is under pressure to make
way for residential development. Towboat and barge operators are
having difficulty siting a tie-up point at which to change crews and
take on fresh water. Scrap metal facilities, marine transfer stations
resource recovery plants and import and export terminals are not viewed
as desirable neighbors for luxury housing and hotel complexes.
Certainly, any property owner seeks to develop a parcel for its
"highest and best use", however, the displacement of maritime facilities
may result in dire economic consequences for the entire port district.
Many of the water dependent uses of the shoreline often require several
locations throughout the harbor to efficiently and economically operate.
Therefore, it is not simply a matter of relocating one particular facility
to a new locale, Rather, the maritime industry and municipal services



often require a number of sites, geographically dispersed and adjacent
to deep water channels, in order to provide the goods and services that
maintain the industry and support the economic vitality of the
metropolitan area. Although condominiums, perks and restaurants may
hold more appeal to the general public, there will be little, if any,
harbor activity to view from the water's edge if we are collectively
remiss in our responsibility to protect water dependent industries.

Perhaps recognition should be given to a "maritime zone" within
which water dependent uses would enjoy priority over competing non-water
dependent facilities or complexes. This concept is reflected in the
designation of "geographic areas of particular concern" and "special
zoning districts". The designation of areas exclusively reserved for
maritime activities would help ensure that the Port of Mew York and
Mew Jersey remains the nation's premier harbor. The designation of such
areas would necessarily have to be flexible to accommodate the future
consolidation of industrial uses or the possibility that such areas
are not required by the maritime industry. The concept of a
"first right of refusal" may suffice to provide adequate expansion
areas for water dependent and related industries and to preserve the
public's interest in the future redevelopment of the shoreline. Another
approach would be to allow areas to be redeveloped for "public access"
until such time that a maritime use of the parcel is identified.
This approach may help to expediently reform vast stretches of the
waterfront, but in the long run prove to be a political albatross
for the maritime industry. At the very least, existing water
dependent uses of the shoreline must be recognized, protected and
afforded the opportunity to continue to serve the commercial, industrial
and municipal needs of the metropolitan area. The States of Hew Yor'k
and New Jersey and the Coastal Zone Management Program can assist the
maritime industry in several ways:

-Setting land use policies that reserve strategic
sections of the waterfront for maritime/industrial
uses

-Funding infrastructure for existing and new maritime
developments

-Offering tax incentives and/or financing programs for
maritime/industrial development

A variety of options and a flexible approach must be
identified in order to fulfill the aesthetic and recreational needs
of the population and, at the same time recognize the navigation,
shipping' commercial and industrial uses of the waterways, Linear
walkways ~ viewing towers, waterside and landside facilities can all
be provided concurrently with other shoreline and development projects.
Liberty State Park, Battery Park and South Street Seaport are
fine examples of providing "public access" for metropolitan residents
and visitors. In addition, the full implementation of the Hew
York City Harbor Park will complement the existing "water's eye
view" of the metropolis.

Competing uses and plans for the waterfront can be
complementary, provided a claim to the waterfront is balanced by a
respect for the port's commercial heritage as well as the public's
interest in a view from the water's edge.
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Maine's coastal zone comprises only 12X of the State's land area, but
over half of the State's population lives in this region. Of the
almost 2.5 million acres of land in the 143 minor civil divisions that
make up this coastal area, 96X is privately owned, leaving Maine the
smallest percentage of coastal land in public ownership of any coastal
state  Heine SPO, 1978!. Between 1970 and 1980, there was a
forty � three percent increase in population along the coat:t, so
development pressures there are intense. Perhaps rowhere are they more
intense than on Maine's sand beaches. Maine has a 3500 mile, heavily
indented coastline, a legacy of the last ice age  U.S.DOC, 1978; Deis,
1982! ~ but only 36 miles, or lX of this land, is sand beach, These
beaches are concentrated along the Southwestern coast of Maine  CCDC,
1978! in towns such as Wells and Old Orchard Beach, where summer
visitors swell populations to three times their off-season numbers
 UPS. DOC, 1978!.

Maine's beaches have a classic barrier beach profile: a beach face
subject to the ebb and flow of the tides � gently sloping in summer,
steeper in winter � a berm  shelf! at the tideline, backed by a frontal
dune, and then lower dunes, often backed, in their natural state, by
salt marsh  Deis, 1978; Maine SPO, 1983!. Por the most part, these
beaches are in recession, due largely to the world-wide rise in sea
level, averaging almost an inch per decade along Maine's southwestern
coast. But, as along much of the East Coast, this natural recession
has been halhpered by destruction of the dune system through human
activities. By 1978 seawalls had been constructed along 14 miles or
more than 1/3 of Maine's sand beaches and 62X of Maine's 1900 acres of
sand dunes had been developed.



In January and February of 1978 two severe winter storms struck the
Maine coast causing 47 million dollars worth of property damage, over
half of it on Naine's sand beaches along the southern coast. In
response to this widespread destruction the Governor's Advisory
Committee on Coastal Development and Conservation produced a report
entitled "Policy Recommendations for Reducing Costal Storm Damage."
Among the report's seven recommendations were: 1! that Maine's
Alteration of Coastal Wetlands Act  first enacted. in 1967! be amended
to regulate building of structures on sand dunes and accreted lands,
and 2! that the Board of Environmental Protection's existing policy
establishing a presumption against the construction of seawalls be
continued unless and until it could be demonstrated that seawalls in
specific locations were capable of providing long-tean protection.
Both of these recommendations were accepted  CCDC, 1978!.

1 1 tl

In 1979, the Maine legislature passed "An Act to Allow the Board of
Environmental Protection to Regulate Activities Affecting Sand Dunes
under the Alteration of Coastal Wetlands Program" There was
considerable support for the legislation from the general public and
from coastal land-owners; although one mid-coast legislator,
foreshadowing events to come, stated, "I think right now we are willing
to live with this particular legislation, and I can assure you that in
the future, if the State is unreasonable in its implementation of
regulation of sand dunes, then certainly I will be back here or
somebody else will be back here to ask for repeal."  Ne. Leg. Rec.,
1979!

The terms of the sand dune legislation are fairly simple. The first
section prohibits any person from removing, adding, or displacing sand
or building any permanent structure in, on, or over any coastal sand
dune without obtaining a permit, or in violation of that permit once
granted. Coastal sand dunes are defined as "sand deposits within a
marine beach system above high tide including, but not limited to,
beach berms> frontal dune ridges, beach dune areas, and other sand
areas deposited by wave or wind action. Coastal sand dunes may extend
into the coastal wetlands."

Under the permits section, the applicant has the burden of proving that
the proposed activity will meet four standards, i.e., that it will not:

1! unreasonably interfere with existing recreational or
wildlife uses

2! unreasonably interfere with the natural supply or
movement of sand within or to the sand dune system

3! unreasonably increase the erosion hazard to the sand dune
system

4! cause an unreasonable flood hazard to structures built
in, on, or over any coastal sand dune or neighboring
property. �8 NRSA 5g 471-476!

For four years after the passage of the Act it was administered without
clarifying regulations. The "unreasonable" standard was broadly
discretionary and the board routinely granted sand dunes permits for
construction of homes. In fact, no applications for such permits were
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finally denied prior to the passage of implementing regulations  Hall
v, BEP  I!, 1984!. Nevertheless, applicants, concerned about the
uncertainty inherent in the broad sratutory standards, sought
clarifying regulations from the Board.

~R1

The sand dune regulations, effective August I, 1983, provide concrete
standards. Some activities, such as maintenance and repair of various
pre-existing structures, are exempt from the requirement to obtain a
permit, provided the repaired structure does not differ significantly
from the existing one and does not cause any greater impact on the sand
dune system. But if the storm damage to a building exceeds SOX of the
building's appraised value the owner must get a permit before
rebuilding.

The regulations establish six regulatory standards applicable to all
projects, compliance with which will ordinarily satisfy the four
statutory standards for permit issuance. These six standards are:

projects shall have a minimal impact on the immediate
site and on the sand dune system. Impacts which may
reasonably be expected to occur during the following 100
years will be considered. In areas where substantial
portions of the dune system remain unaltered, special
attention will be paid to the cumulative impacts of
activities on the dune system.

2. projects shall not be permitted if, within 100 years, the
project may reasonably be expected to be damaged as a
result of changes in the shoreline.

3. Projects shall not cause a flood hazard to any structure
during a 100-year flood or storm.

4. Shore bird nesting or breeding areas or activities shall
not be unreasonably disturbed by any project activities.
Shore bird nesting or breeding areas shall be adequately
buffered from subsequent human activities associated with
the use of any project. Buffer requirements will be
based upon the best available data.

5. projects shall not interfere with legal access to or use
of the public resources.

6. Disturbed areas of beach grass shall be revegetated with
beach grass as quickly as possible.  NDEPR 1984!

These regulations are exemplary for several reasons. Pirst, they limit
what was virtually unfettered discretion under the statutory standards
by defining what is "unreasonable." Second, the standards look to the
future and set a time frame of 100 years. While this period may seem
long, it makes sense in the context, of the geological processes at
issueR in evaluating the applicant's proposal, the Board can rely on
scientific data regarding 100-year storms and the inch per decade sea
level rise. Third, the first standard explicitly refers to cumulative
impacts. The issue of how to deal with cumulative impacts,
particularly in coastal and rural areas, is one of increasing concern
for state planning agencies and regulators, who must grapple with
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questions of how far into the future and ovet what area one looks for
cumulative impacts. Here the issue has been resolved in terms of time,
and the small size of Naine's beaches makes the obvious unit of area
the individual beach. Finally, the regulations specifically provide
for protection of wildlife, a value sometimes neglected in wetlands and
dune regulations where human concerns of water supplies, recreation,
and aesthetics are more likely to first come to mind.

Additional regulations set specific standards for different types of
projects: buildings, fences, fill, roads and driveways, seawalls,
septic systems, walkways, beach nourishment projects, dune restoration
projects, and movement of sand. Host notable of these are the strict
regulations regarding buildings, and seawalls, the essentials of which
follow.

For buildings:

1! No new building shall be constructed in the V-zone [the
area subject to 100-year floods and high velocity wave action].

2! No new building or addition shall be constructed on or
seaward of a frontal dune.

3! New buildings and additions in the A-zone [the 100-year
flood zone ] shall be constructed on posts so that the
lowest portion of the structural members of the lowest
floor ... is at least one foot above the elevation of the
100-year flood

4! Buildings reconstructed after being more than 502 damaged
by an ocean storm must be no larger in surface area than
the original building, must be relocated as far out of
the A and V flood zones as possible, and if not
completely outside these zones must meet the A-zone
standards and must be certified by a Heine registered
engineer or architect to withstand 100-year stotms.

for seawalls:

1. No new seawalls shall be constructed in or on any sand
dune system

2. Existing seawalls may be repaired and maintained provided
that:

a. they protect existing services or utilities;

b. the original dimensions of the seawall are not
altered; and

c. the construction materials and methods are not
significantly altered.  NDEP, 1984!

Naine's prohibition of construction in V-zones is, according to NOAA, a
nationwide precedent, going beyond the requirements and standards of
the National Flood Insurance Act  U.S. DOC, NOAA, 1984!. The reasons
the stricter standards were chosen are that sea level is rising faster
along the Naine coast than in many other parts of the world because the
lend is sinking both slang the extreme eastern part of the coast and in
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York County, where most of the sand beaches are. Thus it was felt that
the V-zone in Maine was particularly vulnerable and that housing
construction there would be unsafe � the houses perhaps being in the
water in a matter of years. In addition, ownership patterns showed
that with only a few exceptions most oceanfront lots in York County
extend far enough into the A-zone to allow construction outside of the
V-zone  Michaud, 1984!.

It is notable that all scientific and expert commenters on the proposed
regulations supported the prohibition on the corstruction of new
seawalls or of new structures in the V-zone, because of their adverse
impacts on the beach system posing severe flood hazards to the public
 MDEPI 1984!.

~Lttt t1

With these regulations in place, providing a specific basis for denying
permit applications, the number of denials of permits for buildings
increased from one out of 72 permits for the first four years to four
out of 35 permits during the year after the adoption of the
regulations. The first permit to be denied was that of Donald and
Virginia Hall, New Hampshire residents who owned property at Popham
Beach. Prior to 1977, there were two cottages on the property in
question, but the Halls removed the cottages in late 1976 because the
erosion of the protecting dunes had caused the structures to be
undermined. By 1982, the beach had returned in front of the cottage
sites sufficiently so that the Halls decided to rebuild. They asked
the town code enforcement officer whether any state permits were
required for construction of the cottage. He told them none were
required, and they began construction in August, 1982. By the middle
of November the cottage was 90K complete, at which time construction
was halted for the winter.

In December, the Halls received a letter from the Department of
Environmental Protection informing them that they must apply for a sand
dune permit. The application was submitted on December 29. A
follow-up geological assessment was filed April I, 1983. On April 27,
1983 the Board denied the application. The Halls then filed an amended
application, changing some specifics, such as raising the posts
supporting the cottage, planting beach grass, and providing a boardwalk
to the beach. On July 13, 1983, the Board denied the Halls' revised
sand dune permit application at the same meeting at which the sand dune
regulations had earlier been adopted  Hall v. BEP �!, 1984!. This
denial was based on board findings that the beach was recessional, and
therefore the project would unreasonably interfere with the natural
supply and movement of sand; that the house would interfere with beach
grass stabilization of the dune, presenting an erosion hazard; and that
the house was likely to be in a V-zone within the next 25 years and
therefore constituted a flood hazard  MDEP, 1983  Hall!!.

A week later, plaintiffs petitioned the Maine Superior Court for review
of the Board's order on seven counts, which included the allegation
that:

If the statute requires the decision rendered, then it
deprives plaintiffs of their property, destroys its value
�80,000!, and constitutes a taking of property in violation
of the Maine and United States Constitutions for which the
petitioners must either be awarded compensation or else
granted a sand dune permit.  Hall v. BEP �!, 1984!
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The petitioners lost on all counts; the Board also won its counterclaim
for removal of the cottage. With regard to the "takings" claim, which
figures so prominently in litigation over police power
regulation � particularly in the environmental area � the court concluded
as a matter of law that "two lots of ocean front property consisting of
sand beach and dunes in a popular beach recreation area cannot be
considered essentially useless, even in an unimproved state."  Hall v.
BEP �!, 1983!

The court's findings generally followed traditional "takings" doctrine
 S ie e v. Borou of Beach Haven, 1971; Just v< Marinette Count
1972 and Maine case law Seven Islands Land Co. v. Maine Land Use
Re ulation Com'n, 1982; In Re S rin Valle Develo ment, 1983 . The
Maine case of State v. Johnson, on which petitioners relied heavily,
was a wetlands case, where there seems to have been general acceptance
by both sides that the property was valueless without the opportunity
to fill and develop it. This was not proven in the Hall case, nor
could it be; the value of Maine's limited beach for recreational rights
cannot be considered insignificant. Indeed for several years the Halls
had been parking their trailer and enjoying the rights attendant on
private beach ownership in Maine in other parts of the country, it
should be noted, such "beach rights" are a saleable commodity
 Crichton, 1984!.

The Halls have appealed this decision. It is to be hoped and expected
that the Maine Supreme Court will uphold the Superior Court's decision.

A second case involving construction on a frontal dune on the same
Phippsburg beach, the Rubin case, is also in litigation. The Rubin
petition challenges the regulations themselves, claiming that "the
absolute prohibition  of construction on a frontal dune] contained in
the regulation is impermissible under the statutory authority which
requires the issuance of a permit if certain standards of
reasonableness are met, such determination being required to be made on
the facts of each permit application."  Rubin v. BEP> 1983!

An absolute prohibition was at issue in another permit denial, this
time for construction of a new seawall, sought in a joint application
by four adjacent property owners on the Pine Point Beach in
Scarborough, Maine. This application is often referred to as the
Woodbury case, after one of the more articulate and outspoken of the
seawall applicants, Carolyn Woodbury. That permit was also denied
 MDEP, 1983  Nevlus et al.!!, a denial that was the impetus not for
litigation but for legislation.

Pro osed Le islative Amendment

In the 1984 session, dissatisfied landowners decided to pursue their
remedies in the legislatuze, as the representative from Popham Beach
had promised five years earlier. On March 15, 1984, Senator Danton of
the highly developed southern coastal town of York presented to the
legislature "An Act to Clarify the Sand Dunes Law." The title was
clearly a misnomer. As the "Statement of Fact" that accompanied the
bill makes clear, the intent was to forestall or overrule adverse
decisions of the Board in the Hall and Woodbury or similar cases by

11 t g th I 1 ldll g I ~lt f p t t t ith1
the sand dune system and the construction of new seawalls to protect
existing structures and utilities  L.D. 2264, 1984!. The bill was
withdrawn, an action apparently influenced by testimony of the DEP
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Commissioner that were the bill withdrawn, the agency would adopt a
variance provision to provide some flexibility to the sand dune
regulations.

The Variance Provision

The DEP staff prepared a draft of an amendment to grant variances from
the standards of the Sand Dune Rules and submitted it to the Board in
April. The Board held a public hearing on the proposal May 30, 1984,
in South Portland and written comments were alsj submitted. None
supported the variance as written.

The staff then presented the Board with four new drafts of a variance
proposal, numbered options fl � 44 and ultimately with a fifth option,
outlining a fairly narrow variance. Option 43 allows variances only
for buildings landward of the crest of the frontal dune and for
seawalls where wave action is not the primary cause of erosion � and
then only if the variance applicant meets other conditions. Thus the
variance could not apply to the Hall case, but is arguably applicable
to the Woodbury seawall application, depending on the cause of erosion
there.

The State's marine geologist and the state coordinator for the Federal
Flood Insurance Program both gave brief presentations to the Board>
generally opposed to ma]or changes in the regulations. The marine
geologist also proposed that an option to a variance might be to
reconsider the concept of mapping and zoning the beaches so that
landowners would know, for example, exactly where the frontal dune
ridge fell on their property. Such a system appears to have been
contemplated by the governor's advisory committee whose recommendations
led to the passage of the original sand dunes law  CCDC, 1978!.

At their September 26 meeting, the Maine Board of Environmental
Protection unanimously adopted the Option 5 variance provision.
Neither the Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protection
nor the Board members think that this provision will stop sll criticism
of the sand dune law snd its administration, but they feel that it is a
reasonable step in what chairman Zaitlin terms an "evolutionary
process In addition, the State Geologist and his staff will be
drafting language for sand dune zoning legislation to be introduced at
the first session of the 112th Maine Legislature, which will convene
the end of this year.

Conclusion

Maine's sand dune law and regulations have not stopped development on
Maine's dunes, but they have controlled both where and what types of
development occurred. The numbers of permit denials do not tell the
whole story. Since the regulations came into effect only one permit
for a new seawall has been denied, but only one has been applied for.
The prohibition is clear, and people are simply not applying to
construct new seawalls. In other cases, negotiations before Board
action caused modifications in the applicants' original project
proposals to conform to the regulations and allow approval. Conditions
requiring that buildings be built further back on lots {out of the
V-zone! and on posts, that beach grass revegetation be undertaken, and
that open fencing and signs protect endangered and threatened species
of seabirds have contributed to maintaining the health of Maine's dune
systems and of the wildlife that depend on them, despite development.
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The safety of property owners usinp the strurturrs, and of their
neighbors, has likewise bern »oh»nerd and thr patt nt inl for propr rty
losses, diminished.

The sand dunes law is not a planninp m»rhnntsm, however, but merely
cantrol on conditions of development. Tht prnposrd mapping schemt.
might interject a bit more planning, but certain problems cannot he
dealt with under the currrnt systrm. For»xnmplt ~ the s»vrrrly Iimitt d
amount of public ownership and access to Main»'s coastline,
particularly ite beaches, needs to be addrrssrdt ns does the issur af
whether certain beach art as should be pr»st.rvtd in s natural stat»,
even if construction could safely occur there. Acquisition programs
may be the only answer in some cases, slthouph other innovative and
jess costly approachee to achieving these posls must be vigorously
pursued. Federal efforts such as puttinp the National Fload Insurance
Program on an sctuarily sound basis and the Coastal Bst.rier Resources
Act are helpful � althouph th» letter has limited»pplication in Main»
because Maine has so few miles of undevoloprd harrirr beaches.

One proposal that wes deleted from the original trpulations, then
occasionally used as a permit candition, but that is no lonper appltrd,
allowed construction or reconstruction of n dwcllinp only on the
condition that if it were over SO'4 destroyed, it ~auld not be rebuilt.
Mhere reconstruction of storm-damaged building is allowed and it cannot
be completely moved out of the V-tone, this sr r ms like n reasonable
condition. Maine has yet to have the problrm that will arise soon»r or
later of a shoreline chsnpe that placrs many hnus»s in a V-zone, or on
a frontal dune, followed by destruction of thos» proprrti»s, in which
case recanstruction should not be allowed. It reraains to be seen if
the law will stand and prohibitions on r»construction be upheld in *uc h
circumstances. The opinion on app»sl in thr Moll case msy pive somt
clues to what might happen in the courts, but thr likely legislativr
response is a matter af purr sp»culntion.

Finally, as structures like the condominiums now brinp constructrd on
Old Ot'chard Beach prolifrrste, I.e., buifdinps my to»rrrd to withstand
a hundred-year stars in areas of subsidrnc» unprnt»cted by frontal
dunes, we are likely ta face the probltm of prrmnntnt structurrs
standing in the watrr an suhmrrptd lands. Thts Is a probltm that Is
bepinninp to face many coastal states ond that wtll hnvr to be
addressed.

Thus Maine's state-wide coastal sand dune s Iow Is only a br»inning, but
it is a beginning that may providr a useful modrl to other coast.al
states, or perhaps to local communi tire, that hnvr not taken even this
first step. They may benefit from a can»id»ration of the Maine
experience in framing lepislation and rrpulntory proprsms to protect
their own coasts,

The author wishes to acknowledge the support of the Jessie B. Cox
Memorial Trust for funding for the development of a praduate curriculum
in marine and caastal policy, in con/unction with which this paper wae
prepared.
The author also wishes to acknowledpe the asststancc of thr numerous
personnel in Maine state government for provid Ing information and
reviewing drafts of the paper and ~ especially, Dr. Joseph Keliev, State
ttarine Geologist, who, in addition, arranged for the duplication of the
slides that accompanied the oral presentation.
Any errors in the article and all opinions expressed are those of the
author.
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The iIIIportance and value of coastal foredunes have been
recoqnized for ntany years by hul1Ians. Dunes protect leeward areas from
storm flooding, contribute sediment to the beach sand cycle, and are
unique coastal 	abitats  Ranwel1 1972, CERC 1977! . People have
modif icd and bui lt dunes in the hopes of in proving their inherent
functions. Hanaqement practices that have been incorforated into the
construction and stabilization of sand dunes include the use of
vegetative plantings, fertilizers, and sand fences  CERC 1977, Seneca
1980!. In the course of these activities humans have been creatinq,
disturbing, and ttrtdifying the foredune hat itat.

The nest coitsxm applied foredune aIanagetttent technique includes
the use of sand f cncing, vegetative plantings, and annual
fertilization  CERC 1977, USDA 1978!. Sand fences are placed landward
of the beach to accumulate ~ititent. Vegetation propagules  usually
~OPAL~ �ICJfilA'cot~! are SyStematiCally planted On the Sand
acculthtlated by the sand fences. Fertilization  slow release! is then
applied to increase the qrowth of the new plantings, followed by
subsequent annual applications of fertilizer to ensure good growth and
cover. Ttiis aetnagetta nt program is recomtiended by the t~ Jersey Soil
Conservation Service.

The highly developed coast of few Jersey contains both natural
and actively litanaged foredunes. Gates et al. �979! referred to
nanaqed dunes ao "artificial dunes since they were created by humans.
In this investigation, a managed" foredune was defined as a foredune
which had an active managettent program consisting of sand fencing,
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vegetative planting-, and annual fertilization. !lanaged foredunes are
pre ent in residential and developed areas. A "natural" foredune was
def ined as a foredune which did not receive human inputs from
oanagement practices and natural processes dominate. Yatural dunes
are located in federal and state parks.

The objective of the research was to examine some foredune plant
communities influenced by management techniques to see whether certain
management practices af fected the structure and coxposition of the
vascular plant community. Cowmen plant species characteristics and
plant caarunity values from managed foredunes were coxpared with
natural foredunes.

Study sites were selected
to represent managed and
natural foredunes  Figure 1 and
Table 1!. Seven study areas
were selected based on
information f rom personnel at
the Center for Coastal and
Environmental Studies  CCES!,
Rutgers University, and the
publications "Coastal
Geomorphology of Hew Jersey
Volume I and II"  Nordstrom et
al. 1977! and "Coastal Dunes:
Their Function, Delineation,
and Nanagement"  Gares et al.
1979! .

Figure l. location of study sites
along the coast fo New Jersey.

At each study site a 100 m section of the foredune area parallel
to the shoreline was selected to be examined. Heavily disturbed
foredune areas, such as access paths, were avoided since the impacts
of these paths on the foredune plant crxmmity was evident. A 100 m
baseline was established parallel to the shoreline on the backshore of
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Each study site had a
manageaent program for the
foredune area smrpled  Table 1! .
Little Beach, Island Beach
State Park, and Sandy Hook were
classified as natural foredune
study sites. Sea Isle City,
Avalon, %So Nile Beach, and
Ship Bottom had active
managexent programs and were

classified as xmnaged foredune study sites. Disturbances from
pedestrian traffic in the foredune areas surveyed were observed at
Sandy Hook and Ship Bottom. The trampling index  Table 1! was
determined fran the observations of footprints in the foredune area
surveyed and beach usage near the study site.



Table 1. General information about the study sites. Location is the
latitude/longitude of the study site. Azimuth is the compass degree
heading of the transects. Nanagement is the type of foredune
management program in the study site  Natural, F=fertilization,
P=vegetation plantings, SFZZmand fencing-zigzag pattern, SFST=sand
fencing-linear pattern! . Trampling is a oualitative observation of
pedestrian traffic occuring within the foredune area  Omo pedestrian
traffic; l~estrian traffic present! .

Study Site

74 19'/3 27'
74 05'/39 49'

124
110

73 59'/40 27'
74 11'/39 39'
74 42'/39 07'
74 44'/39 05'
74 52'/38 56'

86
140
144
115
144

N
P/SFST/F
P/SFZZ/F
P/SFST/F
P/SFST/F

the beach near the seaward toe of the foredune. Transects were chosen
within the 100 m area by selecting eight random numbers and locating
the numbers on the baseline. Transects ran perpendicular to the
baseline bisecting the foredune area. Transects were stopped af ter
leaving the for edune dunegrass-herbaceous connunity, entering the
shrub or secondary dune coamunity, or when heavily disturbed backdune
areas were encountered. Topography of the forec'une was recorded by
calculating the relative change in elevation each meter as the quadrat
was moved along the transect.

A consecutive series of one square meter ouadrats were recorded
along each transect. Ttm ouadrat was divided into 25 square
subquadrats �0 by 20 cm! by placing string across the quadrat frame
at 20 cm intervals. The intersection of strings were used as 16
observation points to estimate cover  Greig-Smith 1964!. Vegetation
variables measured in each ouadrat were cover, density, and local
rooted frequency of the vegetation. Cover was recorded by the
presence of vegetation under the string intersections. Density was
the nuxber of individuals in the quadrat. Local rooted frequency for
each species was estimated by counting the nurrber of subquadrats the
species was rooted in each quadrat. Plant nomenclature fol.iowa
Fernalo �950! .

An experimental design was formulated to examine the different
foredune plant coamunities by comparing variables of the comnon plant
species in the seven stuoy sites. An analysis of variance  AM%A! was
set up to investioate differences between the study sites  Zar 1974!.
Vegetation data was transformed according to the properties of the
data as suggested by Greig-Smith �964!. Raw and transformed data for
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each transect was tested for norn>ality. Both the raw and transformed
r!ata slrowed nonnornal l>roperties  highly skewed!. Therefore, means of
the raw data for each trisect were used as observations in the Aln3VAs
to provide a more robust tost. If the study site factor in the A�3VA
nodal was significant, a Leo t Significance Difference  LSD! was
calculated to reveal wl>ich values vere sionificantly higher or lower
 Zar 1974!. The wor'd significant" is used in the text to indicate a
statistical sionificance.

Sonre conrrunity values were calculated to compare the crxrrposition
of tire foredune I>lant conrrrunities. T!e Jaccard's Coefficient of
Comrrurrity  CC!; CC = 2 Sab /  Sa + Sb! and Percentage Similarity
 PS!; PS = 1 � 0.5/!Pa-Pb! =Entin Pa or Fb! were calculated for each
stuoy site  hhittaker 1975!. For the coefficient of conounity> Sa and
Sb represent tl>e nunber of species in study site A and B,
re pectively, while Sab is the number of species conIren in both
corrs>unities. 'l'he coefficient of consrunity expresses corrsnrnity
similarity based on the presence/absence of the s~ies. For
 x.rcentage similarity, Pa and Pb represent the decimal importance of a
given species in study site A and B, respectively. Importance values
for percentage similarity were calculated using relative cover,
relative density, and relative local frequency. Percentage similarity
expresses the deoree of quantitative similarity between the two
conrrnrnities. Little Peach was the study site used to con@are all
other plant connrr>nities for the coef ficient of conrmrnity and
percentage similarity because Little Beach was considered the nest
natural foredune studied.

Bc-ulled 804 D~~c~n

The foredune and their associated plant consnrnities were
examined r'uring the period from late Nay to July of 1983. Sanr:
fencing chanoes the topooraphy of tl>e foredune by accunnrlating sand
but does not stabilize the sand dune  Seneca 1980! . Tl>e influence of
sand fencing on the topography of the foredunes at Avalon and Sea Isle
City was evident. These study sites had two distinguishable foredune
profiles. A line of sand fences seaward of the vegetated foredune
fornred an unvegetated sand dune near the backshore of the beach.
'lhese foredune profiles indicate that with the placenent of a sand
fence seaward of the vegetated foredune sedirr>ent will accurmrlate at
the seaward fence. These sand fences, therefore, decrease sediment
novenrent from the beach into the foredune area landward of the sano
fence.

QH~~~; Qf ~ ~~ruDe DJOCLt ~EKE

Fertilization lras been shown to significantly increase the cover
and density of p. ~r~i$~u$~  !rawk and Strarp 1967, Suiskes 1980!.
In tlris study, the total cover of the plant corwmrnity was significant
for the study site factor  F~12.6, Prob.~�.001! . Study sites which
had marraged foredune" had higher cover compared to the natural study
sites  Figure 2! . Avalon  x=33.88! and Sea Isle City  R~34.98! had
significantly higher cover con8rared to Little P~ach  x 14.78!, Sandy
Book  x=10.58!, and Island Beach State Park  x=7.48!. The cover of h.
~v'~rLulrr& waS also significant for the study site factOr  F~11.8,



Prob.=<0.001! . Two groups were statistically distinguishable with
certain rrarraged foredunes  Two Rile Peach, Avalon, and m~ a Isle City!
having significantly hicher cover ttien the natural foredunes  little
Peach, Island Fc-ach State Park, and Sandy {rook!  Figure 3! . Ship
Bottom, classified as a rrenraged site, was statistically grouped with
t!re natural study sites.

Study sites which received annual fertilization  managed
foredunes! had higher cover conpared to the natural foredunes.
~ioirlr~ ~j3>~at~ accounted for most of the total plant cover in
the foredune plant conrmrnity. Fertilization altars to have increased
the cover of the plant coirIwnity in certain managed study sites. One
nanaged study site, Ship Bottcnu had sirr.ilar cover values compared to
tlie natural study sites. Heavy pedestrian traffic was probably the
cause of the low cover values recorded at Ship Bottom  Table 1! .
These results indicate that fertilization of a foredune area will
increase plant cover but will not increase plant cover if tranpl.ing
pressure exists.

The cover of c. ~e .erv~i s was significant for the study site
factor  F<.8, Prob.=<0.001! . Ship Bottom  r,=3.4%! and Sandy Hook
 x=3.2%! had significantly higher cover corrpared to the other study
sites  Figure 4!. Both of tire stuoy sites appeared to receive heavy
pedestrian tra f f ic  Tab! e 1! . Sg1ic!~o ~eppg~~e was most
prcminent in study sites which had low cover of  i. ~b~or~~~t and
trampling  pedestrian traffic disturbances! wittiin tire foredune area.
'Mesc results suggest that g. ~g~ev'~s nray be a good indicator of
a foredune area tliat lras levy pedestrian disturbances.

Few studies have actually looked at nany different foredunes to
determine what affect rranagerrent practices have on the plant
corirrrunities. Van der Valk �975! examined artif icial and natural
foredune plant conmunities in North Carolina and concluded that the
planting of a non-native species  g. ~~> i11n{IlI! did cause a change
in the structure and congosition of the foredune plant corrrrunity.
Seneca �980!, however, stated that the non-native species will
eventually "surrender oominance" to native veoetation and the foredune
plant coiirmrnity will return to its natural state.

Plant ccrrrrunity ccrrrposition varied tetween study sites. Only g.
~v~o~t, ~. ~~1Iee, and g. gnggg~ were plant species
present in all seven study sites. The vegetative species planted  L.
~biligir~a in nranaged foredunes was dominant in both the natural
and nranaged foredunes. Certain ruderal pecies tended to have higher
nean densities in the nanaced foredunes con@ared to the natural
foredunes  Table 2! ~ This indicates that foredune management programs
nray increase seedling establislrment of ruderal species. The nunhr.r of
species in the foredune plant ccnsnrnity were significantly different
 F~15.8, Prob.=<0.001! . Sea Isle City  x=7.4!, Avalon  x&.7!, and
Sandy Hook  x=6.3! had the highest mean nunber of species per transect
while Little Beach  x&.5!, Island Beach State Park  %~3.7!, Ship
Bottom  x=3.7!, and TWo &rile Beach  :i=3.7! had the lowest.

The foredune plant corirmrni ties were conpared by calculating the
coefficient of coirmunity and percentage sinularity values  Figure 5!.
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Figure 5. Plant coIITRInity values
expressed as a percentage distance
fran the study site Little Beach �!
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Table 2. Density  per square meter! of conaan annual plant species
in the study sites.

Study Sites
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Species

1.52.1

4.6

<0 ~ 1
<0.1

<0.1

Using Little Beach as the c<eparison study site, managed foredune
plant cceamnities were more similar to Little Beach than the other
natural foredunes examined. Comrvnity values revealed that the
managed foredunes had similar plant curxunity composition coxpared to
Little Beach. The other natural foredunes  Island Beach State Park
and Sandy Hook! were dissimilar from Little Beach. This sugges'ts that
there was a large amount of variation in the composition of the
natural foredune plant coranunities examined along the New Jersey
coast. Nanaged foredune plant cawrvnities, however, showed a good
deal of similarity between study sites. Nanagement practices ray
oecrease the variability of the composition of the plant camvnity.

In surgery, management practices and techniques  fertilization,
sand fencing, and vegetative plantings! did affect the foredune plant
comnunity. The coxposition of the foredune plant caamnities of
ranaged study sites was similar to certain natural study sites.
unaged foredune plant comrunities, however, showed a srmll degree of
compositional var iation compared to the natural foredune plant
comaunities examined. The planted vegetation in the |teenaged foredunes
did not affect the ~i ition of the xenaged foredune plant
c<mmunities since the species was dominant in natural foredunes. The
structure of the managed foredune plant comnunities was different than
the natural foredunes. Nanaged foredunes had significantly higher
cover coxpared to the natural foredunes. Nany annual ruderal sp.cies
had larger densities in managed foredunes.

Sand fences in managed study sites affected the foredunes
topography, sedinmnt movermnt, and microhabitats. Sand fences seawaro
of the vegetated foredunes accumulated sand. Sand fences changed the
microclimate of the seaward slope of certain managed foredunes by
decreasing sand movement and providing protection from salt spray.

Pedestrian traffic appeared to influence certain foredune plant
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Cakile edentula 0.7
Cenchrus tribuloides <0.1
Erigeron canadensis ?.1
Euphorbia polyoonifolia <0.1
Gnaphalium obtusifolium 2.2
Salsola kali 0.1
Strophostyles helvola 0.3
Triplasis ~rpurea 0.1
Xanthium strumarium 0.4

1.3 0.9 0.3
<0.1 <0.1 0.4

<O.l 10.1
0.1 0.2

<0.1 � 1.0
0.1 � <0.1

<0.1 � 0.4
<0.1 0.3 <0.1
<0.1 - 0.6

0.5
0.4
3.5

0.3
0,2
0.1
1.8

<0,1



communities. Total plant cover was low in study sites with evidence
of trampling. ~So 'd~ gegpeIvj~ had higher cover in trampled
study sites suggesting that S. ~srvirens may tolerate traayling
better than other dune species. Driftline plant species and
vegetative plantings seaward of the sand fences appeared to be
destroyed from hurran recreation on the beaches. Sand fences also
appeared to act as a barrier to pedestrian traffic in the foredune
area. The seaward limits of vegetation establishment appeared to be
dictated by the armunt of beach usage, tracks of off-road vehicles,
and sand fence placement.
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introduction

Politically Ireland is divided into two. Such a
division is apparent in the approach to nature conservation
and management  Carter 1985a! despite the obvious
similarities in the resource base. However, dichotomy in
policy is not matched by dichotomy in conservation practice,
largely due to lack of funds and few adequately trained field
staff. Although the Irish coast is probably the major
tourist attraction, management is haphazard. Such a wayward
approach is epitomised by the numerous techniques and tactics
employed in conserving the Irish coastal sand dunes. The
purpose of this short paper is to describe the changing
patterns of dune management and conservation in Ireland over
the last 140 years, and to compare rates of failure and
success. Some conclusions are drawn as to the "distinctive-
ness" of the Irish dunes and the lessons appropriate to
management policies and planning.

The Irish Dune S stems

The physical and biological background of the Irish
dune systems has been outlined in Quinn �977! and Carter
�985b! and only a brief resume is included here.

The Irish dunes were formed largely between 5000 and
2000 bp as the post-glacial sea-level rise slowed, halted or
even reversed. The bulk of the sediment was derived fram
shallow shelf sands of glacigenic origin, transported and
sorted by marine and eolian processes. Distribution of
dune systems reflects the glacial limits.  Fig. 1!. At
present sediment supply, apart from reworking  particularly
around estuary mouths! is decidely limited.
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There are no large-scale dunes forming today.
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but inland the dune ridges are well-covered with grasses and
shrubs. Most dunes are base rich due to calcium carbonate
influx, although in places, leaching has led to the establish-
ment of more "acidic" species  e.g. Erica Pteridium! on the
older dunes. Intra-dune ecological gradients, due to moisture,
shelter and especially grazing, have produced a complex
vegetation mosaic. This natural diversity is an important key
in dune management and conservation.

Earl Disturbance � The Abandonment Phase

As the Irish population rose rapidly in the 1700s and
1800s so dunelands were used increasingly for agriculture.
Extensive so il disturbance, mainly for potato crops, but
also for cereals, flax and rabbits led to widespread sand
blow. Contemporary records  e.g. Clarke 1837; 1837!
voiced considerable concern about over-use of the fragile dune
sails, particularly where property was threatened by
engulfment. However, the main response to dune instability
was abandonment, often involving the emigration of whole
communities. At Magilligan in Co. Londonderry, approximately
80% of near-coast inhabitants either moved inland or overseas
in the early nineteenth century.

Most of the Irish dunelands fell within large private
estates. The attitude of landlords, when faced with
instability varies from estate to estate. In some cases
nothing was done, the unstable ground merely abandoned
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and the indigenous population left to fend for itself .

Elsewhere some measure of dune restoration was under-
taken, perhaps in association with land reform. Murphy
�980! has collected many early records of land dune
instability.

In Co, Sligo and south Co. Donegal, Clarke �835!
recorded over 500 acres �20 ha! covered by up to 3 m of
loose blown sand.

In many townlands the area under tillage fell
dramatically in the early nineteenth century. In
Ballintemple townland, Co. Sligo, 105 acres �9 ha! were
taxed as cultivated land in 1800, by 1835 this had fallen
to 5 acres �.2 ha! . At Strandhill in the -arne county, the
village was engulfed and the villagers moved inl.and to
settle on marginal upland bog, Rosapenna in Co. Donegal
 Fig. 2! suffered the same fate, 16 farms were abandonded in
the early nineteenth century. Ultimately many of these
vulnerable folk would have died in the famine, or emigrated.
The general attitude of the peasant stock was of disbelief
and despair.

~F. 2: Lo d Hoyl ' to � g 1f d ty . d
eiuhteenth century and exposed 120 years later.
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Some estates, for example Lord Palmerston's at
Mullaughmore, Co. Sligo and Lord Leitrim's at Rossguil, Co.
Donegal undertook successful plantings of vegetation,
mainly Ammo hila, although at Hullaughmore shrubs and trees
were estab ished. These remedies were largely successful
due to the fact that access to the land was restricted and
in the case of Nullaughmore, measures were taken to exer-
minate and then exclude rabbits. In other examples,
A~amp h'1 plant'ngs * nona too oessful, p ob bly
because the land was brought back into agricultural use too
quickly.

During the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
the Government undertook a series of land reforms in Ireland,
to remove many of the existing inquitous tenure systems,
These policies led to a state interest in dune management,
under the aegis of the congested Districts Board  later the
Irish Land Commission!. The Board organised a number of
small dune restoration schemes, largely by planting

h' la. I th 192os d 193o, the oo ' s ' o undertook
two major dune reclamation schemes, one on Achill Island in
Co. !9 ayo and the other at Horn Head in Co. Donegal. The
latter still remains the largest dune reclamation scheme so
far attempted in Ireland. Problems arose through mismanagement
of the Stewart Estate following the desertion of the land by
the Stewart family after the First World War. Within 3 years
of desertion overgrazing by tenanted farmers led to serious
sand blow  Fig. 3! which by 1925 had turned the Dunfanaghy
Estuary into a brackish lake and threatened the adjacent
village. The Land Commission Scheme involved planting of
~ammo h'la rd 1 te 9' s. 0 o g th land a b d d,
access restricted and recovery achieved within 10-15 years.
The land has been resold for agriculture and is lightly

grazed. Fi , 3 The Horn Head
estate � blown sand
1919-1926
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The Ad'ustment Phases

En ineerin A roaches

The advent of recreation pressure on the Irish sand
dunes rapidly led to serious dune erosion problems. At
Portrush, Co. Antrim local residents were complaining of
blowing sand only ten years after the arrival of the railwav
in 1855 � and with it a huge influx of tourists and day
visitors. Within 50 years many sand hills had become deruded
of vegetation and significant amounts of sediment had blown
inland, causing shoreline recession. The problem was over-
come through construction of sea walls, often serving a dual
function as promenades. Many Irish dune systems disappeared
under concrete between 1890 and 196O. The consequences of
these actions have largely been manifested in severe beach
erosion, following the completion of a sea wall at Portrush
in 1963, the beach level has dropped 1.5 m and major under-
pinning of the wall has been undertaken.

All too often the engineering "solution" has been applied
in the absence of prior scientific appraisal, taking no
account of natural compensatory beach/dune sediment exchanges.
The ploy of "holding the shoreline" often spells disaster for
the beach and an important recreational asset is lost. In
some instances, Rosslare Strand, Co. Wexford, is the best
Irish example, techniques and tactics have changed regularly
with little sense of overall objective. The net result is
the loss of a natural dune system, and a fresh set of problems
related to the beach.

Environmental A roaches

Cost and aesethic factors, plus a general disillusionment
with the efficacy of civil engineering solutions all contri-
buted to a change in direction in the mid 1960s. Severely
degraded dune lands at Brittas Bay, Co. Wicklow  Mawhinney
and Quinn 1970!, Murlough, Co. Down  Whatmough, 1977! and
Portrush, Co. Antrim  Wilcock and Carter 1977! all underwent
"environmental" restoration, employing a mixture of natural
and artificial encouragements. There are several problems
to contend with. One, fresh sand supply is limited, so that
snow fences are of little use. Two, it is difficult to
close down heavily used recreation areas to allow restoration.
Three, education, both general and specific, was, and still
is, at an agonisingly low level.

All the above mentioned studies tried to "zone"
duneland, to permit a continuation of activity, as well as
providing recovery time, for soils and vegetation. In the
Brittas Bay example, this was achieved by judious siting of
car parks, in the others by use of secure fencing. Only at
Murlough was wardening, on a day to day basis available. This
has proved to be the crucial factor, Only Murlough may be
judged as successful  Whatmcugh 1977, Whatmough and Carter 1982
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although, ironically, its very success has led to more
problems as visitor numbers and demands have grown
enormously in the last decade, forcing reassessment of the
conservation strategy. At both the other two sites, initial
success has been reinforced by the slow drift back to
degradation. Vandalism and insentitive use has arrested
progress and created an air of despondency among those
responsible for the initial projects.

Notwithstanding such gloom, there has been an upsurge
in interest in coastal dune management in Ireland, particularly
to cater for a transient, uneducated visiting population.
Theoretical and practical research projects have been under-
taken, ranging from studies of dune vegetation to psycological
analyses of dune visitors. Most of this research aims at
honing dune management skills so that they can become more
cost-effective and more responsive to consumer needs. Some of
the major conclusions from this work relate to trafficability
and accessibility  Wilcock, 1976; Young, 1977! vegetation and
slope stability  Carter, 1980!, patterns of foredune construction
and destruction  Carter and St~~~ in prep! .

The Irish Dune Mana ement "Model"

It is hard to draw together something as nebulous as
dune management in Ireland and call it a "model". In a
politically divided country where the coast is often
afforded no districtive legislative recognition  Carter, 1985a!
and decision-making on coastal matters is usually arbitary
 Rea 1980!, there are even problems in providing a broad
summary.

However, a number of lessons have been learnt. These
include:

the traditional sagacity of dune restoration and
management through abandonment has largely been
lost;

natural regeneration and growth or planting of dune
vegetation is best achieved by 15-20 years of access
restrictions;

many standard methods employing sand fences are
inappropriate due to the almost complete natural
failure of the present day sediment supply;

constant vigilance, preferably through wardening
is necessary for successful dune restoration and
maintenance;

the level of public education on dunes is still
usefully low. To the public shoreline "protection"
still means concrete walls;



diversity in dune systems is a good thing some
blowing sand is essential for the retention of a
vigourous ecology.

Over the last 150 years all kinds of measures have been
taken to conserve and manage the Irish dunes. Some have been
successful, others have not. Until now no serious appraisal
of why this variability exists has been made. The value of
the coast in tours of the Irish tourist economy is so high
that resources must be made available for research and
development into management techniques, specific to the
Irish dunes, rather than the current over-reliance on
imported solutions.
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In Britain, the conservation of geological, geomorphological and
physiographic features of national or international importance for
research and education has a strong statutory basis  Duff, 1979!,
with the duty of selecting and conserving these sites resting with the
Nature Conservancy Council  NCC! � an independent agency f'unded by
government; the Council also has responsibility for nationally or
internationally important biological sites. There is no organisational
link with the Nature Conservancy in the United States. The sites
selected for conservation are ranked either as National Nature
Reserves  NNR! which are owned or leased by NCC or managed under
agreements with the landowner, or as Sites of Special Scientific
Interest  SSSI!, which remain in the ownership and management control of
the original landowner; occasionally the NCC enters management
agreements with the owners of SSSI. At present there are about 195
National Nature Reserves and 4200 Sites of Special Scientific Interest
in Britain. Not surprisingly, a considerable number of conflicts arise
over the management, development and exploitation of SSSIs, and a good
deal of the NCC's work is concerned with attempts to overcome or
ameliorate such threats. This paper deals only with some of the
problems experienced at the coast, specifically those related to coast
protection works. The pressure which is felt on important coastal sites
is, to a large extent, a reflection of the high population density in
Britain, with over 55 million people occupying an area of only 89,000
square miles � only marginally larger than the state of Utah. The
length of the British coast is 4910 miles, and about 2 y!'i of it is
defended by coast protection or sea defence works of some sort.

Several principal types of coastal site are selected as earth science
SSSIs, including cliffs, sand-dunes, marshes and shell-banks, tombolos,
shingle beaches and fcrelands, ries and raised beaches Each has its



own particular types of conservation problem, often compounded by the
high population density and development pressure in coastal areas.
This paper concentrates on cliffs and shingle features, and in
particular the threats posed to them by engineering structures designed
for coast protection purposes. This threat has grown significantly
over the past 35 years, largely because of the great public concern felt
in Britain over the severe damage and loss of life which occurred along
the east coast in 1946 and 1953, caused by a combination of major storms
and surge tides in the North Sea; 300 lives were lost in the 1953 floods,
Much of the damage which occurred then could be related to the fact that
maintenance of coast protection works had been largely ignored during
World War 2, and major failures of the structures resulted. The outcome
of this was greater central government involvement in coast protection,
with funding being made available to a nationwide network of Coast
Protection Authorities, usually the local Borough or County Council.
Works are designed and promoted by the appropriate Coast Protection
Authority and, on average, 70' of the cost is met by central government,
the balance coming from local taxes levied by the Borough, District or
County authorities. Thi* public funding of coast protection works means
that, in theory, all parts of the British coastline are eligible for
coast protection funding from a public source, increasing the pressure
on vulnerable SSSIs. The total annual expenditure is, however, small
with only $25 million being spent on coast protection works in England
and Wales during 1982.

Features of Earth Science Im ortance at the Coast.

Since much of the early development of the geological sciences took
place in Britain, many localities are of very long-standing importance
for their geology. A large number of classic sites occur along the
cliffed coastline of Britain, such as the whole Jurassic sequence seen
in the cliffs of Dorset, the famous white chalk cliffs of Kent and
Sussex, and the Ballantrae ophiolite sequence in Scotland. In addition,
many of the defined type-sections for chronosit atigraphic units
recognised throughout the world occur along the British coast, for
example the Kissseridgian, Portlandian, Thanetian, Bartonian and Waltonian
Stages. Some of these sections are cut in 'hard' cliffs, which are
inherently stable and do not suffer from significant erosion, retreat or
collapse. However, a great many nationally or internationally important
geological sites occur in soft rapidly-eroding cliffs, cut in sands, clays
and weak limestones, often with rates of retreat of over 3 feet per annum.
Where such cliffs  which are often 150 feet or more high! occur in the
proximity of residentially or, more rarely, industrially-developed land,
a threat to their continued existence in a natural state frequently
arises. This threat invariably involves major civil engineering works,
with massive structures being installed at the cliff foot, usually
combined with cliff-grading, drainage and planting. Such works usually
obliterate any geological outcrops which may originally have existed.

Where major cliff stabilisation works are proposed for a geological SSSI,
the Nature Conservancy Council is automatically consulted and our views
sought. However, in the case of all development requiring planning
permission  a licence to develop! we do not have the ultimate power to
prevent the development going ahead; our responses are limited by law
to merely advising the licencing authority of the likely impact of the
proposals, and recommending our preferred course of action. Whilst the
authority is required to take these representations into account, they
are not required to accept them, and a number of very important sites
have been lent ae a result of our recommendations not being implemented.
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There is a form of appeal to central government, where the Department of
the Environment acts as an arbiter, but even in this instance there is
no guarantee that the NCC representations will be upheld. Our ultimate
sanction, that of compulsorily purchasing the land in question, is a
politically sensitive matter, and has never been used in such
circumstances. As a result of having to operate in this engineering-
dominated environment, the NCC will frequently attempt to modify the
proposed engineering solution, so as to achieve a balance of conserv-
ation and coast protection by mutual agreement. This is a very
difficult objective to achieve and our efforts are still at. an early
stage, but it does appear that there is considerable potential for
obtaining more satisfactory results, and we are keen to involve as many
coastal scientists and engineers as possible in our researches. Two of
the case histories which follow describe successful schemes of this sort
on the east coast of Britain, at West Runton in Norfolk and at
Bishopstone in Kent.

Those parts of the coast which are formed by geomorphological features
such as sand dunes, marshes or shingle structures present different
problems. Bere, massive engineering structures are less of a threat but
are replaced by other artificial methods of controlling and stabilising
natural sedimentary processes. The third case study presented here shows
how an engineering solution has been applied to Britain's beet-known and
largest shingle tombolo, Chesil Beach in Dorset. In many respects the
installation of the engineering structures represent a defeat for the
conservation movement, but we have nevertheless been able to achieve
significant modification of part of the scheme.

West Runton Case Histor

West Runton cliffs in Norfolk expose nationally-important sections
through sands, silts, clays and tills of Pleistocene age, and prior to
coast protection works being installed were receding at more than 5 feet
per annum. hluch of the adjacent soft coastline of Norfolk had already
been defended by permeable wooden revetments placed about 65 feet
seaward 3f the cliffs, with the seaward face of the revetment sloping at
about 45 and being faced with ten courses of massive planks. The effect
of this low-cost form of coast-protection, which was essential on cost-
benefit grounds because of the low value of the farmland above, was
highly satisfactory in cutting down erosion rates almost to zero, but
resulted in the previously well-exposed cliffs  whose bases were
continually being scoured by the sea! becoming stabilised at the natural
angle oi' repose of the constituent sediments. The slopes became grass-
covered and all outcrop was lost.

When similar works were proposed I'or the West Runton cliffs the NCC began
to consider how best to try and retain the excellent natural exposures of
the Pleistocene sediments in the cliffs. We soon discovered that we were
unlikely to be able to stop the dei'ences from being built at all and a
compromise solution, whereby limited erosion would occur in the areas of
the key exposures, was investigated. We encountered considerable
opposition from the engineers in the initial stages but pressure from the
Department of the Environment eventually resulted in a change of attitude
by them, and we were able to seek an innovative modification to the
'standard' scheme. Our objective was to reduce the rate of marine erosion
to something in the order of 5-104 of its original level, thereby
virtually eliminating cliff recession whilst still allowing sufficient
marine scour to remove fallen material from the foot of the cliffs and
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prevent the gradual loss of exposure by the natural build-up of talus.
There would also be the added benefit of continuing to provide material
to the beach from the cliffs, rather than starving the beach and
causing erosion problems downdrift. The modification which was made to
the two lengths of revetment in front of the key geological sections,
300 and 630 feet long respectively, involved reducing the number of
facing-plank courses from ten to four, the courses being placed at the
top and bottom of the facing, and at equal spacings between.

This simplistic solution has proved to be a very effective modification.
The beach levels in front of and behind the modified lengths of
revetment consistently remain at a level up to 3 feet lower than levels
associated with the normal lengths, and talus build-up behind the
modified lengths of revetment is much less, and also is periodically
removed during storms. In addition, the modified lengths show no sign
of being structurally weaker than the remainder of the scheme. After
installation in 1976, a monthly monitoring scheme to record beach levels
in front of and behind the revetment was introduced, supplemented by
daily records of wave direction and height, daily records of wind
direction and strength, and quarterly beach profiling. The data is
currently being analysed in depth, but interim assessment suggests that
the objectives of the scheme are being met; cliff exposure in the key
areas of the site remains good, eight years after the defences were
installed.

Bimbo stone Cliffs Case Histor

This has similarities to the West Runton case, in that the cliffs
consist of rapidly-eroding soft sands and clays, here of Tertiary age.
The section is of national importance for both the stratigraphic
sequence which is exposed  spanning the Palaeocene-Eocene boundary and
including the type-section of the Thanetian Stage! and for its unique
fossil floras of Palaeocene age. The exposed section shows very
unstable London Clay, which slumps readily and extensively, resting
upon more consolidated and partly cemented marine sands of the Oldhaven
Beds; the recession rate is about 3 feet per annum, although because of
the style of instability in the London Clay slips tend to occur less
frequently but cover wider areas. The cliff in Oldhaven Beds is betwen
50-75 feet high and is usually sheer or nearly so; marine scour at the
cliff toe keeps it fairly free of fallen sand, although slumped debris
from the overlying London Clay is locally abundant.

In an 1150 foot length of the site seven houses are at risk from the
receding cliff edge, with a large number of additional dwellings likely
to come under threat in about 100 years time at current recession rates.
Arguably, the most cost-beneficial approach would have been to buy out
the seven houses and either demolish them or allow them to collapse in
due course. However, the Coast Protection Authority decided that they
should seek to afford the houses long-term protection, and drew up a
scheme to defend the cliffs. This entailed a mass-concrete seawall at
the cliff-foot, grading back the cliffs to a stable angle and installing
drains on and above the graded cliff face. The effect of this would have
been to totally destroy the geological value of this nationally important
SSSI and WCC therefore opposed the scheme. It proved impossible to
remove the threat of the defences altogether so we again sought to modify
the scheme so as to make it more acceptable. We received strong support
and co-operation from the engineers department of the Coast Protection
Authority and found this a most encouraging reflection on their
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flexibility of approach. Eventually we reached agreement over a
compromise scheme which vill, we hope, retain adequate exposures whilst
largely solving the erosion problem. There are five elements to the
scheme:�

a! Craded ri -ra a ron.

This structure, 27 feet wide, will be placed upon the existing beach to
protect the toe of the cliff against marine erosion, and replaces the
originally-proposed mass concrete seawall. It is intended to act as an
energy-absorbing structure rather than a reflective structure, and will
consist of large blocks of rock placed upon a semi-permeable membrane,
and anchored by their own mass. The intention is that this will permit
some wave run-up and provide sufficient scour to remove talus and
slipped material from the cliff-toe, whilst not permitting serious and
rapid cliff recession to continue.

b! London Cl retainin wall.

The London Clay above the sheer cliff face in Oldhaven Beds will be
graded back to a slope of 1 in 4, behind a retaining wall to be built
50 feet back from the existing cliff edge. The retaining wall will
incorporate a rubble-filled drain, and the London Clay surface between
the drain and the cliff edge will slope inland towards the drain, to
prevent erosion of the London Clay cliff edge; 18 inches of the clay will
be left as a cap on the Oldhaven Beds, to prevent water ingress into the
soft sands beneath. It will also serve to delimit the upper surface of
the Oldhaven Beds and will thus be of stratigraphic importance.

c! Oldhaven Beds cliff not to be raded.

This will ensure that a good elean section through the Oldhaven Beds will
remain for study and research. It will also be cleared of all debris and
loose material at the time when the rip-rap apron is being installed.
The coast protection authority have also agreed that any London Clay or
Oldhaven Beds debris falling from the cliffs vill be periodically removed
by machine or manual labour. It is unclear how often this will need to
be done, but the effect will be to retain a full and usable section
through the whole of the Oldhaven Beds sequence.

d! Local lannin code.

When the Local Plan for the area is drawn up in the near future it will
include a policy preventing the building of any further cliff-top
development, thereby ensuring that the geological value of the remainder
of the cliff section does not come under threat in the future. This
decision on the part of the planning authority is, so far, unique in
Britain, and is probably the closest approach yet in Britain to a
Coastal Zone Management Program.

e! Local Nature Reserve to be established.

This will specify the detailed management objectives and practice for
the whole length of cliff which is of geological importance here, not
just the 1150 foot length which is being defended. This again is the
first time that such a step has been taker. in Britain and will ensure
that the cliff and cliff-tap area above is managed in a way
compatible with the long-term protection of the geological sections.
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The integrated approach to the safeguard of this key section is a most
encouraging step forward in co-operation between geological conserv-
ationists and coastal engineers, and shows what can be achieved if both
sides are prepared to put aside their differences and work together to
produce a realistic solution to problems of this sort.

Chesil Beach Case Hisior

Chesil Beach SSSI is Britain's largest and most distinctive tombolo, and
is well-known to geomorphologists throughout the world. It lies on ihe
south coast of England, where it runs for 15 miles and connects the Isle
of Portland with the Dorset mainland near Bridport. The average crest
height of the beach is about 45 feet above sea level and ihe accepted
view of its formation is that it was driven onshore during the latter
phases of the Pleistocene Ice Age, when sea levels were considerably
lower; with the subsequent rise in sea-level and the lack of additional
shingle deposits in shallow water nearby the beach has been starved of
further shingle and has, in effect, become a fossil structure. The main
features of significance to coastal geomorphologists are the large size
of Chesil, its composition � being largely composed of flint and chert
pebbles derived from relatively local sources in the Jurassic and
Cretaceous - , and the fact that it shows a systematic grading in grain
size, with mean size decreasing westwards, in the direction of dominant
drift.

Until lforld Var 2 the beach was largely undisturbed by man's influence,
save for some limited gravel extraction and the installation of a water
main at the eastern end of the beach. However, since the war the social
and economic pressures on the beach have increased greatly and led to
significant damage to the beach, mainly in the cause of short-term
benefit for a small number of individuals. For example, gravel extraction
increased greatly with the result that it has been calculated that 2$ of
the overall volume of the beach was removed for use in aggregates between
1950 and 1977. Other pressures have come from the building of a large oil
storage depot on reclaimed land behind the beach, from the presence of a
long-established residential area behind the beach where it joins the Isle
of Portland, and from proposals later withdrawn! to build a nuclear power
station immediately behind the beach.

Regular monitoring of the beach has been taking place for well over 100
years and shows that the volume of the beach is gradually decreasing,
being most marked at the eastern end of the feature, where it abuts ihe
Isle of Portland. This supports the belief that Chesil is a fossil
feature, now being eroded more rapidly. The NCC had, for many years, been
concerned at the implications of continuing to allow gravel to be removed
from the beach for aggregate production, and in 1977 eventually succeeded
in convincing the planning authority that it should cease. The effect of
this had, however, lowered the height of the beach crest at the Portland
end of the beach, at the village of Chiswell. In December 1978 the area
was struck by a 100 year event storm which caused the front of the beach
to be combed down severely, and resulted in a small local breach
occurring in the beach. Chiswell was flooded to a depth of several feet
and there was cousiderable damage to buildings and property; some
buildings are still derelict today. The coast protection authority acted
immediately to deal with this catastrophe, and artificially rebuilt the
beach with bulldozers, using shingle from undamaged parts of the
backbeach area. Since this was defined as 'emergency works' there was no
obligation to consult NCC over how to carry out the work with the least
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damage to the geomorphological interest, and we were not told of the work
until it had been carried out. This was the first major interference with
the beach, and caused the natural grading to be completely destroyed over
a length of several hundred metres.

Then, in February 1979, the beach was struck by another freak event when
an atypical long period swell, combined with high tide and a strong on-
shore wind, returned the shingle to the beach bui again caused over-
topping and lowered the beach crest height by washing shingle down into
the backbeach area. Chiswell was flooded once more, and additional
damage was caused. At this stage the coast protection authority decided
that engineering works had to be installed here to guard against future
flooding and a possible permanent breach in the beach. Consultations
took place with NCC over the proposals and we sought the views of the
professional geomorphical community in Britain. It became clear that
there was overwhelming opposition to the idea of installing extensive
engineering works at Chesil, especially since the initial proposal was
for a 1 mile length of gabions to be placed along the beach crest at the
eastern end of the beach. The effect of this would clearly have been to
destroy the naturalness of the feature, interfere with the grading pattern
and introduce exotic material to the beach when the gabion baskets were
fractured. We sought a total rethink of the scheme on the part of its
proposers, including a request to look again at the cost-benefit analysis
of the scheme taking into account the value of the beach to science and
considering the option of buying out all the threatened property. It
soon became clear that we were not going to be able to prevent the works,
and so as a last resort we attempted to find ways of minimising their
impact. We succeeded in having the length of the gabion run reduced from
1 mile to 490 feet, and it is now defined by the engineers as an
'experimental length'. The gabions take the form of broad gabion baskets
placed on the beach crest, with three gabion courses tied together. The
form of the mattresses follows the contours of the beach crest, and they
are anchored into the beach at the front and back; the fill is mainly
shingle which was removed from the beach more or less in situ, although
part of the 'experiment' involved the use of exotic material-principally
Upper Jurassic cherty limestone. The durability and survi val of this
material is being monitored to see how it performs relative to the
natural beach deposits. The other element of the experiment concerns the
construction of the gabion baskets, some of which are galvanised wire and
others of which are PVC-coated wire; again, their performance is being
monitored. The intention is that the mattresses should act as a flexible
structure which is much better able to absorb wave energy in times of
adverse weather conditions.

There is no doubt that the erosion of Chesil Beach can be reduced very
greatly in this way, and that property in Chiswell can be protected, bui
the question which must be asked is whether the great financial and
environmental cost of the engineering works can be justified for what is
clearly only a relatively short-term solution? As yet, environmental
factors are very rarely used in cost-benefit analysis in Britain and until
their inclusion becomes automatic problems of thi s sort will continue to
arise. The scientific integrity of Chesil Beach has, without a doubt,
been severely affected by these works although at first glance the beach
may not seem to have been changed in any obvious way. The extension of
these works for the full 1 mile originally proposed would be a much
greater threat, and it is to be hoped that the scope of cast-benefit
analysis will have been significantly broadened before such an application
arises o
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The Prdnci al Problems affectin Coastal Conservation.

The threats and problems which arise at coastal SSSIs fall into a number
of clearly defined groupings:

a! Fra mented res onsibilit

There are 121 separate coast protection authorities in Britain, without
any system of formal co-operation between them. This frequently results
in different levels of protection in adjacent areas, with large amounts
of terminal scour often occurring at their boundaries, Sediment
starvation often occurs downdrift as a result of massive terminal groynes
or strongpoints being installed to trap sediment within one authorities
beach area.

b! The fundin mechanism.

Although the bulk of the works are funded by central government, thereby
encouraging authorities to promote works, the ruling policy is that only
capital works are funded and that maintenance works are not eligible for
grant-aid. This means that beach 1'ceding and nourishment is extremely
rare in Britain, only three schemes ever having been undertaken. This
is unfortunate from an earth science conservation viewpoint, since we
believe that an effective beach would be less damaging to our sites than
would structural works.

c! Overkill.

The majority of coastal engineering structures are designed with a large
amount of overkill built in with the result that there is rarely any
chance of cliff exposures remaining visible once the works have been
built. If the design of structures was looked at in a more liberal way
then it should be possible to design and install structures which would
combine the needs oi' both coast protection and geological conservation,
as has been successfully done at West Runton. We hope to see a more
innovative approach to coastal engineering develop in the future, with
the Bishopstone example being a major breakthrough.

d! 1'ublic attitudes

The overwhelming public feeling in Britain at present appears to be that
coastal erosion should be controlled at almost any cost, with the
presence of buildings and property being an over-riding factor;
conservation, environmental, landscape or aesthetic considerations are
of virtually no significance. Until this attitude changes, and in view
of the small size of Britain and the high density of population and
development which exists this seems a long way off, there is little
likelihood of major improvement in the ease with which long term
conservation of geological sites is achieved. Also, there is too little
consideration of environmental factors in the training of most engineers,
causing another unnecessary hurdle to overcome; I hope that this will
change.

e! Cost-benefit anal sis.

Although each application for central government funds must include an
assessment of the cost-benefit of the scheme, the analyses are def'icient
in that they do not include consideration of environmental and conser-
vation issues. %is inevitably has implications for public attitudes
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and the degree of overkill which is built into most schemes. The real
difficulty, however, lies in the way in which conservation issues should
be treated and quantified, prompting the leading British workers in this
field to state that "if the community is willing to invest to protect
its valued property in the form of houses and factories, it is no less
appropriate to invest to protect valued conservation areas. The problem
remaining is the valuation of such areas and, as yet, we have not
investigated such a methodological and conceptual minefield",

Conclusions.

Greater co-operation and mutual understanding between coastal engineers
and conservationists is likely to be beneficial to both. There have
already been a number of instances where successful results have been
obtained, notably in low cost engineering solutions where cost benefit
is close to marginal. I believe thai there is great potential for further
improvement, and that this would be made more achievable in two ways.
Firstly, if the central government funding agency were to exhort
engineers to have greater regard to SSSIs and HNRs; to insist that
environmental and conservation issues were included in cost benefit
analyses; to insist that coast protection authorities co-ordinated their
efforts so as to take into account the whole coastal unit of which their
authority was a part, instead of acting independently; and to urge
engineers to be more innovative and to investigate the possibility of
using low-cost methods more frequently .

Secondly, a major public relations initiative needs to be taken by the
whole geological, geomorphological and coastal science community, in
order to make the layman much more aware of the social and economic
significance of the coastal and earth sciences. The aim should be to
make citizens more aware of all the issues involved, and to appreciate
that several alternative solutions may exist. Wider public acceptance of
lower-cost structures such as permeable revetments, offshore breakwaters
and the wider use of beach feeding, instead of using the traditional and
'reassuring' mass concrete structures would also be likely to give better
conservation results.

We are still learning how best to tackle the integration of coastal
engineering and conservation and are keen to involve as many workers in
both fields as we can. This paper sets out some of the ways in which we
have been attempting to resolve the problem in Britain, and I hope very
much that it will stimulate wider debate in Britain and in the United
States. I will be delighted to hear from anyone who wishes to continue
the debate, or who can supply me with information which may help us to
move forward.
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Coastal ~pnerrt is a high stakes issue for all segttmnts of the
public. High property values require develcpers to maximize the use of
spaoe, and setting projects back fran the Gulf of Mexico affects project
~cs. Qn the other hand, many people are co~ with resource
prcrtection, public access, and other factors of develapaent. Because
today's decisions have long range ramifications for the character of the
coastal area, coax' developnent tends to betxrte a passionate and highly
visible process.

Scrtta would point to developers as the bad guys in the process, but
this is too simplistic. The basic fact is that, if the public did not
create a demand for waterfront devest, developtent interests would be
working on different projects. our app~ to ~ regulation, there-
fore, must remgruze the rights of individuals and the public by trying
to weave a co~ frertt the threads of the diverse and valid interests
which are represented in the dareloptent and review process.

Alabattm's response to beachfront developnent has been, thus fax, a
policy of recognizing the interest of the people to use the beautiful and
fragile resources of the coast for recreational activities while establish-
ing controls which will eliminate the major abuses of the development pro-
cess and protect ixrportant natural resources. 'IItis is an evolutiona~
process and has yielded sate successes and scree disappointttents.

Prior to the impltmmntation of the Alabama Coastal Area Management
Program  ACAMP!, there were no restrictions in the location of structures
an the beach and dune system in Alabama. As a result, there were several
structures in the 'Ittwn of Gulf Shores which were undermined on a regular
basis during periods of heavy seas.
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In addition, there were no restrictions on vehicles operating on
beaches and dunes, and it was ccnmun practice for people to drive up and
down the beach and dune systems in dune buggies, jeeps, ano other 4~1
drive vehicles. These actions resulted in significant damage to the dune
systans along Alabmna' s beaches.

This paper will describe the general fr~irk, the goals, and the
policies of the beach and dune manag~~nt system developed to respond to
mastal developnent issues along the 22 miles of Baldwin Gounty beaches.

II. ALABAYiA'S BEACH A2jD DUNE P~ICiN PRQGRAN

Since its inception in 1979, the Alabama Coastal Area Management
Program has been concerned with the manage@ant and protection of Alabama's
beach and dune systems. From the early stages of program developnent,
there has been a recognition that beach and dune rmnagenent is a synthesis
of the actions of a variety of programs carried out by federal, state, and
local governments,

Scme of these program are controlled directly by the Alabama Coastal
Area Nanagerrent Program while others are controlled by other agencies.
For instance, the Federal Flood Insurance Program, administered in Baldwin
County by the Builciing Inspector, is a vital aspect of beach and dune
managem nt, and it has important ramifications for developments on the
beach and dune systems and for the beach and dune systems themselves.

The actions of these various agencies combine to provide the operating
enviroment for developnent along Baldwin County's beaches and shores, and
they also provide the fr~rk for the protection of the valuable natural
resources of the Baldwin Gounty coastal area.

In order to understand the operation of Alabania's beach and dune
program, it is necessary to consider several of the major goals which
provide the. basis for the regulatory policies and enforcement mechanisms
of the ACANP.

1. Prevent storm damage to properties.

Residents of Alabama's coastal area are well aware of the paver
and fury of hurricanes as they strike the beach and dune area. In 1979,
Hurricane Frederick carre ashore in Baldwin County causing the largest
rrunetary loss from storm damage in V.S, history - well over Sl billion,
Gver 60'4 of Baldwin County's beachfront structures were damaged or
destroyed as foundations were undermined and interiors gutted by the can-
bined forces of wind and wave action. The beach and dune rmnagenent system
is designed to enhance storm protection efforts on the part of individuals
and by the agencies.

2. Protect sand dunes to perform their natural functions.

Sand dunes provide a natural reservoir of sand to satisfy the
energy denards of storm events as well as the natural winter/sumrer shore-
line changes  beach profile! which occur as sands migrate offshore to form
bars in tin winter and migrate shoreward in the smxa.r season. The Coastal
bianagemcnt Program is designed to encourage the maintenance and enhancmIent
of the sand reservoir capacity of' the beach and dune system.

3. Reduce the impact of erosion on beachfront structures.
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Alabama's erosional loss in gulf front areas is estimated to be
less than one foot per year. By adopting the 40 foot setback behind the
crestline of the primary dune system, it is anticipated that this will
provide a reasonable buffer against long term erosion loss.

Protect the aesthetics of the beach and dune system.

Although it is not conceived as an architectural review board,
the Coastal Area hhnagem nt Program has developed several policies which
affect the appearance of the beaches, including a prohibition against the
deposition of red clay and other foreign materials on Alabama's beaches.

5. Wildlife habitat protection.

1?e issue of critical wildlife habitat areas has been recognized
since the inception of the Coastal Area Nanagenent Program and several
policies have been adopted to insure that necessary protections are
afforded the wildlife of t!~ area.

Figure 1 provides a s~ of the goals of the Alabama Coastal Area
bhnagement Program, the major policies that have been adopted in irple-
rrenting the Hanagenmt Program, and the enforcarent rechanisms that have
been adopted to ensure the rarrpliance with these policies.

III . PR!GRAM STRUCIUIK

The Alabama Department of environmental Yianagem nt  ADEN! has entered
into a contract with the Baldwin County Ccnrnission under which the Baldwin
County Coastal Area Program  BCCAP! perfornm the bulk of the field and
inspection work related to the program: permit application reviews, pro-
ject inspections for cxxyliance with the beach and dune regulations, permit
reccrrmendations for new projects, and rmnitoring coastal developnent to
ensure mnpliance with the iMaugen~t Program.

Carrying out these activities at the local level has provided several
benefits to the Management Program. Because the BCCAP is located in the
coastal area, there is increased public access to information concerning
proposed projects. Thc proximity of the staff to these projects also
facilitates the review and the rmnitoring of activities for compliance
with the Management Program.

Another aspect of the current effort which deserves mention is the
extensive public participation program established by the Baldwin Cbunty
Coastal Program to stimulate public involvatent in the permit decision
process, Public notices are routinely published in local mrs and
individuals expressing interest in beach and dune management are provided
with individual public notices for each project undertaken on the beach
and dune system.

'The BCCAP has also initiated a policy of conducting on-site public
xeetings to provide an opportunity for the public to visually assess the
iapact of the proposed project on the beach and dune system. Although
these projects provide ~ive rx>tice and improved opportunity for
public cmrnent, the actual response by the public has been less than
ant.icipated,

Under the contract with ADKB, the Baldwin County Gmnission has
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established an extensive monitoring program to review activities on
Baldwin County's beaches and dunes. Each project that is permitted
receives several inspections during the construction periad to ensure
aampliance with permit conditions. In addition, the Baldwin County Sheriff's
Department conducts a daily patrol of the entire beachfront area to identify
any projects that may be in violation of beach and dune regulations and to
enforce the regulations of vehicles on the beach and dune systrarr. This has
been extrrarrely effective in eliminating vehicles on the beaches and dunes
and in the early identification of violations.

V. PROGRAM'1 BENEFITS

The structure for implementing the beach and dune management system
in Alabama has been irrproved on a continuous basis over the past several
years, and we feel that it presently provides an excellent basis for
reviewing and monitoring projects on Alabama's beaches for consistency
with the Alabama Coastal Area Hanagerrmnt Program. Same of the major results
of the program so far are:

l. Mst projects are located 30 to 60 feet further
inland than originally requested.

2. Virtual elimination of all vehicular traffic on
Alabama's beaches and dunes.

3. Establishment of a continuous and efficient rrrrnitor-
ing system to detect violations of the Nanagerrent
Program in a timely manner.

4. A ccmnitrrmnt on the part of property owners to enhance
the beaches and dunes through the placcmrent of sand
fencing and the planting of beach and dune vegetation.

5. A height.cued awareness of the importance of beaches and
dunes to the coastal enviranment.

6. Elimination of red clay fram the beaches and dunes of
Baldwin County.

7. Minimization of pedestrian traffic on the dune systems
at new projects.

8. adoption of High Hazard Building Code to imprave construc-
tion techniques.

Along with the success that has been achieved by the Alabama Coastal
Area Managerrmnt Program in developing an effective beach and dune manage-
ment effort, there are several areas which can be strengthened.

1. Determination of the coastal setback line. During three years
of implcrrrenting beach and dune regulations, each project has been eval-
uated on a case by case basis to determine the setback to be provided for
each applicant. While the majority of the decisions have been consistent
one to the other, there are situations which arise which introduce uncer-
tainty into the process.

The Alabama De~t of Environrrmntal Management is proposing the
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adoption of a fixed coastal construction control line fran one end of the
county to the other which would establish with certainty the location of
the setback line for each parcel of land. This effort will be an isportant
step in providing both developers and environmentalists with a fixed setback
for each parcel and the knowledge that there will be no change in the set-
back unless there are significant changes in the technical information
available or in erosion characteristics of the beach and dune system.

2. Lack of zoning control. Many of the amrents received in connec-
tion with beachfront projects are directly related to land use and zoning
implications of the project rater than to the impact on the beach and
dune system. The Coastal Area Management Program does not have the capabil-
ity to regulate the zoning aspects of projects along the beachfront.

The Baldwin County ~ssion also has not had zoning authority in
the county. However, a recent legal opinion indicates that the Baldwin
County Crnrnission has the authority to adopt zoning regulations within the
flood prone areas of the county. As a result, the county has recently
moved to develop a zoning ordinance for the flood prone area along Baldwin
County's beachfront. This is expected to provide the county with a basis
for addressing st of the other issues that are frequently raised by
residents,

3. Insufficient technical data. Data concerning erosion potential
for Baldwin County's coastline has been very limited in the past. Altlmugh
we have scm historical information concerning large scale historical shore-
line rmvem nt, migration ~ of passes and islands, there is little
information available to accurately represent erosion trends. It is anti-
cipated that additional erosion studies will be undertaken to determine
long term erosion changes. These efforts are ~ed to be through the
use of aerial photography and beach profile neas~ts.

Another area of interest is in current methods to ~e and protect
the dunes along the beachfront. While policies have been adopted to require
the maintenance and enhancement of dunes, adequate technical info~tion is
not available to te certain what type of results can be expected from
these efforts. For instance, by placing sand fencing along the tx aches,
what typo of accretion rate can we expect on a yearly basis? What is the
optinam plant mix and plant spacing for dune establishment and dune plant-
ing? Qmuld we, for example, plant all sea oats or a combination of sea
oats and dune panic grass, or should we be looking at other plants to pro-
vide cover for initial and long term stabilization?

VI I . SIJWARY

Tlm creators of the Alabasa Coastal Area Management Program anticipated
significant developnent along Alabama's beaches for second home and con-
dominium develolroent, and they have not been disappointed. Baldwin County's
22 miles of Gulf of Mexico beachfront, covering approximately 5,000 acres
of land, has been growing rapidly since 1980. During that period of tijou.,
approxirfately 16'4 of the land has been developed into ccndaniniums and
multi � family structures. This rapid increase in developnent has raised the
level of concern for coastal issues on the part of Aialmrm citizens, and
it has focused increased attention on the beach and dune systems in the
coastal area.

During this period, the original rules and regulations for the
nmnagement of the beach and dune systtans in Alabama have been buttressed
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through the development of enhanced permit requiresents as new information
and techniques have ~ available. Inprovermnts have also been made in
the early detection of program violations. Wa are encouraged by the pro-
gress that has been made. But, we must also be prepared to take uw steps
to continue this improvarent if we are to achieve the long term goals of
the program.
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WELLS NtkRNORr NERCN EROSION, SEDINENTRTION e
AND NEDIRTION

William R. Nuana

Executive Director
Neu England Environmental Mediation Center

108 Lincoln Street
Boston, Naaaachuaetta 02111

The town of Hells is a sma'll cottntunity on the southeastern coast of
Maine, located rouqhly equidistant From Portland, Maine, and
Portsmouth, New Hampshire. One would not have imagined this small
town as a likely !ocation for a lenqthy, bitter dispute over the
management of coastal resources.

Though Wells is small when measured in terms of permanent population
 roughly F 000 in 1980!, its suttmer population is estimated in excess
of 45,000. Like many sma'll comunities on the southern Maine shore,
it has become a maqnet for tourists and sutmtter residents with a
stronq interest in water-based recreation.

Wells Harbor is located at the mouth of the Hebhannet River, a short
tidal river 'iyinn behind a low barrier beach. Its outlet is a
natural cut between Hells Beach to the south and Orakes Island to the
north. The harbor has served recreational craft -- imoortant to
Hell's tourism economy -- and a limited number of cottrhercial
lobsterinq vesse'ls.

In 1960 the Federal River and Harbor Act authorized the U. S. Army
Corps of Enqineers to construct a project at Wells Harbor. The
project was desiqned to:  I! reduce shoaling in the harbor, �! fix
the position and maintain the depth of the entrance channel, and
�! provide shelter from ocean waves passing throuoh the inlet and
moored in the anchoratte, The project seemed simple. It consisted
of buildinq two jetties  the northern 640', the southern 940'! and
dredginq the 100' wide channel and the small anchorage to which it
Ied.

Problems appeared ittrttediately. Very rapid shoalinq occurred as sand
was swept into the channel and harbor. Concurrently, there was
severe erosion of that portion of Wells Beach near the new jetty.
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Over the next three years, the Corps prepared two design supplements.
Their implementation, however, was complicated by bad weather, con-
tinued rapid shoaling, and poor performance by a succession of con-
tractors.

The Corps undertook additional studies during the mid-to-late 1970's,
and in September, 1980, published an 0 eration and Maintenance
Reconna' R t for Hells Harbor. The fin inqs were soberinq:

g aling much faster than had been expected
�0,000 cu.yds./yr. vice 4,000 cu.yds./yr.! resultinq in a reduction
of moorings from 186 in 1974 to 40 in 1980; wave conditions in the
channel were rougher than had been expected; more sand was impounded
behind the jetties than had been anticipated; and beachfront
property owners were contending that erosion of the Wells and Drakes
Island Beaches was caused chiefly, or even entirely, by the jetties.

The social/political dynamics in Hells posed an equally thorny
problem for the Corps. Town officials and many of the permanent
residents viewed the maintenance dredging of the harbor as an
important economic development issue, In contrast, the beachfront
property owners held quite different ideas about the costs and bene-
fits of the project, Thouqh most of them are non-residents, and
therefore non-voters in local elections, they had managed to block
the dredging of the harbor, demandino an analysis of sediment move-
ment patterns and the design of protective measures for the beaches,
Tensions from other resident/non-resident interactions over the years
heiqhtened the acrimony over the long-delayed dredginq of the harbor,
It appeared that the only thino on which the Town and the beachfront
property owners could agree was that the Corps' performance to date
had been incompetent. That perceived incompetence created such a
credibility problem for the Corps, especially for the beach owners,
that any studies or proposals prepared by or for the Corps were
regarded with mistrust verqinq on paranoia. Thus, proposals to
dredge the harbor and place sand on the eroding beaches were
rejected by the beach owners who refused to allow disposal on the
beach within their property lines.

In its 1980 Reconnaissance Re ort, the Corps correctly concluded that
"...the whole Wells community, including the disenfranchised beach-
front property owners, must decide how the coastal resources at Hells
are to be used." To that end, a committee of the relevant interest
groups was formed, and the assistance of a mediator was sought.

The mediator selected was Susan Carnduff of the New Enqland Environ-
mental Mediation Center, a new not-for-profit dispute resolution
organization in Boston, Assistinq Carnduff was Norman Dale, a
doctoral student at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

A few general comments about mediation are in order here, particularly
to clarify what it is, and what it isn' t. It isn't arbitration, that
being a process in which the power for renderinq a decision is vested
in a neutral party much the way decision-makino powers are vested in
judges,

In contrast, mediation is a special type of negotiation. It is a
~vatuntar process in which a ~ im artist person helps parties to a
dispute neqotiate a mutuall acce tab e aoreement which resolves
their differences. The voluntary nature of mediation allows each
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party to evaluate, periodically, whether cont1nu1ng to negotiate is
in its best interests. If one of the parties so chooses, it can
disengage from neqotiations and effectively terminate the mediation.
The impartiality of the mediator means simply that he/she has no
stake in the outcome of the dispute, and behaves even-handedly
toward all parties in a dispute. Impartiality is a characteristic
of mediat1on which distinquishes it from neqotiations assisted by a
regulatory body which has jurisd1ction in ihe matter in dispute.
Finally, the mutual acceptability of an aqreement reinforces the
reality that the outcome of the dispute is in the hands of the dis-
putants themselves. Only when each of them decides that the draft
agreement they have negotiated is in their best interests do they
sign the agreement, siqnifying the1r w1llinqness to abide by 1ts
terms.

What does a mediator do in a s1tuation like Wells Harbor? There are
a variety of functions' and a'ithough they are discussed discretely
and sequentially below, the reality is rarely that simple and stra1ght-
forward.

One of the first tasks for a mediator 1s to decide who the relevant
parties are. Th1s is rarely as clearcut as it sounds. While
gathering factual information about the dispute, the mediator probes
to 'learn what individuals and/or orqanizations have a stake 1n the
outcome. The success of a mediation depends on the "right" parties
being at the table. If, for instance, a key stakeholder was not
involved, it may be able to block implementation of an aqreement
reached by others. If, on the other hand, an organization would
like to be involved in the neqotiations, but 1s not reaarded by the
key part1es as leg1timate or havinq any power, its participation is
likely to be resisted, As in most matters, the mediator's role in
the identification of potentia'! parties is to question, suggest, and
advise. Ultimately, it is the key parties themselves who decide.

At Wells Harbor, it was clear that the Town and the beachfront
property owners should be involved . Should the Corps be part of the
neqotiations? What about State aqenc1es with jur1sdiction in the
project'? What role should the process provide for the Maine Audubon
Society or for Conqressman Emery's staff, both of whom had pushed the
idea of mediated neqotiations?

After consultation with these potential parties, the med1ator
suggested a process in which the Town and two beach associations
would be the major parties. The Corps would be available to the
parties for technical assistance and for reactions to proposals.
The other organizations chose not to be active parti c1pants but did
express a desire to be kept apprised of the qroup's progress.

Another function of the med1ator is to assist in the formation of
neqotiatinq teams. Who should represent the Town? In part because
of the1r offic1al capacity as elected or appointed officials, and
in part because of their diverse 1nterests and expertise, a Selectman,
a member of the Harbor Redevelopment Comnittee, and the Harbor Master
were chosen, The Webhannet Beaches Association was represented by
its President and Vice President; the Drakes Island Improvement
Association by its attorney, himself a property owner on the beach,

Hear the outset of negotiations, the mediator helps the parties define
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the issues, however broadly, which will be the focus of their
negotiations. In the case of Wells Harbor, it was important for
both parties to know that in exchange for the willingness of the
beach associations to discuss dredging of the harbor, the Town
was willing to discuss protection and/or restoration of the
beaches.

Another activ1ty for the mediator early in the process is to
suggest groundrules for the future negotiations. Typically, these
are modified from case to case to meet the needs of individual
parties and the context for the neqot1ations. Thus, the ground-
rules themselves become the subject of early negotiations between
or among the parties. Often the groundrules will include provi-
sions for makinq decisions, for conveninq and chairinq meetings,
for handlinq confidential information, for qoverninq relations
with the media, and for terminating the process if agreement cannot
be reached. These groundrules, when mutually agreed to by the
parties, provide important procedural safeguards to the parties.
Anyone who has been burned in neqotiations because qroundrules were
not articulated, understood, and aqreed to can testify as to the
importance of this procedural step. It also has the psycholoqical
benefit of qivinq the parties some experience in neqotiatinq with
one another over matters that are less inflaimnatory than those at
the heart of their dispute.

When additional information or expertise is deemed essential before
a decision can be made, the mediator can help the parties work out
strategies for obtaining it in a way that maximizes its usefulness
and its credibility. Sometimes the call for more information is
unrealistic; sometimes it is a poorly-veiled excuse for inaction.
In other instances, however, the parties may aqree that certain
information should be gathered to enable a better-informed decision.
The Wells Harbor negotiators found a need both for additional
expertise and additional data/analysis. Carnduff and Dale identi-
fied a number of persons knowledqeable in sediment transport,
allowing the parties to select the one whose credentia'is they found
most appealing, As is discussed further below, the parties also
agreed that certain specific data would be obtained and analyzed
before the later phases of an implementation plan would be under-
taken.

A cruc1al function played by the mediator is to help parties
develop Isultiple options for dealina with the problem at hand.
The mediator initially probes the underlying interests of the
parties, both to understand why each party has taken the particular
position it has, and to broaden the array of options which would
satisfy those interests  Fisher, Ury, 1981!. Usually the clarifi-
cation of individual parties' interests and the brainstorming of
opt1ons is done in caucus with one oroup at a time rather than 1n
joint meetings of all the parties. In the comparatively safe
setti nq of a caucus, the neqotiatina team can test ideas in a
problem-solvinq mode, free of the fear that the1r adversary m1ght
exploit a perceived opportun1ty,
Carnduff and Dale were authorized to caucus with individual parties.
These meetinqs serve a variety of purposes. The mediator elic1ts
react1ons to the most recent events  usually the last neaotiatino



session! and clarifies any apparent misunderstandings. Sometimes
he/she has been author1zed by another party to convey information
which will be presented in the next joint meetinq. These
messaqes give other parties the opportunity to  I! blow off
steam in the privacy of the caucus without jeopardizing the
workinq relationship they are buildinq with their adversary;
�! formulate one or more possible responses, perhaps in the form
of counter-proposals; and �! explore with the mediator ways in
which that message can be presented wh1ch will maximize its
chances of being accepted by the other side.

The parties are thus well prepared for the joint negotiating
session which usually follows a round of caucuses. As one would
expect, the mediator chairs the joint sessions, occasionally
taking specific actions to improve the clarity of coamunicati ons
and to enhance opportunities for developing areas of agreement.
One of these actions is the preparation of a so-called "sinqle
text" which provides the focus for negotiations once broad areas
of tentative agreements have emerged from the discussions. With
the authorship of the sinole text be1na neither their own nor
their adversary's, part1es are free to tell the mediator, and one
another, what is wrong w1th it.

What were the results of the Wells Harbor mediation? The local
groups met with Carnduff and Dale off and on over a period of
eighteen months. Durinq that time, they developed an Agreement
in Principle and an Agreement on Condit1ons, the latter being a
much more spec1fic document statino conditions which the local
part1es felt should be followed by the Corps in the conduct of the
proposed work.

In essence, the agreements linked together four areas of proposed
activity: dredging the harbor, refurbishment of the beaches,
collection of certa1n data, and the possib1lity of structural
modifications to the jetties. Wh1le they were yet in draft form,
the agreements were explained to various aroups in the community
to make certain that they were generally supportive. The agree-
ments were then signed by the authorized representatives.

The Corps had previously made known to the 'local parties its
wi 111ngness to develop a plan of action that was as responsive as
poss1ble to an agreement which the local qroups might reach. W1th
the local agreements having been executed, the Corps developed
such a plan, In brief, it was a phased plan w1th certa1n major
actions contingent on a satisfactory outcome of one or more of the
1n1t1al actions. F1rst was init1al data collection  directional
wave data collect1on, sediment sample collection and analysis, and
evaluation of sediment movement mechanismsl. Second was initial
beach refurbishment, using sand wh1ch had accumulated in the
fillet areas next to the jetties. Third was to beqin the dredg-
ing proqram, 1ncludinq renourishment of the eroded beaches with
suitable material from the dredqing. Fourth was a joint evalua-
tion of the three previous actions, the results of which miaht
fundamentally change the fifth and sixth phases; full implementa-
tion of harbor dredgina and beach refurbishment, and selection
and implementation of structural modifications,
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However, reaching agreement amonq the local groups, and the
preparation of a compatible plan were not sufficient to guarantee
successful implementation. Beach refurbishment and dredqinq
activities  steps 2 and 3! have been delayed by an impasse over
temporary easements necessary to lay the pipeline across
individual plots of beach property. Those negotiations have
occurred sporadically over a two-year period, for the most part
without mediator assistance because of cost corsiderations. The
parties still believe, however, that the aqreements they jointly
developed represent a desirable resolution of their differences.

Bi bl i~ora~h

, Boston, Mass., 1981.Fisher, R. and Ury, W.,

U. S. Army Corps of Enqineers, 0 eration and Maintenance
Reconnaissance Re ort: Wells Harbor, Maine, Waltham, Mass.,
1 80.
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POR LANN NSE IN TNE NOLSA CNICA NETLANNS.

Joseph E. Petrillo

Executive Officer
The California State Coastal Conservancy

Oakland, Ca lifo rnis

I. IIITRDDUCTIDR

Deci sions regarding the use of land are becoming i'limni'i' ilapni'tilnt to our society
as well as to each indi v idual. There iias a t ime when the probl e.is associated
ivi th urbanization and development coul d be solved  at the indiv i duel levi I ! by
simply moving to new, as yet undevel oped parts of the country. In t!,e past,
Acier ice operated on the assumption that there would always be plenty of open
space and one more front i er to set tl e. But I and, 1 i ke many of our other
natural resources, is becoming scarce, and man's power to effect large-scale
changes in hi s iorld is increas inJ. Any approaciies to making la ~ I-use
deci s ions must. acknovl edge thi s no«state of a f fairs.

Foll owing iiorld iiar II, individual land-use decisions began to affect a greater
pori.ion of American society. Dur ing the 19GD's abd 197U's, State ard Federal
govcrrnaents created regulatory sche,'ies to cope with the relat ively n "ii probl erne
caused by unrestrained development policies. Iiew sing'Ie purpose agenci s ivere
fomned, s'ricter procedural standards were promulgated, and in effect, any
iaajor land di.velopment project had to be enjoy broad support among the a ffa ted
parties, or it coul d bo vetoed. The assumption that private sector concerns
would be ttie primary standard for development policies no longer held true,
Economic cons'iderations became part of a compl ex criteria for assessing a
development schnae which now included social concerns as well.

The State of Cal i fornia was particularly aggressive in impl ementing land-use
regulations, especially in areas where development could have a detrimental
effect on the surrounding habitat. Because there is so much valuable coastal
property in the state, one of the areas to be most heavily regulated was the
so-call ed "coastal zone." In 1972, the citizens of Cali fornia pass d an
initiative creating the Cali fornia Coastal Act, which placed considerable
1 imii.s on the amount, and kind of development that could take piece in the
coastal zone, and which ere~ted a regulatory agency, the Cal i fornia Coastal
Comiaission, to interpret and enforce the Coastal Art Standards and to prepare a
plan ivhich was ult imatly to become the Cal i forni a Coastal Act of 1976.
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Like many regulatory agencies, the Coastal Commission tended to be as vigorous
in pursuing non-private sector interests as past institutions hads been in
supporting private development. Often, the Commission's ru'ling placed a
different burden on private devel opers by requiring such strict adherence to
every element of the Coastal Act provisions that it was virtually impossible
for many developers to realize any reasonable return on their investment in
coastal property. As a consequence, many development and restoration plans
were tied up for years in litigation by those who felt that, given the
seemingly adversarial stance of the Commission, there was 'tittle to be lost by
fighting for everything they could get.

I was legal counsel for the Commission at the time between I973 and 1375 when
they were creating the Coastal Plan. I a'iso authored the i%nagement portions
of the Plan that I later translated into the Coastal Act that the legis'iature
passed . At that time I recognized this problem and reccmmended the creat ion of
a novel agency, the Coastal, Conservancy, to attempt to deal with some of the
inadequacies of Regulation. The legislature agreed and in 1976 established the
State Coast.al Conservancy.

The creation of the California State Coastal Conservancy was a response to this
troublesome situation. One of the Conservancy's primary goals is to expedite
the development process in coastal land-use proposals while still meeting the
provi sions of the Coastal Act. The Conservancy uses a number of mechanisms to
achieve this goa'i. At the request of State agencies, local governments,
non-profit organizations, and private business, the Conservancy mangages and
grants funds for projects to enhance, restore, and preserve coastal resources
as a part of proposed land-use plans. Additionally, the Conservancy wili often
assume the role of 'lead agency, developing, implementing and funding plans in
accordance with the Coastal Act where such development is economically
unfeasible for these other parties.

In many cases it is undesirable or unnecessary for the Conservancy to directly
assume responsibility for a particular project. In these instances' where
there is a dispute over the best way to develop a particular area, or where the
parties involved have been unable to create a plan which meets the terms of the
Coastal Act and still provides a return on their investment in the area, the
Conservancy acts as a mediator in the conflict, designing proposals which
accommodate the interests of all the parties involved in the dispute. It is
this aspect of the Conservancy's responsibilities which make it unique.

The Conservancy operates under unique constraints in its capacity as a
mediating agency. when state land or Coastal Act regulations are not an
important element in the dispute, then the Conservancy acts as an unbiased,
impartial arbitrator, a function critical, though general'iy lacking in these
disputes. Conversely, when State property or regulations are part of the
dispute the Conservancy must both advance the State's interests and art as a
mediator, a difficult and delicate task at best. This dichotomy is a function
of the fact that the State's primary interest is in seeing these disputes
resolved, rather than ignored. If too many disputes remain unreso'lved, the end
product of the agency' s work is unresolved conflicts, wh ich in pract ical terms
rieans that all the parties involved in the conflict lose in the end.

In order to achieve this difficult mediatirg goal, the Conservancy has had to
develop rigorous and ofter innovative approaches to resolving land -use
disputes. The purpose of this report is to describe the principles which
underpin the Conservancy's technique and resolving these disputes, and
dmnonstrate how they have been applied in Conservancy efforts to mediate
conflicts throughout the State by focusing on a particularly difficult,
sensitive and long-standing conflict over the proposed development of the Bol sa
Chica wetlands region of Southern California.
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I I. PRINCIPLES OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Given the seemingly conf 1 icting goals of the Conservancy in resolving land-use
disputes  advance the State's interests whiTe acting as an unbiased mediator!,
it is important to note an important distinction which exists in the
negotiating process as conceived by the Conservancy. The notion of conf 1 ict
resolution is commonly perceived as a process of "compromise," in which one
surrenders a portion of one's goals in return for the attainment of the
remainder. This approach is an untenable one for the Conservancy, which is
required by law to meet the provisions of the Coastal Act: there is no
"comprixnise" available under these conditions.

The Conservancy instead has approached the conflict resolution process as one
of "accommodation," in which one realizes substantially all of one's essential
goals, but in a form or approach which was not originally contemp'lated. In
short, while there is litt'ie flexibility in the goals the agency pursues, there
is tremendous flexibility in the manner in wh ich they are achieved. It is the
shaping of these accixnmodations which forias the cor'e of the conflict resolution
process.

The following principles or practices are designed to expedite this
accommodation process by answering two primary issues in any dispute: I. iiha t
are the goals of the parties in the dispute? and, 2. What are the options
available to meet them? While these may seem to be the obvious part of any
negot iat ion process, in fact it is often the case that a dispute can be
resolved by helping the parties involved to clarify their goals and options,
rather than by any "hard-ball" negotiating tactics.

REDUCE TECHNICAL DISPUTES TO THEIR CORE

In raost land-use disputes, the critical issues are technical in nature. Before
serious negotiations can begin, it is essential that the core of these
technical disputes be established. This means that, since there are usually as
many opinions on a technical issue as there are technicians consu'ited on it ~
riva'I technicians must meet, analyze the issue ~ and arrrive at the points of
agreement or disagreement before there can be a foundation for further
discussion. This part of the process is often ignored in land-use disputes, to
the detriment of all concerned, as it is impossible to focus discussion before
such meetings occur. Iioreover, in some fortuitous instances, this kind of
meeting can obviate the need for further negotiations altogether, since some
disputes can be a function of unclarified pians or definitions of the problem.

ALWAYS TEST ALL ASSUMED OR EXPRESSED GOALS BY PROPOSING ALTERNATIVES.
It is often the case that the part ies in a dispute are iiiore sure of what they
don't want than what they do want out of the negotiations. Frequently the
parties in a dispute, after some discussion of alternative goals, will change
their stated objectives during the course of negotiations. For example, a
comraonly articulated objective of many deva'lepers is the "riaximizat ion of
profit"  which is in many instances more of a wi sh than a goal !. In fact, the
real goa'1 may be the manager's desire to preserve his own job by achieving an
apparently successful resolution of the c;ntroversy. Presenting an alternative
goal which does not "maximize" quite as much profit hut i s well received by the
other parties in the dispute wil'i often elicit a shift in stated goals from the
developer, who in the end stands to gain more from a resolution than frcm a
stalmvate.

PROPOSE AS MANY ALTERNATIVES TD ACHIEVE THE GOALS OF THE PARTIES AS POSSIBLE
Of course, there are limits to this practice. The constraints of staff tivre
and costs, as well as the time needed to complete the negotiations mil itate
against developing an unl imited number of proposals, As a rule of thuvb,
developing five to seven alternative proposals will usually serve to present a
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sufficiently large spectrum of posslbil ities to include the interests of all
the parties involved in even a very compl icated dispute. These alter nate
proposals may be somewhat outlandish in their scope and slant, w'hich serves to
outl inc the extrene limits of the di spute. It is also important that the
economic impl ications of the alternate proposals are fully devel oped, or there
will be little basis for cmnparison between one and the other, This last
requirement is particularly important in dealing with developers since the
mediator is seeking to assure an equivalent fair retur n on investment, while
still maintaining the State's goals.

REDUCE DISPUTES TO ECONOHIC TERMS

Lfhile this requirenent seems to be slanted towards the interests of the
developer, in fact it i s essential for all the parties in the dispute.
Clearly, it is impossible to compare the value of commercial development in an
area to the value of preserving a wil dli fe habitat. However, all the parties
have a notion of what they hope to achieve in the negotiations  or will have
after discussion has clarified their goals!. Thu, by reducing the a'Iternative
proposals to the question of relative return on investment  How much wildlife
habitat will be preserved'? How much land will be given over to residential
development? How much will it cost to achieve these goals under one plan when
compared to another?!, a basis for acccmmodat ion is formed which could not
exi st if the discussion were relegated to non-economic, intangible concerns.

EXPAND THE LAND AREA UNDER CONSIDERATION NHENEVER APPROPRIATE OR FEASIBLE

Almost any land dispute can be resolved if one has a large enough land area in
which to allocate various uses. The fact that land-use disputes were not
prevalent in the past, when there was a tresendous amount of unsettl ed land,
underscores this point,

INCLUDE ALL INTERESTED PARTIES IN THE NFOOTIAT!ONS PROCESS

Far more often than is real ized, a successful negotiation wi'll be thwarted by
the failure to include all the parties who have a stake in the outcone of the
process. The Conservancy staff has learned this the hard way. In one
instance, a dispute which has been resolved to the sal.isfaction of all the
parties involved in the negotiations was null i fied because the local government
had not been consluted beforehand, and refused to approve the proposal.
Although the project was eventual ly completed, these diff icult and arduously
arrived at agreements were jeopardized simply because no effort had been made
to include the local government in the process  based on the assumption that
there was no controversy among the local leg islators on this issue!.

Unfortunately, the traditional mechanism of holding publ ic hearings to deal
with the concerns of all the interested parties in a dispute has not been
generally successful, primarily because by the time these hearings take place,
the substantive issues in a dispute have already been hammered out by
consultants, agencies, and business people. the public consequently perceives
that the hearings are at best pro forma, and often reacts by impe~ding the
impl ementat ion of a project until pub! ic input into the negotiations can be
dealt with.

The Conservancy has experimented with a number of approaches designed to
include the public at the beginning of the negotiations process. The most
successful to date has been to conduct pu'bl ic workshops on the issues
surrounding the dispute early in the negotiations process. This approach
solicits public input early in the process, while at the sane time educating
the interested parties to all the constraints surrounding the resolution of the
issue. This technique was usefully applied in the Bolsa Chica dispute, and
will be discussed in the case study.
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BE WILLING TO INVEST ALL YOUR RESOURCES, TINE AND CONCEHTRATIOII IH THE CONFLICT
RESOLUTION PROCESS.

This caveat applies especially to government agencies, although al'I groups
invol ved in a dispute should heed it as well�. For government agencies  as
mienti oned earl i er! each unresolved conflict adds to all the others, until the
acutal product of the agency becomes unresolved conflicts. This piling of one
failure upon the next marks the entire progrmn as a failure.

Conversely, each successfully resolved conf! ict not only sol ves the immediate
problem, but instills a sense of confidence in all the parties involved in such
disputes that there is a way to overcome the difficulties. All too often,
regulatory agencies fail to recognize this fact, and instead defend their
failures by relying on "consistent" administration, or, even worse, by alleging
that they are helpless to do anything constructive in the face of their
mandate. This attitude on the part of state agencies, or indeed on the part of
any interest group with a clear'Iy articulated mandate in the dispute  for
developers, make a profit; for e'nvironmental groups, preserve a habitat; for
local governments, provide recreational facilities, etc.!, is one of the
greatest impediments to the successful resolution of a dispute. It is
essential that all the parties involved in these conflicts use the negotiations
process to discover ways in which their particular mandate i ntersects with the
interests of the others in the dispute, rather than using it as a shield from
accusations of ineffectiveness of inaction.

Ill. THE BOLSA CHICA CAS'E STUDY: APPLYIHG THL PiR IHCIPLES

Site Description

The Bolsa Chica study area is located in northeastern Orange county and
occupies about 1600 acres of unincorporated land surrounded by deve]oped
portions of the City of Huntington Beach and the Bolsa Chica State Beach.

The area consists of two mesas totaling about 300 acres, and a 1300 acre
lowland in the centers ofter referred to as the Bolsa Chica gap. The mesas and
attendant bluffs are essentially undeveloped, while the lowland is the site of
an act ive oil field oper~ted under 'long -term 1 eases by two major oil companies.
Landownership is split among five different entities, with the largest ainount.
of land owned by Signal Landmark, Inc.

The acreage of wetlands and other environmentally sensitive habitats in the
study area varies depending on the source consulted. The State Department of
Fish and Game reported in a June 1981 report that there existed a total of 1292
acres of wetland in various stages of degradation, and 88 acres of
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat  ESH!,

These habitats are scattered throug hout the site, although they are mostly
concentrated in the lowlands. In addition, the endangered Belding's savannah
sparrow and the light-footed clapper rail nest on the site and the endangered
least tern feeds ir, the area's waters.

Site History

Prior to the 1870s, the Bolsa Chica Gap was a large coastal estuary, one of a
chain of such wetlands in Los Angel es and Orange counties. It is !i kely that
the wetland was a diverse array of habitats, including brackish and saltwater
wetlands. The total area affected by daily tides  called the tidal prism! was
large enough to keep peraanently open a large outlet to the ocean. The
adjacent Anaheim Bay wetlands, which were s'lightly smaller, had a similar
outlet through which ocean-going vessels passed.
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By 1921, the Bolsa outlet had closed off due to the construction of tide gates
near the outlet, and the creation of a connection to Anaheim Bay. These
modifications created large areas of managed, brackish water ponds in the Gap
whirh benefitted duckhunting, but which greatly reduced the area of tidal
 mar inc! hab itat.

By ]950, r!uch of the area has been cr i ss-crossed by oil roads and dotted with
oi'I pads and other energy fee il ities, These devel opments created a mosaic rf
ponds with saline bottoms, cut off for th most part from tidal f1o!s but
containing enough water during winter for large numbers of shore birds and
other water-associated birds.

Plannin Histor

In I973 ~ Signal Landmark and the State reached a Settlement Agreement
concerning the extent of State-owned lands relative to public-trust claims at
Bolsa Chica. The settlement agreeement outlined the extent of the State's fee
title acreage in the area, as well as several lease and use agreements. As a
consequence of this agreeinent, all public trust easements in the area allocated
to Signal ware terminated.

In 1978, Orange County formed the Bolsa Chica Study Group to expedite the
development of a local coastal plan for the area. Thirty-nine planning
alternatives were submitted by this group to the County; nine of these vere
selected for consideration by the County Planning Commission and Board cf
Supervisors during public hearings between 1980 and 1982. A final plan was
approved for submission to the Coastal Cormni ssion in early 1982, this plan
called for a number of development proposals, most importantly specifying the
restoration/protection of about 600+ acres of wetlands  including boating
r.hannels!.

In Api il of 1982, the Commission rejected the County's Land Use plan  LCp!
riting among other things, the plan's deficiency in identifying an appropriate
number of wetlands acreage to be restored. The Commission identified 1018
acres to be restored, without boating channels.

The County subsequently withdrew the LUP and began work on a supplemental
package to respond to the Commission's concerns. During this period there was
a widespread bel ief that the i ssues raised by the Coastal Commission could not
be resolved between the Commission and the County, and that a new approach was
needed. Adccordingly, the State Senate passed SB 429, which allo«ed a local
appl icant to request that the Department of Fish and Game, and the State
Coastal Conservancy attempt to resolve "fish and wildl i fe concerns" as they
relate to development confl icts through the devel opment of Habitat Conservation
Plan  HCP!. Under the terms of SB 429, the Conservancy «as responsible for
developing "alternate land use plans" «bile the Department was responsible for
"wetland determinations." On October I, 1983, Orange County requested the
Department to formally prepare an HCP for the Bolsa Chica Area.

The parties in the Dispute

Bol sa Chica repres nts a particularly difficult. negotiating problem because the
diversity of the parties in the dispute is significant. The issues tied to the
LUP involve wildlife agencies at the State and Federal levels, the county of
Orange, the City of,Hiuntington Beach, the Coasta'I Commission, the nvironmenta1
Protect it n Agency, the Anny Corps of Engineers, the State Lands Commission and
the Departiient of Parks and Recreation as well as the Department of Fish and
Game. In addition, the public parties to the dispute include a constituenry of
recreational boaters and manufacturers and inland populations that are
interested in coastal recreation and access. The environmental interests
include local groups such as the Amigos de Bolsa Chica, that are interested in
wildlife enhancement, as well as State-!vide groups that are interested in
establishin3 precedents that will be applicable to other coastal areas.



Toe complexity of the interests involved with this dispute prevent a complete
discussion of all the issues 1 inked to the LUP and the Senate-mandated HCP.
However, the central controversy was over the question of wetlands acreage
designation, prin'arily because it was this determination which would have the
greatest, impact on the other development i ssues. This issue also presents the
most interesting confl ict resolution probl em, because the Coastal Conservancy
was required to use the Department of' Fish and Game's figures in creating the
HCP, thus preventing any kind of compromise on this critical issue.

Reducin the Technical Dis ute

Tne first task the Conservancy faced in coping ivith the wetlands question was
to determine what the various technicians in the dispute believed to be the
correct wetlands des ignation. The Bolsa Chica lfetl ands are scattered
throughout the 1300 acre loivland. Development in the lowland without landfill
of some of the wetlands would be almost imposs ib'le. The Coastaaact does nof,
normally a't low the fill of wetlands for housing or marinas. However, one
provision of the Act states that, where the Department of Fish and Game  DFG!
deterinines that a wetl and is so severely degraded that it requires major
restoration, 25K of the wetland can be developed as a czarina or boating
facility  or housing! as long as the remaining 75K are restored.

Using this formula ~ the Vari ous parties in the dispute arr ived at the foll owing
f igures:

DF G: 101S acres

County of Orange: 62 1 acres

U.S. Fish and Hildlife Service/Amigos de Bolsa Chica: 1292 acres

Signal Landmark, Inc.: 453 acres

Coastal Conservancy: 951 acres

Although the Conservancy was required to use DFG determinations, the differing
figures are the result of an accord reached with the Department concerning the
des ig nati on of the start i ng figure, wh i' h in the DFG' s formula did not include
State-owned acreage, which the Conservancy estimate allowed for. These
terhnical determinations were compiled by the Conservancy at meetings ivith the
various technicians involved in the dispute, and provide the basis for the
subsequent negotiations.

Providing Alternatives

Having arrived at the starting point for negotiations over the wetlands issue,
the Conservancy created fully developed alternatives using the figuies provided
by the competing parties. These alternatives reflected the extremes of the
various proposal s, and provided a basis for a compar i son of the two major plans
 the LUP and the Conservancy's HCP!,

The Conservancy's alternate HCP's served several important functions in the
negotiating process. First, it tested the goals of the parties involved in the
dispute, and in so doing, created a basis for further discussion by identifying
common goals among the participants. These goals included creatirg a plan
vih i ch promoted: 1. High habitat d ivers ity, 2. low capital and operat i on
costs, 3. Compatibility with public and private development, including
current and future oil operations, 4. high predictability of success, and 5.
piotection and/or restoration of endangered species habitat.
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The alternate proposals were presented in econoaic.terms  see exhibits!. These
measurable economic considerations were an essential component to securing
cooperation from the developer, who had for the last 10 to 12 years been
attempting to develop the area, and who had at one time been on the verge of an
agreeinent  in the Settlement Agreement with the State!. Any plan, to be
acceptable to SignaI, had to clearly speci fy the extent of Signal 's return
under that proposal. As the exhibits show, in every case the alternatives were
couched in terms which out'I ined the return possible.

This presentation of alternatives also clarified the economic realities of the
proposal to the other part>es in the dispute, who, having agreed that the
project should be cost-effective as well as meeting their goals, were able to
perceive and act on the accommodations available to them.

Communit Partici ation

The last element essential to the successful resolution of the 3oisa Chica
conflict was the inclusion of the public in the negotiations process. Since
there were so many public concerns tied to the development of the aiea, rather
than only holding public hearings to review these issues, the Conservancy
convened a workshop in April of 1984 to explain and discuss the various
complicated concerns of the LU P end the proposed HCP.

The model for this workshop was developed by a iiiember of the Conservancy staff,
who based his design on the work of other meeting facilitators, In these
workshops, participants actually draw and ionstruct their own ideas. 0esijn
consultants synthesize, sletch or riode'. alternatives and uii.imately respond to
the consensus and a conceptual plan that shows in perspective what the project
could look like. Participation was greatly enhanced by going beyond planning
concepts and written proposals to graphic visualization. The workshop also
educated the parties to the economic, structural, technical, and political
elements of the d>spute. The end result was that, despite some remaining
issues to be resolved, for the first t i;ie in ten years, a modicum of conse nsu s

reached on the dispute of wetlands designations.

IV C0HCLuS10H

Tlie Coastal Conservancy board approved the Habitat Conservation Plan for the
Bolsa Chica region in July of 1984. while there still remain several issues to
be camp!etely ironed out among the competing pari,ies,  the re-i outing of the
Pac i fir Coast Highway, among others!, all of the major part i es in the dispute
expressed satisfaction with the resolutioii of the wetlands designation issue.
The HCP finally, through some juggling of nunbers, des ignai ed glg, acres of
wet'iands to be restored, the 'Iargest wetlands restoration project ever
undertaken on the Hest Coast. This figure represents virtually the entire
amount of the original Conservancy figure   951 acres!, arid the fact of its
acceptance by al'I of the parties in a dispute which had raged for ten years
suggests that a judicious combination of the principles discussed in this
report can yield, in even the most complicated land-use disputes, the
beginnings of an accord. while tfiis method is no means as yet fully developed
or codified, it does represent a step in the right direction, and as such,
should be closely considered by parties involved in other land-use disputes.
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Introduction

Increasing public attention has been focused on environmental problems
encountered in the Lake Pontchartrain-Naurepas Estuarine Complex due
mainly to several major issues which include: deteriorating water qual-
ity, loss of wetlands, increasing urban development, continuing demand for
mineral and biological resources, and increasing recreational activity.
Significant population growths have occurred along the north shore of
Lake Pontchartrain during the past ten years, primarily a result of
upper income families moving from the urban center, New Orleans, to
outlying areas, Wetlands surrounding New Orleans have been under severe
developmental pressures, Fortunately there are upland areas out of
the flood plain to the north of Lake Pontchartrain Basin that are suitable
for development,

As demand for tesidential and recreational opportunities increase around
the lake developers begin to invest in projects to meet these
expectations. Many of these projects were i 11 conceived since they
failed to consider the natural setting or environmental constraints
present such as flooding, shoreline erosion, subsidence and poor water
quality. When the developer came to the regulatory agencies they were
not prepared to address these problems in a comprehensive manner. As
a result, he was confused and often times bitter because there were
not detai'led guidelines to follow, Consequently, lengthy delays occurred
in reviewing permit applications and several projects were scraped after
much planning and money was expended. This frustration and costly delays
could have been avoided if a detailed basin plan had been in place that
clearly set forth what a developer was expected to do to meet the
environmental challenges in a particular area of the basin .



With these facts in mind, the formal special area management p'lanning
process was initiated in 1982 when two local citizens groups, the Civic
Council of East Jefferson along wi th the Pontchartrain Shores Civic
Association submitted to the administrator of the Coastal Management
Division of the Louisiana Department of Natural Resources  CMD/DNR!,
"A proposal for the nomination of l.ake Pontchartrain to be designated
as a Special Area", The nomination was filed according to procedures
established in the Louisiana Coastal Resources Final Environmental Impact
Statement of 1980. These procedures provide a means for the designation,
utilization and management of special areas, as well as for formulating
guidelines and precedence of uses for each area.

The following year a regional conf'erence was held to address the many
environmental, economic and political factors influencing the future
vitality of the basin. The outcome of this conference was increased
awareness of the problems threatening the integrity of the Lake Pont-
chartrain-lake Maurepas estuary. This served as an impetus for the
Louisiana Department of Natural Resources to initiate the formal i denti-
fication and examination of regional problems to be considered by the
recently nominated Lake Pontchartrain Task Force by Governor Edwin
Edwards.

The Task Force is composed of seventeen members representing the eight
adjacent parish governments as well as state and federal agencies, pri-
vate industry, and public interest groups. The large number of repre-
sentatives is an indication of the complex physical and political nature
of this estuarine system,

Descri tion of the Pontchartrain Basin

The Pontchartrain drainage basin represents an area of over three million
acres of coastal land and water between the Mississippi and Pearl Rivers
 Coastal Environments, Inc., 1984!. The area is made up of Pleistocene
terraces and uplands north of Lake Pontchartrain, and the Mississippi
River deltaic plain forming the southern portion. A large area of shallow
estuarine open water dominates the region which includes Lakes Maurepas,
Pontchartrain and Borgne, In addi tion, the New Orleans urban/industrial
area encompasses the southern shoreline of Lake Pontchartrain.

New Orleans comprises the major urban/industrial center, and is the
only major city the U. S. built entirely in a flood prone area. The
industrial corridor between New Orleans and Baton Rouge is one of the
largest port complexes in the world. Together the urban and industrial
growth of the area is placing the Lake Pontchartrain estuary in jeopardy
by threatening expansion into surrounding wetlands, decreasing water
quality and depleting its natural resources.

Much of the northern area of the basin falls outside of the Louisiana
Coastal Zone Boundary as defined by Act 361 of 1978, as amended  La.
R.S. 49:213!. Therefore, the actual study area under consideration
for special management under jurisdiction of the Louisiana Coastal Re-
sources Program is comprised of all areas below the 5 ft. contour line,
with the exception of fastlands  unless the activity is determined to
have a direct and significant impact on coastal waters!. The study
area under management consideration comprises an area of approximately
1.1 million acres of which the major components are 46K estuarine open
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water, 14% cypress-tupel o swamp, 11K urban/indus tri al, 8% intermediate
and brackish marshes and 7X upland oak-pine forests  Coastal Environments,
Inc.. 1984!. Five major rivers flow into Lakes Pontchartrain and Maurepas
and contribute approximately 50K of the freshwater supply into the
estuary. The remaining freshwater input is derived from swamps and
wet'l ands in the basin  Van Beck et al, 1982!. The Mi ssi ssippi Ri ver
no longer contributes freshwater to the system, due to the leveeing
of the banks, except during times of high water when the Bonnet Carre
Floodway is opened to prevent flooding of the New Orleans area. Marine
waters enter via the Rigolets and Chef Menteur Tidal Passes, and the
Inner Harbor Navigation Canal  IHNC! of New Orleans. Salinities range
from 0 to 8 ppt depending on the wind, tides and freshwater input.
Circulation is dominated by wind with tides being important in the eastern
portion of Lake Pontchartrain  Stone et al, 1980!.

Environmental Issues

The major environmental issues to be addressed by the Lake Pontchartrain
Task Force are three inter-refated problems of water quality, urban
development and loss of wetlands, The greatest source of pollutants
affecting water quality originate from the southern shore parishes of
Orleans and Jefferson, and to a lesser extent from the north shore area
of St. Tamaany Parish, These pollutants are from three main source
categories; 1! urban runoff, 2! sewage di scharge that is treated to
less than acceptable levels, and 3! discharges from marine facilities
 Schurtz and St. Pe, 1984!. A decline in water quality has been docu-
mented by Stone et al �980!, who found nutrient inputs to be increasing
in recent times, with nearly a doubling of phosphorus loading into Lake
Pontchartrain since 1900, and a signifi cant increase in water turbidity
since 1953. This can be directly attributed to land use changes from
areas that were predominantly forested woods and swamps to agricultural
and urban uses resulting in increased runoff, sediment and nutrient
loading  Turner and Bond, 1980!,

Water quality has also been significantly affected along the south shore
by the extensive urbanization since the 1950's of a former wetland.
Eleven outfalls occur along this shoreline which results in septic condi-
tions during periods of high rainfall,

Two manmade waterways, the IHNC and the Mississippi River Gulf Outlet
have allowed the increased entrance of salt water into the system, This
has allowed higher than normal salinities to develop, which in turn
have caused increased mortality of cypress swamps and loss of fresh
marsh, In addition, zones of low dissolved oxygen have been found in
relation to a salt wedge during the summer months when freshwater input
is lowest  Coastal Environments, Inc. 1984!,

Increased turbidity levels have been attributed to increased land clear-
ing and development, as well as the dredging of ~Ran ia clam shells.
However, the physical effects of shell dredging have been shown to be
temporary in the water column, with more deleterious effects occurring
on the bottom sediments. As the dredge material settles, the bulk den-
sityy of the bottom is reduced to a fluid consi stency thereby permanently
di srupting the habitat of benthic organisms by allowing the larger ones
to sink in the sediments. In all areas of Lake Pontchartrain where
shell dredging is allowed approximately 44'L of this fluid mud has been
found to persist on the bottom, thereby reducing the overall productivity
of the benthic community and the estuarine ecosystem  Sikora et al, 1981!.
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During the past 25 years, wetland habitats have decreased by approx-
imately 13% in the Pontchartrain-Maurepas Basin due to natural and man-
induced causes. The loss of wetlands is a continuing problem for sev-
eral reasons; 'I! reclamation for agriculture and development, 2! canal
dredging for oil and gas exploration, 3! saltwater intrusion, 4! shore-
line erosion, 5! subsidence and 6! sea level rise  Coastal Environments,
Inc,, 1984!. All of these factors wi th the exception of sea level rise
can be managed to some degree by a comprehensive systems approach to
wetland management.

Role of the Re ulator Pro ram

During the @ year period since the inception of the LCRP, 261 Coastal
Use Permits have been issued in the Pontchartrain-Maurepas Basin. Of
these, 29% included dredging, 22% included residential or conmercial
development, 19% water and erosion control projects, and 10% were for
oil and gas exploration. An activity of particular concern with potential
impacts on wetlands as well as water quality, has been the construction
of marina deve'Iopments along the Pontchartrain shoreline and adjacent
tributaries.

The policy of the LCRP has been to encourage the location and develop-
ment of marina coamunity developments in non-wetland areas. Three recent
marina projects exemplify this land use policy on the north shore of
Lake Pontchartrain.

The fi rst, of these to fall under the j uri sdi ction of the LCRP was the
Port Louis Marina Coavauni ty which was granted a permit in 1983 after
approximately a year of negotiations. This deve'lopment is located on
300 acres of agricultural land which had formerly been wetland. The
area had been drained in 1965 and most recently used as pasture. Permit
conditions placed by the LCRP included the construction of hurricane
protection levees, canals designed to enhance circulation, vegetation
shoreline stabilization, a beach nourishment program, a stringent water
quality monitoring program, tertiary sewage treatment, and a phased
construction program which will allow sufficient revi ew of compliance
with permit conditions.

In 1983, a similar development, Rigolets Estates, was granted a Coastal
Use Permit to construct a 332 acre marina comnuni ty in a spoi I disposal
area adjacent to the Rigolets Tidal Pass. Similar permit conditions
to those issued for Port Louis were placed on this project, Most re-
cently, Marina del Ray, a much smaller yet equally innovative marina
development was permitted to construct a 318 slip floating marina on
the Tchefuncte River, a northern tributary to Lake Pontchartrain. The
primary location for this project was an abandoned ship building turning
basin and associated spoil areas along the river bank. The marina head-
quarters and future condominium development are designed to be pile
supported structures, with an elevated causeway traversing a fresh marsh
area to connect the marina with the adjacent highway. For all three
projects less than O. 5% of the total area directly impacted wetland
habitats. This was only made possible by lengthy negotiations with
the Louisiana Coastal Management Division and other agencies. The average
time for initial application to issuance of the Coasta I Use Permits
for these projects was approximately nine months.
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Conclusion

If the Pontchartrain-Maurepas Basin had been a Specia'I Management Area
with specific guidelines for each Environmental Management Unit  EMU!
within the basin the review of these three projects would have been
quite different. The entrepreneurs in each case would have had a much
clearer understanding of what type of activity could be conducted in
each EMU and what was expected of them early on in the process, For
instance, in those areas where submerged grassy beds are found, guidelines
that would minimize impacts on this fragile habitat would have been
in place, Any dredging for a boat channel would have been inappropriate
for this area. Guidelines for other areas, such as the previously drained
wetlands the Port Louis development occupied, would have been designated
for increased development due to previous impacts. Because this former
wetland no longer played a vital role in the ecosystem it was suitable
for residential and recreational uses. Costly delays and expenses present
in all three projects could have been reduced if specific guidelines
had been in place to assist resource managers and developers in selecting
the most envi ronmentaly suitable areas.

In the process of establishing Special Management Areas other things
such as over lapping jurisdiction among resource agencies will become
apparent. Often times multiple jurisdiction has led to poor management
decisions, denial of responsibility for resource decline, and poor en-
forcement.

What are the chances that the Pontchartrain Basin will be designated
a Special Management Area with specific guide'lines to provide for more
informed resource decision making?

After all the meetings, discussions and issues are debated, it may be-
come apparent a consensus cannot be reached on a management scheme for
the basin. It may become obvious that local governments and special
interest groups are still too concerned about each other's motives to
make compromises or agree on a set of management guidelines. In the
past, the oil and gas industry has been concerned about local government
acquiring additional authority over uses of state concern, such as the
siting of oil and gas wells extracting additional revenues from produc-
tion, Local governments on the other hand, have generally felt power-
less to influence this industry, they have always been concerned about
the state's authority in this area,

It may be impossible to reach a consensus because elected officials,
influential ci tizens and agency representati ves hold di vergent views
on important environmental issues facing the lake system. It is ap-
parent that residential developers, crabbers and fishermen have con-
flicting opinions on the reasons for poor water quality in the lakes.

Members of the environmental coavnunity are frustrated with both the
lack of cooperation received from federal and state government in ad-
dressing the problem. Some environmentalists doubt whether the present
legal jurisdiction is sufficient to solve the problem. Other concerned
ci tizens, question the will of both local and state government to take
a strong stand that may be contrary to the financial well-being of min-
eral and development interests in the basin.
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Given all these views, it is possible no consensus will be reached re-
sulting in an aborted attempt to establish more specific guidelines .
If specific guidelines cannot be agreed upon the effort may turn out
a set of non-specific guidelines that are legally unenforceable. This
would lead undoubtly to increased frustration with governmental processes
to solve renewable resource issues.
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TEE FEDELlL COISISTENCY G&NBLE

Ban Evans

Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource Manageieent
Rational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Washington, DC

The fundaisental themes of coastal zone management are strikingly simi lar
to those of gambling - risks, resource supply and resource value. Tne
risks in the coastal zone are clear. They include tne risks of impacts
on natural resources, on past and future capital investments, on the
deci sionmaking power of public and private interests, and on the options
and alternatives available to these decisionmakers.

The federal consistency process established by Section 307 of the Coastal
Zone Manageinent Act of 1972  CZMA! has been characterized as a unique
experiment in cooperative federalisrh and as a tnandate for coordination
and cOnsultation. But, federal consistency is also a risk ihanagement
tOO1. When enViSianed by the COngreSS When the CZMA WaS paSSed, federal
consistency was an attempt to protect the investment of federal funds to
be spent on the development of state coastal zone management programs,
to protect state planning efforts from uncoordinated and inconsistent
actions which could adversely impact coastal resources, and to protect
the ab>11 ty of the states to implement their federal'ly approved coastal
zone management programs.

The CZMA requi res each federal agency conducting or support iny activities
directly affecti ng the coastal zone to conduct or support those activities
in a manner which is, to the maxiisum extent practicable, consistent with
the federally approved state coastal zone monagesient programs   Section
307 c!  1! and �!!. The CZMA also requireS that federally licensed or
permitted activities affecting land or water uses in the coastal zone,
including aCt ivities described in detai I in Outer Continental Shelf   OCS !
exploration, development and production plans, be conducted in a manner
consistent with federally approved state coastal management programs

The views in this paper are those of the author and do not necessarily
represent the official views of the Rational Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration.
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 Section 307 c!�! A! and 8!!. In addition, federal assistance funds
for state and local government projects af fecting the coastal zone may
not be allocated unless the proposed project has been certified as
consistent by the state  Section 307 d!!.

~to hiii inch Eventn

A number of recent federal consistency events have received top billing.
in y ~ nunry, epee, the u.t. Supreme Court decided in Secretnr~of the
Interior et al. v. California et al. �04 S. Ct. 656! that OCS lease
sa es are not act v>ties wh>c~directly affect" the coastal zone and
are, therefore, not subject to the federal consistency requirements of
Section 307 c!�! of the CZNA. Swift action by a number of U.S. Senators
and Representatives followed. Legislation was introduced in both Houses
to overturn the Supreme Court's decision by amending Section 307 of the
C214A  H.R. 4589 and S. 2324!. Strong opposition to the proposed legisla-
tion by the Administration and a number of industries developed quickly.

At the same time, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
 NOAA!, in response to the Supreme Court's decision, began deliberations
on whether the existing regulations would need to be revised. In an
Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking  ANPR! published on June 1, 1984,
�9 FR 22825!, NOAA asked four questions:

1. Are any federal activi ti es outsi de the coastal zone,
other than OCS leasing, subject to Federal consistency
requirements?
2. Should NOAA develop a regulatory definition of "directly
affecting" ? If so, what should that definition be and what
legal support is there for that definition?
3. Should NOAA adopt new regulations to encourage early
state/federal collaboration, in order to help assure that
subsequent activities can be conducted harmoniously with
state coastal management programs?
4. Are other changes to NOAA's federal consistency
regulations needed?

The public comment period ended on August 31, 1984. NOAA is currently
analyzing these comments and considering whether to commence formal
rulemaki ng.

In another area of major events, ten appeals to the Secretary of Commerce
to override state consistency objections  under 15 CFR 930, Subpart H!
have been filed since December, 1982. Three appeals involved state
objections to OCS exploration, development and production plans in the
Santa Barbara Channel of Southern California. Four appeals were filed
on state objections tO Corps of Engineers' dredge and fill permits for
marinas and other small development projects in North Carolina, San
Francisco Bay, and Washington State. Another appeal was filed on an
objection by the California Coastal Commission to the abandoment of a
railroad line in Northern California� . The City of Hudson filed an appeal
on an objection by the State of New York to federal assistance for a
gasification plant to be located along the Hudson River. In a multiple
action, the Corps of Engineers filed an appeal to objections raised by
six states to a number of the Corps' proposed nationwide permits. These
appeals are currently under review by the Sec retary. The Secretary' s
decisions will be announced to the parti es and in the Federal Re~ister.



liow Go low Pig~The Ga el

For those who play the game or want to know how, the rules are found in
the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration's  NOAA! regulations
at 15 C.F.R. 930.

Who Are The~PIa ers?

The "high rollers" include those federal agenci es with responsibilities
for resource management, protection and development, and for advancing
the national interest in defense, economic well-being and environmental
prOteCtiOn; the StateS; and the majOr induStrieS With inVeStment in the
resources of the coastal zone and the OCS . 8esi des the "high rol lers"
there are alot of "mom and pop" players affected by the federal consis-
tency process: including the small marina developer, towns trying to
solve sewage treatment problems, individuals improving or protecting
residences, and citizens concerned about the quality of the coaStal
environment,

What Are The Odds Of W~innin ?
Perhaps the simplest, most pragmatic definition of a "win" is when all
interested and affected parti es can agree on whether and how a proposed
project can go forward.

In 1982 NOAA conducted an informal telephone survey to find out how well
the federal consistency system was working - just what were the odds?
Of the approximately 300 to 400 federal agency actions reviewed by the
states for consistency during 1982, under Section 307 c!  I! of the CZNA,
there were objections in approximately 3-4% of the cases. Of the approx-
imately 6500 to 7500 federally licensed and permitted activities reviewed,
under Section 307 c !�! A! of the C2HA, objections occured in about 24
of the cases. Of the approximately 500 federally licensed and permitted
activi ties described in detail in OCS plans reviewed by the states under
Section 307 c!�! B!, objections occurred in approximately 0.54 of the
cases. And finally, of the approximately 600 federal assistance proposals
reviewed under Section 307 d! ~ the states objected in about 0.54 of the
cases.

In 1984, NOAA began a comprehensive review of the federal consistency
process to learn more about the implementation of the federal consistency
process.  See 49 FR 35541-35542, September 10, 1984, for discussion of
the elements of the study.!

Preliminary results based on an examination of NOAA's files of objections
show a total of 97 unresolved objections by the states during I983, with
the Corps of Engineers and the Department of the Interior as the "big
losers".  See Table I!.  States are required oy NOAA regulations to
notify NOAA whenever they do not concur on a consistency determination
or certification. There is no regulatory reporting requirement on states
to report concurrences or total number of federal activities reviewed for
consistency. NOAA has no regulatory reporting requirements applicable
to other federal agencies.!



TABLE 1. Federal COnSiStenCy UbjeCtianS - FY 1983 *

Federal
Aqqenc

4[2] ** 948[79] 0 U
0 0 0 0

En~r ~ ni Etl ineers
Nn rd~

0 0 0 0Air Force
0 0Coast Guard

Minera s Na
0 0Sureau o

National Parks Service
Forest Serv>ce 1 0 0 0 0

4[4] 0 0 0

0 0

National Nari ne
Fisheries Service

ITO7 0

0 0

1[0 ] 0 0 0General Services
Administration

0 0 I 0Federa Avaation
Administration

0 2 IFederal Highway
Administration

1[0 ] 0 0 0Federal Railway
Administration

0 IIIO 0 0Interstate Connnerce
Commission

Tot a 1 24TI 2T 952+8 f J 4[3

* This is preliminary data only. NOAA is in the process of confirmi.ng
this information through the Federal Consistency Study. The data
does not include the total nun!ber of actions reviewed for conistency
by t he states .

** Initial Objections [Unresolved Objections]

Is The Table Rirneedi Is The Wheel Dnbalanced. Dn The Statistics Tell All?

NOAA can't currently answer these questions, but more qualitative and
quantitative information is being gathered as a part of the Federal
Consistency Study. Statistical information on the federal consistency
process cannot fully i'llustrate or describe how the federal consistency
process actually works. For example, a compilation of statistics on
concurrences and non-concurrences can provide little insi ght into the
informal negoti ations whiCh have oCcurred between the variOus interests,
the development of condit1ons and mitigation measures to achievea consis-
tency concurrence, or the substantive areas of conflict between interests.
Likewise, a coinpi lation of statistics can offer little guidance on how
to remedy any proble!T!S Or tb imprOVe the process. Therefore, NQHA' s
Federal Consistency Study is drawing i nforration fro!n a large vari ety

Environmental Protection
~Aen~c
Housing and Urban
Oevelo ment

Section 307 category
 ~c� ~c! ~3! A ~c!�! ~ ! ld!



of sources and will specifically examine the experiences of affected
parties regarding, for example, the average length of time for state
consistency reviews, the use of pre-application conferences and early
coordination mechanisms, the use of conditional and general roncurrences,
and experiences using negotiations and/or mediation to resol ve conflicts.

The Federal Consistency Study wil 1 include;

 a! Statistics on the numbers of concurrences and
non-concurrences on consistency determinations
 prepared by federal agencies for Section 307 c!�!
activities! and certifications  prepared by applicants
for federal licenses and permits under Section 307 c!�!
activities and financial assistance under Section 307 d! !;

 a! brief summaries of consistency cases considered
eSpeCially SiynifiCant by the StateS, the federal
agencies, and/or other interested parties;

 b! a compilation of information, to the extent it is
avai lable, regarding the administration of the federal
consistency process; and

 c! brief summaries of major issue areas identified by
states, federal agencies, industry groups, and public
interest groups.

NOAA anticipates having the Federal Consistency Study available by
Spring, 1985.

A Ituick Glance At The pi ~ ers Hands

A preview of issues which may need to be addressed through administrative,
regulatory, or legislative means can be gained by reviewing the comments
NOAA received on the Advance Notice of Proposed Rulemaking. Although
NOAA has ndt completed its review of these comments, they are available
for public inspection at the Office of Ocean and Coastal Resource
management in Washington, D.C.

The Final Score????

The results of the Federal Coni stency Study wil I no doubt provide a
better information base upon which to make decisions about any problems
and solutions, but the final solutions wi 1 1 probably be long in coining.
The issues are likely to be hotly debated in the rulemaking arena and
the legislative arena when the CZMA is consi dered for reauthori zation
in 1985. Only the truly adventuresome game player would attempt to
predict the outcome now.
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INPLEHENTING TRE CGA,STAL NSRRIER RESOIJRCES ACT

Frank HcGilvrey

US Fish and Wildlife Service

Implementing the Coastal Barrier Resources Act

This paper discusses Oepartment of the Interior  DOI! responsibilities
under the Coastal Barrier Resources Act  CBRA! and where we are with
implementation two years after passage of the law,

Through CBRA, Congress has declared that not only are coastal barriers a
very important and unique natural resource, but that they are generally
unsuitable for development. The law recognizes that many Federal programs
have encouraged unwise developinent. In a move to prevent further
subsidization of such development, CBRA established a Coastal Barrier
Resources System  System! of 186 unprotected, undeveloped coastal barriers
on the Atlantic and Gu!f Coasts. Within this System, with a few specific
exceptions, all Federal expenditures and financial assistance are banned.

Each of the some thirteen Federal agencies impacted by CBRA have the
responsibility of incorporating the law's requirements into their programs
and policies. CBRA requires that each agency certify annua'lly to the
Office of Management and Budget  OMB! that it is in compliance, OMB in
turn must certify to Congress that all Federal agencies are in compliance.

It is important to note that only Federal expenditures and financial
assistance wi thi n the mandated units gf the System are affected. State,
local and private expenditures are not affected.

A number of specific responsibilities were delegated by the Act to the
SeCretary Of the Interiar. The SeCretary haS redelegated mOSt Of theSe
responsibilities to the Fish and Wildlife Service  FWS! or the Hational
Park Service  iVPS!. The status of these responsibilities is the focus of
this paper .



Sec. 4 a!�! of CBRA allowed landowners of qualified areas to voluntarily
add their lands to the System. This provision expired on October 18, 1983,
without being used.

Sec. 4  b!�!� ! provided guidelines for di stribution of maps of the System.
Maps are available for review at pertinent U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Field and Regional offices and State and local jurisdiction offices. These
maps may be purchased from the U. S. Geological Survey.
Sec. 4 c!�! authorized minor and technical adjustments of unit boundaries
within 180 days of enactment. A very strict interpretation of this
provision resulted in 17 minor additions and 2 minor deletions within 19
units. Any further change to the Coastal Barrier Resources System requires
amending of the Act except as provided for in the next part.
Sec. 4 c!�! requires the Department to adjust unit boundaries, if
necessary, at five year intervals to account for natural forces. The Fish
and Wildlife Service will carry out the first iteration of this requirement
in 1987. Any changes will be based on a comparison of 1982 aerial
photography with new photography in 1987.
Sec. 6 lists the specific exceptions to the general ban on Federal
expenditures within the System. They are divided into two categories;
activities allowed without condition, and conditional activities.
Conditional activities must meet the three purposes of the Act. Those
purposes are to minimize;

1. Loss of human life;
2. wasteful Federal expenditures;3. damage to fish, wildlife and other natural resources of the System,
Non conditional activities include:

Conditional additional activities include:

Prior to obligating Federal funds for any of these exceptions, the agency
must consult with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Department of the
Interior. The role of the FWS under Section 6 of CBRA is similar to its
consulation role under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act. When the
FWS receives a request for consultation on an expenditure contemplated by a
Federal agency, the FWS prepares an opinion as to whether the proposed
expenditure fits within one of the Section 6 exceptions and is thereforelegally permissible under CBRA. If a proposed activity is conditional, the
FWS provides a further opinion on whether the activity meets all three
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Certain energy activities;
maintenance of shipping channels;
maintenance of essential roads and utilities;
essential military acti vi ties;
Coast Guard facilities and activities;

1. fish, wildlife and recreational projects;
2. air and water navigation aids;
3. Land and Water Conservation Fund and Coastal 2one Management
Act activities;
4. scientific research;
5. emergency Disaster Relief;
6. maintenance of non-essential roads and utilities;
7. nonstructural projects for shoreline stabilization.



purposes of CBRA. The action agency then utilizes this opinion in
determining whether to proceed with the proposed expends.. '.

An October 6, 1983 Federal Re ister notice provided 001 policy and
guidelines on Federal programs affected and the FWS proposed consultation
process. Internal guidance has also been developed.

Fourteen Federal programs have been identified as being affected by the
exceptions. Each concerned agency has designated a CBRA coordinator and
has developed policies and guidelines to implement the consultation
requirement. Most of the con:u ltations to date relate to channel, road and
utility maintenance. One hurricane, Alicia in Texas, has occurred since
CBRA became law. To avoid any delay in implementing the emergency
procedures of Sections 305 and 306 of the Disaster Relief Act, the FHS
participates on the Disaster Relief teams and waves formal prior
consultation for these activities. Permanent repair or replacement of
public facilities on CBRA units with Federal Emergency Management Agency
 FEHA! funding requires formal consultation. A smooth and effective
consultation process has been developed with FEMA as the result of the
Alicia experience.

Section 10 is a three year study required of DOI. A 001 study group
chaired by the National Park Service, and including the Fish and Hildlife
Service, and U. S. Geological Survey, with participation af representatives
fram other affected Federal agencies, is doing the study. CBRA requires
two broad results from the Study:

1! Reconvnendations for the conservation of the fish, wildlife and other
natural resources of the System, based on an evaluation and comparison
of all management alternatives and,

2! reconvnendations for additions to, or deletions from the System.

Ta fulfill the management alternatives requirement, the Study Group has:

A. designated individuals to prepare chapters on the resources of
coastal barriers, direct and indirect Federal programs impacting
the barriers, permitting, the tax code, and Federal acquisition
programs;

B. designated four Regional Study Leaders to review the effectiveness
of State and 'local programs;

C. developed revised criteria for proposed substantial additions to
the System. Broadly these additions may include:

additional wetlands associated with present units;
otherwise protected areas such as refuges and parks;
barriers within large embayments; e.g. Chesapeake Bay, Tampa
Bay, Naragansett Bay;
features functioning as barriers; e.g. - Florida Keys, mixtures

l.
2.
3.
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Host consultations have been free of serious controversy. The most serious
controversy to date has involved the reconstruction of a section of State
Highway 87 in northeast Texas. The FHS was of the opinion that this
segment was non-essential and repeated reconstruction due to hurricane
damage was a waste of Federal money and threatened human life. The Federal
Highway Administration disagreed with this opinion and will fund
reconstruction.



of consolidated and unconsolidated materials as found in Hew
England, and mangroves in tropical and subtropical areas;

5. other geographical areas, including the Great Lakes, West
Coast, Caribbean, Alaska, Hawaii, and Pacific Territories.

Drafts of the chapters relating to management alternatives are nearly
completed. Proposed additions to the System have been reviewed by the
affected States. In January 1985, a Federal Re ister notice wi 11
announce the availability of the draft study an maps for a 120 day public
review. The Governors of the affected States wi 1 1 be solicited for their
position on the study and the proposed changes to the System.

From the results of this review, a final report and atlas wi 11 be
transmitted by the Secretary of the Interior to Congress in October 1985.
Any changes in CBRA or additions to or deletions from the System will
require action by Congress.

Conclusion

It is still too soon for definitive measurement of CBRA's impact. However,
certain trends can be seen.

In general, those areas in the System with no development or access may
remain undeveloped. Some units on coastal barriers already partially
developed and accessible are being developed without Federal assistance.
Nany loopholes, such as casualty losses and the exceptions, still permit a
drain on the Federal Treasury.

Because CBRA only relates to undeveloped coastal barriers, the Federal
presence on developed coastal barriers remains very large. A major
hurricane could have a substantial impact on the Federal treasury. The
very major question of how to handle this issue is unresolved. It will be
addressed at the January 1985 Conference on the Management of Developed
Coastal Barriers in Virginia Beach, Virginia.

CBRA is a framework. State and local jurisdictions must compliment it if
the concept is to be effective. It is a new approach. It is not perfect
and does not completely meet the purposes of the Act. But at least it
reverses the dichotomy of the Federal government acquiring coasta'1 barriers
to stop development on one hand and providing assistance for new
development on the other. We must have State, local and public support and
action to further expand the effectiveness of the concept.



SHORELINE EROSION AND REGIIIATORT PROCEDIIRES
IN tRE LOS ANGELES AREA

John S, Hale

President
Coastal Engineering, Inc

General Information
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I don't know of another county
that has a procedure for building
and safety plan check like the
County of Los Angeles, Their
Building and Safety plan check
procedure includes a policy that
any structures built on the shore-
line must have a Coastal Engineer-
ing report,

That report involves, determina-
tions of design waves, a minimum
beach profile, or what we sometimes
call a design beach profile, design
tides and a number of parameters
involving the height, depth and
length of protective seawalls
and protective structures. It
is these calculations that are
necessary to build a seawall, a
pile structure or any type of
structure to support and protect
the buildings that are built on
the beaches of Los Angeles County.

I would like to talk specifically
about the area of the coastline
between Santa Monica and the
Ventura County line. Most of this

area is referred to as Malibu.
There is a small area just West
of Santa Monica that is often
referred to as Pacific Palisades.

The process of plan checking
involves four or five very impor-
tant di sci pl ines. I t includes
the geologist that is primar ily
concerned with the slides in
the area, It includes the struc-
tural engineer, who does the
basic design. It includes a
soils engineer who determines
what passive and activity and
soil loads are involved and what
the soil can stand, and it includes
a coastal engineer, who provides
information that was aforementioned,

The coastal engineer may also
do the structural work, the soils
engineering and the surveyi ng, It
depends on what his background is,

The surveyor is a registered
surveyor or a regi stered civil
engineer that is a specialist i n
shoreline surveyi ng. He is not
just a civil engineer that has had
surveying IA or IB in college.



The surveying knowledge required
to do good work on the shoreline
requires some background in
geodetic surveying and a keen
knowledge of surveying equipment
and methods. He also has a
keen knowledge af the accuracies
needed to establish base lines,
cross-sections, range lines
and determination of distances
and elevations under all sorts of
adverse conditions. The reason
I emphasize these qualifications
is because there is a tendency
ta assume that the surveying
accuracy far beach surveys does
not requi re the technical know-
ledge that of more sophisticated
upland surveying. I would like
to make it clear that surveying
the shoreline requires a lot
more sophistication than the
ordinary tract or upland surveys.

The reader should be aware of
some of the problems that exist
in the Los Angeles County, In
the first place, we have a tidal
change that can be as large
as 10 feet. The tides may extend
a distance of more than 2 feet
below mean lower low water to
a point more than 7 feet above
mean lower low water datum,

The beach is generally made
up of three parts. As you walk
towards the ocean, you walk
across a flat section that we
refer to as the backshore beach.
Then the observer intersects the
shoreline that steepens toward
the water. This slope is called
the foreshore slope, It ranges
in the Malibu area from about
+I foot above mean lower low
water to an elevation of tll
or +12 feet above mean lower
low water. The slope below the
foreshore slope flattens and
extends into the turbulent surf
zone. This slope will not be
as flat as many beaches in
California, but if often has a
slope of around 35 feet horizontal
to one foot vertical.

Scores of surveys in this area of
the shoreline in Malibu show
that the beach is not continuously
eroding or accreting, but is
oscillating around an average
position, This oscillation amounts
to approximately 80 feet. That
is to say it oscillates about
40 feet on either side of an
average, Because of the shoreline
oscillation and the fact that
the tide and submerged lands are
owned by the State of California
makes the engineer concerned
about intruding on State owned
lands. As a result, the policy
is to attempt to construct all
structures at least 10 feet shore-
ward of the most shoreward recorded
mean high tide line.

Most of the mean high tide lines,
of course, are found close to
the average position of the fore-
shore slope. The mean high tide
lines are about I/3 the way up
the foreshore slope. It i s this
part of the beach that erodes
and accretes, The foreshore
slope usually has the same rate
of slope as it moves. When the
shoreline does oscillate to an
extreme seaward or shoreward
position, it only remains there
for 3 to 4 weeks and it again
returns to the average position.
If you arbitrarily picked any
given day and went down to the
beach, the chances are that the
beach would be in its average
position. It is rare to find
it in either an extremely shore-
ward posi ti on or extremely seaward
position.

Therefore, the engineer knows
at some point in time the shore-
linee will recede to a minimum
position and he designs the build-
ing in a fairly extreme shoreward
position. This means that the
seawalls and the protective
structures that are p'laced on
the beach do not cause shoreline
erosion problems. This also
makes the size of the structures
needed to resi st wave action smal 1 er.
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As a matter of fact, this policy
in the County of Los Angeles
started prior to I965 when I was
asked to provide some type of
criteria or manual that would
protect the buildings along the
shoreline from falling i n the
water. I thought the problems
of getting structures properly
designed by private engineers
would be simply a matter of
listing a number of distinguished
civil engineers and pass that
information out to the developers.
I quickly found out this was
not the answer. Most of the
civil engineering fi rms were not
interested in doing the design
of a $40,000 or $50,000 seawalls
for a single family dwelling,

At this point the reader should
be made aware of the fact that
in the Mal ibu area many of the
people are wealthy and, as a
matter of fact, many of the
people you would know if I gave
you their names because they
are internationally and nationally
famous. The property they own
is usually expensive and they
usually can afford and want
to afford first class shoreline
protection and they are willing
to pay for it, This situation
may not be the case in every
area of ihe Onited States but
since many parcels of property
and the houses on them are running
in excess of a million dollars,
i t makes good sense to protect
them with the best protection.
Not to speak of the fact that at
times there is a danger to the
people living there.

In finding out that I could not
get private engineers to do
the coastal work, I decided
to teach classes in coastal
engineering and invite pri vate
engineers to take the classes.
Therefore, when I train people,
they learn how to use the
statistics the County of Los
Angeles has developed as a result
of a great many surveys over a
large number of years. In addition

to the surveys that have been
developed, wave design summaries
were provided. This enabled the
coastal engineer to caculate the
necessary wave loads for the dif-
ferent types of protective
structures without going through
huge massive studies of island
sheltering, defraction, refraction
and many other things that would
make a practical and economic
design difficult.

The purpose of this report is not
to deal with the engineers but
with the regulatory procedures
that are involved.

The next step then was to require
a private civil engineer that had
been trained to provide a coastal
engineering report to determine
the necessary parameters for the
protective structures.

In doing this he would provide
a report that would include the
necessary wave loads, wave uprush
heights, design beach profiles and
other things that would be needed
by the structural engineer to
complete the design of the buildings.

The coastal engineering report
was then reviewed by the County of
Los Angeles, coastal engineering
section, and the design was
reviewed by our building and safety
office and soils engineer, An
agreement was also worked out with
the State Lands Division of the
State of California. That agree-
ment was that they would review
the Plans and Specifications for
any new building to make certain
that there was no intrusion on
tide and submerged lands.

This turned out to be very valuable
because in the ensuing years when
questions arose 'ver tidal
boundaries, the tidal boundaries
had :.lready been approved by the
State of Californ'a, And since
this agreement was very important,
the approval had to be i ssued prior
to the time that construction
started.
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During the winter of 1982-83, we
had the worse oceanwave storm
conditions that we have had
in many years. At that time the
County Building and Safety Office
surveyed all the structures that
were damaged. There were 59
structures damaged that had been
processed through the County
Engineer-Facilities Office. Of
all the 59 damaged, only I was
designed and built after 1965,
The significance of this is that
it was 1965 when the coastal
engineering reviews were requested
for coastal structures. After
this program was instituted in
the County Engineers Office there
have been over 2,000 shoreline
structures built and only I
failure,

The County of Los Angeles is
now in the process of preparing
a complete manual covering the
engineering methods and parameters
that are being used. This has
not yet been published and the
details of these procedures will
be made public in probably the
not too distant future,

In my 30 some years of doing
this work, I have never met a
single individual who had enough
knowledge to do an adequate job
on all facets of the structural
design, It takes a team in-
volving a coastal engineer,
surveyor, soils engineer,
geologist, and a structural
engineer or at least a civil
engineer with a sufficient back-
ground in structures to do the
necessary work to complete this
type of work. The team effort
has obviously been successful
and the procedures and processing
details need not be cumbersome
but can be worked out in a way
in which the turn-around time
is not a disadvantage to the
developer.

As a matter of fact, from the
economic standpoint, the insurance
rates in the Malibu area for
storm damage is the lowest of

any place in the United States,
Secondly, many structures that
people have attempted to place
during my many years of service
have been structures that would
have cost 2 or 3 times what they
needed to cost if it were not
for accurate coastal engineering
work. No matter how big something
is built, if the knowledge of
the shoreline geomorphology is
not clearly evident, then the
developer will be wasting his
money, and it is not necessarily
true that the bigger is better.
Sometimes the huge massive
structures still don't work
because the engineers did not
realize certain facts about the
shoreline processes,

The final procedure i n the
regulatory analysis of the County
of Los Angeles requires the
private Coastal Engineer to
inspect the structure and to
sign a statement that the
structure has been constructed
in accord with the plans and
specifications.

If an engineer is not willing
to accept this responsibility,
then, in my opinion, he has no
business doing thi s type of work.
!f he isn't confident that the
structures will stand up, then
he shouldn't be involved.

As a matter of fact, the Coastal
Commission of the State of
California now requires that
an engineer certify that every
structure built will stand the
ocean wave storms of the winter
of 1982-83. I think this is
a very good requirement, It
puts the ball right into the
court of the civil engineer and
makes him responsible. If he
isn't willing to be responsible,
then he has no business doing
the work.
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Introduction

The Mississippi coast is protected by a chain of barrier island> and
the Mississippi Soursd � a large, sltallow estuary connected to rhe
mainland by river's, bayous, and wetlands. The area provides imprertant
wildlife habitat as well as a major source of recreation for coastal
residertts and tourists. Mississippi's commercial and recreational
saltwater fisheries and tourist industry are all highly dependent upon
the health of this marine ecosystem,

At tht same time, Mississippi's ports and harbors, the primary sites
for heavy industry on the coast, form an essential part of the Stare's
economic base. Nowever, as wus recognized in national and State
legislation of the carly 1970's, uncontroled industrial development
can upset the crucial balance of the wetlands ecosystem and lead to a
number of other problems associated with use conflict.

National concern for the wise use and management of our coastaj
resources led to passage of the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972,
and at the State level, po passage of the Mississippi Coastal Wetlands
Protection Law �973! and Coastal Program. One result of
Nississippi's transition from a policy of vircually unrestrained
industrial development ru the more recent balanced approach reflected
in these laws is the altered role of port authorities and industrial
development commissions in tttar1ne resource management. The purpose of
this paper is to examine the relationship between the industrial
developtscnt of port and harbor areas and Mississippi's relatively new
policy of marine resource management. 1t discusses conflicting
statutory standates embodied in the eneblinp, legislation of county port
authorities and commissions ~ at d the relatively new Wetlands
Protection Law and Coastal Program.
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The first part of the paper relates the primary State framework for
managing marine resources. The second part discusses the role of
county port and harbor authorities in marine resource management. The
final section contains recommendations that would assist the
Mississippi legislature and other coastal resource managers i.n
clarifying areas of conflicting policy and jurisdiction to help
facilitate reasonable development of the State's coastal resources.

Mississi i Coastal Wetlands Protection Law and Mississi i Coastal

The Wetlands protection Law and Coastal program jointly address the
management and use of coastal marine resources in Mississippi's three
coastal counties  Harrison, Hancock and Jackson!, including all
adjacent waters within the three-mile territorial limit. These laws
express a public policy that coastal wetlands should be preserved,
except where the alteration of a specific wetland would serve a higher
public interest.  Miss. Code 549-27-3! To carry out this policy, the
Coastal Program establishes a permitting procedure which is
administered by the Bureau of Marine Resources  BMR! ~ under the
auspices of the Commission on Wildlife Conservation. The ultimate
decision to grant, deny, or condition a permit belongs to the
Commission, which depends heavily upon the advice and recommendations
of the staff of BMR.

Ostensibly, any activity that affects coastal wetlands is a regulated
activity and subject to the permit process. Since some activities
conducted outside the wetlands may affect the wetlands, a permit may
also be needed for certain activities beyond the three country coastal
area or for activities on upland areas, However, not all activities
affecting coastal wetlands are subject to the permitting procedures of
the Wetlands Protection Law and Coastal Program. Only five types of
activities are specifically regulated:  l! dredging, excavating or
removing any materials from the wetlands; �! direct or indirect
fi.lling of the wetlands; �! killing or materially damaging any
wetland plant or animal; �! erection of structures which materially
affect the ebb and flow of the tide; and �! erection of structures on
suitable sites for water-dependent industry.

Furthermore, not all activities that fall within these five categories
are subject to the review and compliance procedure. As a result of
political pressures, nineteen exemptions from the permit process were
written into the Coastal Program. Five of these statutory exemptions
are particularly important to this paper: the Biloxi Bridge and Park
Commission, Biloxi Port Commission, Long Beach Port Commission, Pass
Christian Port Commission, Pascagoula Port Commission, and any
municipal or local port authorities; the activities of the Hancock
County Port and Harbor Commission affecting wetlands within its
jurisdiction; the activities of the Harrison County Development
Commission affecting wetlands within its jurisdiction; the activities
of the Jackson County Port Commission affecting wetlands within its
jurisdiction; and the activities of the Mississippi State port at
Gulfport affecting wetlands within its jurisdiction.

The same section of the exemptions statute goes on to limit these
exceptions by stating:
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"All parties or agencies exempt from the
regulatory provisions, whether by name or
reference, when carrying out what would
otherwise be regulated activities in
Coastal Wetlands shall at all times adhere
to the policy as set forth in section 49-27-3
and each such agency shall further advise the
council [now the Commission] of all such
activities so that the council may be fully
advised of all activities in t' he coastal
wetlands."

The Coastal Program sets out the specific procedure by which BMR must
be notified of any exempted activities that would affect the wetlands.
BMR is then required to make a finding that the activities are
conducted in accordance with the public policy oj the Wetlands
Protection Law before the proposed activity can begin.

The Coastal Program guides the decisions of the BMR by setting out
management goals, implementation procedures, and decision-making
guidelines. The goals are designed to promote decisions that balance
development with the environment. The first two goals are
illustrative of this attempt. The first goal provides for reasonable
industrial expansion on the coast that ensures that waterfront sites
are conserved for water-dependent industry. The second goal restates
the public policy of the Coastal 'Wetlands Protection Law of favoring
the preservation of the coastal wy[lands and ecosystems except where a
higher public interest is served.

All State and Federal agencies must carry out their responsibilities
in the coastal area in compliance with the Coastal Program. To ensuing
this, the Coastal Program includes policy coordination procedures,
as well as enforcement procedure~ in the event that an agency proceeds
in a manner contrary to the MCP.

In making its decisions on permit applications and findings of
compliance for excluded activities, BMR and the Commission are
obligated to consider a variety of factors. The public interest is
evaluated through a review of applicable legislative or judicial
statements of public interest, precedent-setting effects, the national
interest, public comments, and provisions of any applicable plan.
Impact on the wetlands is assessed by examining the direct and
indirect effects on the ecosystem, all intended and unintended but
reasonably anticipated impacts of the total proposed project, and the
preservation of natural scenic qualities. Economic interests are
considered by looking at the extent to which adverse impacts can be
avoided through modificarions, the availability pf feasible
alternative sites and the need for a waterfront location.

Because of their economic and recreational importance, certain coastal
areas have been designated as special management areas  SMAs!, for
si.te-specific planning and management. The decisions that go into
SMA planning are based on the same criteria as those used for permit
decisions at both Federal and State levels. They also allow coastal
resource managers to coordinate regulatory decisions with the
affirmative development efforts of the coastal program and of local
governments. These affirmative development efforts include among
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other things, energy facility siting, shoreline erosion and
mitigation, construction of public facilities such as sewer, water,and drainage� systems, and designation of areas for preservation and
restoration.

Five industrial and port areas have developed SMA plans, each managedby the appropriate County Port and Harbor Commission: Port Bienville
Industrial Park, Pass Christian Industrial Park, Bayou Bernard!
Industrial Park, Pascagoula River Industrial Area and Bayou Casotte.
However, because SMA planning is voluntary, it will only be aseffective as the efforts put forth by the resource managers in the
special management area.

The Role of Count Port Authorities

The Wetlands Protection Law and Coastal Program together evidence the
intent of the legislature to promote decisions in the coastal area
that balance development with conservation of the environment. As
will be seen from the following discussion, that intent often leads to
conflicts that are difficult to resolve. A significant number of
industriaj sites on Mississippi's coast are located in or managed byport authorities. For example, Fort Bienville Industrial Park,
covering 2,600 acres of county owned land, is managed by the HancockCounty Port and Harbor Commi.ssion; and the Bayou Casotte Industrial
Area and Pascagoula River are managed by the Jackson County PortAuthority. This part of the paper will focus on the effect of county
port authori.ties' decision-making for marine resource management.
Section 59-9-1 of the Mississippi Code, originally passed by the StateLegislature in 1956, sets as State public po!jcy the expansion and
development of Mississippi's ports and harbors. In addition to vastpowers and duties to maintain and operate their harbors and ports,county port cossaissions are given "full jurisdiction and control ofany and all lands lying within, or adjacent to, any rivers' . bay or-natural lake which are now, or heretofore were, below the mean high
tide mark, and which lands lie within g adjacent to any port or
harbor" managed by the port authority. Such lands may also bereclajged by the port authority for operation and development of the
port.

Furthermore, a 1982 amendment of the Mississippi Code gives opsparticular port commission the authority to lease certain acreages,and a 1982 amendment states further that such leasing for developmentpurposes serves a higher public interest in accordance with the public
policy of the State as set forth in the Wetlands Protection Law.
Folic and Jurisdictional Conflicts

An analysis of the role of port authorities and commissions in
attracting industry, considered in conjunction with the mandate of theWetlands Law and Coastal Program to balance economic development with
sound environmental management of Mississippi's marine resources,
reveals two major problems: ambiguous, overlapping grants ofjurisdiction and unclear, sometimes conflicting statements of public
policy.

The public policy of encouraging development of Mississippi ports is
derived from a section of the Mississippi Code which was passed in
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1956. At that time the State government realized it was necessary for
Hississippi to supplement its primarily agricultural economy with
industry, for more balanced economic development. Ports and harbors
were a logical place to encourage such development, However, as
stated earlier, passage of the CZNA in 1972 and the subsequent passage
of the Wetlands Protection Law in 1973 reflected a recognition that
unwise development in coastal areas was resulting and in permanent,
adverse changes to coastal ecological systems, These laws
established a new policy of balancing economic development of
coastlines with thy preserving of the ecological integrity of the
marine environment. Thus, after 1973, the State had two potentially
conflicting policies regarding the development of marine resources:
one, reflected in the port legislation, favors the largely
unrestricted industrial development of port areas; the other reflects
the desire to protect and preserve coastal wetlands and their
ecosystems  of which port areas are a part! except where alteration of
a specific wetland would serve a "higher public interest."
Unfortunately, not only is the public interest ill-defined, but
"higher public interest" is not defined at all.

A close reading of Mississippi's laws leads to the conclusion that the
State legislature intended for port development to fall under the more
restrictive policy of controlled growth. For example, the first
stated goal of the Coastal Program provides for reasonable industrial
expansion and for ensuring the consegation of waterfront industrial
sites for water-dependent industry. Furthermore, since the 1982
amendment cited earlier specially designates the development of
certain tracts of land to be of higher public interest than preserving
those wetlands, it is arguable that the legislature intended for other
wetlands in industrial areas to be developed in accordance with the
principles and guidelines of the Coastal Program.

Interacting with the conflicting public policies is the issue of
jurisdiction over the marine resources of the coastal ports. As
stated earlier, the Wetlands Protection Law exempts port authorities
from the need to secure a permit for regulated activities. However,
the code section states further that all exclusiog are still bound by
the public policy provisions of the Wetlands Law.

The Coastal Program establishes a procedure for ensuring that the
excluded activities are in compliance with the public policy of the
Wetlands Protection Law. First, parties proposing to conduct
activities covered by the exclusions must notify BMR of the provisions
of the Coastal Program regulations under which the proposed activity
is excluded, and provide information that demonstrates compliance with
the regulations. Within 30 days of such notification, BKR must
prepare a set of findings based upon the same criteria that are used
to evaluate permits for regulated activities. These findings are then
provided to the party proposing the excluded activity as well as to
the Commission. If the findings conclude that the proposed activity
is not in compliarce with the public policy of ygtlands protection,
then the proj ect cannot go forward as proposed. If the proposed
project is begun despite negative findings by the Commission,
enforcement action can be taken against the violator.

From the above review, it would appear that' when port authorities make
decisions that affect coastal wetlands and would otherwise be subject
to the permit process, they are bound to follow the policy of the



Wetlands Protection Law and the Cue~tel Program. Therefore, their
control over the marine resources within their jurisdiction is
inferior to the jurisdiction of BMR and the Commission.

However, if a local port authority does not share the coastal resource
management philosophy embodied in the Coastal Program and fails to
cooperate with positive coastal planning efforts, as is often the
case, a tense political situation develops between State and local
governmenr., with BMR, the Commission and the Attorney General's Office
being placed in the uncomfortable position of taking enforcement
measures against the local port authority and/or county board of
supervisors. In that instance, the courts may be called upon to
interpret the intent of the legislature with respect to such policy
and jurisdictional conflicts.

Conclusion and Recommendations

To adequately protect the marine resources upon which the economy of
the coast is based, coastal resource managers must work together in
implementing Mississippi's Wetlands Protection Law and Coastal
Program, These laws represent the culmination of many years of hard
work by people who recognised the increasing and often conflicting
demands upon our coastal. resources, The Wetlands Protection Law and
Coastal Program were designed to provide a framework for
decision-making and conflict resolution, However> as pointed out in
the above discussion, apparently conflicting legislative mandates have
created potential problems, particularly in the area of industri.al
development decision-making. To help remedy these inconsistencies,
the following recommendations are made:

�! The statement of public policy in section 49-27-3 of the Wetlands
Protection Law should be more definitive. The exception for projects
which serve "a higher public interest" is vague and should either be
more fully explained or deleted.

�! Section 49-27-7, which exempts certain activities and entities
from permitting provisions of the Wetlands Protection Law, creates
unnecessary confusion. This section should be amended to make it
clear that this is a limited exemption from the forma1 permit
application process only, and that the Commission still has the
ultimate decision-making authority over whether the proposed activity
itself will be allowed,

�! Since one of the goals of the Wetlands Protection Law and Coastal
Program provides fot' reasonable industrial expansion, SMA planning in
industrialized areas such as already existing industrial parks and
ports should be mandatory, rather than voluntary, with the Commission
having ultimate authority over the development of these plans. They
should continue to be created in consultation with the local
governments, industries, etc., that, are involved. However, the
Commission needs to have the power ro break a stalemate in the event
that a consensus cannot be reached on an issue,

�! The enabling legislation of port authorities and of industrial
development commissions should be amended to reflect the policy of the
Wetlands Protection Law and Coastal Program.



If the above recommendations were to be implemented, port authorities
and other local coastal resource managers would be obligated to make
their decisions within the framework of the comprehensive Wetlands
Protection Law and Coastal Program, thus helping to prevent the
adverse impacts on the coastal ecosystem which have been found to
occur when parochial interests are made superior to a coordinated
state plan.
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Footnotes

1
Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, 16 U.S.C. 91451 �974 and Supp.

1975-1981!.

2Nississippi Coastal Wetlands Protection Law, HISS. CODE ANN.
949-27-3  Supp. 12 1982!. "Coastal wetlands" are defined as "all
publicly owned lands subject to the ebb and flow of the tide; which
are below the watermark of ordinary high tide; all publicly owned
accretions above the watermark of ordinary high tide and all publicly
owned submerged water-bottoms below the watermark of ordinary high
tide" and is interpreted to include the flora and fauna on and in the
wetlands. Id.,549-27-5 a!,  b!.

3MISS1SSIPPI COASTAL PROGRAM  August, 1980!.

4Mississippi Coastal Wetlands Protection Law, ~Su ra note 2.

5Id., fi49-27-9 through 57.

6MISSISSIPPI COASTAL PROGRAM, 111-4  August, 1980!.

7MISS. CODE ANN. 949-27-5  Supp. 1. 1982!.

8
Id., 549-27-7  h!,  o!,  p!,  q!, and  r! .

9Id., ft49-27-7.

10 d

11Id., $57-16-6  Supp. 1982!; MISSISSIPPI COASTAL PROGRAM 1-2
 August, 1980!. The other goals are:  a! To protect, propogate, and
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conserve the state's seafood and aquatic life in connection with the
 revitalization of the seafood industry of the State of Mississippi.
 b! To conserve the air and waters of the State, and to protect,
maintain, «nd improve the quality thereof for public use, for
propogation of wildlife, fish and aquatic life, and for domestic,
agricultural, industrial, recreational, and other legitimate
beneficial uses.  c! To put to beneficial use to the fullest extent
of which they are capable the water resources of the State, and to
prevent the waste, unreasonable use, or unreasonable method of use of
water.  d! To preserve the State's historical and archaeological
resources, to prevent their destruction, and to enhance these
resources wherever possible.  e! To encourage the preservation of
natural scentic qualities in the coastal area.  f! To assist local
governments in the provision cf public facilities services in a manner
consistent with the coastal program.  g! To consider the national
interest involved in planning for and in the siting of facilities
the coastal area.  h! To ensure the. effective, coordinated
implementation of public policy in the coastal area of Nississippi
comprised of Hancock, Harrison and Jackson Counties,

12MISSISSIPPI COASTAL PROGRAM, VIII-39 through 53  August, 1980! .

Id.> VIII-47.

I<1., VIII-12, 13,14 .

15Id., Chapter VI.

Id., VI-2, 3.

Id. > VI-4.

18NISS. CODE AHH. fi59-9-1 �972! .

Id., 559-1-17 �972!.

20Id, These powers are referenced from NISS. CODE ANH. 559-19-15
�972!, "Powers and Duties of Authority or Commission," which in turn
are referenced from MISS. CODE ASH. 559-7-129 �972!> "Duties of Port
Commissions."

21ld., 559-9-21  Supp. 1982!.

Id.

16 U.S.C.A. 51451 �974!.

24Specific criteria are provided in Sectior. VIII of the Coastal
Program to determine which industry is to be considered "water
dependent."

25MISS. CODE AHH. $49-27-7  Supp. 12 1982! .

26MISSISSIPPI COASTAL PROGRAM, VIII-18, 19  August, 1980!.

Id., VII-37.
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INTRODUCTION

In the f'all of 1983, Congress appropriated funds in Public Law 98-
181 for the conduct of two studies to be carried out under the auspices
of the President's Council on Environmental Quality  CEQ!. The studies
were to assess the i'easibility of establishing �! a national center
for water 7 esour ces research and �! a national clearinghouse for water
resources information. The Chesapeake Research Consortium  CRC! was
contracted by the CEQ to conduct the research.

The contract for the project required that the studies be conducted
in two phases. In Phase I a number of' alternative designs for each
center would be proposed to the CEQ ~ and in Phase II thr ee of these
would be cri tiqued and analyzed in detail. goth Phase I and Phase II
reports were widely circulated i'or public comment, and a number of'
public meetings were held by the CEQ to obtain further views, This
paper summarizes the results oi' the water resources research portion of
the CRC study; a companion paper by Maurice Lynch discusses the
information clearinghouse issue.

BACKCROUND

The authorizing legislation for the study, sponsored by Senator
Dennis DeConcini of Arizona, was very brief. It directed the CEQ to
define and consider a national water 1 esour ces research center and
define and ~lan a national clearinghouse for water information. The
rationale for Congress directing the CEQ to undertake these studies at
this time is not clear, but it appears to be related to several
factors.
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First, it can be seen as a response to a recent report of the
Of'f'ice of' Technology Assessment �983! which addressed "the need for an
interdisciplinary program of' basic and applied research on
arid/semiarid-water resources." The report suggested that Congress
could establish a National Center for Water Resour ces Research to
provide a coherent and coordinated mechanism for the Nation's
university research programs in water resources and water resource
management for problem-solving and policy making. The center would �!
undertake an interdisciplinary program cf basic and applied r esearch;
�! develop sophisticated research facilities on a scale often not
affordable by single universities; �! develop and test conventional
and emerging technologies; and �! serve as an objective nonpartisan
source of information for Congress and a link to public agencies, water
users and the private sector for application of research findings.

The impetus for the study can also be traced to several earlier
reports by the U,S. General Accounting Office, including one on water
issues facing the Nation �982! and another on the need to provide a
better focus on water-related research activities �981!. The latter
report concluded in part that better coordination cf the nation' s water
research activities was required,

Finally, the National Water Alliance has been actively promoting a
national water research center and clearfnghouse. The Alliance, formed
in 1983, was organized by six members of Congress  including Senator
DeConcini! and is intended to provide a forum fcr debate and research
on water problems. One of its program goals is "to establish the
framework f' or a multi-disciplinary water research program."  National
Water Alliance, 1984!.

APPROACH

In the f'irst phase of the study it was required that existing water
resources research programs be examined and that literature be reviewed
which pertained to the planning, conduct ~ management and coordination
of water research in a national context. The purpose of this analysis
was to identify needs in water research which could be addressed by a
national center. In addition, interviews were conducted with federal
and state agency officials, state water institute directors, persons in
the university wa'ter research community, and private voluntary and
professional organizations in order to obtain their views on water
research needs. On the basis of these inter views and the literature
review, eight mission statements were proposed to the CEQ for
institutions which addressed various needs, or combination of' needs,
identified in water research. The CEQ circulated this report f' or
comment and, on the basis of such ccements, selected three for detailed
analysis in Phase II of the study. In the second phase, for each of
the three options or missions, institutional arrangements were
designed, implementation requirements and operational characteristics
specified' and a critical review under taken. A preliminary report of
the findings was widely circulated by the CEQ for comment in the water
research community, and the final report reflected, to the extent
possible, many of' these comments.
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THE WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH SETTIHG

perspective on the role of' a new water
study sought to gain an understanding of the
efforts and trends in the field over the past
f'indings emerged which inf'luenced our
a national center.

In order to develop a
research institution, the
scope of current r esear ch
several decades. Several
approach to the design of

The first is that a sizeable water research effort already exists
in federal and state agencies, the state water institutes, the
universities and the private sector . At least 27 federal agencies
conduct water research in fulfilling their missions, and many states
have significant water resource programs. The Rational Research
Council Report �981! indicated that f'ederal agency expenditur es on
water research were about $380 million annually. While this level of
funding has dropped somewhat in recent years, it is likely that
expenditures in all sectors  federal, state and private! are well in
excess of $400 million annually and have totalled nearly $2 billion
over the past decade. For this reason, proposals for major new
initiatives must be weighed against the existing array of water
research programs.

A second factor is that ~ster research is not a new and emerging
field but one that is relatively mature. Although such a statement is
difficult to substantiate quantitatively, there is scme evidence to
support this contention. One indicator is 'the number of professional
journals devoted to various aspects of water. The list of' journals
abstracted by the Water Resources Scientific Information Center
contains over 100 published in the Uni'ted States that directly deal
with water and many others that contain water-related articles.
Another is that a generation of persons who are now at or near
retirement have spent their entire professional careers in water
research. Over the past three decades a number of persons have
achieved major scientiPic stature as a result of their water research
activities. Finally, the field has been large enough, and of such
significance, that it has produced many et'f'orts to rationalize the
research planning and management process to better Pocus on national
needs. The management, conduct and organization of water research have
been the subject oP numerous studies and reports, and while many of
them have been critical oP the way in which the national water research
agenda has been organized, the attention devoted to the topic suggests
a relatively well-developed f'ield, This is not to suggest that no
signiPicant water research issues remain, only that the field has
developed a substantial body of information, many organizations and
institutions already exist for the conduct of' research, and that under
these circumstances the justification f' or a new organization is more
difPicult than it might have been 25 years ago.
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A third f'actor has to do with the identif'ication of' national water
research needs and how they are being met through federal and state
programs. Starting with the Senate Select Committee Report in 1961 and
the Committee on Water Resources Research Report in 'f966 ' a number of
studies have identified needs and priorities in national water
resources research. The needs identified have changed somewhat over
the years, but there is s high degree of similarity in the various
studies. Examination of the 1981 Oft'ice of Water Research and



Technology Repor t on the Five Year Water Research Priorities of the
States shows that most of these same national issues are also important.
at the State level. Moreover, the great majority of these needs are
receiving active attention in the ~ster research ccmmunity. According
to the 1981 Hational Research Council review of the five-year federal
water research plan, only one of thirty-one priority areas
 institutional arrangements for water allocation! was not being
addressed to some degree by one or more agencies.

A final factor that has influenced our analysis is the trend that
appears to be developing in water planning, development and research.
The traditional federal water resource development program oi' the post
World War II years is fading, and primary responsibility for future
water resources development and management is likely to be shifted to
state and local governments  Caulfield, 1984!. Future water issues
appear to be less involved with water development and more concerned
with subjects such as conservation, use and reallocation of water, and
water quality. Such issues have substantial social, legal, economic,
and institutional dimensions and thus it follows that research in these
areas ought to receive higher priority than it has in the past. The
National Research Council study reached a similar conclusion, and we
believe that their findings continue to be valid.

NEEDS IN WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH

The design of this study required the identification of needs which
a national water research center could address. As noted earlier, such
needs were identified through literature review and by interviewing a
number of persons in the water research user ccmmunity. The results of
this research are as follows:

A number of reports have addressed various aspects of' national
water resources research.  See for example: Senate Select Committee,
1961; Federal Council for Science and Technology, 1966; National Water
Commission, 1972; Office of Water Research and Technology, 1977;
National Research Council, 1981; and The General Accounting Office,
1981!. Much of this literature has focused on the need for
coordinatin or mana in the water research activities of federal
W ai . I geneal,th el v. h ttdtt fmp t r ~ f
~ster to the nation's development or well being and that research is
needed to provide a sound basis for management of water. They have
also observed that existing federal research efforts did not exhibit
effective planning, management and coordination, and were fragmented
among many agencies. In order to improve this situations the studies
developed systems for categorizing research so that interagency
pr ogr ams could be compared. Pr oposed statements of national research
needs were compared with existing programs so that gapa or redundancies
could be identified and various management appr oaches or institutional
arr angements were recommended for improving the overall research
process. Some organizations were established to coordinate water
research and planning, including the Committee on Water Resources
Research  COWRR! under the Office of Science and Technology, the Oi'fice
of Water Research and Technology  OWRT ! in the Department of the
Interior, and the Water Resources Council. Hone of these were able to
sustain its planning and coordination activities over a significant
period of time. Ho~ever, a need for this function continues to be
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perceived as pointed out in the 1983 OTA report, the two General
Accounting Office studies in 1981, the 1981 Report of the National
Research Council, the February 1984 meeting of' the National Water
Alliance, and in interviews conducted for this study.

existin federal a enc ro rams with funds for a non-mission oriented
national research ro ram. This need is based on the recognition of
two factors, that current research ef'for'ts are largely directed towards
agency-missions and, that the funding base for federal water research
is relatively small in comparison with present and f'uture needs for
effective water management. Two approaches have been suggested. The
first is for a research allocation-type extramural funding program
similar to that formerly administered by the OWRT in the 1970s. The
other is for a focused research program directed at a particular region
 e.g., agricultural needs in arid lands! or regions. In the latter
case a physical facility or network of facilities would be constructed
and staffed to conduct this research, The OTA study has proposed such
a research center in the West, and others in different geographical
regions have been suggested.

A third need expressed in the course of this study was for water
resources information. This topic has seldom appeared in the
literatur e on national water research needs, although there clearly has
been a continuing interest in inf'ormation and technology transf'er.
However, scme federal agency representatives, many of the state water
official.s and all of the private organizations interviewed for this
study believed that although water research was important, a higher
priority should be given to the national level to improving the
availability of, and access to, existing water information. A few went
further and indicated that this topic should be the primary focus for
this study.

Since the term "information" covers such a wide r ange of topics, it
is not clear what specific needs were being stated by those concerned
with this topic. For some, synthesized, issue-specific information was
desired. For others, particularly state and local officials, the
problem is to find out what information is available to help them
address a particular issue and to obtain assistance in the
interpretation of the data. In both instances, a need was expressed
for some entity  or network! that would be able to state whether or not
relevant water information was available, where it was available, in
what form, and how it could be obtained or accessed.

Finally, a signii'icant number of persons interviewed during the
study stated that no com ellin need existed for a new national water
research center. er sons with this point o view observed the extreme
difficulty of' developing and sustaining an effective coordinating
mechanism for federal research, They expressed the opinion that ma!or
gapa in existing programs do not exist in terms of important national
water research needs, although they recognized that agency programs do
not always address such needs in the most timely manner possible and
may not be adequate to the needs.

In summary, several general needs in water resources research have
appeared for this study. They include:
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1 ! Coordinating federal research programs;

2! Identifying national water research goals and needs and
assessing progress being made in addressing these needs;

3! Augmenting existing federal research through a program of
extramural research oriented towards the university and non-
feder al research sector;

4! Establishing one or more focused interdisciplinary water
research institutes;

5! Providing for a national water information program; and
6! Recognizing that the existing array of agencies and institutions

provides a comprehensive and reasonably efPective progr am in
water research which should be maintained.

Each of these needs were proposed to CEQ in the form of missions
Por institutions which could be established to address such needs.
Several institutions wi th combined functions were also proposed, After
receiving extensive public comment on the CRC analysis, the CEQ
directed the CRC to examine in detail the Pollowing options:

1! Maintain the existing array of water research programs but
identify incremental changes which could be made to address same
of the deficiencies in these programs;

2! Propose a national water research center that would identify
research needs and priorities and provide funds on an
extramural, competitive basis to address these needs; and

3! Propose a national water research institute which would conduct
interdisciplinary studies of major water issues facing the
nation.

These will be discussed further in the section to follow. It
should be noted that the information need identified was addressed in
the clearinghouse section of this study.

ANALYSIS OF OPTIONS FOR A
NATIONAl, WATER RESOURCES RESEARCH CENTER

In this section the three options selected f' or study by the CEQ
will be analyzed in terms of their underlying rationale, and
institutional arrangements will be proposed Por each.

OPTION 1: IMPROVING EXISTING INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS

This option does not dir ectly address the establishment oP a
national water research center. Instead, it examines the existing
array of water research programs in order to determine how marginal
improvements might be made to improve the timeliness and efPectiveness
of research, to better integr ate findings' to pr ovide f' or per iodic
review of pf ograms and priorities and to find ways in which the
fragmented pr ograms of the federal government could be made more
eff'ective.
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RATIONALE FOR MAINTAINING EXISTING PROGRAMS

It was stated earlier in this report that there is some sentiment
in the water research community for the proposition that the existing
system of largely mission-oriented research has been successi'ul in
addressing important national water r esearch needs and, within the
limits of available funding, in resolving these needs. Proponents of
this view argue that attempts to coordinate or manage this complex and
interrelated system are unwarranted and are likely to be unproductive
because they do not recognize the degree of voluntary coordination and
cooperation that already exists. Moreover, existing agency programs
are highly responsive to constituent needs, and attempts to alter such
arrangements would jeopardize the conduct of agency missions.

This point of view is based on several arguments. The first is
that major gaps in past and current research progr arne do not exist
relative to recent statements of national needs. As mentioned
previously, the National Research Council report in 1981 found that
only one of 31 priority research topics was apparently not then being
addressed by one or more federal agency programs. The extent to whi.ch
each topic was being adequately  or redundantly! addressed could not be
determined. Our analysis of current federal agency programs' matched
against the same priority list, came to the same conclusion.

Secondly, it is argued that redundancy, duplication, overlap and
fragmentation have positive value in a research network. For example,
redundancy can be used as a device for suppressing error. Overlap and
duplication may provide backup systems in the event that one research
effort fails or is terminated. In this sense, the goals of
coordination may be at odds with the positive aspects of the current
situation. Moreover' the argument Por coordination overlooks the fact
that numerous ini'ormal or ad hoc mechanisms 1' or interagency
coordination do exist  e.g. ~ the task force on acid rain!. A
substantial degree oP coordination also occurs at the level of
individual scientists or laboratories 'through such means as peer review
oP proposals and publications' external review committees, and
professional conferences and seminars.

The third argument for existing arrangements recognizes the diverse
nature of federal agency water research programs, their mission
orientation, and the Pact that a number of different Congressional
committees are involved in the budgeting process for water research.
It is argued that unless all federal water research was located in one
or two agencies that reported to one or two Congressional committees,
it would not be possible to achieve a coordinated ePfort.

Finally, at a more practical level, it has been pointed out that
all efforts to rovide a central coordinatin mechanism have ultimately
failed, event though strong presidential leadership or interest  under
Kennedy, Johnson and Carter ! was evidenced. In addition, the 1978
Water Resources Research and Development Act specifically called upon
the President to achieve coordination of water research programs, but
the central mechanism Por providing such coordination  OWRT! has since
been abolished, and in the 1984 Water Resources Research Act  Public
Law 98-242! the mandate Por coordination has been eliminated
altogether.
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P ROP CS E D I MP R OV E ME NT S T 0 E XI S T IN G A R RA N GE ME NTS

Most of the deficiencies perceived to be associated with federal
~ster research ef Ports can be attributed to the limitations af multiple
agency progr ams and diverse research ef'f'orts which are dealt with by a
variety of Congressional committees and constituents. Although there
has been a sustained effort to create centralized research coordinating
mechanisms to over came these limitations, all oP these have failed to
endure. The relevant question far this option, therefore, is whether
any incremental improvements in the existing federal water resources
research program could be proposed and would be able to be implemented.

We propose that a major weakness in the existing arrangement is the
f'aet that, at any given time, it is impossible to: �! establish in
any coherent way the content and scope af' the overall national water
research effort; �! determine its progress over time; or �! ascertain
its future directions. We have observed in this study, as did the
National Resear eh Council in 1981, that it is exceedingly difficult to
assess the scope and nature of federal water r esearch on an ad hoc
basis. The pr ograms involved are complex and diverse. A listing of
proJects being conducted by individual investigator s or agencies
provides no usePul information on the historical development oP
research agenda nor the factors that have led to their design. Without
such information being available on a continuing basis, any assessment
of' the national water research effort is bound to be superficial and
unproductive. More impar tant, neither the Congress, the Office af
Management and Budget, the general public, nor the agencies themselves
have a summary of all the information needed to make such judgments.
It is likely that this state of aff'airs is at least partially
r esponsible f' or the concern expressed over water research in the OPfi ce
of Technology Assessment report and by the National Water Alliance.

We suggest, therefore, that a need exists for information which
describes the seeps and nature of the federal water research effort on
a eantinuin basis and which can periodically assess the progress being
raade in this ePfort towards achieving goals Por water research in the
national interest. One way in which this could be accomplished with
only a modest change in current institutional arrangements would be by
the establishment af a National Advisor Committee an Water Resources
Research. The Committee would be responsible for:

1! Maintaining a comprehensive nationwide, and up-to-date
description of the many water research programs;

2! Disseminating inParmation about, and periodically repor ting an,
national water research programs; and

3! Providing an information base which can be used to periodically
renew water research activities in the light of' national water
research needs and goals.

In terms of' improvements ta the existing institutional
arrangements, we believe that 'the committee could accomplish the
following:



Establish a single national focus for ~ster resource research.

2! Provide an information base for the Congress and the OMB for
understanding the total national water r esources research
agenda.

3! Assist the ~ster research agencies by making information
available on the current status and future plans of' other agency
programs.

4! Provide inf'ormation that could be used for periodic reviews of
national water research programs and plans.

5! Facilitate the flow of information within the water research
community.

OPTION 2: KXTRAHURAL RESEARCH

Introduction

In this option, the CRC was requested to critique a National Center
that would establi.sh research needs and priorities and provide funds on
a competitive basis to proposals which address these priori ties . ln
developing this critique, several general conclusions were reached that
influenced our approach to such a center. They are:

Budgets of some agency water research programs have declined in
recent years. In discussions with various agency personnel
about potential research areas suitable for extramural funding,
it was often pointed out that such subjects could be
effectively addressed by the agencies if they had the necessary
funds. However, as indicated in Option 1, it can be inferred
from the passage of PL 98-242 that augumented funding of water
research will be directed towards university-oriented research.
If mission-oriented agency programs do not receive continuing
or increased support this may represent an incremental shift in
national water research policy.

PL 98-242 authorizes an extramural research program in the
Department of the Interior  DOI!. Ii' fully funded at
authorized levels, the annual program budget would be f36
million for research, although 410 million of this amount is to
be allocated directly to the state water research institutes.
We examined a number of arguments for proposing a separate
extramural program outside of the DOI but it was difficult to
distinguish between the two programs and to justify the
additional funds that would be required by a separate non-DOI
program. Therefore, we have designed what we believe would
represent an "ideal" extramural institution and then indicated
the kinds of changes that would be required in PL 98-242  or
actions by the Secretary of Interior ! to make such an "ideal"
institution viable in the context of that legislation. We are
not implying here that DOI is necessarily the best "home" for
an extramural national research program, only that at this time
it seems preferable to the other alternatives we considered.
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Rationale for Extramural Research

As indicated above, it can be argued that augmentation of federalwater resources research could legitimately be focused on the mission-
oriented agency programs. However we see the rationale for anextramural program to be as follows. Such a progr am would:

1! Marshall external expertise otherwise unavailable in existing
programs;

2! Quickly identify, and respond to emerging problems;
3! Address topical issues that overlap or cut across agency

jurisdictions;

4! Fund fundamental or basic research questions not being
addressed;

5! Fund short-term programs where a rapid expansion and contraction
of personnel would be required; and

6! Target complex interdisciplinary issues f' or long term, sustained
support.

The center which administers the extramural program should definethe basic characteristics oi' the r esearch it intends to solicit andsupport. In reaching that definition the following priorities should
be used:

1! Research funded should be in the "national interest," andcriteria for defining such a program should be developed as oneof the first actions of the board which governs the center;
2! Research on the social, legal, institutional and economic issuesassociated with the allocation and use of water should receive a

high priority in the agenda of the center;
3! Priority should be given to truly interdisciplinary research

efforts;

4! The center should identify and be prepared to support ar eas ofhigh priority basic research which require long term, sustained
support at one or more existing institutions;

5! Except as noted in No. 6 below, funding should be directed toinvestigators in non-federal institutions  universities, state
researchers and the private sector!; and

6! Consideration shou!.d be given to the occasional support offederal agency programs where supplemental funding would beneeded to investigate or respond to an important short-term
research opportunity� .



The Center and Public Law 98-242

As indicated fn the Introduction to this option, it is our
judgement that the Center cannot realistically be considered apart from
PL 98-242. The legislation provides for extr amural funding of water
resear ch and maintains the state water institute program in'tact.
Proposing an entirely new Center would result in competition wf th, and
duplication of, the 98-242 program. It would also be counter to the
strong congr essional mandate expressed in the legislation which was
only recently passed over the President's veto. An alternative would
be to move PL 98-242 from the Department of Interior  DOI!, establish
it else~here as a independent entity, and suggest new legislation to
reflect more closely the "ideal" Center described above. This has acme
merit conceptually because the Center would then be independent of a
mission agency or department. There are, however, several drawbacks.
First, the state institutes and the water research communfty in general
appear to be reasonably well satisffed with 92he relationships
established over several decades with DOI. It is expected that they
would oppase the siting af the Center in a diff'erent institutional
setting. Second, we were not able to identify another organizational
affiliation that would be pr eferable. The Of'fice of Science and
Technology Policy, the CEQ and the National Science Foundation were
considered but each had significant limitations for administering the
kinds of programs specified in PL 98-242. Finally, in our review of
the projects funded by the old OWRT and more recently by the Bureau of
Reclamation, we were unable to discern a DOI "bias" in the range of
issues addressed.

We propose therefore that the entire program of research as stated
in PL 98-242 be considered as a National Water Resources Research
Center within the Department of the Interior. The Center would then
encompass the substantive provisions of this legfsl.ation, particularly
Sections 104, 105 and 106 which include the state water resear eh
institutes, the focused extr amural matching grant program and the
technology development program.

We suggest that Section 104 be maintained in essentially its
current form and funding level. Section 105 should have the matching
requirements removed to reflect the fact that research funded would be
in the national interest even though the application or incidence of
that research would be at the r egional, state or local level. The
criteria for the kfnds of resear ch that the Center intends to solicit
and support in Section 105 shauld be those listed in the Introduction
ta this option. This section should be funded at the authorized level
af $20 million. Section 106 should be included in the Center in its
present form and at its authorized funding level.

PL 98-242 does not contain specific provisions for a Board. We
strongly believe that a bread-based agenda-setting Board is crucial to
the operation oi" such an extr amural program and that the Board's
activities should be coupled to the Center's research functions, Such
a linkage would enhance the reality and the perception that the
Center's research was focused on priari ty national issues. In
addition, the Board would tend to enhance the Center's constituent base
and to that extent it would assist in maintaining a greater degree of
stabili'ty and permanence. Without such a Board, we doubt that the
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Center would represent a significant improvement over currentinstitutional arrangements even though new research initiatives wouldbe undertaken. It is our interpretation that although PL 98-242 doesnot explicitly provide for such a Board, nothing in the legislationwould appear to prevent its establishment. We pr opose that theSecretary of the Interior appoint a broadly-based Board representingthe Congress; local., state and federal agencies; academic institutions
and society at large on a regional basis.

OPTIOR 3: FOCUSED RESEARCH INSTITUTE

It ad tl.

ln this option, CRC was directed to examine the feasibility ofestablishing one or more institutes focused on broad national needs inwater research. In consider ing such institutes the CRC was to documentglaring research needs not covered by existing research programs forwhich the research interests of several entities can be focused at asingle location, or at which significant fiscal savings could result
from sharing expensive equipment.

In addressing this option we sought to identify subject matterareas for which an institute appeared to be the most effective researchstrategy. In order to accomplish this, we first asked our consultantadvisors to the pro!ect to develop a list of water research issueswhich represented important national needs. This list of nationalresearch needs, supplemented by lists proposed in previous studies ofwater research, was reviewed in order to determine whether issues couldbe stated for which a focused institute model would be an appropriateapproach. In conducting that item-by-item review, we delineated twosubstantially different versions of a potential water researchinstitute. One was a "r esear ch laboratory," site-specifics facilitywhich would include sophisticated and expensive equipment and would bestaffed by an interdisciplinary group of physical scientists  i.e.hydrologists, geologists, physicists!. The research of this laboratory
could be focused on modeling complex groundwater systems.

The second version, which we called the "research institute,"emerged as we examined the content and characteristics of the items onthe list of national research needs. This entity would not beprimarily oriented tower d doing basic science on water resources.Instead, it would be staffed by an interdisciplinary group includingnot only various types of physical scientists but also engineers,economists, organizational and institutional researchers, and other
social scientists.

The array of national water research needs was then examined toidentify those which "required" a national or regional research lab orwhich required a research institute. Thus, according the CEQ'sdirective, to be included for either ver sion, an item has to be "aglar ing research need not presently covered by  existing! ma!orresearch programs." An item also had to be such that it would be muchbetter addressed  or more cost-effectively addressed! by being "focusedat a single location," than by being r esearched at a number of
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dii'ferent places. Lastly, in the case of the "research lab," to be
selected an item had to involve "expensive research equipment" or
f ac i I i ties .

In reviewing the list of items, many were identified  e.g.
groundwater contamination, water reuse! that were serious problems and
appeared to require scientific research and substantial additional
financial resources to support that research. In several such cases it
was also clear that the creation of a research center focusing on that
subJect would result in desirable interdisciplinary synergy.
Furthermore, a new center might well provide the visibility and ability
to acquire financial resources that would foster more rapid advancement
of knowledge in that Pield. However, the question posed by this
alternative was not whether the subJect area required additional
research and funding. Rather, the issue was whether a new
organizational structure, either lab or institute, was needed to answer
the research need. It was concluded that, in most cases' reasonably
competent organizations, federal or others, already existed that were
working on the problem. These items, were not selected as appropriate
for a new lab or institute. A similar analysis using the same criteria
was conducted of the research needs identified in the 1981 National
Research Council study.

The item-by-item analyses led to two conclusions: 1! no clear need
exists for a new research laboratory, although existing facilities,
programs and organizations may well need some expansion cr additional
Punding; and 2! a new research institute might be justiPied by the
perceived need for synthesis of existing research and Por increased
emphasis on inter disciplinary and institutional research.

To test further the validity of the first conclusion, we discussed
with a number of investigators various aspects of the topic of ground-
water research, which had been suggested to us as a focus for study by
a permanent water r esearch center. Ne P'ound little support for the
research facility approach because of the diversity of ground~ster
issues and because greater ef'ficiencies could be achieved by targeting
groundwater research in existing institutions or programs.

As previously indicated, most of the water research subJect areas
that have been identified as important or oP priority are already being
addressed to some extent by existing programs. Also, none were found
for which a new facility or laboratory seemed the most cost eff'ective
and scientifically def'ensible strategy. There may be water research
subJect areas which would profit from enhanced Punding. However, a
better approach would be to target these for support with an extramural
program  as in Option 2! with funds directed to one or more existing
institutions. Alternatively, enhanced Pundf,ng of existing mission
agency programs could accomplish the same purpose in certain cases.

Although we also were unable to identify particular subJect matter
for which an institute was clearly the most effective approach to
research, there was agreement within our consultants group and support
elsewhere in the water research community I' or an entity that would 1!
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synthesize r esearch results and their implications and 2! conductinterdisciplinary analyses of water issues of national significancethat involve institutional, social and legal issues, Such analysesmust be grounded in science and therefor e such disciplines should berepresented in the staff. But the vpr oblem-solving and policy"oriented focus of such analyses also r equir es the involvement ofexperts in law, engineering, the social sciences and the management
disciplines.

This option builds on a proposal in the OTA report which apparentlywas partly r esponsible for the authorization of this study. Thatreport, asserted, "There is a lack of a national coherence and synthesisof university water-related research" and cited "arid/semi-arid-waterresour ces" as a case in point. The OTA report made reference to theNational Center for Atmospheric Research  NCAR! university consortiummodel of atmospheric research and proposed that "Congress couldestablish a National Center for Water Resources Research to provide acoherent and coordinated mechanism for the Nation's university researchproy ams in water resources and water resource management Por problem-solving and policymaking." There is some sentiment in the waterresources research community for such a center as well as a belief thatCongress would be receptive to the establishment of such a center by
virtue of its funding this study.

This option builds on that concept, expanding and modiPying it.Like this OTA proposals it includes the synthesizing function and theinterdisciplinary orientation. Furthermore, it would most probably beorganized in the form of a university consortium, along the lines ofNCAR. Like NCAR, the institute would per Porm multi-disciplinaryresearch on generic problems not addressed by agency-oriented programsand cross-cutting both organizational and political boundaries. lttoo, would be "insulated from short-term political" and "problem-of-the-moment" pressur es, and would be an "obJective, non-partisan and
continuing source" of information.

Howevers this option expands the scope of' concern from university-related water research alone to encompass all federally-funded waterresources research. Secondly, it modifies the subJect focus. The OTAreport proposes an " interdisciplinary program of basic and ~a liedresearch on water resource and water-resource management, includingstrong programs in the natural sciences, engineering, and socialsciences, such as resource economics and law as they pertain to water-resour ces programs," While the mix of expertise envisioned by thisoption is similar to that in the OTA report, the focus would be onapplication r ather than basic science. The Center would not be alaboratory for "site-speciPic research" nor ~ould it have "advanced and
sophisticated resear ch facilities."

St!HHART

In conducting this study it was observed that water resourcesresearch is a mature field with large and diverse existing programswhich are Pragmented among a number of agencies, organizations and



institutions. The rationale for creating a new center had to recognize
the nature of this existing situation. In this context, three options
Por a Rational Water Resources Research Center were pr oposed. The
options included incremental changes to improve the coherence of
existing progr arne; a center to direct and support extramural research;
and an institute to study inter disciplinary water research issues.
Each option is intended to address a stated water research need. The
options proposed are not mutually exclusive. Each research center
meets a prescribed need and thus sufficient justification exists for
all three to be established simultaneously. Research and information
f'unctions could also be combined within a single organizational entity.

During the course of the study a number of persons in the water
resources research community were interviewed about their views on the
proposed centers and others oPfered written comments to the CEQ during
and after public meetings on the study. It was Pound that there was
little agreement within the research community on the need to be met by
a new center or the preferred institutional arrangement. This does not
imply that the proposed r esearch centers are without some public
supports only that no apparent consensus exists on any one option.
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Gloucester Point ~ VA 23062
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Chesapeake Research Consortium, Inc
P.O. Box 1120

Gloucester Point, VA 23062-1120

� What is water resources infer«ationl
� Who needs water resources infer«stionl
� Where do we find water resources infornationl
� Are our present wnter resources infor«ation sources meeting the

needl
- Eow can ve improve our vater resources information systenl

These and a series of related quest iona were addressed during a
recent study conducted by the Chesapeake Research Consortium  CRC!
under contract to the Council on Environmental Quality  CEQ!. Sullivan
�9S5! describes the background of this study in a report on a parallel
effort towards developing a design for a Rational Water Resources
Research Center.

The study was conducted in tvo phases. Phase 1  CRC, 1984a!
revieved the present status of vater resource information services;
attempted to define the needs for vater resources information; and
developed a number of mission statements  more properly functions! of
alternative institutions to meet the needs. Phase II  CRC> 1984b!
developed institutional arrangements, organiyatioual characteristics
and a crit ical reviev of three options selected by CEQ after public
hearings and consultat ion with government ~ academic and commercial
institutions or agencies vitb interests in vater resources information ~

1. Contribution d 1253 from Virginia Institute of Harine Science ~
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Whet is Water Res urc s I n?

The phase 1 study identif ied more than 30 agencies with water
related missions. To many individuals in these agencies, the concept
of water resources or water resources information was limited to the
scope of their agency mission. The problem of defining water resources
information is compounded at the national level in that no single
committee in either House of Congress has principal or sole
responsibility for "water" or "water resources".

In order to satisfy the many constituencies claiming affinity with
the water resource community, we considered water resources to include
ground water, surface water and estuarine waters. Water resources
information includes atmospheric sources  e .g . rain and snowfall!,
water characteristics  e.g. data on amount, location, flow, quality,
movement and pathways!, usage  e.g. consumption and discharge!, and
institutional factors  e .g . water rights and regulatory controls! .
Water resources information needs include both data  raw facts or
observations often characterized by numerics or quantification! and
documents  writings, maps, charts, books, journals, films etc . which
summarize, evaluate, explain, interpret or present knowledge! ~

WhoNeedsWte R u sIn i

Water resources information users can be broadly characterized
into two groups.

1 ~ ~So hiet~aij users are usually professionals that have
the technical capability to synthesize information
obtained from a variety of sources in the context of a
specific issue. Scientists, engineers and water resource
planners working in their field usually fall within this
group.

either general or specific skills to analyze technical
information in a specific context or who lack the
knowledge about availability of appropriate information.
Legislators and their staffs, local officials, general.
planners, public interest groups ~ concerned citizens and
scientists and engineers working outside of their area of
expertise may be included in this category.

The distinctions between these categories of users is not precise
and is to s large extent based upon their familiarity with the sources
of specific information. A routine user of the U.S. Geologicsl
Survey s  USGS! WATSTORE  National Water Data Storage and Retrieval
System! and NAWDEX  National Water Data Exchange! may be sophisticated
with respect to the use of these systems but unfamiliar with or unaware
of coastal, estuarine or climatological data available though systems
maintained by the National Oceanic snd Atmospheric Administration
 NOAA! .



I ti nvWhere Do W ind W ter R s

The fiscal year 1985 Federal Plan for water data acquisition
 OWDC, 1983! includes 28 federal agencies with water related missions.
In addition there are several federal agencies with major data
collection efforts important to water resources such as the National
Marine Fisheries Service and the National Environmental Satellite, Data
and Information Service  NESDIS! which are not included in this plan.

The majority of federal water resource related data is held in
three agencies . WATSTORE has the most extensive collection of
hydrologic and water quantity data, the Environmental Protection
Agency s  KPA! STOBET system has the most water quality data and
NESDIS s National Oceanographic Data Center has the most marine and
estuarine water resources data . Many state and local agencies and
universities maintain extensive water related files, much in machine
readable form. Many of these are listed and described in either NAWDEX
or NESDIS s National Environmental Data Referral System  NEDRES!.

Efforts to collect and/or catalog documents related directly to
water resources are not as extensive as data storage efforts. The
principal effort related to water resources documents is Selected Water
Resources Abstracts prepared by USGS's Water Resources Scientific
Information Center  WRSIC! . Other federal abstracting or indexing
entities such as the Department of Commerce s National Technical
Information System  NTIS! and the Department of Agriculture s AGRICOLA
do not specifically abstract or catalog with water resources in mind.

Finally, the National Referral Center maintained by the Library of
Congress listed over 1100 water related information sources, many of
which are multiple information bases.

Are 0 r Present Water R urc s I orms n
Sources Mee ' The Needs

In trying to determine whether the present sources of water
resources information are meeting the needs of individuals or
organizations for water resources information one must always be
mindful of Finagle s Law  Doyel, 1978!:

The information you have is not what you want.
2. The information you want is not what you need.
3 . The information you need is not available.

With the possible exception of institutional information, no major
information gape were identified during this study. In fact ~ the major
complaint from several sources was uot lack of information but s
plethora of information, much of it unsynthesized from the perspective
of the user.

Sophisticated users  working in their area of expertise! sr*
usually able to meet their information needs  principally data! within
the present systems . The major complaint is that they occasionally
need to go to a number of different data bases or systems for relevant
data and these may not be compatible with each other.
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Unsophisticated users are usually not as concerned with data asthey are with documents that synthesise or evaluate information. Nanypotential users are unfamiliar with specific information sources and
are frequently frustrated in their attempts to obtain information.

Ho single water resources information source meets the needs of
all individuals or organirations dealing with water resources.

How can e i e ur W ter R sou e ti Ss cm?

At the present time, there does not appear to be a compelling need
to create or establish new water resource data or document oriented
information files at tbe national level. It is apparent, however, that
there are a number of ways to facilitate access to or awareness of
present information resources, and that by so doing a number of
identified needs can be met .

Three options to improve the present system of delivery of water
resources information were developed du~ing phase II of this study .
These were:I! specific recommendations for improving current

institutional arrangements;

2! a referral center to serve as an initial point of access
where persons could go to begin the search for water
resources information  both documents and data! and
obt s in limit ed b ib I iograph ie s;3! a national and state clearinghouse system with regional
centers in those areas with compelling need and a cumaean
bond among states, to obtain information for clients,
provide information synopses and analyses of water
resource issues, and develop a statement of research
needs based upon requests to the clearinghouses ~

The distinction between s referral center and a clearinghouse is:

appropriate sources to meet their information needs  it does not
provide the actual data or documents needed!;

~1' h th th h d, h p hl, t lit
obtains the specific information required by information seekers
and provides it to them.

Host clearinghouses perform this function by collecting sndarchiving information in their area of specialisst ion on a continuing
basis. In the water information ares, however> there are so many
established information bases, that attempting to develop a single sll-
encompassing water information base is not practical. Fortunately
advances in computer communication technology, in particular, on-line
transfer of text and data, obviate the need for a clearinghouse to
actually collect and archive data itself in order to be effective.
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Each of the three options can be perceived as a way to address the
problem of access or awareness to a different degree. Specific
recommendations for improving current institutional arrangements
primarily address problems of coordination, comparability, and lack of
resources  personnel and/or funds! within components of the present
system. Although the primary effect of these recommendations will be
to assist the present system users  sophisticated! by upgrading present
capabilities, they will also provide increased opportunity for
unsophisticated or peripheral users to become aware of information
resources .

Establishment of a National Water Information Referral Center
would enable unsophisticated and peripheral users to gain awareness of
water resources information sources and to obtain information on how to
access these systems. A limited bibliographic capability would provide
some additional services for those users desiring or requiring more
focused information on an issue . It does not, however, provide either
group of users with syntheses or analyses of information.

The third option, a National/State Clearinghouse System,
supplemented by appropriate regional clearinghouses, would facilitate
information dissemination and use by providing the capability to
extract appropriate information from numerous information sources . The
research needs assessment function would also provide guidance to
policy and budget personnel on research needs as a function of
quest ions that cannot be answered with extant information. A variation
in which the National Water Information Clearinghouse is supported by a
number of disciplinary or subject focused Centers of Competence is also
viable. Water problems, however, usually require an interdisciplinary
approach and are site specific, In view of this, geographic focus for
a water information clearinghouse is considered more appropriate. The
capability under this option of providing periodic summaries of water
resources information and the status of water resource problems at
various levels, and the capability of providing reports on specific
issues upon request respond directly to the expressed needs of many of
the unsophisticated users .

Most important, the third option provides water resources
information at the level most appropriate for its application i.e.,
information relevant for local or state issues would be provided by the
state clearinghouses, information for national issues would be provided
by the national clearinghouse, and in regions where there is a
compelling need and a common bond among states  such as the Chesapeake
Bay or Great Lakes! regionally focused information would be provided by
a r eg iona 1 clearinghouse .

Improving current institutional arrangements would involve a
number of specif ic actions. These are:

1. Revise OMB Circular A-61  EOP, 1964! whi~h presently places
the responsibility for coordination of water data in the
Department of Interior  accomplished by the Of f ice of Water
Data Coordination, USGS! to reflect the responsibility of NCAA
 marine, coastal and atmosphere! and EPA  water quality! in
the ares of water resources information aquisition, storage
and dissemination.
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2. Provide improved computer communication  automatic switchingcapability! between EPA s STORET, USGS s NAWDEK and HESDIS sNEDRES so that users with access to one system can access the
information in the othezs.  HAWDEK users can now access
STORET information.!

3. Provide additional funding to WRSIC to reestablish a number �
recommended! of Centers of Competence in issues of present or
emerging priorities. The centers would have theresponsibility of abstracting reports and preparing annual
state-of-the-art and issue papers in their area of competence.

4. Establish a water research information system dealing withcurrent research-in-progress within WRSIC to fill the gap in
research-in-progress tracking created by the abolishment of
tbe Smithsonian Science Information Exchange in 1981.

5. Add water zesources information specialists to the staff ofthe Library of Congress s National Referral Center  HRC! toprovide focused collection on water resources and modernise
NRC s software to allow full text searching and providegreater access to HRC s files through arrangements with
private on-line information vendors.

6. Add water research specialists to the staff of theCongressional Research Service to deal specifically with water
issues.

The major advantage of a National Water Information Referral
Center would be that it would provide a marked improvement in thepresent system for locating water resources information. Since theCenter would not be bound by a single water mission, it would be free
to refer to information services over the full spectrum of waterissues. The center would also be in a unique position to identifythose information needs that are not being met by the existing, system
because the subject area may fall on the periphery or outside of an
agency's mission.

This option would remedy the lack of a single point of access for
water informat ion. This advantage far outweighs the slightdisadvantage of duplicating some of the referral functions of theexisting water oriented information systems such as HEDRES and HAWDEK.The concentration of the center in the area of water would provide more
focused and appropriate referral than is possible from a general
referral center such as The National Referral Center.

A major advantage of the National, Regional and State Water
Information Clearinghouse System over the referral center option isthat it provides true one stop shopping for clients. Under the presentsystem, a user normally seeks information from only one or perhaps a
limited number of sources. Clients often wonder whether thisinformation is complete and, therefore, adequate for their needs. Theclearinghouse system would assure users that they have all the relevant
information pertaining to a given issue. This feature would be an
asset to both sophisticated snd unsophisticated users, but would
probably benefit the unsophisticated user more.
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The provision for services at the state and regional levels
provides information resources at the levels at which most water issues
arise and are resolved. Clearinghouse personnel at these levels should
quickly develop a knowledge of and sensitivity to issues at their level
which would make them very valuable resources for managers. With
information resource personnel functioning at each level, information
should seldom "fall through the cracks" and information provided should
be relevant to the issue driving the inquiry.

Extreme care must be exercised in establishing state level
clearinghouses to ensure that they do not conflict with present
effective water information activities. The probability of interfering
with existing, systems on the regional level is not as great since a
criterion for establishing a regional clearinghouse is recognition by
the states that regional water issues exist that cannot be resolved by
individual state efforts.

SUMMARY

One could view each of the suggested options as falling on a
gradient of information service activities beginning with the present
system of independent, unconnected and relatively uncoordinated
information agencies and ending with the full service organisation
embodied in the one stop Rational Water Information Clearinghouse. The
first option proposes a number of relatively low cost modifications to
the present system to improve coordination and service. A next logical
step is to establish an organization which identifies all components of
the present information infrastructure snd advises users unfamiliar
with the full range of this infrastructure as to the appropriate place
to go for their information  a referral center!. It is not too big, a
step from telling someone where to go for information to getting the
information for then  a clearinghouse!. This latter service becomes
attractive if the information smst be obtained from a number of
sources. It is easy to envision a Rational Water Information
Clearinghouse system developing by a National Water Information
Referral Center gradually taking on more and more full service
functions while at the same time providing guidance and assistance to
individual state or regional orgsnisations developing water information
services.

This report was based upon work conducted under Contract EQ4C02
between The Council on Environmental Quality and The Chesapeake
Research Consortium, Inc. I am grateful for the many individuals in
federal snd state government, academic and commerce who provided
information during this study. Particular appreciation must go to my
research assistant on this project, Ms. Karen NcDonald, and to Ns .
Claudis Walthall who provided clerical and administrative support.

Thanks must also go to Dr . Kevin Sullivan my co-investigator for
the water research center portion of the overall study and to Dr. L.
Eugene Cronin who served as Director to The Chesapeake Research
Consortium during the early part of this study until his retirement.
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introduction

Waste disposal, in al I of its incarnations, constitutes one of the
most critical problems this codntry will face during the twentieth
century' Solid waste, wastewater, hazardous wastes and radioactive
wastes are pervasive in our environment. Collectively, they
represent a dilemma of enotnous magnitude . Solutions, however,
lie in considering them individually. Each aspect must be viewed
in terms of its own particular parameters, set within a framework
of multi-media management. Neither contaminated drinking water nor
polluted air are desirable . Nor, for that matter, are lifeless
coastal seas or barren landfills. Yet the best available means of
disposal may merely create less harm. Even this, however, may be a
step forward in some areas.

Nastewater

Alternatively, it may be possible that a creative answer exists or
can be developed for recyc11ng the waste. Not only are detrimental
consequences avoided, but a benefit may actually be der1ved from
something that was formerly considered a nuisance.

Nastewater was selected as part of the subject of this research as all
communities must contend with wastewater disposal. lt is a
common thread, even when the means of disposal vary. Not all
cotmnunities must face radioactive or hazardous waste. Furthermore,
wastewater diSpoSal has trad1tional ly been a problem that
ctxamuniti es must deal with repeatedly, as a result of growth and
aging . Initially, the conssunity is faced with installation of a
collection and disposal system. Later, the need to expand the system,
to repair or replace deteriOrating physical plant, to update obsolete
equipim.nt, and/or to meet new health and envi romnental standards
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can al l oe expected to arise--sometimes simultaneously. Thispattern has changed little during this century. 01d as well asnew conmunities are faced with the need to develop an infrastructure
that is environmentally sound, economically viable and socially
just--no small task.

Furthermore, the steps that are taken to cope with these di fficultiesare going to help shape the nature of our society during the next
century. The U.S. has historical ly viewed its abundant resources
as virtually infinite. Modern society, with its "disposable"philosophy is the result. That there is a limit to our resources
is now common knowledge. The questions that remain are whethersociety will choose to act responsibly and whether the abi lity torecycle will overcome the desire to discard. Wastewater can be
viewed as a problem to be di sposed of in the most convenient manner
or as a valid resource that deserves reuse. Actually, a range of
choices exists vetween these two extremes, e.g., a combination of
recycling and disposal techniques, use of nutrient-rich"wastewater" for aquaculture, injection into aqui fers of wastewaterthat has been treated sufficiently to render it safe for drinking,
or an outfall into the deep ocean, with di lution and dispersal the
eventual end of the wastewater.

The choices made will be reflections of the importance apportionedto the goals of reasonable economics, a clean enviromnent and raised
social consciousness. The price of a healthy environnent is often
high. Social justice may require rearrangement of the status quo.Either may interfere with econanic stability. The ramifications of
wastewater decisions made in the 1980's will still be affecting thequality of li fe after the year 2000. Whether the U.S. takes thepath towards wise wastewater reuse and disposal, thereby conserving
other resources, is a serious issue which has its roots in thepresent and impacts on the future. To make these decisions, i.e.,
to choose among the possibilities, requires information on the
issues--a small portion of which may be found in this research.
Wastewater treatment and di sposal may present pr oblems for anyurban center, but it poses an even more serious constraint to
coastal caamunities. Effluent discharged into the nearshore
environment can change the nature of nearby estuarieS. Since
estuaries serve as nurseries for the early life stages of manyspecies, impacts may be especially detrimental. Treated wastewatermay still contain hanaful chemicals, capable of killing faunaoutright or slowly accumulating within the animal 's tissue. Notonly may reproductive success be diminished, contaminated animalsconsumed by humans pose a real health hazard to the exposed population.Commercial and sports fisheries may be adversely affected, either because
of reduced numbers of individual species or because of potential
increases in contamination that may preclude harvesting.
1f pol luted waters prevent swimming, beach attendance is adverselyaffected. When sports fisheries are depleted, recreational fishermen
must look elsewhere. The economics uf coastal towns frequently
depend on financial input from the tourist trade, and the impact
of a decrease in spending can be devastating. Tourists are not



ikely to cone to the coastal ccmmuni ties if they cannot participate
in shoreiine activities.

If ef fluent cannot be di scnarged into tne marine environment, it
may be disposed on land. Unfortunately, this alternati ve is not wi<hout
negative impacts. Coastal communities, because of physical geography,
often tend to have space limitations. Furthermore, coastal real
estate may be valued far above caaparable in]and properties,
making the land disposal of wastewater economically infeasible.

Potable Water

Another di fficulty may arise with wastewater di sposa1 on coastal
lands. The water table in coastal areas tends to be shal low, making
it more vulnerable to contamination. Aggravating tnis problem,
often por ous coastal soils may al low rapid percolation of wastewater.
Potable surface water may be limited, aS many coastal ponds are
brackish and therefOre unSuitable for drinking. Wastewater and
potable water are inescapably intertwined. Even when heavily
loaded with contaminants, the major component of wastewater is water.
Consequently, both potable water and wastewater were examined.
They are both fundamental constraints on a community.

Case Study

To examine the problems of potable water supply and wastewater
treatment and disposal in coastal communities, a case study methodology
was selected. The technique al lows in-depth investigation, altnouyh
the scope of work must be limited. The community selected was <i lton
Head, South Caroli na. Located on the southern end of the South
Carolina coast, Hilton Head iS a barrier island. Twel ve miles Iong
and f ive miles wide, Hilton Head has exper ienCed mOSt Of its develop-
nmnt during the last two decades, with much of this development sub�ect
to some form of planning. The canmunity has only recently incorporated
as a town, passing a referendum in May of 1983. Prior to this, the
town was governed by a hodge-pOdge of layers of authority.  See
Fig. I!

Historical Back round
In Ig50, a grOup Of beargi a buSineSSmen bOught mOSt Of the iSland
for lumbering. One of the businessmen invol ved, Charles Fraser,
came to beli eve that the island was far more valuable for its
development potential than for its timber. Fraser, a graduate of
Yale Law School, was determined to create a resort ccmmunity on
Hi lton Head Island over which he would possess complete aesthetic
control.  McPhee, 1971! When Fraser began his development of "Sea
Pines Plantation" in rural Beau fort County, it was whol ly unlike
anyplace else in the county--indeed, perhaps in the entire state of
South CarO!ina. The county had little experienCe With thiS sOrt of
development and the process proved to be an educational experience
for a11 i nvol ved.
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Current Situation

There is some polarization of black and white populations on the
island . The blacks are largely nat i ve Southerners, whose
ancestors may have resided on the island since the Civil War, or
earlier. Many of them are the heirs of those forty acre farms
granted to slave families by the post Civil War federal government.
To sosm extent, the black population resents the changes that have
been wrought on their island by the developers.  Campbell, 1983! While
it is true that the new Hilton Head has created a surfeit of jobs for
the local population, tne positions available to blacks are strictly
menial--chaisbermaids, waiters and waitresses, busboys and dishwashers,
 Thomas, 1982! The bulk of the white population has migrated to the
island within the last twenty years. Most are transplanted
northerners. Their perception of Hilton Head is strongly influenced by
the world they live in behind the guarded gates of the plantations.

Comn~nin nl~nnnin

Local authori ties have tried to cope with the rapidly blossoming
developsmnt. However, there is no limit on density of units per acre,
nor are there zoning maps or regul ations. The county goverrment that
vms formerly responsible for these decisions in Hilton Head has given
way to the municipal goverrment of Hilton Head. However, the
controversy surrounding a density cap continues. The county governsent,
while studying the situation, had implemented a temporary development
standards ordinance with a 4 units/acre limitation. This was to be a
short tenn measure. The new municipal govermsent has been unable to
decide whether or not there should be a cap, nor, if established, what
the cap should be.

WithOut a Canmuni ty ZOning map, the legal baSiS far eStabli Shing
density limitations is weak. The large plantations have developed
their own masterplans for phased devel opment. hlonetheless, there is
tremendous pressure toward increased development, especially on the
small tracts that are not masterplanned. In any case, the South
Caralina Supreme COurt haS ruled that maSterplanS Cannbt be held tO be
binding documents and are in no way comparable to a ccmmunity zoning
map.

Traditionally, municipal goverrment is responsible for deci sionmaki ng
regardi ng water supply and wastewater treatment and disposal� . Such
is not the case in Hilton Head . The referendum for incorporation
succeeded on the arguumnt that a limited service governnmnt could
exist. Decisions are made, instead, by the Public Service Districts
 PSDs!--designated areas, enabled by the State Legi slature.  See
Pig. 2! PSDs' authority may vary, but they are most often responsible
for security, firefighting, water supply and wastewater treatnent and
di sposal .
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Coin~rehensi ve Pl an

Until recently, there had been nO long term, concerted effort
toward resol ving water supply and wastewater disposal problems.
About two years ago, the South Carolina Department of Health and
Environmental Control  DHEC! becane alarmed at the total treatment
capacity for which they were receiving applications. DHEC slapped a
moratorium on plant construction on Hilton Head Island and stated
publicly that the moratorium would only be li fted when a satisfactory
island-wide plan for wastewater treatjnent and disposal had been
advanced. The moratorium was lifted less that a year ago, when island
groups, after much refinenmnt, presented a plan acceptable to DHEC.

Currently, wastewater on Hilton Head is treated to a secondary level.
Some of it is disposed of by spray-irrigation on golf courses and other
open space. The remainder is discharged into a canal, eventually
reaching the ocean.

Furthermore, all potable water on the island canes fran a
sole source--an aqui fer underlying the island. This underground
water is part of the Tertiary Limestone Aqui fer, which runs south to
Florida.  Spigner and Ransom, 1979! The South Carolina Water Resources
Commi ssion  SCWRC! beli eves that the island is a recharge area for the
aquifer.  Island Packet, 1982! The "minimum safe yield" which can
safely be obtained fran the aquifer is unknown, however, per capita
uSage Of patable Water iS high. The SCWKC liStS SeVeral majOr
groundwater problems in the Beaufort, County area, including:

 a! Regional water level declines throughout
large areas of Beaufort County and adjacent counties
in South Carolina and Georgia.

 b! Saltwater contamination of the Tertiary Limestone
Aquifer, primarily in Beaufort County.

 c! Local well interference, where water levels
have been lowered below some pump intakes.

 d! Interaquifer transfer, resulting in artesian
pressure losses and/or water quality impairnmnt.
 Spigner and Ransom, 1979!

Saltwater intrusion is a growing concern to residents in the
area. Although several hydrogeologic mechanisms contribute to the
problem, the end result is the same; chloride contamination of ground-
water.

Wastewater, Potable Water and Plannin~

The history of community planning and implementation is a
relatively recent one. Hilton Head is a modern caamunity, i.e.,
one that has undergone most of its development relatively
recently. Literature about the island touts al 1 of the planning
invol ved in its devel opment.
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Wastewater collection, treatment and di sposal and potable water
supply all have impacts on a community's growth. If the community
ignores this, then the impact is uncontrolled, and may very wel I
be adverse. Alternatively, recognizing their potential usefulness
and deliberately manipulating the nature and placement of the
effects can aid a ccmmunity interested in directing its own future.

Typical ly, problems in wastewater treatment and di sposal systems
have been sol ved using a "crisi s-resolution" type of model  i.e.,
until a crisis arises, the problem is rarely discussed!. Nor is
any planning involved to avoid or minimize the problem. A solution
may only be researched after the emergency has forced some
acknowledgement of the problem. While this response pattern is still
prevalent in many communities, planners and engineers have begun
to recognize that sewage policies do affect urban structure, and when
used in conjunction with other controls, they can becmne a powerful
tool for implementing urban planning.  Tabors, et al, 1976!

Hilton Head goes to great lengths to portray an image of enviromnental
concern, with ecological balance of utmost consideration. In actuality
attention has been devoted to "enviromnental aesthetics," rather than
the environment, per se. One can work to encourage green lawns and to
save old trees and yet not understand the delicate balance in the
environment itsel f. Even on Hilton Head, there is a predilection for
draining marshes in favor of residential development.

There are a number of planning tools available to communities,
including; zoning maps and regulations, density standards, trans-
ferable development rights, judicious use of sewerage, treatment
plants and wastewater disposal, control of watershed and limiting
water supply.

The overriding concern, of course, i s economics, even though
it is a less serious constraint in Hilton Head than in most
caemunities. Envirormental soundness and social justice are desirable
goals, but eCOnomiCS dominate decisionmaking in wastewater and
water supply systens.

Summa'

Hilton Head, as a new coamunity, interested in promoting planning
and With leSS SeriauS eCOnOmiC COnStraintS than mOSt, haS Stil I
encountered an inability to deal with, and especially to anticipate
water supply and wastewater disposal problems. The communi ty has
not yet even begun to consider the problems that can arise from
deterioration due to aging, technological obsolescence and long term
systems maintenance. They are refusing to consider that planning for
sludge disposal even merits consideration.

Nonetheless, forced to respond by the DHEC moratorium requiring a
comprehensive plan, Hilton Head has begun to recognize the potential
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for wasre disposal as a planning tool. They have contrived a
comprehensive wastewater treatment plan that will bring all treatment
on the island  current and future! to tertiary levels. All
wastewater will ae sprayed an land, irrigatinv golf courses and
green spaces and perhaps returning water to freshwater marshes that
are dryinu out as a result of changes in drainage patterns. Two
autfal ls to the ocean will function only in emergencies . The plan
should help to relieve aquifer drawdown beneath the island, thereby
slowing the progress af saltwater contamination.

It is passible that the plan will help force an equilibrium
carrying capacity on tne island, i .e., «itn only very limited ocean
disposal and no piping of ~astes to the main'land, the ability of the
land to absorb ~aSte can play a limiting role in develapment. Mare
so than inland areas, Hilton Head and other canmuniti eS tnat Share
some of its traits I'ace 4n uncertain future. The attractiveness
of the coast continues to draw people to it. The swelling population
puts a strain on the ability of tne cammunity to supply a reasonable
quality of potable water and to adequately treat and dispase of waste-
water. Furthermore, these needs often conflict with efforts to
maintain tne quality of nearsnore marine waters. The key lies in
tnorougnly researching the problems, anticipating their occurence
and planning how to avoid them or to mitigate their impacts.

Disclaimer:

This research represents only the opinion of the author and in
no way re!ates to any official policies af the Office af Ocean
and Coastal Resource Management and/or the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration.
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ln respond ing to po 1 1 ut. ion prob 1 i. ms, many»nvi ronmenta1 organ i za t ions
focus their efforts on t.h» clean-up of contaminat»d areas. Lony,-t»rm
p «i i h «, h, h: p
correct i ve act ion, 1 n khod» 1 s land, Save The Bay, inc,, a r»g iona 1 organ-
ization, recognized this situation and in 1982 began a new approach to
environmental advocacy with a pollution prev»nt ion project. The 1'ol low-
ing pap»r describ»s the recent suet»ss ttic I'roj»ct has had in promoting
environment.al problem-solving at the local level,

Back round � Narra ansett Ba

Located primarily in Rhod» lsiand, Narraganset.t Bay is considered a unique
and very productive estuary. The Bay, which covers 102 square miles,
suflers from a long history of pollution that dates back 200 years to when
industries tirst dumped wastes into the providence River at the head of
the Bay. Today, over 10,000 acres ar» closed t.o she lltishing act.iviti»s
because ot sewage pollution. Recent studi»s indicate toxic and non-point.
pollution ar» also adv»rs»ly aft»cting rhe t>ay. hquidn»ck island, r.h»
largest island in the Bay, was s»!»cl»d as lh». subj»ct oi the pollur.ion
prevention project.

Back rounil � Save Th» Ba , inc.
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LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTIOR TEROOGR
I@CREASED CITIEEE PART ICIPATIOR

Save The Bay is a privat», non-prh lit organization dedicated t
the wat.er quality and coastal environment ot Narragansett Bay.
ization has a small paid statf and makes use ot a large vo lunt
For most. oi its fourteen-year history, Save The Bay has tocuse
r»cting existing pol.lution problems. While continuing such »t
y'h hy h *p h r ' Ir "'"* y
this need, Save The Bay received grant funding to pursue a new
to environmental advocacy and b»gan l.h» Aquidner k island l'oil»
Project in 1982.
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The A uidneck Island Pollution Prevention Pro 'ect

The Aquidneck Island Project was designed to prevent pollution problems on
the Island through research, public education and citizen involvement pro-
grams, The Project focused on organizing citizens at the local Level
around environmental. i.ssues. The local focus was in part a response to
a growing frustration with the limitations of state and federal agencies,
as well. as recognition that the primary control of land use activities
which directly and indirectly affect water quality lies with local author-
ities,

The project has been essentially an experiment in citizen participation
and is based upon the premise that an informed public active in dec ision-
making processes can influence local governments to take action to protect.
the environment. Furthermore, it was assumed, based on Save The Bay's
experience, that the majority of work required for this citizen invoive-
ment can be carried out by properly trained and organized volunteers,
This paper' describes two instances where citizen involvement has resulted
in public action.

Watershed Protection and the Middletown Com rehensive Plan

Sixty-five percent of the Town of Liiddletown  located on Aquidneck Island!
lies within the watersheds of the Island's drinking water supply reservoirs.
These reservoirs are shallow  8 to 15 Eeet deep! and have been adversely
affected by non � point pollution sources including urban and agricultural
runoff. They have become eutrophic, supporting algal blooms which make
~ster treatment difficult. On occasions, these conditions result in con-
centrations of trihalomethanes  chlorinated by-products of the treatment
process! in the drinking water in excess of iederal standards.

To prevent water quality conditions from further deterioration, land use
controls in the watershed areas need strengthening. In 1982, a consulcant
was hired by the Town to draft a comprehensive land use plan. This pro'-
vided the opportunity for improving watershed protec cion, although similar
planning efforts had twice beiore failed due to a lack of public support.
Save The Bay's work with the consultant on the plan resulted in the recom-
mendation of special watershed sensitivity districts, Recognizing that the
plan would go to a public hearing, Save The Bay prepared and distributed
educational materials describing the need for and the benefits oi adopting
the plan. At the firer public hearirg, Save The Bay spoke in favor of the
plan, along with several neighborhood and local environmental groups as
weLL as individuals, in an organized display of support. Few objections
were raised at the hearing however pubLicity about t.he plan, specifically
its watershed protection measures, attracted attention. By the next meet-
ing, when the Town Council was to consider a vote to adopt the plan, a
petition had been organized by objectors to extend the bearing process.
The objectors were primarily the owners of Large tracts of undeveloped land
who would be affected by zoning changes, They i'epresented a political force
and a real threat to the adoption oE the plan. Using action alert mail-
ings, which generated phone calls to town council members, and other tech-
niques, Save The Bay organized an even stronger show of support Eor the
plan. Save The Bay was able to bring technical experts to testify at the
hearings, and their information, coupled with articulate testimony from
local residents made Eoi a strong presentation. As a resulr, the plan
was adopted with a compromise from 2-acre to liz-acre zoning in certain
watershed areas. The effectiveness of the plan will hinge on its imple-



mentation through the zoning or'dinance and other regulations. The coalition
of groups organized to work for adoption of the plan has kept in contact
and is preparing now for hearings on proposed zoning changes. Meanwhile,
four requests by developers for rezoning or special exceptions from che
plan's recommendations for watershed areas have been turned down due to
watchdogging by neighboring groups. This vigilance has maintained the in-
tegrity of the Plan.

Dischar e of Untreated Sewa e into New ort Harbor

The City of Newport faces several problems in upgrading its overburdened
sewage treatment system. One problem is the discharge of untreated sewage
and stormwater into the Newport Harbor through combined sewer overflows
 CSO's!. At Long Wharf in the corner of the Harbor a 72-inch diameter
pipe regularly serves as a CSO after rainstorms. Plans to build a micro-
straining facility to treat the discharge were scrapped after numerous
problems with the technology developed at a CSO treatment facility on
the opposite end of the harbor. As a result, millions of gallons of sewage
mixed with stormwater is discharged untreated into a harbor that heralds
itself as the yachting capital of the world.

Over the years, citizens complained but rhere was never an organized effort
to tackle the problem at Long Wharf. After scrapping its original plans
the City's position was one of no action. In June 1984, a major rainstorm
resulted in CSO discharges that so heavily contaminated the harbor, a
public beach was closed. Water quality standards required the number of
fecal coliform bacteria per IOO ml not exceed an average of 50. Actual
samples ranged from 9,300-I5,000. This event, and the publicity surround-
ing it, generated public interest and served as a catalyst for citizen
action.

In July, with cooperation of over 20 groups representing commercial f ishing,
business, neighborhood and boating interests, Save The Bay organized
and carried out Newport Harbor Appreciation Week, The week included boat
tours of the harbor, radio shows and other activities that highlighted the
CSO problems and fostered greater appreciation of the harbor.

At the completion of the week, the coalition of groups that had participated
was asked to support a call for action � a moratorium on all new hook-ups
to the overburdened sewer system. At the time, the sewage plant which was
designed to treat 5.8 million gallons a day  MGD! was receiving an average
of 10.5 MGD, Given the boil.ding boom in time-share hotels and condomin-
iums that has accompanied the promotion of tourism in Newport, the mora-
torium request was controversial and resulted in extensive media coverage.

By pressing for action in a coalition, Save The Bay was able to back up
its position with not only legal and engineering expertise, but also the
solid support of local residents, After several meetings, the City and
Department of Environmental Management  the state agency with enforcement
powers!, came to an agreement in September about the actions to be taken,
Under a consent agreement, the City was required among other things, to
perform monitoring and water quality sampling of the CSO discharge, to
repair a broken tide-gate at the CSO and connect a larger torte niain to
the treatment plant. The agreement further set the conditions for when
a moratorium would go into place. While falling short of achieving an
immediate moratorium, the coal.i.t ion's effort was very successful in light
of the fact that three months earlier the city had no clear strategy
for solving rhe CSO problem. After consideri ng various options, the



City Council rejected a no-action position and aurhorized the studies
necessary for pursuing federal marine CSO constr'uction grant funds,

These two experiences have convinced Save The Bay of the following;

l. To address non-point pollution problems, regionaL environmental or-
ganizations need to increase their involvement in local land use plan-
ning and decision-making. The most effective way to do this is to work
through coalitions formed among regional and local groups, and individuals.
A consultant to Save The Bay has noted that solving most environmental
problems translates into solving political problems, Capitalizing on
the clout of the voter by working in a grass-roots organizing manner is
essential to encouraging environmentally sound decisions from local govern-
ments. Encouraged by the impact of the Aquidneck Island project, Save
The Bay plans to extend its working relationships to local groups
throughout the region,

2. In Rhode Island, public participation is often so low that it is
often not as difficult as one expects to influence decisions. For example,
in Hiddletown, five phone caLLs to a town council member was deemed sig-
nificant, while ten calls might be interprete4 as a crisis. A factor
favoring this situation is the small size of the state which rends to
make all government officials more accessible.

3. public education is crucial to influencing policy decisions. Target
audiences for any educational campaign should include decision-makers,
press and me4ia, and the general public. For complicated environmentaL
issues, such as the rumulative effects of urban runoff on a water body,
the need for public education wiLL be on-going. It is also important to
talk to and get information to decision-makers in a4vance of 4ecisions to
be most effective, In planning an educat.ional campaign concerning pre-
ventative actions or long-term solutions, environmental groups must recog-
nize the highly "reactive" nature of local governments and build argu-
ments for action that are backed by strong and vocal public support.

4. In any effort to influence a decision, environmental groups must insure
that their information is accurate. Nothing is as ineffective as deliver-
ing misinformed testimony at a public hearing. Such ocrurances damage not
only a group's immediate participation in the hearing, but also the credi-
bility of their participation in future decisions.

To improve water quality and protect coastal natural resources environ-
mental advocates must continue to work at the federal, state and local
government Levels. As a regional organization, Save The Bay has tradi-
tionally focused on influencing federal  EPA! and state regulatory agency
decisions. Noting, however, that in Rhode Island, state agencies often
have insufficient funding or political incentive to move aggressively,
Save The Bay has addressed environmental issues by focusing on local
government decisions. By doing so, the connection between land use
activities and water quality has become clearer and the organization
even more convinced that organizing local c it izens action is essential to
the long-term protection of Narragnasett Bay.
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1ntroduction

The National Ocean Pollution Planning Act  NOPPA, P.L. 95-273, as
amended! was enacted in 1978 for the purpose of improving the
coordination of I'ederal ly conducted or supported mari ne pollution
research, development, and monitoring activities. To meet this
objective, the stat ute requ i res that the Nat.ional Oceani and
Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! coordinate the preparation and
imi>1 ament at ion n ' a cnmprohrnsi vt f i vt -year Frdcr;i1 Plan for Ocean
Pollution Research, Development, and Monitoring. Section 4 b!�! of
NOPPA requires that the Plan identit'y those national needs and
probletns, related to speci 'ic aspects of marine pollution, which exist
and wi ll arise during the Plan per i cd.

Within NOAA, the responsibility for implementing Section 4 of'
NOPpA has been assigned to the Nat, iona! Marine Pollution Program Of'f ice
 NMPPO!. To assist in identifying the leading national needs and
problems, NMPPO undrrtook two major efforts during 1984, The first

1. VINS Contribution Nn. 1?3Q.

2. Present address: U.S. Fish and Wildl if'e Service, Oft'tce of'
Legislative Services, 18th I C. Streets, NW, Room 3040,
Washington' D.C.

3. Present address: National Marine Pollution Pt ogram Off'ice, NOAA,
5640 Nicheolson Lane, Roc@ville, MD 20852,
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eff'ort consisted of a Workshop on National Marine Pollution Research
and Monitoring Issues which was convened during May of 1984, A total
of 65 participants, representing diverse concerns related to marine
pollution, participated at this wor kshop, developing a ranked liat of'
50 national marine pollution issues. The second effort involved a
regional assessment of these issues by representatives of state coastal
zone management  CZM! offices and institutions affiliated with the
National Sea Grant College Program. During the summer of 1984, a total
of' 71 individuals completed this assessment. This paper provides a
brief description of the approach used to develop the ranked issues and
the results of the state and regional assessment.

~th

A software package, "Decision Analysis by Paired Comparisons"
 DAPC! developed by the Pacif'ic Northwest Laboratory, facilitated the
production of a ranked list of issues. Three main steps are involved
in this process:   1! development of a list of marine pollution issues;
�! weighting of criteria used to evaluate the issues; and �!
evaluation of' the significance of each issue with respect to each
criterion,

The 50 marine pollution issues used in the state and regional
assessment were identified by participants at the national workshop on
the basis of guidelines developed by NMPPO. The following definition
f a atlo 1 1 ~alit 1 Itplf df th k f th

national workshop:

"Marine pollution issues include areas of major public concern
with respect to effects of human activities on the marine
environment, the introduction of specific pollutants into the
marine environment, and the general condition of marine
ecosystems. These issues should be of concern nationally such
that they warrant the investment of Federal funds for research and
monitoring to assist decisions on appropriate uses of the marine
environment."

Issues identified, therefore, were related to one of the threecategories of concern set out in the def'inition above: �! effects of'
human activities; �! effects of specific pollutants; and �! the
general condition of' marine ecosystems.

The seven criteria for the state and regional assessment were
developed by NMPPO and were also used at, the national workshop to
evaluate the significance of the issues. In determining the criteria
to be used, particular attention was given to selecting criteria which
were consistent with the requirements established by NOPPA. This act
requir es an identification of' "national needs and problems which relate
to specific aspects of marine pollution  including, but not limited to,
th ff t of 1 p ll t th a, a 1 1, d

1 1 a*f oo d t 1 a t a h h t t d
will arise during the Plan period!." The criteria used to evaluate
marine pollution issues ar e based on such considerations, Weights were
assigned to the criteria to indicate the relative significance of each
criterion. Weights wer e applied, using the DAPC system, thr ough an
exercise in which each of the possible pairs of criteria were examined,
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and a selection was made as 'ta whish member of each pair was most
important. I' he criter ion weights which are described with the results
are specific to the state and regional assessment.

The third step in the process involved an evaluation of the
significance of each issue wi th respect to each criterion using a 0%
scoring scale, The DAPC system incorporated the criterion weighting
factors developed in the previous step and provided a quantitative
score f' or ranking the issues in priority order. An important
dif'ferenee between the national workshop and the state and regional
assessment is that participants at the workshop were instructed to
evalua'te the significance of the issues strictly from a national
perspective, whereas participants in the second evaluation were
requested to evaluate the same issues only from a r egional perspective,

Results

The results of' this state and regional analysis are presented in
three parts. The first section discusses the assignment of weighting
f'actars to the evaluation criteria by the representatives of each of
the groups evaluated. Next, the ranking of the issues by
representatives of the coastal zone management offices and the Sea
Grant institutions were analyzed and compared to determine if the
perceptions of' priority issues wer e consistent between the two groups.
In the final section, results by coastal regions were deter mined by
combining the results from the coastal zone management offices and the
Sea Grant institutions and grouping them into four regions listed
below:

1! Northeast and Mid-Atlantic Be ion

Maine Rhode Island New Jersey
New Hampshire Connecticut Delaware
Massachusetts "New York

Mar yland
Virginia

2! South Atlantic and Gulf' of Mexico Re ion

North Carolina
South Carolina
Gear gia

Puer to Rico
Virgin I slands

Flor ida
Alabama
Mississippi

Loui si ana
Texas

3! West Coast Re ion

California
Oregon

Hawaii
Amer . Samoa

Guam
Norther n Marianas

Washington
Alaska

4! Great Lakes Re ion

Indiana
Illinois

Wisconsin
Minnesota

New York
Pennsylvania

Ohio
Michigan

Results from the four regions ar e then compared for consistency,
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�! Assi ment of Criterion Wei hts

Table 1 presents a comparison of the mean criterion weights asassigned by representatives of the coastal zone management of'1'ices ~ the
Sea Grant institutions, and the combined weights assigned by these two
affiliations grouped into the four regions.

Both the coastal zone management of'f iees and the Sea Grant
institutions assigned the highest weighting factors to the criteria

1 ted t hose h alth od th ~lt t f ~ot . ThSea Grant representatives considered human health the most impar tant
criterion for evaluating marine pollution issues, while thePf t ti f th CZM ff S d d th ~tt f~atMI tl o t ' p t t lt I . Th p ~ I. t. ~ f m thstate CZM offices assigned a r elatively high weighting factor to thecriterion related to the recreational uses of the marine environment.
This criterion, in contr ast, was given the lowest weight by therepresentatives of Sea Grant. The remaining criter ia were ranked
similarly by the two fp oups.

Analysis by coastal regions indicates that all four regionsassigned the highest weights to the criteria r elated to human healthdth~ttt f I ~tm.TI oit ' ltdtd
commercial and recreational fisheries was given the third highestweight by all four regions. The greatest difference between theregions concerned the criterion related to recreational uses of themar ine environmen't. Both the Southeast and Nor theast regions assigned
the lowest weight to this criterion, while the West Coast and Gr eat
Lakes regions both assigned it a r elatively higher weight.

�! Can r ison of Results: Sea Grant Vs. CZM Offices
Table 2 presents the ranks and scores assigned to each of' the

issues by representatives from the CZM offices and Sea Grant
institutions, Although the representatives fr om the CZM off'icesgenerally assigned higher scores to specif'ic issues than did therepresentatives from Sea Grant, the relative ranks assigned to the 50
issues by the two groups were generally consistent. Both groups
ld tf'd~thti ~l I I I, Ol I c tih~db, d~ath *seithghpi 'typllt t. ~P' 1'~dash f id I ' iso~1 t th slit'gactivities of greatest concern to both groups. Representatives from
Sea Grant and the CZM offices also expressed a high level of concern
for the cumulative effects of man-induced activities in coastal areas.

The areas of difference between the two groups includeperspectives on ocean ~dum in which was consider ed a high priority by
CZM respondents in contrast to respondents from the Sea Grantinstitutions. Additional differences include the impor tance of issues
*I t d t ~h' h � I I d t t ~do I d tl ~ld I f~e'st ~ltf I ~th . II ~ t ti f the CZM off'

ig d high p 'tyi. ti, g h- ed~el tof' hi h-level radioactive wastes while the Sea Grant representatives
considered this of' lesser concern. The Sea Grant representativesd d tt ~ld t of ~t ~lt c*1 ~th I h'ehpriority issue, while representatives of' the CZM offices attached less
signif'icance to the issue.
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Sea Grant CZH
ISSUEScoreRankRank Score

Effects of synthetic organic
chemicals on the marine
environment

Cumulative effects of man-
induced changes on selected
coastal areas and estuaries

Comparative assessment of
various media for waste
disposal

Effects of pipeline discharge
of industrial waste

Validity of existing anal-
ytical techniques as
appropriate indicators of
pollution impacts

Effects of pipeline discharge
of sewage sludge

Effects of pipeline discharge
of municipal wastewater

Effects of introducing human
pathogens into the marine
environment
nsequences of modification
and loss of wetlands

Long tetm effects of poly-
nuclear aromatic hydro-
carbons and t.heir metabol-
ites in the marine environ-
ment

Effects of introduced path-
ogens on marine organisms

Effects ot urban and suburban
nonpoint source contamina-
tion i.n estuaries and
coastal areas

Adequacy of baseline informa-
tion

Deterioration of the Great
Lakes as a drinking water
source

Effects of nutrient loading
on estuaries, coastal zones,
and the Great. I.akes

Ef fects of ocean dumping of
indust.rial wastes

736701

704678

748676

673 725

62926659

66918659

67913647

62527645

67315643

734641

697639

70063912

6602263713

69563214

6841263115

14 67563016
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Table 2. Issue ranks and mean scores: Sea Grant and CZH of f ices.



Sea Grant CZH
Score  SSUERankRank Score

17 623

24616 638

10 69219 606

2560320 632

597 2321 638

58222 669

57323 20 664

568 2124 661

25 563 19 667

55726 585

27 33552 590

550 35 58828

549 715

30 28539 618

530 16 67131

32 526 30 606

Tab e 2  cont'd!

Ff f ects of agricultural non-
poirt source contamination
in es tuaries and coas tal
areas

Sufficiency of indices to
distinguish between natural
and anthropogenic change

Effects of ocean dumping of
sewage sludge

Consequences of modification
and loss of submerged
aquatic vegetation in the
nation's estuaries and
coastal areas

Effects of pollution-induced
stress on susceptibility to
pathogens

Effects of metals on the
marine environment

Effects of oi.l spills on the
marine environment

Environmental impacts from
transport, handling, and
st.orage of waste materials
to be incinerated at sea

Long-term effect.s of petro-
leum compounds and their
met.abolites in the marine
environment

Effects of freshwater pollution
on anadramous fish popula-
tions

Ef f ects of dredging on near-
shore environments

Ef f ects of ocean dumping of
dredged material

Effects of sub-seabed emplace-
ment of high-level radio-
active waste

Effects of altering salinity
regimes in coastal and
es tuari ne and areas f rom
water-use practices

Ef f ects of ocean dumping of
low-level radioactive wast.e

Consequences of mod fication
and loss of coral reefs



Sea Grant ISSUERank ScoreScoreRank

37 57952433

6152951434

489 60235 31

59347736 32

5893447337

576471

5434039

53440 460

45147426

43149

5523939743

60231382

4634537945

46344375

458
47

4854334148

4924231849

39530850
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Table 2  cont'd!

Onshore physical impacts of
offshore oil and gas
activities

Impacts of chronic discharges
from offshore oil and gas
activities

Signifi.cance of cumulative
effects of outer continental
shelf oil and gas develop-
ment and transportation
activities

Environmental impacts of at-
sea incinceration of was tes

Effects of outer continental
shelf-related resource dev-
elopment on Arctic and sub-
Arctic envt.ronments, i.nclud-
ing subsistence species

Effects of forest practices on
estuaries and coastal areas

Effects of mining sand, gravel,
and phosphates

Ef f ects of thermal discharges
on the marine environment

Effects of sea level rise on
coastal ecosystems

Effects of debris ingestion by
marine biota

Effects of mining polymetallic
sulf ides

Si gnificance of entanglement
of marine organisms in ghost
nets, traps, and other debris

Ef f ects of brine from desalin-
Isation and salt domes

Ef f ects of entr ainment/impinge-
ment associated with power-
p lan ts

Ef fects of storage and trans-
shipment of coal

Ef fects of mining manganese
nodules and crusts

Ef fects of ocean thermal energy
conversion development

Ef f ects of electromagnetic
pulse resting on marine
biota



�! Com arisen of Re ional Results

The oh!ective of this analysis is to indicate sireilarities and
diff'er ences among the priority issues identified by the four regions.
Table 3 presents the ranks and scor es assigned to the 50 issues by
representatives of' each region. Although the scores serve as an
indication of 'the priority of the issues, the ranges of the scores vary
considerably among the regions. For this r eason, ranks assigned to the
issues, r ather than the scores' have been used to indicate the priority
of issues. Since it has arbitrarily been decided ta limit
consideration ta high priority issues, only the top fifteen issues an
each list will be noted. For this discussion the issues have been
grouped inta the categories of palluting activities, pollutants, and
generic issues  those nat related to a specific polluting activity or
pollutant!, and their ranks are compar ed by region.

The polluting activity of moor concern to all four regions was
~d' 1 *f ~ta 1 d 92 d t 1 1 tes. With sp t t.

~sate disposal, the Southeast and West Coast regions were primarily
d 1th the a sho e eff at of ~ill ~dt* h f

wastes, while the Northeast and Great Lakes regions identified ocean
~dp 1 f ~se ~ ~st d m rags p 'o ity is . Atr r tt g
e pt. the ar t 1, k ~ la riried ~a ~ ati a t 1'

d92 f ort ~dts os 1 as ~ high p la ity lss . 1 ddit'
cumulative ~im acts of man's activities in near shore areas was
identified as a high priority issue by all the regions.

G h ~i t. g 11 t id t'f' d h'gh p 1 ty
polluting activity by the Northeast, Southeast ~ and Great Lakes
regions, and was consider ed moderately impor tant by the West Coast.
Th G ttk g la ld dut lt l~t o ae
g 11 tl h gh p la lty. 111 tl W th t. d g th t
considered it to be a moderate priority issue.

Certain polluting activities were of high priority to only one
region. The Northeast was the only region to identify sub-seabed
~el t. f ~h' h-1 1 dr tl « t p la ity, d th
ga tl t ti ly g t 'd tl ~tt, ~hdt'f, d
~stora e of' wastes f' or incineration at sea as a priority. Similarly,
the Great Lakes was the only region to identify ail ~allis as a
priority.

~gthtt ~aor h lal p d r.h tip t. t
pollutant for three af the regions, while the West Coast considered
th t b d t. p ty p 11 t r.. ~pth* ld rifi d
t 1 t d t. ly 1 p t 1 t 11 f th gl ~pl 1

ti ~hd b d t 1 t id t'f da it' lyh'gh
priority pollutants by all of the regions except the West Coast.

Habitat modif'ication  Specifically the loss of wetlands and co~al
reef's! was especially important to West Coast representatives. Wetland
loss was a moderately important issue for the Southeast and Great Lakes
regions, while only the Great Lakes region identified the lass af
~hd u tt ~tt s 1 tl ly high p r ty Th
Northeast was the only region that failed to identify any habitat issue

tl d, ~bd rr tl ~tt . 1 f 1 p ' 'ty.
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I';!b e 3. I!.sue rarrks .!nd mcar» cores r regional. evaluaLion,

KE ' IU >AL KA !KS A!! U SCI!k!', S ISSUE
Nor  .heas L

ScoreKank

6 693 I 708 9 701715

7'39 12 65U I 8217!!8

748 2 701 17 663705

20 63'3 30 5 74 7597UI

9 676 18 630 12 674697

7 7154 700 16  � !e85

679 4 739694673

25 610 20 630 743
671

8 682 14 648 IU 693667

e61

654

612 gil 648 9 6356'! !

16 644 I 5 643 5873264514

14 655 19 6'30 6 717644I 5

682 4 680 19 653640
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Soutlreasr. West CoasL Great. Lake
Kank Score Kank Score Kank Score

7i� 11 6 55 28 60e

13 669 24 614 8 708

12 671 22 626 11 676

Ef f ects of pipeline discharge
ol indus trial waste

Effects of synthetic organic
chemicals on the marine
environment

Comparative assessment of
various media for was te
disposal

Ef fects of ocean dumpir.g of
sewage sludge

Effects of introduced path-
ogens on marine organisms

I.ong- .erm ef f ec s of poly-
nuclear aromatic hydro-
carbons and their metabol-
ites in  .he marine environ-
ment.

Cumulative ef f eccs of man-
induced changes on selected
coas Lal areas and estuaries

Ue  erioration of the Creat
Lakes as a drinking water
source

Ef f ects of urban and suburban
nonpoi.n . source contamina-
tion in estuaries and
coast.a1. areas

Lffec s of pipeline discharge
of sewage sludge

Effects of nutrient loadi.ng
on estuaries, coastal zones,
and  .he Great. I.akes

Ef fects of ocean dumping of
industrial wastes

I!f f ects ot sub-s eabed emplace-
ment of high-level radio-
acLive was te

Effects ot introducing human
paLhogens into the marine
environment

Effec .s of agricultural non-
point source contamination
in estuaries and coas .al
areas

Ef recta of pipeline discharge
ot municipal was Lewater



Table 3  cont'd!

ISSUE
Score Rank Score Rank Score Rank ScoreRank

640 23

638 28

637 21

17 627 630619 21

583 17

624 13

674635 1 3

649 37

18

53519

671 671

607 39

599 1 5

669621 11

619 22

615 24

20

620 26

618 27

50921

668

500 25

663 31

571 41

596 9

61923 611 31

610 27 590

61e594 648 28 596 2625

73168626 587 18

586 17 27 60927 640 8 664

661671 1828 586 10 675 6

546 29

578 33

600579 30

573 33

572 34

552 29

29

58430

562568 35564 26 605 3131

560 29 579 38 16 66532
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RE ;IONAL RANttS ANU St.'OkES
Nort.heast Southeast. West. Coast Great Lake

Ef fects of metals on the
marine environment

Effects of oil spills on the
marine environment

Effects of pollution-induced
st.ress on susceptibility to
pathogens

Consequences of modification
and loss of wetlands

Effects of ocean dumping of
low-level radioactive waste

Consequences of modification
and loss of submerged
aquatic vegetation in the
nation's estuaries and
coastal areas

Effects of ocean duraping of
dredged material

Long-term effects of petro-
leum compounds and their
metabolites in the marine
environment.

Environmental impacts from
transport, handling, ard
storage of waste matet'i ala
to be incinerated at sea

Adequacy of baseline infor-
mation

Sufficiency of indices to
distinguish between natural
and anthropogenic change

Validity of existing anal-
ytical techniques as
appropriate indicators of
pollution impacts

Effects of dredging on near-
shore environments

Impacts of chronic discharges
from offshore oil and gas
sett.vities

Fffects ot altering salinity
regimes in coast.al and
estuarine areas from
water-use practtces

Ef f acts of freshwater pollution
on anadromous f 1 s h popu1a-
Lions



REGIONAL RANKS AND SCORES ISSUE
Sou theas r.
Rank Score

Nor chess t
Rank Score Rank ScoreScoreRank

498 30 5914235 525

40 499

34 530

55733

62010 659 24

33 553 23

53334

62552935

55649 329 36

32 559 22

42 429

32 553

50236

62949437

57137 542 34486 38 513

43939 502

50 314

44 423

47 380

37 517

36 522

48 372

46 389

35 545 45

50 324 50

39 513 41

40 511 49

48439

224457

49645341

34944942

53223 621 38448

50736 544 40

47 395 42

43 472 48

44 443

486431

36046 410

45 435 47 40843 42847 409

46 423 46

44 461 44

48 361 43

42945 401

49 344

41 430

399

45739149

47138 !50
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Table 3  cont'd!

Wear. Coast. Great Lake

Environmental impacts of at-
sea incineration of wastes

Consequences of modification
and loss of coral reefs

Signif icance of cumulative
ef f eccs of outer continental
shelf oil and gas develop
ment and transportation
activities

Effects nf sea level rise on
coastal ecosystems

Onshore physical impacts of
offshore oil and gas
activities

Effect.s of outer concinental
shelf-related resource devel-
opment on Arctic and sub-
Arctic environments, includ-
ing subsistence species

Effects of thermal discharges
on the Iaarine environment

Effects of electromagnetic
pulse testing on marine biota

Effects of mining polymetalic
sulf tdes

Ef fects of debris ingestion by
marine bio t.a

Ef fects of forest. practices on
estuaries and coas tal areas

Effects of mining sand, gravel,
and phosphates

Ef f ects of brine f rom desali.n-
ization and salt domes

Signif icance of entangleraent
of marine organisms in ghost
nets, traps, and other debris

Effects of entrainment/impinge-
ment associated with power
plants

Ef fects of mining manganese
nodules and crusts

Ef f ects of ocean thermal energy
conversion development

Efferts of storage and trans-
shipment of coal



The West Coast was especial I y concer ned with several additional
issues which addr ess generic aspects of marine pollution issues:
~lid t f~ltdl~th;~d I'b 1' f t

draff ' of ' d . Th d tl t. 1 kd th
1 t d t th ~ld t. f ~lt 1 ~th h'gh P ty,
dthd ttl kdth~d fb 1' fd t

high prfority. The Northeast, in contrast, did not consider any of
'these issues as a high priority, Only the Nor theast and Great Lakes

g d t f d th. d t lp t f th g t 1 k ~d' k'
water source as a high priority issue.

Although sever al polluting activities, pollutants, and generic
issues were ranked specif'ically on the basis of special regional
concern, there was general agreement in certain areas by all four

g ~P-lf ~d' h f ' d t ~ ldl t d ~ ~ld
d t'f d p ' 't. by 11 f tt g, 'th~dh f

industrial wastes a high prior ity in each case. Urban and suburban
t p 11 t. t.h p 11 1.1 g t lty f t

11 f lh gl, d~t:h t' ~ h 1 doth
identified as significant pollutants by each of' the regions.

Conclusions

The r esults of this exercise must be interpreted wi thin the
context of the limitations of the methodology. These r esults represent
the opin1.ons of the r esearchers and managers who completed the
evaluation. The selection of the evaluators, therefore, is an
Important factor contributing to the outcome of the assessment.
Results of the evaluations by individuals associated with coastal zone
management offices and those r epresenting National Sea Grant
institutions have been analyzed separately to see if perspectives of
the two groups differ greatly. These two groups were then combined for
the sake of the regional analysis,

An important featur e of this assessment is that the issues were
determined by participants at the national workshop. However, the
independent assignment of' criteria weights and evaluation of the issues
helped fo produce a set of r esults indicative of' the perspectives of
the stat.e and regional evaluator .

A final consider ation is that the cr i teria used may not apply
equally well to all the issues listed and may, therefore, be diff'icult
to assess against some of the issues. If some criteria did not apply
to an issue, that issue may have a scor e which is not r epr esentati ve of
its teal importance . A common understanding among all participants of'
the criteria and issues is also essential to make ccmpar able
evaluations. Although it is difficult to assure homogeneous
understanding with a la< ge group of' evaluators, it may be argued that a
large group contributes to a balanced per spective Of the issues and
criteria.

The third edition of the Federal Plan for Oceanic Pollution
Research, Development., and Monitoring, that for Fiscal Years 1989-1990,
is due to be delivered to the Congr ess duf ing September of 19BU. The
ranked list of issues fr om the national workshop will provi de input to
developing the pr iority national needs and problems identi ford in tbu
Plan. The state and r egional assessment provides > m<ochanislm to incur»
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that the list of priority national issues adequately incor porates state
and regional concerns. As such, the results oi' this exercise provide a
view of state and r egional coastal managers and academic r esearcher s
regarding the priority of marine pollution issues confronting the
nation.
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I NTRODUC T ION

In order to obtain necessary state and federal permits for major deve-
lopment projects, mitigation plans for wetland takings are frequently
required. From a regulatory standpoint, wetland replacement is typi-
cally required when no suitable alternative to wetland impact is
available and all reasonable measures have been undertaken to minimize
the disturbance. Replacement is not only be suitable for public pro-
jects but also for projects by those private developers who must also
obtain a U.S. Army Corps of Engineers permit under authorization of
Section 404 of the Clean Water Act.

METHODOLOGY

A wetland evaluation and feasibility study is composed of a multitude
of tasks including:

I. Identification and C lassification of Wetlands
2. Determination of Wetland Boundaries
3. Assessment of Wetland Functions and Values
4. Assessment of Project Impacts/Wetland Loss
5. Itiitigation/Minimization of Impacts
6. Identification and Evaluation of Wetland Replacement Sites
7, Formulation of a Preliminary Wetland Replacement Plan
8. Assessment of Conversion Impacts on the Replacement Site
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These are discussed in the following subsections:

Task I - Identification and classification of wetlands

Within New Jersey wetlands have been delineated by New Jersey
Department of Environmental Protection  NJDEP!, and the the United
States Fish and Wildlife Service  U. S. F. W. S. ! - National Wetlands
Inventory  NWI!. Not all areas have been mapped and in the case of
NJDEP, the wetlands mapped are only those which are tidal.

All wetlands delineated by NWI and/or NJDEP and within the project
area are identified and placed on project alignment drawings.

Soil surveys developed by the U. S. Soil Conservation Service  SCS! are
reviewed to determine the presence and extent of hydric soils as
listed by SCS. Those areas within the project area containing these
soils are also mapped.

The entire project including all alternatives are walked, to ensure
that all wetlands which may be impacted are taken into consideration.
Our experience has shown that there are often wetlands, some relati-
vely large, that are not mapped by NWI, and most of these are usually
the palustrine type. These wetlands are also p laced on project align-
ment drawings. On a few occasions emergent wetlands have been shown
to be less extensive than that mapped by NWI. Considering the map
scale and the magnitude of the task, we have found the NWI map to be a
valuable tool in the initial planning stages of a project.

Wetlands verification and identification are based on the definitions
provided in the next section entitled "Definition - Wetlands. "

All wetlands are classified utilizing the U.S. FWS system, C lassifi-
nation oi Wetlands and Deepwate Haaitats oi the Iinited Sta7es
Cowar in et a, In the case o areas designate on NWI maps,

these wetland are already classified down to subclass. Additional
levels of classification are typically provided based on the results
of the an-site field investigations.

Definition � wetlands

Executive Order 11990, entitled "Protection of Wetlands" �2 Federal
Register, 26961, 1977I defines "wetlands" as:

"those areas that are inundated by surface or ground water
with a frequency sufficient to support and under normal cir-
cumstances does or would support a prevalence of vegetative
or aquatic life that requires saturated or seasonally satu-
rated soil conditions for growth and reproduction. Wetlands
generally include swamps, marshes, bogs, and similar areas
such as sloughs, potholes, wet meadows, river overf laws, mud
flats, and natural ponds,"

The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers in Federal Register, Vol. 47, No. I41
  l983!, defines "wetlands" in a similar fashion, using inundated or
saturated conditions and a prevalence of vegetation typically adapted
for life in such conditions as the basic criteria.
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The U.S. Department of the Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service in
Classification of Wetlands and Dee water Habitats of the United States
Cowardsn et a ., ! goes a step urther to re ine the de >n>tion

of "wetlands" by assigning three important criteria. This expanded
definition is as follows:

"Wetlands are lands transitional between terrestrial and
aquatic systems where the water table is usually at or near
the surface or the land is covered by shallow water. For
purposes of this classification, wetlands must have one or
more of the following three attributes: �! at least peri-
odically, the land supports predominantly hydrophytes; �!
the substrate is predominantly undrained hydric soil; and

�! the substrate is nonsoi 1 and is saturated with water or cov-
ered by shallow water at some time during the growing season of
each year. "

This definition introduces two important terms that are used as cri-
teria for defining wetlands: i. e., hydrophytes and hydric soils.
These terms, likewise, need to be defined. The definitions of these
terms are provided by the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service ' s "National
Wetlands Inventory Project"  Tiner and Wi len, 1983!.

A "hydrophyte" is defined by the NWI as "any plant growing in water or
in substrate that is at least periodically deficient in oxygen as a
result of excessi ve water. " A listing of hydrophytes prepared by the
NWI is divided into four indicator categories based on a plant's fre-
quency of occurrence in wetlands:

1! obligate - always found in wet lands  !95% of the time!
2! facultati ve wet - usually found in wetlands �6-95% of

the time!
3! facu ltati ve - sometimes found in wetlands �3-664!
4! facultative upland � seldom found in wetlands  �3K!

NWI has classified hydrophytes according to these categories  U.S.
FWS, 1982!.

"Hydric soils" are defined by soil saturation for significant periods
or by frequent flooding for long periods during the growing season.
The Soil Conservation Service, in cooperation with the NWI, has pre-
pared a listing of all soil types that are classified as "hydric."

The U. S. l=ish and Wildlife Service has identified five general cate-
gories of wetland areas on the basis of the three criteria stated
earlier. They are as follows:

1! areas with hydrophytes and hydric soils
2! areas without hydrophytes bui with hydric soils
3! areas with hydrophytes but nonhydric soils
4! areas without soils but with hydrophytes
5! wetlands without soil and without hydrophytes

For purposes of these studies, wetlands are generally defined
according to the first three criteria developed by the U.S. Fish and
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Wildlife Service since they provide a means for identification of
wetlands in the field. The presence of hydrophytes, however, was the
most useful in identifying wetlands since that factor is the most
readily observed in the field. As discussed in the methodology below,
the presence of obligate species of hydrophytes  i.e., those that are
found in wetlands  >95% of the time! make the delineation of wetlands
easier. However, many wetlands only contain facultative species
and/or hydric soils.

In addition to areas that explicitly qualify as wetlands on the basis
of the three stated criteria, all ponds, streams and rivers with
depths of 2 meters �. 6 feet! or less are also included. This inclu-
sion is consistent wi th the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service ' s differen-
tiationn between "wetlands" and "deepwater habitats. " The latter term
r efers to permanently flooded lands lying below the deepwater boundary
of wetlands wher e the water is too deep to support emergent vegetation
 wetland obligates!. The 2-meter lower limit for inland wetlands was
selected by the Fish and Wildlife Service as the maximum depth to
which emergent plants normally grow.

Task 2 � Determination of wetland boundaries

In order to accurately assess the acreage of wetlands impacted by the
proposed project, wetland boundaries are staked in the field and sur-
veyed. Stakes are driven into the ground at the upland most limit of
wetland plants and/or the furthest extent of hydric soils, as defined
in the previous task. In the case of hydric soils, core samples are
taken in the field. The stakes are surveyed for both location and
elevation, the latter assisting in determining the elevation contour
corresponding to the wetland boundary when appropriate.

Wetland boundaries were drawn on project alignment drawings for sub-
sequent use.

Task 3 - Assessment of wetland function and values

Several methods have been developed by various agencies in an attempt
to qualify and/or quantify the values of a wetland. The USFWS have
developed their Habitat Evaluation Procedures  HEP! which quantifies
the wildlife value of a wetland. The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers has
also developed an evaluation program which qualitatively identifies
various wetland functions and values. Another system, "A method for
Wetland Functional Assessment" recently developed for the Federal
Highway Administration �982!, qualitatively assesses various factors
associated with the role of wetlands in the environment. With this
method, the value of each impacted wetland is addressed in terms of;

flood storage
' groundwater discharge and recharge
' fishery and wildlife habitat
' sediment trapping
' shoreline anchoring
' nutrient retention
' food-chain support
' active recreation
' passive recreation and heritage
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The functional values are based on the user answering a variety of
questions concerning wetland characteristics such as vegetation form,
water depth, width, pM, hydroperiod, human disturbance, etc; adjacent
land characteristics, and social significance of the wetlands. These
answers are then used in keys from which the value of each wetland
function is rated as very high, high, moderate, low or very low.

Task 4 � Assessment of ro'ect im acts/wetland loss

Utilizing the cut and fill lines  toe of slope! designated on the pro-
ject alignment maps which also depicts wetland boundaries, wetland
acreage takings are calculated. Oirect and indirect effects of the
project are assessed, especially the loss of wetlands as it relates to
functional values. In addition, adjacent wetlands can be affected by
cuts via drainage of surface waters and/or lowering of the groundwater
table, and the potential for these modifications is also determined.

Task 5 - Miti ation/minimization of im acts

Measures for mitigating and/or minimizing impacts are evaluated. In
the case of wetlands directly lost, replacement is the most commonly
used type of mitigation. For impacts on adjacent or downstream
wetlands, measures to insure an adequate water supply during and after
construction are recommended.

Task 6 - Identification and evaluation of wetland re lacement sites

Utilizing existing maps, especially U.S. Geologic Surveys, and
aerials, potential replacement sites are identified. Criteria for
selection of sites include: I! being in c lose proximity to impacted
wetlands, or at least in the same watershed, 2! having a low existing
natural value, 3! having an adequate water supply, 4! being of
suitable size and 5! other project specific criteria such as the
amount of material to be excavated and disposed.

Each site is visited to determine its character. Selected sites are
then ranked according to their suitability. Sites are compared as to
the above criteria, current value to wildlife' the adjacent land-use,
the ease of conversion to a wetland and other characteristics of the
sites.

Task 7 - Formulation of a reliminar wetland re lacement~lan

The ratio of wetland acreage to be replaced to the acreage lost is
dependent on the wetlands characteristics, and the requirements of the
regulatory agencies involved.

For the most suitable site a preliminary wetland replacement plan is
developed, The plan includes suggested vegetation to be planted, site
configuration, water depth or extent of soil saturation, site
topography, the portions of the site to be devoted to each wetland
type  in the case of diverse wetlands! and other engineering require-
ments, especially those necessary to create the desired water
depth/soil saturation and to stabilize the newly created wetland,

The functional values of the replacement site after conversion to a
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wetland, are assessed based on the proposed plan. These values can
then be compared with that of the lost wetlands to determine if the
replacement provides adequate mitigation.

Task 8 - Assessment of conversion im acts on the re lacement site

The impact of conversion of the replacement site to a wetland is
assessed. Recognizing that the modification of an existing area to
create wetlands may result in a corresponding loss of other natural
values, it is important to find a site which is currently unproductive
or severely disturbed. However, in many situations, this type of area
is difficult to locate, particularly if the replacement obligation
involves a large acreage. Another factor that has to be considered in
selecting the site is the amount and type of material to be excavated,
as sites for disposing of unsuitable material are also difficult to
locate. Similarly, the costs associated with disposing of excavated
material which cannot be used for fill on other construction projects
can be quite high.

In some situations, particularly involving large acreages, the conver-
sion of an existing non-wetland site to wetlands can be adversely
received by the affected municipality, Most municipalities are con-
cerned with the loss of future developable properties and tax
ratables associated with the conversion of a large parcel to
wetlands.

~Sumn ar

The construction of new wetlands to replace those impacted by develop-
ment requires an analysis of a variety of issues to develop a mitiga-
tion plan that provides a net ecological benefit. Although only
briefly discussed in the paper, there are several important factors
beginning with the identification of an affected wetland, followed by
the evaluation of alternatives to avoid the impact and the development
of measures to minimize the the effect that must be carefully con-
sidered in planning an acceptable project. Several methods have been
recently developed to evaluate wetland functions and values, and
because of the complete range of factors considered, the FHWA proce-
dure has been found to be quite usefu 1 in the initial planning pro-
cess. If wetland takings cannot be avoided then development of a
mi ti gation plan has merit, which usually involves replacement of
affected wetlands. However, this plan must also consider several
issues if there is to be a net benefit to the environments and to
insure that the plan can be economically implemented.
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lJLtrr»i~a

During the pericd 1953 to 1973 the State of tJew Jersey lost
approxin>ately one quarter of its coastal tidal wetlands to hun>an
develolxnent through filling and dredging activit.ies  Ferrigno et al.
1973! . As the scientific conn>unity studied coastal estuarine
ecosystems, the inqortant role and function of the tidal wetlands
becan>e afq>arent  Teal 1962, de la Cruz 1973! ~ Concern for the
conservation and protection of t!>e.m wetlands increased and lead to
the enactment of legislation. In llew Jersey, the >wetlands Act of 1970
 NJSA 13:9A-1! was passed with the goal of stopping the destruction
and loss of our valuable coastal tidal wetlands.

In orrler to develop biologically valuable coastal habitats and
«>inimize adverse in>pactst various organizations and coastal nanagenient
prOgran>S ltaVe turned tO COnCept Of emit.igatiOne. 'l'he baSiC idea Of
n>itigation is to conipensate for adverse impacts and dan>ages front hun>an
develop«H>t activities on natural ecosystens through habitat
re!>abilitation or creation. Tlie tern> o«>itigation" is not well defined
in an environnental sense and varies wit!> the subject of tl>e text or
article  Itace and Christie 1982! . Son>e people view n>itigation as an
at ten>pt by developers to destroy natural wetlands while other i>eople
view n>itigation as an atttu«I>t by «>at>age«>et>t to improve or ent>ar>ce
degrade>j wetlands.

Qne key question concerning the concept of n>itigation is «J>eti>er
or not the «>an-nade habitat  artificial «iarsh! is "equivalent" to the
destroyed natural habitat  natural mar.sh!  Race and Christie 1982! . In
ott>er «ords, does ti>e artificial n>arsh bio1ogiually co«pen'ate for tl>e
los oi' tl>e natural «>arsl>? Few scientific stutjies have aodrcs cd this
guestion or exa«tined artificial «tarsi>es in a viqorous scientific
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niainier. In order to evaluate past artif icial salt n!arsties in New
Jersey the Departnient of Eiivironme»tal Protection, Division of Coastal
Re ources coiitracted witli ttie auttiors to examine past artificial nmrsh
projects. l'tie overall objectives of tlie tudy was to a! evaluate ttie
artiCicial nmrsties for ttieir effectiveness in developing into
productive iiiarsties! b! conpare sediment ctiaracLeristics of artificial
norshes with natural niarsties, arid c! develop a set of' guidelines
concerning artificial niarslies for utilization in the New Jersey
coasLal zone niaiiagenient program.

Ttie results of our investigation are reported in ttie New Jer .ey
Agricultural Experinient Station Publication Nuniber P-40502-01-84
sub«iitted to the Division of Coastal Resources. Dei.ails of our
resrarcli nmy be obtained from tiiis report. Tlie objective of ttii'
paper is to discuss ttie ba ic question: Are artificial  n@i-node! salt
nmr<-hes "equivalent" to natural salt niarsties?

~tud ~t ~id ~ti Qti~

Eiglit past ar tif icial niarsh
projecLs were selected for
quaiitii.ative analyses Bable 1 and
Figure 1! f rom ttiirty known
artificial niarsh projects in New
Jersey. 'Ihe sa«pled niarsties were
ctiaracterized by a! tiaviiig
inforniation concerning the n~ttiods
used to construct ttie artificial
«harsh, b! vegetation  fpm~n

erD~ andjor $. ~t~! was
present on nest of ttie artificial
nIarsh! and c! the age of tlie
artificial «harsh was two years or
older. A natural niarsh adjacent to
the artificial niarsh was also
selected for sar«pling, Ttie sane
niajor vegetation found in ttie
art.ificial «harsh was saiiipled in the
iiatural niarsh.

~ < h

~ I
~ *92I I

Figure 1, ?acation of study
sites in New Jersey.

Variables nieasured at each sai«pled artificial a!id natural niarsti
focused on ttie niajor vegetational pecies and sedi«ient. Vegetational
paranieters nea ured were staiiding crop bionia s  per 0.0625 «A! live
and dead!, percent of live to dead bioniass  '4!, density  per 0.0625
«i2!, heigtit  cin!, stem diai!eter  cni!, a»d ttie nunber of reproductive
tiuads. Snlii«ent cliai aeter istics wliicti were nieasured included pii,
nagnesiutn  ppi! i piiosptiorus  ppi«!, potassirnn  pp«!! Calcium  pp«! i
odium  titx«!, nitrogen  ai»iionium Corm!  t!pi«!, organic «!atter  L!, and

electrical conductivity  «iidho /ci«! . Value' obtained from t tie
artificial and natural !»arctic were statistically co!«pared by a eries
of T 'I'e: ts a!id analysis of var iances  Zar 1974! . hn alp!!a level oC
0.05 was ctiosen i.o deter«iine wlietlier ttiere was a significant
dif terence beLween ttie artiCicial and natural niarsti for a given
va r table.
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Tab]c ]. Conrr<on cliaracteristics of tlie sanpled artificial n<arshes.
Type=classification of tlie artificial n<arsh project  Cp=creation and
its=restoration! . hcreage=-approxiniaLe .,ize of ttie arl:ificia] narsh.
Net hcreage=»et. gairv of w«L]arx]s  destroyed n<arsh surface nii»us
artificial rnarsli acreage! . Sedin<ervt=type of soil u ed for the
artificial niarsh  dr«<lge<]re<]ge spoi], »atura] =niarsh peat, and
irrorga»ic=sarrd!, Slecies pla»tedmegetation p]a»ted in the artificial
norsh  Sh'1-+, rLI~«I]ii flea, &P=g, @alii, and vol.natural
colonization and revegetalion! .

Type hcreage Net Sedin<e»t Specie Late
hcreage Piarvted Planted

Harr<e

Be u~t yg ~D "c.u~s

'I'lie first artificial  r!r<rra<ade! rr<ar lies scientifically evaluated
were in North Caroli»a wliere g. +tpr~r' J~r was planted cn dredge
spoil isla»ds. Can»ieii �976! arid Seneca et al. �976! found tliat tlie
aLove grornrd bionrr s was con<parat le to Llie natural rrorslics but below
ground biomass was differerit. Below ground bionass was trigher in tlie
natural r«arsh. Tliey den<o»strated tliat ttiere were vegetative
differences betvrcen artificial and naLura]. rr<arsh«st

In our study, certain vegetative cliaracteristics of the
ar'tificial n<arsl<es were tati tically siniilar Lo Llie natural narsl<es
while otliers were signif icantly diifererit  '1'able 2 and Figure 2! ~
Overall, ttie lieiglit, percerit of live to dead bio!»ass, and live bionass
were statistically siinilar betvreen the eiglit artificial and adjacent
natural niarslies ~ Dead biomass, total bio!<ass, density and the nunber
of reproductive heads were sigrrif icantly difierent Letween the
artificial and riatural n<arshcs.

Table 2 represenLs Ltie con<parisons  T Test! of individual
artiiicial and adjaceiit riatural niarslies while Figure 2 represents an
overall aria]ysis  analysis of vari-rice! of tlie eiglit study sites. The
iridividual nrarsh con<parisoris revealed tliat certain artificial nersh
projects  h,C, and F! were vegetatively s»nilar to tlie adjacent
riatural narsli wliile otlier artificial r<orsh projects  D,E,G and H! were
dissiniilar in many res sets  'I'able 2! . '11ie analy is of variarice of
tire eiglit artif icial n<arsties arid tlieir associated natural marsties
!rowed tliat den" iLy, nunber of reproductive heads, total bionoss and

dead bion<ass were signi f icaiitly lower in tlie artificial n<arshes
 Figure 2! . hrtificial marslies liar1 sigriificarit]y lower torsi bio<ross
iridicati»g tliat Llie productivity of artificial r<vr",!<e- vas lower  »ut
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Table 2. Surrsrary table of a series of T Tests of the vegetation
variables of the artificial and natural riershes. The letters A-H
repreSent the eight Study SiteS  See Table 1!. The SyrrbOIS indiCate
the results of the T tests; a "=" indicates that there was no
significant difference between the artificial and natural rrrarsh, a +"
indicates that the rrrean of the artificial rrrarsh was significantly
higher than the natural rrsrsh, and a "-" indicates that the mean of
the artificial rrrarsh was igni  icantly lower than the natural rrarsh.

h B C U E F G HVar iable

DEWS
VEP.T
HEAD
PERC
IH
LB
TB

'1'able 3. Surrrrrary table of a series of T '1'ests of the sedirrrerrt
variables of the artificial and natural mars res. See Table 2 for an
explanation of ttre table.

Variable h B C D E F G H

pH
 ' g
P
K
Ca
N
Org
Na
Elec

equivalent! corrpared to the natural rrarshes. The low arrount of dead
biomass in the artificial marshes accounted for the difference in
total biomass since live biomass was similar between the artificial
and natural rrerslres.

One important factor recognized in the developrrent of artificial
marshes is the type of sediment used. In a controlled greenhouse
envirorrrrent, Smart and Barko �978! revealed that the t!~ of sediment
had a large affect on the productivity of marsh vegetation' Caamen et
al. �974! sho~ed that tire physical nature of the sediment in certain
artificial rrarshcs influenced the type of fauna which invaded and
colonized tire rrrarsh.
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Figure 2. Sugary diagram of the vegetation variables of the eight
study sites. The boxes represent the mean  middle line! + the least
significant interval. Overlap  not significantly different! of the
boxes is indicated by the cross hatching  black boxes=natural marshes,
white boxes=artificial marshes!.

Figure 3. Sumnnry diagram of the sediment variables of the eight
study sites. See Figure 2 for description.
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The sediment ctiaracteri.,tic of Che eig!it artificial marshes we
tudicd were very difir re»t from tlie adjace»t riatural iim[stii s. h
erie of T Tests revealed t!iat most artificial marsh sedimenLs had

significanLly lower values of the measured variables corpared to Che
adjacent natural marsh  Table 3! . In Che ana]ysis of variance all of
t!ie measured variables  excepC pR! were signii icantly lower in Ltie
artificial mars!ies coiii iared to Lhe natural iiiarshes  Figure 3! . The
iiiean percent of organic netter was six times !dgher in the natural
marshes. Fiectr ical conducLi vi Ly  an indicator of salinity; 1
millim!io = 640 ppii! wus very low in t!ie artificial niar lies. Nut rients
for good planC growtli were also significa»tly lower in the artiiicial
mars ies compared to the natural nars!ies.

Our data suggests that many measured vegetative and edaphic
 sediment! variables were significantly lower in the artificial
marshes coiipared to adjacent natural marshes. Overall, the
productivity  bioiiiass/standing crop! of the artificial marshes was
significantly lower.. Density of the vegetation was lower in
artificial marshes suggesting that vegetative growt!i ance''or seedling
establishnient is not occurring even after vegetative planting of t!.e
artificial niarsh. Sediments were very different with artificial
mar.,!ies having very low value compared to Lhe natural marshes. '!'his
result was a function of the sediment used in Che construction of the
artificial marshes  mostly sand! and the characteristics of natural
marsh sediment  peaC!, Present day natural riiarshes have taken niany
hundreds of years to develop  Redfield 1972! .

Our results indicate that the overall an wer to the question "Are
artificial iiiarshes equivalent to natural niarshesg" is hO. V~y
characteristic" of the artificial mar'his were lower t!ian ttie natural
niarshes. Artificial marshes appeared to be biologically different.
In view of Che concept of mitigatic », artificial nershes are not
equivalent to natural marsties and therefore are not a biologically
equivalent replacement of a natural tiiarsh,
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Introduction

Field studies along the Delaware Bay shoreline of New Jersey show that in
many areas the dominant shore zone vegetation is Phragmites australis, or
common reed. Though this plant is widespread in the state, its dominance
of shoreline plant communities is surprising. Salt marsh environments
such as those around the Delaware Bay in Cumberland County, N.J.  the
study area!, are typically dominated by several species of Spartina
 Silberhorn, 1982!. Along bay fringe marshas and tidal creeks and rivers,
S. alterniflora, salt marsh cord grass, tends to dominate the intertidal
zone. Just above the mean high water mark, S. patens  salt meadow hay!
and other species such as Distichlis spicata  spike grass! and Iva
frutescans  marsh elder! are dominant. Though there have been no detailed
studies of shoreline vegetation along the New Jersey side of Delaware Bay
between the Cape May peninsula and the lower Delaware River, general
references and regional environmental inventories have all listed
Spartina alterniflora as the dominant marsh fringe vegetation  Robichaud
and Buell, 1973; Walter, et al, 1981; Walton and Patrick, 1973!.

Yet fieldwork in 1983-84 found relatively few Spartina-dominated
shorelines. Rather, Phragmites often dominated not only on sandy and
developed shores, but on marsh fringes. Monostands of Phragmites were
found in remote shoreline reaches with no evidence of human disturbance.
If vegetation change has occurred naturally, perhaps as a result of sea
level rise, this implies that plant cotsmunities and marsh zonation may
change during transgression.
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~Back a a

Phragmites australis is ubiquitous in New Jersey wetlands as an invader
of disturbed sites. The biology of the reed is reviewed in detail by
Howard' Rhodes, and Simmers �977!. Phragmites is a rapid colonizer of
wet' disturbed sites, but rarely invades established plant communities.
Its occurrence in New Jersey is typically indicative of disturbance, and
it is widely found on spoilbanks and in roadside ditches  see Sipple,
1971!.

1 pllr e
Study area. '.u~bers refer o study sites.

Detailed studies of marsh vegetation have been carried out near the study
area. Good �966!, in a study of the Goshen Creek marsh in Cape May
County, recorded Phragmites at the upland-marsh boundary and in filled-in
portions of the creek. It did not occur along the bayshore or undisturbed
portions of the creek bank. In the Oldman's Creek tidal marsh off the
Delaware River, McCormick and Ashbaugh �972! did not find Phragmites to
be an important component of the freshwater marsh. Nearly pure stands
existed on nearby moist uplands, but several other species were
associated with the reeds in the marshes. Walton and Patrick �973! ~ who
inventoried the entire Delaware estuary, also note the species chiefly in
areas disturbed by ditching and channelization throughout the region.
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While studies elsewhere in southern New Jersey  Ferren, et al, 1981! have
shown that Phragmites can radiate into neighboring vegetation types by
rhizome extension, they found that initial colonization still required
some disturbance. In Connecticut salt marshes, Phragmites invasion was
found to coincide with tidal restrictions which lowered the water table
and soil salinity  Roman, et al, 1984!. In short, the common reed will
quickly invade moist areas that have been disturbed and is persistent
once established, but will not usually become established in undisturbed,
healthy plant communities  Howard, et al, 1977!. Though the species is
common in disturbed areas of coastal marshes, in freshwater wetlands, and
near the wetland/upland interface, it has not been thought to be a
natural component of undisturbed shoreline fringe marshes.

Phrs mites Distribution

Forty-eight shoreline study sites, arranged in a four-stage nested
sampling design, were established in the scudy area  Figure 1!. At each
site shore-normal transects were established from the high salt marsh or
just above the mean high water mark to low tide wading depths. The
transects were sampled during the period November' 1983-March, 1984. At
each site data on elevarion, morphology, and soils were collected. Each
plant species present in a one-meter band along the transect was
identified, and ground cover estimated for each stand or subenvironment
using the Braun-Blanquet scale and methods detailed by Kuchler �967!.

Of the 48 sites, eight were unvegetated  all developed or disturbed
sites!. Of the 40 vegetated sites, Phragmites australis was present at 27
sites, and was classified as the dominant vegetation at 21 sites. Of
those 21 sites, two had obviously been disturbed by human activity. Two
other sites appeared undisturbed, but were in close proximity to bayshore
settlements and may have been influenced by human activity. There was no
evidence of disturbance at 17 of the sites where Pbragmices dominated
shoreline vegetation. Of the 19 undisturbed or apparently undisturbed
sites, 11 were marsh fringes with no beach and eight. were shorelines with
sand barriers. Overall, Phragmites was by far the most common of the 11
species identified in the shoreline zone, with Spartina ,,1.terniflora the
dominant at only 14 sites.

Clearly, Phragmites australis is an important component of the shoreline
fringe vegeta=ion. Because water salinity regimes are saltwater or
brackish throughout the study area  Walton and Patrick, 1973; Walter, et
al, 1981! and there is no evidence of disturbance at many sites, this
fact is puzzling. How did the reed become established at these sites?
Field evidence suggests two modes of Phragmites colonization, both
associated with rising sea level.

Models of Phra mites Colonization

The first model holds that sand deposition on marsh surfaces and barrier
transgression are the mechanisms enabling Phragmites australis to
colonize the marsh fringe. Delaware Bay is a transgressive system. As sea
level rises, the marshes and coastal wetlands "climb" the pre-Holocene
uplands even as the hayward shoreline retreats. A series of transgressive
models and sequences have been developed for Delaware Bay by John Kraft
and his associates and students at the University of Delaware  Kraft,
1971; Kayan and Kraft, 1979; Kraft, et al, 1976; Haurmever, 1978; Weil,
1977; Washburn, 1982!. Part of the transgressive process is the landward
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migration of sand barriers over the salt marsh. As these sand bodies
encroach on the salt marsh, they represent a disturbance, destroying the
existing vegetation  presumably Spartina! and creating an opportunity for
Phragmites australis colonization. Phragmites is the dominant vegetation
at the majority of the sandy study sites and is present at all sand
barrier study sites.

Sand barriers may be temporary, occurring seasonally or being deposited
 and subsequently removed! during storms. It is not uncommon for a sand
barrier to be transient along the bayshore if a constant supply of
coarse-grained material is not available  Haurmeyer, 1978!. If the
disturbance lasts long enough for Phragmites to become established, the
species would remain in place as the dominant species of the fringe
marsh. Though limited by salinity and tidal saltwater flooding  Roman, et
al, 1984; Bird, 1963; Howard, et al, 1977!, the species is typically
highly productive. Rapid peat. formation seems to enable the reed to
elevate itself above most tides. Where no sand exists, however,
determination of the role of sand deposition in allowing Phragmites
establishment is problematic, because even semi-permanent Delaware Bay
barriers are often not preserved in the stratigraphic record.

The model of reed colonization due to sand barrier transgression is shown
in Figure 2.

i.gdi dPPitd, t I ~ td,~gti
marshes.

2. ~gti i ~ ip d d t*y d.

3. ~Ph it t ii i i* dy ~

4, if sand barrier is removed or transported further
d,~yh it y i hi i 2

vegetation.

FIGURE 2. Establishment of common reed during estuarine
barrier transgression.

The association of sand and Phragmites along the bayshore is sometimes
dramatic � at several locations, it was observed that marshy headlands
were dominated by Spartina alterniflora, while the intervening
sand-veneered cove was dominated by Phragmites. Stii.l, the occurrence of
the reed as a dominant on a number of marsh fringe shorelines with no
apparent source of sand nearby indicates there may be other means of
colonization.

Godfrey and Godfrey �97S! described a cyclic sequence of development in
Spartina alterniflora marshes behind barrier islands. The model described
below and shown in Figure 3 is an adaptation of the Godrey model.

Once a Spartina alterniflora marsh has become established, the
combination of inorganic sediment deposition and biomass production often
allows peat accumulation to keep pace with sea level rise. If
sedimentation rates exceed the rate of local coastal submergence, the
Spartina marsh surface may build to the level of mean high water. At this
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l. Establ ishment of Spartina alterni flora marsh

2. Harsh peat accumulates at a rate exceeding the
rate of sea level rise,

3, Harsh surface is elevated to the ievel of
mean high water.

4.~th it t ii i d 4 ~ P

5, Bayside erosion truncates shoreline below mean
high water mark, eliminating S. el terni flora.
Wave attack of marsh scarp inhib i ts reco loni zat ion.

P.~Ph it i ~ d i t h
vegetat ion.

FIGURE 3. Establ ishment of common reed on estuarine
marsh shorelines.

point other species, such as Phragmites australis and Iva frutescans may
invade. If, as often happens in Delaware Bay, severe erosion truncates
the intertidal shoreline, creating a scarped profile below mean high
water, intertidal vegetation such as S. alterniflora may be eliminated
and recolonization inhibited. Phragmites australis would be left as the
dominant vegetation.

Discussion

Phragmites australis has undeniably become a major component of the marsh
fringe vegetation of Delaware Bay. It also seems clear that the species
often succeeds Spartina alterniflora. At marsh scarps at eight sites it
was observed that under the Phragmites peat was a thick layer of Spartina
alterniflora peat. This was also true for shallow auger cores taken at
three other sites. The lack of human disturbance at many of these sites
indicates that this vegetation change is the result of natural orocesses.

Two geomorphological responses to sea level rise � sand barrier
transgression, and marsh surface accretion and bayside profile
truncation � seem to provide mechanisms enabling Phragmites to establish
itself in bayside marshes.

Transgressive models have assumed that the sequence of geomorphic and
ecological units from estuary to upland remains intact, even though the
location of the entire system shifts upward and landward. Evidence from
Delaware Bay indicates that this may not be the case; that the character
as well as the location of coastal wetlands may be changed as sea level
rises.

Much more study into estuarine shoreline processes, the interaction
between vegetation and geomorphic processes in coastal wetlands, and the
stratigraphy of tidal marshes is needed to confirm the suggestion above.
The observed vegetation change of the New Jersey bayshore may not be
significant in the long term. Evidence is strong enough, however, to
warrant further study.
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Conclusions

Phragmites australis has become the dominant shoreline vegetation along
much of New Jersey's Delaware Bsy shore. This is true in many remote
areas where there has been no human disturbance, usually necessary for
colonization of the species. It is suggested that two natural geomorphic
responses to rising sea level enable the species to establish itself in
fringe marshes: �! Transgression of sand barriers, and �! Accretion of
marsh surfaces, accompanied by erosional truncation of the bayside
profile. This implies that the basic character and vegetative composition
of coastal wetlands may be altered during the period of rising sea level.
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ARTIFICIAL SALT HARSH STASILITT:
A CAHSLE HITS TSE SHORE

John Foley

Division of Coastal Resources
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection

The loss of wetlands through natural and artificial means is a
significant problem which can result in a deleterious effect on the
ecological balance between man and nature. The artificial use of salt
marsh can be a useful alternat ive when mitigating the impact of
develops>ent. on or near wetlands. The >host appreciable wetland losses
have been attributed to main's presence, in New Jersey over 65,000 acres
of marsh loss occurred between 1953 Lo 1971  DEP Wetlands Study, 1979!.
Natural marsh erosion occurs as a result of wave action contacting the
toe of the vertical wetland slope causing it to become unstable thereby
collapsing  Sharp, Belcher and Oyler!.

Salt march stability occurs as natural deposition of alluvial material
becotses trapped along the toe of the marsh. This accretion process
affords the adapted vegetation an opportunity Lo propagate thereby
increasing the wet.land habitat  Smit.h, 19BO!. Once established, the
wetlands provide the adjace«L upland with additional protect>on from
erosio«  Garbish!. WeLlau<1s provide a Lrn«s>L>ot> zo«e be>wee« Lht upland
nnd the sea, dissipat>ng wove action ond aLLit>g as flood storage area.
The wetlands trap sediment and water contaminants which would otherwise
add to pollution.

The ecological importance of wetlands as a basis of the marine flood web
has been well docus>ented. Bacteria and protozoa are dependent upon the
decomposing plant materxal, detritus, which is indigenous to the
wetlands. Larger inverLebrates feed upon the bacteria and protozoan and
the biological process is continued by shellfish, finfish and waterfowl
which in turn are fed upo>t by o>an.

The beauty and prod«cLivity oi sa1L marsh is easily nppreL Lated by Lhose
who understand then>. The benef>ts fr«o> Lhc Wetlands Jre e«ormous at>d
deserve preservat>on. As a result of the sig«tiicnnt losses ot Wet !and
areas Lhe New Jersey St ate Leg>s lature drat ted Lhe WeL la«ds At L ot 1>i7i!.
Thi s Act reuu1 red Lht' L>cpa> L>oet>L st K«v> t i»un««tn! V> r>Lyi L > v«�>EI'! r«
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inventory and map lands meeting the specified definition of wetlands.
Since the inception of the Act there has been progressively fewer
wetlands desi.royed, in fact between 1973 ttiru 1982 only 409 known acres
of wetlands have been lost.

According to Coastal Resource Policy, development of all kinds is
prohibited in wetlands unless the DEP can find that the proposed
development meets the following four conditions:

1. Requires water access or is water oriented as a central purpose of
the basic function of the activity,

2. Has no prudent or feasible alternative on a non-wetland site.

3. Will result in minimum feasible alteration or impairment of natural
tidal circulation and,

4. Will result in minimum feasible alteration or impairment of natural
contour or the natural vegetation of the wetlands.

One of the early projects successfully incorporating the use of salt
marsh for shoreline stabilization in New Jersey is Brigantine I.and
Improvement, The project. design was consistent with tbe Coastal Resource
Policies and mitigation was required to compensate for the alteration of
1.12 acres of regul.ated Wetlands. The applicant originally contemplated
the construction of a continuous bulkhead; however, the proposal was
later revised as a r'esult of the permit process to utilize marsh
establishment, It was the applicant's intention to stabilize the
existing shoreline and protect it from erosion  See attached plan!.

The project site is located on Saint George's Thorofare otherwise known
as Half Noon Inlet. The area was created by dredging in the mid 1960's.
The applicants plan provided for the construction of approximately 1,120
linear feet of timber bulkhead in an "L" shape. As a result of OEP input
the proposal was revised to allow for the creation of a wetland plateau
which was vegetated with salt marsh, more specifically Spartina
alterniflora species. The bulkhead aspect was modified with a slope
revetment system which facilitated the marsh creation.

To create a coastal marsh artificially the proposed site must be
evaluated based on the geographic area, tidal elevation, salinity, fetch
length, and soil properties. The Brigantine I.and Improvement site
contained the favorable environmental conditions conducive to marsh
establishment. The artificial use of wetlands for shoreline
stabilization has been successfully completed by Dr. Edward Garbish and
he was contracted to perform the work on the case study. According to
Garbish, the basic objective of any approach to shore erosion control is
to eliaiinate or minimize the contact time of the water with the face of
the eroding bank.

The Brigantine Land Improvement project stabilized the shoreline with a
slope revetment using Gobi blocks which are donut like individual units
weighting approximately 13 pounds each. The Gobi blocks are interlocked
and placed over a filter fabric or mat.. There are other methods and
materials available which could perform a stabilization function;
however, the applicant chose Gobi mat because of economics, the Gobimat
system absorbs and dissipates the wave energy generated by tidal waters.
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The main feature of this application was the creation of salt marsh along
a 24' plateau area. Gobi blocks were placed at the toe of the plateau to
stabilize the edge of the marsh and protect it form erosion. Gobimats
were utilized along t.he slope to provtde upland stability. The project
engineer determined the proper elevation of the plat.eau this was a
critical aspect of the project because the spartina alterniflora  high
vigor! required daily tidal inundation.

This project demonstrated the successful use of salt marsh in concert
with a slope revetment. However, there are some negative qualities worth
mention. The slope stabilization approach can only be used when there is
sufficient land to meet the requirements, A typical bulkhead does not
require much upland property and is a proven method, On this project the
ice lifted many of the Gobi blocks and vandalism resulted in an
appreciable loss of blocks.

The salt marsh stability which occurred on project was significant and
has resisted erosion very well. This site is relatively sheltered and is
not subject to extreme wave action which would limit the success of the
marsh establishment, The planning expense was high and the permit
process required much thought and input by many agencies. However, the
Wetlands serve as an excellent habitat.
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POR PISR AND WILDLIPE RESOURCES IN TAMPA RAT, PLORID&

James B. Johnston
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William K . Fehr ing

Tampa Port Authority
P .0. Box 2192

Tampa, Florida 33601

Introduction

For several years, I.here has been an rvolvinq effort among local
aqencies and individuals Lo develop a bel.lr r «nderstandinq of the envi-
ronmenta I problems of Tampa Bay, f lor ida   I iqure ] !, and to develop an
overall strateqy for improvinq and protecting the bay's resources.
Startinq as information discussions amonq I«cal scientist.s, this effort
resulted initially in a week-lonq symposi«m  Bay Area Scientific Infor-
mation Symposium, May 1982! where local sc<n<itists attempted to consol-
idate the e«istinq knowledqe about the bay in more than 40 sub!ect
areas.

Ouriiiq the symposium, it. became apparent that there was a broad-
based concern over the lack of a reqional sl.ral.eqy for improvinq the
bay or manaqinq its resources Pari.iciplints decided Lo establish a
program throuqh the Req iona I P I ann inq Council to deve I op such a strat-
egy. With fundinq from a Coastal 2 one Manatlement. qrant, a Regional Bay
Study Committee was estab lish< d. Ihe commiLlee spent almost a year
identifying and assess i nq the re lat.ive imporl ance of perceived problems
in the bay. A corollary effort lo identify sul«Lions tn Ltiese problems
was unsuccessful.

The Tampa Port Authority  Authority! lias been an act~vs partici-
pant in these activil.ies fi' om the beginning As the o~ner of a larqe
portion of the bay bott.om and as a local req«fatory aqency for marine
construction, the Authority will play a role in the implementation of
any bay improvement sLrileqy. In ailditinn, a siqnificant. portion of
past dredginq and filling activiLies, whicli liave qreatly altered the
shore line and the historic natura I hab it aL of the bay, has hnen asso-
ciated with projects either sponsored or cnnducLed by the Authority and
other port.-related ind«siries.
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The Regional Bay Study Committee identified two priority needs
that relate directly to the port's long-term development potential.
These are a long-term, bay-wide strategy for disposal of dredged mate-
rial and an overall plan for mi tigati ng the environmental impacts of
future dredging projects, The latter need attracted the attention of
the United States fish and Wildlife Service  FWS! in late 1982.

The FWS and the Authority entered into a Cooperative Agreement in
Summer 1983 to develop a factual basis and alternatives analysis for
the bay, which might also be used as prototype for future agreements
between the FWS, the Authority, and possibly other agencies. The
specific objectives of the Agreement were   1! to identify management
and mitigation options that will allow development and maintenance of
the Port of Tampa to proceed in an environmentally acceptable fashion,
�! to develop an information base in mapped and text-tabular formats
for analyzing and evaluating mitigation and management options, and �!
to develop a management plan to guide the Authority in the development
and maintenance of the port.

~Stud Tas ks

Five major study tasks must be completed to accomplish these
objectives: �! prepare 1:24,000-scaled wetland, seagrass, and land-
use maps for the 1956, 1972, and 1978, �! prepare 1:24,000-scaled
environmental atlas depicting biological and physical characteristics,
�! develop a geographic information system  GIS! for mapped data, �!
prepare a synthesis document  estuarine profile! on the ecology of the
bay, and �! prepare a mitigation options document.

Mapped Information

FWS and the Authority will prepare wetland, seagrass, and land-use
maps for 1956, 1972, and 1982 at a scale of 1:24,000 for the enti re bay
region. These maps will make it possible to identify trends in wetland
and seagrass losses and to determine what wetlands were changed to and
the location of these changes. This task will provide valuable loca-
tional data for planning future mitigation sites.

Characteristics to be shown on the 1:24,000 biological and physi-
cal maps for the bay include the following:

1. 8iological-shellfish harvest areas  approved!; oyster beds
 private and public!; clam beds; finfish distribution  by
habitat for spawning, nursery, and harvest!; shorebird colo-
nies; wading bird colonies; manatee habitat; seagrass beds;
macroalgae beds; and artificial reefs,

Physical - salinity, point source discharges  municipal and
industrial!, dredged material disposal sites, tide stations,
water quality stations, turbidity, conductivity, total chlo-
rophyll, tota'1 nitrogen  from data 1978 to 1983!, bathymetry,
intertidal zones, sediments, tidal currents, and freswater-
saltwater interfaces.

Additionally, a narrative accompanying the maps will include
references for mapped data and textual information for the various
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characteristics portrayed. These maps should provide valuable data for
planning future mitigation sites in the bay.

Geographic Information System

The FWS will digitize the maps it prepares using its Analytical
Mapping System. All digitized data will then be entered into the FWS
Map Overlay Statistical System for analysis. Analyses to be performed
include identifying habitat trends or changes and evaluating mitigation
sites. Examples of potential outputs include �! the proximity of
sites to manatee habitat or point source discharges; �! modeling habi-
tat suitability for selected species such as pink shrimp, brown peli-
can, and flounder; and �! determining habitat changes  type and area!
for future dredge disposal sites. Products from these analyses include
computer-generated color maps, tables, and figures.

Estuarine Profile

The Estuarine Profile synthesize exi sti ng i nformation on Tampa
8ay. Ecological components, values, functions, and processes will be
integrated from a comprehensive review of current research results and
scientific literature. The Tampa Hay profile will be a concise and
holistic treatment of the bay. Topics will include geologica'1, physi-
cal, and chemical setting; habitats; biological components; ecosystem
couples and linkages; impacts and management implications; and identi-
fication of information gaps.

Mitigation Options Oocument

The last task will be to develop a mitigation options document for
Tampa 8ay. It wi 11 analyze past mitigation actions and recommend a
range of measures that may be included in future mitigation plans.
This document will include a feasibility andlysis of the various miti-
gation options such as marsh creation and seagrass transplants. It
will also identify specific sites for future mitigation and the type of
mitigation feasible for each site. Lastly, the document will develop
site-specific environmental management and restoration recommendations
for the bay.

Outlook

These efforts will themselves provide va'luable new information on
Tampa 8ay and on the potential impacts of future port projects, More
important, however, they may eventually form the nucleus of a broader
effort to establish a long-term strategy for dredged material manage-
ment. in the bay.

Concurrent with these efforts, the Port Authority is planning the
development of a 25-year permit for maintenance dredging throughout the
port. Such a permit will require a long-term plan for the use and
management of existing and future enclosed maintenance dredging dis-
posal areas, including two large disposal islands in the bay. The
production of such a plan will require port interests and the Corps of
Engineers to reach some agreement at least on the disposal of dredging
material from future construction.
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All involved hope that these future disposal plans will be linked
to the mitigation options developed in this current effort to produce a
broader dredging, disposal, and mitigation plan that is sensitive to
economic, engineering, and environmental considerations.

Implementation of the findings of this study wil1 be affected by
four major factors:  I! the ability of federal agencies to enter into
long-term agreements regarding mitigation efforts that are not part of
a specific project, �! the development of workable rules for long-term
mitigation programs by State of Florida, �! the ability and wi 1 ling-
ness of port interests to limit their long-term options, and �! the
development of mechanisms to finance long-term mitigation efforts
before beginning specific projects.
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Ruth Ehinger

Division of Coastal Resources
New Jersey Department of Envirotuhental Protection

Introduction

New Jersey's shoreline includes extensive man-made lagoon or canal
systems created to provide waterfront residential lots. These lagoon
systems were created by the dredging and filling of salt marshes and
some forested wetlands prior to passage of the wetlands Act in 1970 and
subsequent promulgation of wetlands maps. Most of these lagoons were
dredged 20-25 feet deep in order to obtain sufficient fill to construct
houses on the wetlands, but thost have a shallow shelf along each side.

In 1980, the State of New Jersey asserted its jurisdiction over
development activities conducted in man-made lagoons, including
dredging, bulkheading and filling. Prior to that time, these lagoons
were regulated solely by the U.S. Army Corps of Fngineers. In 1982, 267
permit applications were submitted to the N.J. Departthent Of
Environmental Protection for work in man-made lagoons; in 1983, the
number of applications was 287, and in 1984 229 applications were
submitted by October l. About 40K of these applications proposed
dredging or construction of a bulkhead and filling outshore of the mean
high water line. Typically, the area to be filled or dredged consisted
of shallow waters, less than 4 feet deep.

The New Jersey Coastal Zone Management Program includes rules which
govern permit decisions, These rules, adopted in 1978, discourage
filling in all water areas, except for minimum fill for water dependent
uses where no alternatives are available.

The question soon arose as to the applicability of these rules to
lagoons. Although the ecological i-,iportance of natural shallow
estuarine waters has been well documented in the st iont if ic literature
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 Odum et al., 1974; Tatham et al., 1978; Tyrawski, 1979!, the shallow
and intertidal zones of man-made lagoon systems have not been
extensively studied.

A study conducted by Rutgers University and the N.J. Department of
Environmental Protection  Sugihara et al, 1979! compared physical,
chemical and biological parameters of a tidal marsh system to a nearby
lagoon system. The lagoon exhibited a strong summer thermocline and a
lesser winter thermocline. The deep bottom waters in the center of
lagoons were anoxic in summer and frequently had low oxygen level.s the
rest of the year. The oxygen depression and stratification were more
intense further into the lagoon system. Net primary productivity was
significantly lower in the lagoon system than the marsh system. Benthic
sampling indicated lower numbers and biomass of benthic invertebrates in
the lagoon than in the bay, with lesser amounts further into the lagoon.
Species diversity was also lower in the lagoon, Fish were sampled using
seines and trawls. Seine catches were not quantitative, but those fish
species which were most abundant were caught at each station type  i.e.,
bay, creek and lagoon!, although no comparison can be made as to
relative abundance in each waterway. Trawl sampling was standardized
and, during the winter, spring and summer samplings, few or no fish were
caught in lagoons by trawl, while the creek and bay stations yielded
fish all year.

Generally, studies have shown lagoons to have very 1ow oxygen levels in
deep waters and much lower primary and secondary productivity than the
marshes from which they were created. Accordingly, creation of new
lagoons is prohibited in New Jersey under the Wetlands Act of 1970 and
New Jersey's Coastal Zone Management Program. However, numerous
undeveloped lagoon lots exist in the State, requiring permit review and
decisions. Based on the Rutgers/DEP study, the poor circulation and
long length of lagoons, the fact that a productive and valuable system
has already been destroyed in constructing a lagoon and personal
observations, several options for regulating lagoon development were
discussed among state and federal officials. These options were:

1. Permit filling and bulkheading to property lines in lagoons.

2. Permit filling and bulkheading on lagoon lots located more
than 500 feet from a natural waterway.

3. Permit filling and bulkheading on lagoons already
substantially bulkheaded.

4. Permit filling and bulkheading to the existing !imit of fill
in all lagoons.

In the summer of 1983, the Division of Coastal Resources established
guidelines which require that bulkheads be placed along the mean high
water line in lagoons, except on individual lots 75 feet or less in
width which are located between two existing bulkheaded lots. In such
cases, filling is allowed. F1eanwhile, the Division, in cooperation with
the Divisions of Fish, Game and Wildlife and Water Resources, undertook
a sampling program to evaluate the habitat value of lagoon edges less
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than four feet deep, These areas are commonly the subject of permit
applications. This paper addresses fisheries results. The Division of
Water Resources aspect, only touched upon here, focused on water quality
and the benthos.

Materials and Methods

A lagoon system off Barnegat Bay in l.acey Township, Ocean County, New
Jersey was selected for the study. Two unbulkheaded bay stations and
six lagoon stations were selected  Figure 1!. The 1agoon stations were
chosen to compare �! bulkheaded shorelines to unbulkheaded shorelines,
�! unbulkheaded shorelines at different distances from the bay, and �!
a lagoon less than 50'/ bulkheaded to one more than 80'/ bulkheaded.

Each station was seined biweekly for one year, beginning in Narch 1983,
and using a 25 foot x 4 foot bag seine with a 0.25 inch mesh. Each
station was sampled twice  morning/afternoon! on each date, and wat.er
temperature, salinity and oxygen concent.ratron measured.

Each catch was counted by species and a total wet weight for each
species determined. Samples which were too large to be counted in the
field were preserved and sorted, counted and weighed later in the lab.
The catches for the two replicates at each station have been averaged
and converted to catch per 50 square meters. Data has not yet been
statistically analyzed. Results for seven o f the eight stations will be
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discussed. The eighth station, a bay station will not be discussed. On
sampling days, there were often small waves at this station, water was
shallower than the other stations, and catches lower and not comparable.

In addition to the fisheries sampling program, the Division of Water
Resources gathered water quality  nutrients> oxygen and coliform!>
phytoplankton, benthic algae and benthic invertebrate data. The data
will not be discussed here, except to indicate that 68 benthic
invertebrate species were collected, with the bay dominated by filter
feeders and all lagoon stations dominated by detritovores, particularly
polychaetes end crustaceans.

Results and Discussion

Water chemistry

Temperatures ranged from 0 to 30'C during the study period. Salinity
ranged from 14 to 22 ppt at 7 of the 8 stations until February and March
of 1984, when it was only 6 to 12 ppt. One of the bay stations  Station
8! had generally higher salinities  !9-24 ppt!. Oxygen reached low
levels of 5-6 mg/I in July, August and September at all stations, but
generally ranged from 8 to ll mg/I the rest of the year.

S ecies collected

The most abundant fish were muremichogs, rainwater killifish, tidewater
silversides, sheepshead minnows, and bay anchovies. Both grass shrimp
and sand shrimp were also common. These species are all important
forage fish for many recreationally and commercially important finfish
species.

Com srison of ba to la oon and effect of distance from ba

Unbulkheaded bay  Station I! and lagoon  Stations 4 and 5! stations were
compared. The study indicated that lagoon Stations 4 and 5 were
utilized as much as bay Station   most of the year in terms of biomass,
with the catch at Station 5 frequently exceeding the catch at the bay
station  Figure 2!. The catch at the second lagoon station, Station 4,
was more comparable to the bay. Station 5 is 4, 200 feet from the bay;
Station 4 is 3,000 from the bay. Note that distance from the bay did
not result in a lower biomass in the shallow waters of the lagoon. It
is possible that some fish escaped the seine at Station 4 ~ due to the
bank overhang, All other stations had either a beach or bulkhead along
the shoreline, simplifying seining.

While the biomass caught in the bay at Station 1 a~ceeded that caught at
Station 4 in late summer, this was much less apparent in terms of
numbers caught, because shrimp were more abundant at the lagoon Stations
4 and 5 than at the bay station, particularly in the fall, Station 5
exceeded the bay in both number and biomass on all but two days,

Although the catches were generally higher at Station 5 than at the bay
station, the number of species caught was greater in the bay during the
summer and fall, and similar most of the winter and spring  Figure 3!.
Distance into the lagoon did not affect species composition.
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Bulkheaded versus unbulkheaded la oon shorelines

In order to compare bulkheaded shorelines to unbulkheaded shorelines,
two sets of paired stations were selected, each pair consisting of s
station with bulkheaded shoreline  Stations 3 and 6! and a station with
unbulkheaded shoreline  Stations 2 and 5!. These stations were located
across the lagoon from one another. The data for one of these pairs
 Stations 2 and 3! is shown here. For both pairs, higher biomass and
greater numbers were collected at the unbulkheaded stations than at the
bulkheaded stations most of the year  Figure 4!. This relationship did
not hold in the late winter/early spring. When data on number of
individuals was broken down into fish and shrimp, this trend held true
for fish only. The number of shrimp was similar at bulkheaded and
unbulkheaded stations from late winter through summer. In addition to
finding higher numbers and biomass along an unbulkheaded lagoon
shoreline than a bulkheaded lagoon shoreline, more different species
were found on a given day at the unbulkheaded station in the pairing of
Stations 2 and 3  Figure 5!. This trend was not noticeable at the other
paired stations � and 6!.

The data indi. cate that the shallow waters along unbulkheaded lagoon
shorelines support more fish and shrimp than those aIong bulkheaded
shorelines. However, even the shallow waters in front of bulkheads are
productive.

Develo ed nature of la oons

In order to look at the effect of lagoon bulkheading on the remaining
unbulkheaded shorelines, two unbulkheaded lagoon stations, each located
4,200 feet from the bay, were sampled. Station 5 was located along a
2,000 foot long stretch of unbulkheaded shoreline, on a Iagoon less than
half of which is bulkheaded. The other stations Station 7, wss located
on a lagoon more than 80X bulkheaded, and is a 75 foot wide Iot with
bulkheads on each side.

Results indicated that in the summer and fall the biomass was generally
greater at Station 7 than Station 5  Figure 6! . Numbers were also
higher at Station 7, with one exception due to a catch of several
thousand grass shrimp. In addition, more species were collected at
Station 7 than Station 5  Figure 7!.

This indicates that the bu! kheading oi most of a lagoon's shoreline does
not negate the value of the remaining unbulkheaded lots on that lagoon,
Indeed, perhaps it results in increased value to the shallow waters of
the unbulkheaded lagoon edge.

~s

As a result of this study, five generalizations ran be made.

I, Lagoon shallows are utilized by both fish snd shrimp, some
areas supporting larger number~ and biomass than the nearby
bay station and some supporting less.

2. Species diversity is greater in the bay than in the lagoon.
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3. Increased distance from the bay does not result in decreased
shrimp and tish utilization.

4. Shallow waters along unbulkheaded lagoon shorelines support
more fish and shrimp, both numbers and biomass, and may have
higher species diversity, than shallow waters along bulkheaded
shorelines.

5. Shallow waters along unbulkheaded lagoon shorelines do not
lose habitat value even when up to BOK of the lagoon is
bulkheaded.

The study supports the Division's policy of discouraging filling of
lagoon waters even when bulkheading is approved. Furthermore, the study
indicates that shoreline stabilization by vegetation would be preferable
to bulkhead stabilization from the point of view of preserving the value
of the lagoon habitat. The preservation of lagoon shallows is all the
more important as they may be the only significantly productive portions
of lagoons.
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Introduction

Increasing pollution of coastal areas by xenobiotic chemicals such
as synthetic organic compounds, petroleum, trace metals and radionuclides
has led to the search for an effective monitoring program that has a
capability to discern spatial and temporal trends in the environmental
concentration of chemicals of concern. One strategy that has been tested
in prototype monitoring programs is the use of bivalve filter-feeding
molluscs as sentinel organisms. Because of their sedentary habits and
their ability to bioconcentrate the pollutants of interest, mussels and
other bivalve species appear to be appropriate sentinels for the detec-
tion of chemical changes that may be deleterious, over the long term, to
the integrity of the coastal environment and to the health of man.

While no single approach is perfect, sentinel organisms have proven
to be a good tool for monitoring chemical contamination. During the
1970's a few national and international programs were established to in-
vestigate the use of such organisms as indi ators of pollution. Particu"
larly important among these programs were those of the Organization of
Economic Cooperation and Development and of the International Council
for the Exploration of the Sea. During the past few years the United
Nations Environment Programme Regional Seas Program has placed a major
emphasis on the development of capabilities for measuring the levels of
pollutants in coastal and marine environ/sents. The Intergovernmental
Oceanographic Commission of the United Nations Educational, Scientific
and Cultural Organization has also recently sponsored the formation,
from representatives of West Pacific region nations, of a task team to
investigate marine pollution research and monitoring by using cossher-
cially exploited shellfish as indicator organisms.



National governments in many countries are initiating their own pro-
grams as a part of the effort made to provide longer-term protection of
coastal zones from the deleterious effects of chemical contamination.

In the United States, the Mussel Watch Program was begun in the
mid-1970's and built upon earlier regional and national programs. This
program has used mussels  and oysters! as indicators of concentrations
of several major classes of chemical pollutants in coastal waters; prin-
cipally the higher molecular weight synthetic organic compounds, petro-
leum and its derivati.ver other fossil f»el compounds, a number of trace
elements, and the radioactive transuranic elements produced in the nu-
clear fuel cycle and weapons testing. Sample collections were made over
a three-year period and the results of chemical analyses of this national
collection have been reported. Additional work in several regions has
continued since the original 3 � year program and an improved perspective
on the role of sentinel organisms in coastal monitoring has been gained.
However, no further national collection has been made although such a
program is currently under discussion within NOAA and EPA.

The results of these national and regional programs now permit a
more comprehensive assessment of the sentinel organism concept and its
application to other coastal areas. In November of 1983 an international
workshop was held to discuss the detection and measurement of chemical
changes in the coastal environment and to assess the concepts and method-
ologies used in obtaining monitoring data. Pifty-three representatives
from twenty-eight countries met and the results of their discussion are
now being edited for publication. We present here a brief summary of
our interpretation of some of the major points generated from discussions
at thi.s workshop. We will not present Mussel Watch data here as it is
available in technical reports and journal articles published elsewhere
 see References!,

The Need for Monitori Coastal Contamination

Several areas of the U.S. coast have been found to contain chemical
contaminants in sufficient concentrations to cause concern for the health
of human consumers of seafood and this situation is the same in many
other countries. Chemical contamination of this magnitude also raises
questions concerning the viability of populations of commercially valu-
able organisms. In spite of efforts to improve husbandry, industrialized
society continues to lose chemicals to the environment via point source
and non-point source release. This continuing input of contaminants re-
quires a continuing assessment of chemical concentrations in coastal
areas.

Random measurements of specific chemical contaminants in arbitrarily
selected field samples do not address issues such as natural variability
and results may be actively misleading. In order to produce an unbiased
estimate of variation in the natural system, a monitoring program needs
to be designed to address specific questions. The questions must be
asked first and then data gathered to answer them; randomly accumulated
data cannot often be applied to answer questions asked after the fact.

Is the reduced use of specific chemicals of environmental concern
 e.g. leads DDT! reflected in a corresponding reduction in environmental
concentration? What will be the consequences of increasing ocean dump"
ing activities or of shifting ocean dumping to deeper water? Specific
questions such as these can be addressed by a monitoring program that is
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designed to meet specific objectives. We can formulate a series of ob-
jectives:

l. protection of human health, i.e. tracing the route back to man
2. protection of commercially valuable living natural resources
3. protection of special groups of organisms such as marine mammals

or birds
4. protection of the ecosystem that supports biotic diversity.

These objectives can be met in a variety of ways but increasingly com-
plex information is required as we proceed through this list. For ex-
ample, the analysis of market samples would be a straightforward and
relatively inexpensive way to provide a substantial protection for human
health. Objectives 2 and 3 can be met in part by monitoring only species
of concern and this again could be done quite easily. However, if we
wish to obtain information concerning sources of contaminants, concen-
tration trends in space and time and a regional assessment of contamina-
tion then a different approach is needed. This approach includes re-
search into the processes that affect the input, transport pathways and
ultimate fate of contaminant chemicals in the coastal environment.

Although analyses of sediment and water samples can legitimately be
part of a monitoring program, we emphasize the use of sentinel organisms
here primarily because of bioavailability. The issue of bioavailability
is an important one because sediment-bound contaminants are not neces-
sarily as available to uptake by organisms as they are to chemical ex-
traction.

Several workers have discussed the ideal attributes of a good sen-
tinel organism and these are listed here:

The organism should be cosmopolitan in order to minimize prob-
lems inherent in comparing data from the analysis of different
species with varying life histories and relationship to their
habitat.

A simple correlation should exist between the pollutant con-
tent of the organism and the average pollutant concentration
in the surrounding water.

The organism should accumulate the pollutant without being
killed by the levels encountered in the environment.

The organism should be sedentary in order to be representative
of the study area, although territorial species may be chosen
if information on a regional scale is sought.

The organism should be abundant throughout the study area and
be found in stable populations that can be sampled repeatedly.

The organism should be sufficiently long-lived to allow the
sampling of more than one year-class if desired.

The organism should be of reasonable size, giving adequate
tissue for analysis.
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The organism should be easy to sample and hardy enough to sur-
vive in the laboratory, allowing defecation before analysis
 if desired! and laboratory or transplant studies of pollutant
uptake.

The organism should tolerate a wide salinity range.

The organism should have minimal  or well understood! enzyme
systems that metabolize the contaminants in question so that
an assessment of the magnitude of contamination in the environ-
ment can be made.

Organisms that are of commercial value or can be cultured are
of immediate interest and work with them will have immediate
economic value.

Background data on such parameters as kinetics of uptake and
release, taxonomy, sexual cycle, lipid chemistry, growth rates,
etc., should be known or obtained early in a monitoring pro-
gram.

Sentinel organisms can be selected to address specific questions and
it should not be inferred that bivalves are the only appropriate moni-
toring organism. Although migratory, territorial species might be used
to serve as monitors of regional areas: e.g. finned fish and birds may
bioaccumulate certain contaminants at very high concentrations thus
making analysis easier, When including organisms other than bivalves,
rates of bioaccumulation and metabolism must be assessed prior to inter-
pretation of monitoring results. In some cases metabolism of contami-
nants can be a positive factor in that it permits study of the more re-
calcitrant chemicals.

Strate ies for Nonitorin

Neasurements of contaminant levels in even a well chosen sentinel
organism are not very meaningful unless they are made within the context
of the processes that affect their input, transport, degradation and
storage. Taking a holistic approach, analysis of contaminants needs to
be done simultaneously with physical and chemical measurements of water,
water movement and sediment transport processes. These factors need to
be integrated with the biological factors. However, resources available
to any monitoring program are finite, therefore, the compounds to be
assessed and the method of assessment must be chosen with care. In
order to make efficient use of available monitoring resources we need to
continually phrase associated research questions so that the results can
be applied generically to the greatest extent possible and are not in-
herently constrained by site specificity.

An order of priority in establishing the methodology and sequence of
measurements when extending monitoring programs into new or unknown areas
should be considered. The following general guidelines are suggested to
achieve a cost effective multistage approach:

site selection should be based on a preliminary assessment of
all relevant background information, supplemented if necessary
by a preliminary survey of sentinel organisms,
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� establishment of a longer term monitoring program in coastal
sites selected to identify hot spots of contamination and un-
polluted reference sites.

� determine temporal and spatial trends from a more comprehen-
sive study of selected sites.

� create a heirarchical analytical scheme to identify specific
samples for high resolution analysis following identification
by simpler scanning techniques.

� investigate biological impact and long term accumulation of
toxicants in local ecosystems.

Develo i Countries and International Coo eration

Nonitoring of chemical contamination in developing countries in-
volves the same principles and the lessons already learned by industria-
lized countries can be applied to new areas. Background information may
not be as available as it is in the more industrialized countries, rhere-
fore, acquisition of basic background information might necessarily be a
larger component of monitoring programs in some situations. Other re-
quirements such as trained personnel and sophisticated instrumentation
may not be easily available in developing countries and s realistic
assessment of available resources should be incorporated into the design
of these monitoring programs. It will not be possible to institute
state-of-the-art monitoring in many places but joint efforts with the
more developed countries will permit a significant effort to be made.
Recent efforts by UNEP and IOC-UNESCO indicate the need for training and
for assistance with modern chemical and biological techniques, Training
programs are making substantial progress in some regions and further
joint efforts with laboratories in developed countries can only increase
this progress. We suggest that laboratories currently using high reso-
lution analytical techniques participate in in-country training programs
and analyst exchange programs as a way to increase analytical expertise
around the world, Intercomparison/intercalibration exercises should
continue to improve reliability of data and the search for reliable,
simpler, less expensive analytical techniques should continue while pre-
sent techniques are applied to monitoring needs.

Research

Basic research into fundamental processes continues to be important
because understanding of the functioning natural systems affected by
chemical contamination remains imperfect and will remain so for the fore-
seeable future. We have learned much in the recent past and have begun
to place such processes as input, fate and effects into perspective.
However, quantitative information on these processes is still being pro-
duced and while major questions remain unresolved any monitoring effort
must be able to respond to new developments as they occur. As our under-
standing becomes more sophisticated we will need to ask different ques-
tions  or ask the same questions differently! and a monitoring program
should not be so rigidly designed that it cannot be adapted to the new
information. Knowledge is not. adequate at present to establish several
aspects of desired monitoring programs and a major oart of a monitoring
effort should be a continued attempt to understand the natural processes
that make up the system being studied,
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Monitori Pro rams: The U.S. Ex erience with Mussel Watch

The bivalve sentinel organism concept can be used in the assessment
of the current status of coastal contamination and the estimation of
spatial and temporal trends. We believe that the U.S. Mussel Watch ex-
perience has shown the validity of the sentinel organism concept and
that valuable environmental data can be obtained from a monitoring pro-
gram that incorporates bivalves as a component, Confusion about the
goals of the initial U.S. Mussel Watch program is perhaps one factor
that is impeding the establishment of an operational monitoring program
at this time. The greatest challenge in a monitoring effort is the
definition of the objectives. The monitoring effort must be designed to
answer specific questions and these objectives must be widely un4erstood
from the start. The objectives of the U.S, Mussel Watch program were to
assess the current status �976-78! of contamination by a selected group
of chemicals in waters of the U.S. outer coast. The focus was on 1! the
detection of regional trends, 2! the identification of "hor, spots" of
elevated concentrations, 3! the accumulation of a valid data set for one
time period that could be used to assess long-term trends, and 4! the
determination of monthly, seasonal, and annual variability of pollutant
chemical concentrations in organisms. Data obtained from the U.S. Mussel
Watch program have been successfully applied to the original objectives
of the program and the experience provides the foundation for new moni-
toring efforts. The major deficiency we have identifie4 in the data is
thar, sampling intensity was insufficient to detect many local "hot
spots". This deficiency reflects a lack of sufficient funds, not an
error in planning or stratepy.

The U.S. Mussel Watch program contained a substantial research ef-
fort that addressed specific questions as they arose but an operational
program might not contain that level of research effort. In addition to
a clear definition of goals, the creation of an operational monitoring
program that can adequately assess the chemical contamination of coastal
waters will require continuing research at some level. Once goals are
established, scientific and technical capabilities will probably need to
be develope4 to meet some of the goals. Our knowledge of the natural
system is not complete and the results of research will have to be con-
tinually incorporated into existing monitoring efforts if the monitoring
data is to remain credible.

While design of an operational program is possible, non-scientific
impediments exist that block implementation. Interagency rivalries and
conflicting or undefined jurisdictions are a frustrating reality, The
continuing re-examination of monitoring goals is an ongoing activity
that seems to delay action, Issues such as these are being addressed
but real progress at times seems sluggish. The paralysis of inaction
risks the loss of valuable 4ata and we urge a vigorous effort to resolve
the existing problems. The recently established program of National
Status and Trends in NOAA's Ocean Assessment Division is a step toward a
national monitoring program. This program seeks to "assess and document
the status and long-term changes of environmental quality of the nations'
coastal and estuarine environments." A request for proposals, issued in
July, 1984 and quickly withdrawn, is but. one example of the erratic pro-
gress being made toward the creation of a national coastal environmental
quality monitoring program. We suspect that the primary impediments to
the establishment of a monitoring program are not simply related to lack
of scientific and technical information, Rather, problems in the defi-
nition of the goals of such a program and relating these goals to a
van«r ly d~i i nod national policy are probably paramount.



Conclusion

Given that contamination by chemicals in coastal areas can have an
adverse effect on human health and on natural resource populations, it
would be desirable to be able to predict such effects and to govern our
waste disposal practices accordingly. Ideally, we would like to have
data on the concentrations of pollutants in all segments of the ecosys-
tem, pathways and rates of transfer of pollutants between these segments
and the adverse effects of these pollutants from the subcellular to the
ecosystem level. This holistic approach vill continue to be the ulti-
mate goal of scientific research in coastal environmental quality.

The complexity of nature is a reality and will inherently introduce
some uncertainty into monitoring data, This is not an acceptable excuse
for the paralysis of inaction in establishing a monitoring program for
chemical contamination in coastal areas, Part of rhe success of previous
efforts has been the recognition that such complexity exists and that
monitoring programs must be designed and operated within that context.
Uncertainties are inherent in scientific and technical knowledge and our
decision making process needs to incorporate these uncertainties. Deci-
sions that have environmental, economic and social impacts will be made
and we cannot permit the uncertainty caused by the complexity of natural
systems to paralyze research, environmental assessment and resource
management in coastal areas. A monitoring program is important' not
only to warn us of an existing or impending problem but also to inform
us that a chosen practice is functioning as predicted.

An operational monitoring program to monitor chemical contamination
in coastal areas can be implemented now and the concept of sentinel
organisms can be an effective component of a monitoring program.
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Many sci<ntists as wvl I as the Na-
tional Park Service are on record
as bi ing oppas<.d < o < hv Uti'gun In-
ler. jvcty project as proposed by
the Corps al Engin<.ers. 'I'hi pro-
ject would disrupt thi irolagy a 
the area. Land in thv tap< Hatter-
as Rational Seashore has rvcently
been approved for construction pur-
posess by Congress. B<.caus» t.his
proj< ct is vxr.rvmvly contiavvrsial,
it seems appropriate to study th<'
ramilications surrounding thi pro-
ject as much as passiblv, bi lore
funding becomes available,

The rvsearch here attempts co de-
fine thv nature and mapnit.udv af
geomorphic change in chv vicinity
of Uri gon inlet. Rates of mar-
phomi c r ic changv and si ditm nt budg-
ets arv pri s< ntvd as bas« I inv dara
as thvy arv rv I Jtvil to < lii dynamic
stabi I i ty af th< in li t aiid t.hv ad-
jacvnc coast.line.

Historical Chan ivs
Uri'gait iiili'c is l!al < at I ii» bJI < i <.'f
i sf and systviii si PJr,it ink <indi» I s�
I and I o t hv nort h rind I'i a I s I and t.o
t hv south. 'I'hi i it i< < I. important

2f13

lor navigat ion sincv it is che only
inlv<. at. <h» prvsi.nc time bvtwven
<Jpi <<i nry and Hat tvras In 1 i c .
Stat» and local of i i cia is view the
st.abilizatiun ol th< inlet «ssvn-
t iii I to <h< economy ol thi area,
especially lor chv local fishing
lndusrry at Wanchvse Harbor on Roan-
oke Island.

Early charts af the scudy a rea show
sev< ra I inlets in che vici nity of
Uregon lnlvt   Figure 1!. Because
of thv inaccuracies of these early
charts it. is difficulr. to deterraine
which mighc b» thv pri.decessor of
the present inlet. The existing
inlet opened during chv hurricane
of Septi.mber sixth and seventh in
IB46, t<n IB43 chart shcws an inlet
in t.hi area, but some distance
saurh oi <hv presinc location. The
rlosing ol koanukv lnl»c, ch» one
Hi r W t I < i'r k i I » i yh suppasvd I y usi'd
in I '>84, pramp< i d pol i < ic ians of
th» p»riod to pram<su <o reopen the
j n I i < I t i' I i'«. »d,

'!'I« i iilvt was ri lat i vi. I S undi sturb-
i d i'sir'I>< I or oct assi<	<J I dr»dy iny,
u<t< i I Iufr4 whvii Honiivr Br idg» was
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compl<.ted. Whilv it has bven hy-
pothesized that. the bridging has
cantributvd to inlet migration,
narrowing, and shoa ling, it has not
bein substantiated. Morc thar
likely, it has been thc deer!.ase in
storm fequency and magnifude since
the hurricanes of the 1930's and
the Ash Wednesday storm of 1962.

NPII<$65 IIS'161
!OLD I Wf f<$$5! i 5$5 I ISSI

0<RUIN<  i5$SIWNPLI NN<SRR5$Nf VNNUPNLOLD DR!VIDNNN

Figure 1. Inlet locations of the
Outer Banks of North Carolina,
Source: Birkemeier, 1981.

f!ata Sources and Anal svs
For this inves<.igation, !.h» shore-
line in r.he vicinity of Or»gon ln-
lvt is divided into three sections,
which are:  I! the updrift ocean
beach on southern Bodiv Island,   2!
t.hv downdril! a»can beach nn north-
ern Pva Island, and �! Or!gon In-
let. The Oregon Inlvt svc!ian can
be further Subdivided In! o I br< v
components, which ar<.:   I! t.hv sea
shoals or vbb tidal delta, �! thc
sound shoals or flno5f I.idal delta,
and �! t.hv inlvi gargv or Ihannef,

An inspection of historic maps and
chari.s bvr.wevn 1848 and 1982 shows
f hat ihl inl!t has bvr.n Inigrating
southward at. a raf.e of ninety feet
pcr yvar  I'igurv 2!. Concomitant
wit.h c.his southerly migration, is
th< change in inlet. throat width
 Figure 3!. The width of the inlet
throat in 1848, 1915, and 1949 range
ed between four tenths and one half
of a mile  Figure 4!. The occur-
ance of the Ash Wednesday storm re-
sult.ed in a widening of the inlet.
ta 1.6 miles  Figure 3!. ln 1982,
calculations showed that the inlet
throat. had been Iiarrowing since 1974
at a rat» of thrvv hundrf'd and ill iy-
six feet pvr y<ar in order to at-
tainn its present. widr.h ol about
three tent.hs of a milv, Since the
opvniny, of I.hc ilil<'r. in 1846, con-
siderable change has occurred with
respect. <o the approximate location
of the existing inlvt and r.he pro-
posed jet.ties   Figurc 6!.

Figurc 2. Inlet in 1848 with pre-
scni gorgv ~bown b!twfvn triangles.
 Af !L r liuke Un i vers i r y   vol . Lab. ! .
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Figure 3. Inlet. in 1915 wi th pre-
sent gorge shown between r rtangles.
 At tcr Duke University Geol. Lab. !.

I'igurc 4. Inlet in 1949 wit h prt-
sent. gurge shown between r,ri angle s.
 At I < r Duke Univcrs it y  *'< o I . l.ah. ! .

Figure 5, Inlet. in 1962 wi th pre-
sent gorge shown between triangles.
 Aiter Duke University Geo I . Lab !-

Figurc 6. Inlc  in 1974 wtth thc
! orat. ion ol the present gorgts the
proposed >.t.ty system and thc Bon-
ner Hridp. IAtt~ r Uukt Univt rstty
I,'co 1,
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The main channi.l of the inlet has
also been migrating southward
through time and it has also tended
to become shallower since the mid
1960's  I'igure 7!. Betwe en 1937
and 1957, the depch ot r.he main
channel c:hanged from twenr.y feet co
thirty-rwo feet respect.ively. And

Figure 7. In ! er. i:rossect ions.
Source: Dolan and Glassen, I 973 ~

when the inlet ai rained its greatest
cross-sectional area in 1965, the
main channel of the inlec was
thirty-one feet deep. The seemingly
greater depth and cross-sectional
area recorded in 1957 and in 1965
are thought co be related to the
large number of hut'ricanes that oc-
curred in the area from 1954
through 1959, and the impact. ot the
Ash Wednesday storm ot 1962. In
the late 1970's, the bridge pilings
near Pea Is!and were being under-
mined by t.he main channel and forc-
ed the bridye to be closed tempo-
rarily. The channel now must be
dredged almost continually co main-
rain a depth and location required
for navigation purposes.

The period between the Ash Wednes-
day storm and the present has sr.en
relatively !ittle storm accivicy.
There has bein a rrarked dc.crease in
the frequency and magnicudi uf se-
vere northeastcrs and a major hur-
ricane has not made landfall with-
in i.he loca!icy ot the in!or. dur-
ing rhis pc riod. 'I'his quie set nr.
pi riod has been marked by a high

accret.ion rate in both the ebb t.i-
da! and flood tidal de! tas. Chang-
es in the rnorphomer ry of the sound
and the sea shoa I s were inadi by re-
cording depch measuremencs along a
series of transects, It was tound
r hat rhe mean depth of the ebb de I-
ta decreased trom �.6 feet in 1961
ro 13.7 teer in 1972  Figure 8!,

MEAN DEPTH OF EBB TIDAL DELTA  ft!

I 96! !972 1982

Figure 8. Mean depth of ebb tidal
delta, in feet, for 1961, 1972 and
1982.

While between 1972 and 1982 the
mean depth of c.he ebb delta de-
creased an additional two feet, to
11.7 feet, This rate of sedimenc
accumulation represencs an annual
increase of 0.85 cubic yards of
sed imi. ni per square yard of area or
805,513 total cubic yards per year
over the area of the ebb c ida I de I-
ta   Figure 9!, The flood de!ca has

MEAN DEPTH OF FLOOD TIDAL DELTA  ft.!

0
1961 !972 !982

F'igure 9. Mean depth of flood tidal
delta, in feet., for 1961, 1972 and
1982.



also been decreasing in depth. Be-
tween I'961 and 1972, the mean
depth ot the tlood delta decreased
trom six fret to 4,8 feet, While
between 1972 and 1982, the mean
dept.h decreased an additonal foot
to a depth of 3.8 feet. This rate
oE sediment accumulation marks an
annual inr rease of 0.3 1 cubic yards
of sediment per squat'e yard of area
or 613,098 total cubic yards per
year over the flood tidal delta.
The total accretion for both the
ebb and flood ti.dal delr.as is cal-
culated to be 1,418,611 cubic yards
per year.

This accumulation of sediment in
r.he inlet can be observed in the
tot.al area of the shoals exposed at
low water in bot.h the ebb and Elood
t.idal deltas  Figure 10!. Between
1961 and 1972, exposed shoals were
not observed in the ebb delta.
While in 1982, ten acres of shoals
were exposed. Twenty-four acres of
shoals were exposed at low water on
the tlood delta in 1961. This in-
creased to fifty-five acres in 1972,
and to seventy-nine acres in 1982.
However, it must be realized that
some of this accumulation could be
spoil from dredging activity,

SHOALS EXPOSED
AT LOW WATER  acresj

IOO

75

DELTA
50

25

0

196I I 972 1982

Figure 10. Acres of shoa!s exposed
at low water for 1961, 1972 and
1982,

An L xaminat ion was made of the up-
dr<It and downdriit ocean beaches

Bodie island and Pea island re-
spectively in order to determine if
any s>gniticanr dilterences exist
in the beach/duse complexes  Fig-
ure ll!. Hara for the analyses
were derived from two engineering
surveys dating from 1937 and 1976.
A tour mile reach of beach was ex-
amined on either side of the inlet.
Within each section, twenty pro-
 i!es werc used. The profiles are
locared approximately one thousand
 eer apart and originate behind a
Eoredune ridge baseline and ex-
tend to mean high wat.er. Bot.h the
updritt and downdrift beaches were
found to be receding with a rising
sea level. The maximum amount of
recession was found to be twenty-
Eivc feet per year, and occurred on
the updritt ser tion nt ur i,'oqu<na
Beach. The max imum rate oi rt-
cession on the downdri t. beach was
twenty  eet per year and occurred
in th« proximity ol the National
Wildlife Service Headquarters
bui!ding on Pea Island. Addition-
ally, an increase in dune height in
excess oE ten Eeet has been observ-
ed since 1937. This is the result
of the construction and maintenance
of a barrier dune line by the
National Park Service.

Volumetric changes were calculated
for the updritt and downdrift
beaches  Figure 12!. It was found
that the updri t beaches were erod-
ing at a rate of 114,000 cubic yards
annually, while the downdrift beach-
es were accreting at a rate of

4,000 cubic yards annually. These
 igures represent. a net loss of
5.39 cubic yards o[ sediment per
linear foot ot beach per year for
the updrift beaches and a net gain
of 5.87 cubic yards per linear foot
per year for the downdrift beaches.
These changes in the storage char-
acteristics o  the beach/dune com-
plex repr.-ants a variety ot coast-
al proces-... which relate to
changes ~ - aches, capes and in-
lets.
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Figure 11. Shore! ine change in the
vicinity of Oregon Inlet. Source:
Sharica, 1978.

VOLUMETRIC CHANGES IN THE

BEACH/DUNE COMPLEX  yds /yr!

I:i guru 
, Vo! umet.ric chang< s in
th< b~ ach/dune cumplt x, tn cubic
yard., pi r yi ar.

Using data becween 1972 and 1978
from the Corps pic.r at Duck, North
Carolina  Figure 13!, the average
monthly and annual predicted rates
of long»hore transport can be de-
termined based on the method recom-
mended in the Shore Prorection !fan-
ual  CBRC, 1973!. Along the north-
ern portion of the Outer Banks the
ner longshore r.ransporc is to the
south at a rate of 1,068,004 cubic
yards per year, The sedicnent thar.
is transported onshore is a signif-
icant. factor in che present infill-
ing at. 0 rc.gon lnlec. But a total
of 114,000 cubtc yards of rhe long-
shore transport. is derived from the
updrift beaches within four miles
of thc inlec. 0F the rota! 1,418,�
6]f cubic yards that is deposited
annually <n the ebb and liood tidal
deltas, 1,182,004 cubic yard» or a-
bout f!!. ! pc rct nt i» derived from
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longshore cransparc. The rernain-
ing 236,607 cubic yards of s»dement
Is d»clued froln »ilh»r sound or
ollshore source.s. An »xacc. deter-
mination cannot b» mad» on c.h» a-
mount. of sediment that. »scap»s c he
inl»r.'s sink annually b»cause c.he
downdrift longshore rransport. rate
is nor. known, However, it is esti-
rnenced t.har. 124,000 c.ubic yards are
being deposiced annually on the
four mile section of the downdrift
beach an Pea island. This amount
is essentia/ly equivalent to the
amount being removed ft'om r.he up-
drift. bear.hes on Bodie Island.

Conclusions
Most barri»r island inl»ts are in a
state. ol dynamic stability and r.end
to close wit.h t ime. An inlet ' s de-
mise can be related t.o the movement
of sediment and all t.hat c.his im-
plies, including the closing of
other inlets that are less favor-
ably located. At Oregon Inlet with
its migracian shoaling and narrow-
ing, wave action is decreasing as is
the tidal prism which cends to les-
sen the integrated flux of energy,

This situation does nac allow a sig-
nificant amounr. of sand L.a move.
For an inlet to remain open for a
long p»rind of time IL requires the
maximization of th» t ida I prism as
compar»<l Lo the litloral drift. The
larg»r and more irr»gular Lhe drift
and che snlaI I»r the tidal flow the
greac»r Ch» possibtlicy of che in-
let shoaling and closing, Also, in-
let e I I ic i»ncy is equal to the in-
verse re l ac ianship between the in-
let's cross-sectional area and the
sound area. In th» case of Oregon
inlet rhe cross-sectional area has
d»crc,as»d since 1962 whil» we as-
s uln» L I1» satlncl at»a has rema ined r he
same. ln 1965, whi I » t.he cross-
sc c t iona I area was larger than in
1937, the 197 7 c ross-sect iona I area
was considerably less than in 1937
or 1965. lt is suggested here that
the 1962 Ash Wednesday storm scoured
the inlet., but since that r. ime, de-
rreasing storm magnitude and fre-
quency has allowed t.he inlet ta be-
com» small»r.



Th« lnlc t ' s morpho loyy, which con-
sists ot th« sea and suund shoals
and the inlet gorge, se«mingly has
changed with the cyclic nature of
storms. The inlt t's morphology also
responds to changes in t.he longshore
drift and the tidal prism, When
drift is minimized and the prism is
maximized there is commonly more
than a single dominant channel
through the inler.. Oregon Inlet,
now has a single channel through the
sea shoal which is dredged to main-
tain its location and a navigatable
depth.

Any attempt to simplify the complar-
ity of the inlet processes by jetty-
ing or even dredging, is tantamount
to alrering the tilt of the earth' s
axis' and expecting nothing to hap-
pen. It is strongly suggesr.ed here
that more research is needed to de-
cidee on a long term managemenr. po li-
cy such as jettying; and that the
short term dredging should be con-
tinued until jettying or hope fully
other management alternatives are
more intensively studied.
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C~rpholog ists should he wa>.y
of making hasty judgements <>n
coast eros ion prohlet»s r
especially as many of their views
are accepted with alacrity hy
coastal residents and managers.
'lhis cautionary study ftescrihes
how a ma jor misconcept ion as to
the orig in of a severe coast
erosion pro >lem in southeast
Ireland has spawned a series of
ill-founded protection measures.
In a country where the total
annual central governinen t
appropriation for mast
protection s< heines >s less than
S2~ such lack of ur>der
~tending rs a serious matter.

>>t>sslare Bay is in t.he <nxt reme
southeast corner of Ireland   Fiq.
I !. Whi'ie the east-fac>ng hay >s
within the semi � enclose<i Irish
Sea, the shoreline plan owes m<>rc
to control exercised hy northerly
moving Atlantic swel , refr'acted
around the promrix nt. ht a< !l an<3:.r

0reenore Wint and as such
Rnsslare Pay appears to he a good
example of a crenellate hay
 Bi lvester 1970! moving towards
s<xt>e fi>rm of equi 1 ihrium hetween
plan form and wave action *s
recxxJni sed wor ld wide hy the
concept of loq-spiral hays.
Rosslare beach extends for 15 km,
frcm Greenore lt>int to the
estuary mouth spit at the
entrance of Wexford Harhour. The
2-3 km of southern coast of the
hay comprises Low beaches and
err>ding <Jlacial till cliffs up to
10 m in hei<Jht. Near Wsslare
village the cliffs r!ive way
laterally to spit sediments with

s ingle Iow sand dune r i dge,
tronted hy, at Iow tide, a 20-50
m wi<ie heach. A shore-parsi le 1
bar <x <.epics the inner i>earshore
zone. The shore 1 ine terminates
>n a narr<iw si>nd spit, stretc.h>n;!
out on r ll<' souther n s i<is of
'ltexf'>r< I Hnrtx>ut, a 5 > k<n2
estuary, partly <naintained hy
cl >sc >at:]e   10-350 cctn<><'s ! f ro<n
the H>ver Blaney,



Harbour is a southerly di rected
spit   Raven Spit! suppl ied with
sediment fran the rapid!y erocling
fluvio-glacial sand/<! rave! c 1 i f f s
along the north County wexford
coast. Johnston  ! 984! adv<ocates
that the southerly longshore
drift potential in the vicinity
of the Raven Spit is four to five
times that of the northerly
longshore drift potential along
Rosslare Bay. 'Ihe intersection
of the two drift systems is
unclear � yet the presence of a
substantial ebb � tide delta at the
estuary mouth s<xfgests that spit
dynamics must be related to
longshore sediment supply and
tidal hydraulic interactions.

'Ihe spring tidal range is 1,6 m
in Ross lare bay and 1, 5 m in
F4.xford Harbour  estuary! . Median
wave heights are < lm frcx«all
onshore directions, with
southeast storm wave~ heing the
highest  Orford et al 1983!.

History of Shoreline Erosion and
Protection

The entire coast of Rosslare Bay
is suffering from erosion.
Figure 2 provides a su<Tn<ary of
the available data based on map
and airphoto analysis, The local
view of this erosion, based on
the perception of a resiclents
action group at Rosslare Strand,
is that it was initiated by the
construction of a railway-f.erry
jetty  Ireland to !«ales! n~orth of
Greenore R>int in the 1880s at
the position now identifiecl as
Rosslare Harbour. Tt is thought
that the jetty impeded the
northez ly movement of longshore
drift, so starving the beaches in
Rosslare Bay and in the process
threatening the centre ot County
hexf<ord's coastal tourism trade
at Rosslare Strand. Alm<ost all
shore protecti<on initiatives have
been based on tht.< impeded cirift
pr<mis», rxrtw<thstanding the
general lack of evidence

In 1924-25 the d ista 1 1200 m
stretch of Rossla re Spit were
breached hy severe southeasterly
storm washover thus isolating the
coastguard station at Rosslare
Fort   Fig. 3! . 'Ihe spit was
f<nally beheaded in the late
192Cs and over the next 50 years
the spit terminus retreated about
2.5 km to its present position.
This initial beheading seems to
have precipitated a long-running
battle over coastal erosion
between the local residents, the
local council  F4.xford County
Council!, the national government
 the Board of Marks! and the
railway company  Corais Impair
F.'irann! who still maintain a rail
link from Fublin to Rosslare
Harbour. f<< nunber of piecemeal
compromise coastal defence
solutions have been undertaken
since the 193Cs, including the
construction of tither and
concrete hulkheads, timber
groynes, timber palisactes and
slatted snow fences and rock
armouring . Many of these
solut ion s have been imposed over
short stretches of shoreline by
individuals wishing to protect
their own property most notably
by private hotels and by a golf
course on the Spit. Tn places
landfill and old cars have been
dumped over the cliff to serve as
protection. Between 1964-72
attempts to nourish Rosslare
Strand with sediment from the
deposits impeded updri f t of
Ross la re Harbour, hel ped to slow
erosion at. Rosslare, but disputes
over sour<oes of. new sediment and
legal action cut t he amount of
nourishment to negligible ! evels
between 1971 and 1982. In 1983
the railway company CIE had to
provide 105 x 103 m3 of offshore
dredge spoil in order to fulfil a
requ i remen t for beach
nour i shmen t . The sed imen t was
placed on the beach at Rosslare
strand, hut unfortunately, its
f'ine size meant that tt. was
rapidly removeci offshore gtvinq
no lastin<! protection to the
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beach.

Fur ther sources of sediment for
nourishment have yet to he
identified, but impeded drift
reserves south of Rosslare
Harbour are now virtually
exhausted with little further
accretion taking place at a rate
sufficient to replenish the
amount heing used for nourishment
between 1964-71.

1he major coastal problran for
Ireland in general and Rosslare,
specifically, is that there has
never been sufficient legislation
or finance to allow a unified
coastal management plan to be
developed by which recognition of
geomorphic processes and results
could underwrite a coherent and
acceptable coastal defence policy.

~rphol ical Assessment

Ccxrrparison of early maps   British
Admiralty Hydrographic Charts
see Fig. 4! suggests that the
pre-jetty erosion was at least of
the same order, if not greater in
sane places   Fig. 2!, than
post-jetty erosion  Ordnance
Survey 1:10660!. Most of the
coast is still eroding at between
0.6 m and 2.0 m per year though
the rates are slowing down due to
the combined impact of coastal
protection measures. 'Ihe till
cliffs show an irregular spatial
retreat pattern, ccmrprising
shallow rotational slides,
spall ing and loca] ised mudsl ides
and slumps. Most  > 79%! of the
cliff material is of silt or clay
sized particles, which appear to
be transported seawards in
suspension. Very little cliff
debris remains on the beach.
Sane sand sized material moves
alongshore to the north, hut the
volrxrre is only in the order nf
10~103 m3 per year  sohnston,
1984! and is insufficient to
provide beach protection. Most
of this sand probably moves
alongshore in the nearshore bar

system outs i de the groyne f ield,
Wwndrift of the resort of
R>sslare Strand, the dunes are
trirrmed frequently hy high tides,
and show no signs of any recent
foredune accumulation. Fbr most
of its length the dune is only
one ridge wide and is close to
col lapse hy undermining in
numerous places

while construction of the
Wsslare Harbour jetty did result
in accretion of a small shadow
foreland, its openwork character
 !880-!978! is exceedingly
unlikely to have caused major
disruption to any original
dcminant longshore sediment
transport. W the basis of
extracted sediment for beach
nourishment purposes, the average
pre-jetty drift rate past
Ross 1 are Harbour was 5 x
103/m!/vr, 'Ihis is ccrrwrensurate
with the current rate of sediment
now being eroded in Rosslare Bay
and entering the beach  c. 6 x
103/m3/yr. Ibis suggests that
the building of the harbour has
not materially affected the
northerly longshore supply to
R>sslare Spit. 'Ihe recent
rebuilding of the Harbour �978!
with a replacement impermeable
sea wall may, however, auger
further longshore supply
depletion. Inspection of map and
field evidence casts considerable
doubt on the importance of the
coast east of Rosslare as a past
major sediment source for
supplying long term beach volumes
that would have protected
Rosslare Strand and more
importantly built Rosslare Spit.
Map analysis shows no long r:erm
shoreline changes, while the
cliffs have well-vegetated,
stable profiles at angles ICP-XP
lower than the eroding cliffs
wi thin Mssl are Bay. I4e would
argue that the development of a
crene! late hay at Ross!are, west
of the present Harbour position,
necessitated similar erosion
rates now, as experienced prior
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to jetty construction! . The
sediment volumes required to
build and maintain Rosslare Spit
are not likely to he supplied
solely fran erosion of the
Rosslare-Carnsore Mint tills.
The higher erosion rates
experienced at Rosslare Strand
must reflect the changes in size
and position of Rosslare Spit
rather than solely on the longer
term changes engender' hy
the dynamics associated with the
crenellate bay developnent of
Rosslare Bay. Given the loss
rate frcm the Spit of 38 7 x
103/rn3/yr over the period
1940-1980, it is clear that
alternative sources of sediment,
apart f ran the minor eroding
clif f element, have to be
considered .

The sanewhat inconclusive nature
of the jetty evidence prompted
consideration of the dynamics of
k!nxford estuary as a potential
factor in the Rosslare erosion
probl~. In the rnid-nineteenth
century the shallower intertidal
'sloblands' within the estuary
were extensively reclaimed
 Furlong, 1970! through the
construction of low banks, across
the north and south arms of the
estuary  Fig. 5!, followed by
pumping. Within a decade
�845-1855! these reclamation
activities halved the high water
area of the estuary, although
only about 10% of the tidal prism
volume was lost. The main effect
of these schemes has been to
alter the volume of tidal
inflow/outflow and hence tidal
hydraulics and, as a consequence,
the stability of the tidal
inlet. It is postulated that the
loss of the shallow estuarine
areas, including sane salt marsh,
would have radically altered the
ebb tide regime, producing a
shorter, more concerted flow.
Additionally the discharge from
the River Slaney would not have
been so readiLy intercepted and
retained hy the estuary, so

reinforcing the ebb tide
danination. The sedimentological
consequences of this may he
traced from the sequence of maps
  Fig. 5! taken over the last 140
years. 'Ihe shift frcm f leod to
ehb bias is reflected in a rapid
flushing of the fled material,
prcgrading the ebb delta. 'Ihis
caused two further changes; one,
the bypassing efficency of
sediment fran north  Raven Spit!
to south  Rosslare Spit! was
impaired, so starving the
southern beaches   Rosslare
Strand! and causing the
progressive withering of the spit
in an apparent updrift direction
fran the distal terminus  Fig.
3!, and two, the burgeoning ebb
delta and change~ in the
nearshore of Rosslare Bay prior
to jetty construction   Fig . 4!
resulted in a major perturbation
of the inshore wave climate   Fig.
6!. 'Ihe main change of this
being the comparative shelterinq
of the Rosslare Strand from
northeasterly storms allowing the
northerly drift of material to
accelerate. These two processes
together led to the onset of
accelerated erosion along the
southern shore. The lack of
sediment moving south round the
ebb tide rlelta meant a major
reduction in the sand accretion
to Rosslare Spit's distal end
hence the high rates of erosion.

Conclusion

'Ihe main point of this study is
obvious it is dangerous to leap
to conclusions as to the cause of
coastal erosion prohlrans. The
Rosslare study exemplifies this
well. 'Ihe erosion problems of
the Ray could be related to any
combination of three factors.
Cne, that the shoreline is
retreating through natural
wasting caused hy, perhaps,
sea � level r ise or changing
storminess or by the continuing
movement towards sane form of
wave climate � shoreline
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equilibria associated with the
crenellate bay morphology.
that the reclamation of Wexford
Harbour in the 1850s set off a
chain reaction manifest today in
shoreline recession around
Rosslare Bay. Ihree, that the
construction of a jetty in 1880
near Rosslare R>int was solely
responsible for Rosslare Strand's
erosional problems. Option three
seems the least plausible, given
the existing map and field data,
although it has been widely cited
as the sole cause, and most
coastal defense initatives have
been linked to it. At most the
changes imposed in the system by
the presence of the jetty are
only cosmetic in affect. Option
one <natural erosion! is hard to
assess due to a lack of
information, but sealevel
stability over the last 200 years
at least means that shoreline
displacement due to vertical
sealevel rise is highly
unlikely. Likewise no evidence
exists for changing storminess
over the last two centuries, As
for natural movement to
crenellate bay equilibrium � this
seems unlikely given the dramatic
change in sediment supply and the
catastrophic demise of the spit.
Option two, associating estuarine
reclamation with later coastal
change is at least, the most
intriguing, and from the evidence
presented here, albeit
circumstantial, the most likely.
%here are a number of other sites
in Ireland where a scmewhat
similar pattern of cause and
effect can be noted, but as yet
they have gone uninvestigated.
'Ihis is a further reflection on
the inexperience of coastal
engineers' in Ireland who fail to
recognise the interlocking nature
of natural environmental systems
which appear at first glance to
be unrelated.

Lessons for managmnent are easy
to accept but hard to implement.
lesslare Bay is now so festooned

with coastal engineering
struct ures of varying designs,
origins and ages that it would
not be easy to restart on a new
basis. Ihe chances of
facilitating estuary bypassing
are slim, given the costs
involved, while construction of
new defenses would do 1 it tie to
help an already starved beach.
the likely prognosis for Rosslare
Strand is continued erosion
unless a major beach nourishment
scheme with all its additional
ramifications related to
maintenance can be undertaken.
Given that this kind of operation
has never been successfully
undertaken in Ireland and that
the cost of the exercise would be
considered by Government agencies
to be disproportionate tn the
value of Wsslare Strand, then
the future for the site looks
bleak. 'Ihis scenario does not
however prevent local property
investment being welcomed by
Rosslare Strand residents who see
its encouragement as a means of
forcing Local and Central
Covernments agencies to undertake
even more ineffective remedial
coastal protection measures!
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Fig. l Location of Rosslare
Harbour, Co. Wexford

Fig. 2 ~tal units of Rosslare
Bay with rrean annual shore-
line erosion rates and
coastal protection rreasures.
Note that data for periods
A and B come from Hydro-
graphic and Topographic
surveys respectively



Fig. 4
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Erg. 3 Changes in the position
of Rosslare Spit �925�
1983! based on map and
air � photo analysis. Note
the beheading and retreat
of the spit terminus,

Changes in the bathym try
of Rosslare Bay during the
perrod �845 � 1883!, prior
to any affects of the
first jetty at Rosslare
Barbour. Definitions;
Erosion= the 1883 contour
is landward of the 1845
positicn. Severe erosion.

where the 1883 -20' or -12' con-
tour is landward of the 1845 -12'
or -6 ' contour. Deposition;
where the 1883 contour rs seaward
of the 1845 position. Note the
deposr ties on the northern flank
of the eb-:ide delta and the
erosion bc.rn on the southern flank
of the cbo-' 'de delta, and rn Ross-
!are Bay ~ ' '.882.



Fig. 5 Changes w the bethyrretry
of Wexford Harbour and the
ebb-tide delta �845-1958!
and the extent of estuary
reclamation �847-1854!.
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Fig. 6. The alteration in long-
shore wave p3wer for twr7
wave direction due to
bathy77etriC ChangeS in
Rosslare Bay prior to
Rosslare Harbour con-
struction. Ho: off-
shore wave height
TO wave peliod, 2:
d2rection of wave
approach. Note the
reduction of southerly
drift in the lee of Ross-
lare Bay for both wave
directions by l883,
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LAND USE CONTROLS TO REDUCE COASTAL
EROSION DAMAGE IN WISCONSIN

Professor Douglas A . Yanggen
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Hadison, Wisconsin

Introduction

There are three general types of erosion-hazard situations found along
the cnast of the Great Lakes. The first involves erosion of beaches.
Beaches are periodically being worn away in some areas while
accumulating in other areas, Structures placed too close to eroaing
beaches will be subject to flooding and undermining by waves. A
second related type of shore erosion involves sand dunes. Dunes
protect against wave attack and floading. D'sturbance of dunes and
removal of vegetatinn will subject them to wind and wave erosion and
result in a loss of their protective functian . Bluff retreat is the
third type of erosion hazard. It is the most prevalent and most
serious problem in Wisconsin and is the major focus of this paper,

Significant erosion is taking place along almost one-half of
Wisconsin's 620 miles of mainland shoreline on Lake Hichigan and Lake
Superior. On Lake Michigan, short-term recession rates of 3-15 feet
per year have been recorded along sandplains and 2 � 6 feet per year
along high blufflines. On Lake Superior, recession rates of 2-5 feet
per year are cammon along blufflines and rates in excess of 10 feet
per year have been recorded around bays. As the shoreline recedes,
houses and other structures are damaged or destroyed. Damages of over
$16 million occurred during the 1972-76 high water period and will
increase as erosion continues and additional development takes place
in erosion hazard areas.

Causes of Shore Erosion

Wave erosion
Wind driven waves are the primary erosive force or. Wisconsin's Lake
Michigan and Lake Superior coasts. Beaches are continuously changing
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as waves add or remove materials. During storms, high steep waves
rcmove beach materials and carry them lakeward. In periods between
storms, small waves tend to carry material shoreward and build up the
beaches. Waves that approach the shore at an angle create a
"longshore current" that runs parallel to the shore. Longshore
currents move materials along the shoreline in a process called
"littoral drift" that can help replenish beaches. If this littoral
drift is blocked, however, rapid erosion may occur.

The extent to which waves and currents erode shorelines depends upon a
variety of factors. Among these factors are: storm direction and
intensity; wind strength and duration; the configuration of the lake
bottom; structures which affect littoral drift; and lake levels.
Higher lake levels caused by increased rainfall in the drainage basin
or storm surges allow waves to attack the shoreline farther back than
usual, greatly accelerating erosion. Lake Michigan varies between a
historic high of 580.2 feet and a low of 575.4 feet. Lake Superi. or
levels range from 598.2 feet to 602,0 feet. In addition, a storm
surge on the open coast can raise water levels several feet during the
storm. In some bays the storm surge can be even greater, reaching
four to six feet on occasion. property owners may build too close to
the shore during periods of Iow lake levels because they believe the
shoreline is stable. When higher lake levels occur the protective
beaches which normally dissipate the force of the waves are again
submerged and waves directly attack the shoreland. Shorelands
downdrift from structures which trap the movement of sand, such as
groins, piers and off-shore breakwaters, are subject to particularly
severe erosion.

Bluff retreat
Wave attack undercuts or steepens bluffs causing unstable slope
conditions. Even if wave-induced erosion could be completely halted,
bluff recession would continue as the force of gravity acts to move
material on the unstable slope to a lower position. Over a long
period of time, the slope would reach a stable angle of repose where
the stresses acting to move material down the slope and the resistance
of the materials on the bluff to these stresses are in balance. The
texture  size and shape! of the material.s comprising the bluff and the
ground water pressures determine the resistance to shearing. The
shear stress of the materials in the bluff is primarily influenced by
the bluff height and the angle of the slope. Water entering the soil
and frost action can further weaken the bluff. Localized ground water
conditions may greatly reduce slope stability. When water percclating
through the soil reaches an impermeable layer, the water may push
material out from the bluff face causing collapse of the overlying
soil. Building development and other activities which add weight or
water to the bluff also increase its instability.

Host bluff retreat occurs as slope failure, that is, periodic land
slides. The most common forms of land slides are slumping and
translational sliding. Bluffs composed of silt and sand tend to
slough off in shallow layers in the form of translational slides.
This occurs when materials moves down the sloping bluff face along a
single slide surface in a layer several inches to one or two feet
thick. Along some parts of the shorelines this typo of bluff failure
is probably the most important. However, it is impossible to quantify
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the effects of translational sliding without detailed measuremen or
to predict its occurrence in more than a general sense. Slumps tend
to occur in more cohesive materials where a large intact mass of the
bluff slides downward in a rotational motion. Slumping usually takes
place fairly rapidly and the movement of one slump block can remove up
to 50 or 100 feet of bluff top. This type of landslide could result
in both loss of like and considerable property damage  Edil and
Vallejo, 1976! .

The absence of vegetation on the face of a bluff indicates an active
state of erosion. Bluffs with an unvegctated face are subject to
surface erosion from rain and runoff. Development which remcves
vegetation, creates impervious surfaces, and increases runoff
accelerates this erosion. Ravine corrosion is common along many
bluffs. Stormwater drainage from intermittent streams, road ditches,
storm drains and other sources of concentrated runoff causes ravines
to form. Over time, these ravines may enlarge to threaten structures
placed too close to them. Vegetation on the top of the bluff in
combination with storm water controls such as earthen harms may
intercept and divert surface runoff preventing it from eroding the
bluff. In some cases, the amount of material removed by surface
erosion may exceed the amount removed by slumps and slides.

Wave erosion, landslides and surface erosion often occur in
combination at a particular site. In these cases, attempts to deal
with erosion which do not take into account all three of these factors
will be unsuccessful. Thus, vegetation and storm water controls will
not control bluff recession that is due to sliding and slumping unless
the slope has been stabilized. The slope cannot be stabilized unless
the toe of the bluff has been protected against further wave attack.

Bluff recession is influenced by many factors. These factors do not
occur in a uniform or continuous process over the short term; e.g.,
wave attack which is related to fluctuating lake levels. After each
increment of slope failure the slope temporarily stabilizes until
these forces once again decrease slope stability and precipitate
another slope failure. A slope may appear stable and become heavily
vegetated for a period of years. However, active recession during the
life span of a typical building is inevitable for many of the coastal
bluffs.

The Structural A roach To Dama e Reduction
There are two basic approaches to reducing erosion damages: the
structural method and the land use cont~ol method. The structural
method relies on slowing down the erosion process by constructing
devices to protect against wave attack or to stabilize the bluff. The
land use control method focuses on adjusting land use to the erosion
hazard by setting structures back a safe distance and controlling
runoff.

Ccmmon structural methods to reduce wave attack are to armor the shore
by rip-rap revetments or bulkheads and to build protective beaches by
devices such as groins or nearshore breakwaters. Devices to stabilize
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bluffs including reshaping the bluff to s stable angle and
constructing terraces with retaining walls. Structural methods are
most appropriate for protecting existing development against erosion.
They may also be necessary for protecting sewage treatment plans,
ports and other high value new developments which have to be located
in the immediate shoreland area. The setback approach is preferable
largely because of the limitations of structural attempts from both a
private and public point of view. Among these limitations are: �!
Attempts to adequately protect against waves may not be feasible from
an engineering point of view, e .g., effective protection may
require stabilization of a coastal reach which is longer than the site
in question. �! Structural measures are usually too costly in
relation to the value of the land proposed to be protected. The
effective life of a structure is reflected in its construction cost.
Improperly- designed> installed or maintained protective measures will
fail and are a waste of money. �! Structural measures may have
adverse off-site effects. Grains may cause accelerated erosion by
starving down drift beaches. Shore armorment may deflect waves which
erode adjoining property. �! The form of shore protection most
commonly used by individual property owners is loose dumping of stone
or concrete rubble . This practice affords only short term protection.
Besides destroying the natural beauty of the shoreline, this material
often ends up on the bed of the lake, impairing the public rights in
navigable waters.

The Land Use Control A roach to Dame e Red~ction
The land use control approach focuses on the safe location of
development in shoreland areas. It adjusts land use to the erosion
hazard by the appropriate setback of buildings and other vulnerable
uses in erosion-prone areas. Local zoning ordinances and subdivision
regulations can require that new development be placed landward of
erosion hazard setbacks. Establishing a safe setback involves several
steps:  a! identifying the areas subject to erosion;  b! determining
shore recession rates;  c! selecting the length of time during which
regulated uses are to be protected from recession; and  d! in the case
of bluffs, the additional step of estimating the stable slope angle.

There are two basic approaches to determining erosion hazard � the
site specific method and the reach method, The site specific method
requires a geotechnical engineering analysis at each site at the time
development is proposed. This method may require a report analyzing
among other things:  a! wave-induced erosion based upon recession
rates and wave energy calculations;  b! geologic conditions including
the soils at the site and their properties and stabililty; and  c!
groundwater and surface water conditions. While the site specific
approach may be technically accurate, it is too costly and time
consuming for all but the most expensive development.

The reach method uses generalized formulas to estimate the erosion
hazard . Nuch of the information needed is available from studies made
through the Wisconsin Coastal Zone Nanagement Program. Erosion Hazard
Area Napa at a scale of 1 inch equals 2,000 feet delineate areas with
erosion potential. These maps also show short-term recession rates
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�966-1975! and long-term recession rates at selected intervals. In
general, it is preferable to use the long-term rate as a measure of
recession. In speaking of the variation over time in average retreat
rates, a technical paper of the Corps of Engineers notes: "Thus, the
nn h hi * n nh n n hh h n i nn rn
tend to decrease with time. The variance of these estimates would
also tend to decrease  thus, the precisions increase! jn direct
proportion between the number of years between surveyshu  Hands,
1979!.

Kstablishin a Recession Rate Setback
A recession rate setback distance can be established by multiplying
the average annual recession rate by the assigned design life of the
structure to be protected  e.g. ~ 30 years, 50 years or I.OO years for a
residence!. The selection of the appropriate regulatory time span
during which buildings are to be protected from recession is a
decision to bc made by local policy makers in Wisconsin. The State of
Michigan requires permanent structures to be set back the distance of
the 30 year recession rate, but recommends that a greater setback is
desirable  Michigan Department of Natural Resources, 1973!. The
Province of Ontario measures the 100 year recession rate and the
stable slope angle  Ministry of Natural Resources Ontario, 1978!.

A 50 year rate appears to bc a reasonable minimum figure, since it
approximates the useful life to a typical residence. To illustrate,
assuming a 50 year design life and a long term recession rate of 2
feet per year; regulated structures would have to be set back 100
fcct.from the ordinary high watermark. The recession rates shown in
the Technical Report Appendices and Krosion Nasard Maps sre considered
as a general guide for determining the recession rate in a given ares.
In areas with highly variable recession rates or where structures have
accelerated erosion, it may be necessary to make additional studies or
to determine the recession rate at the particular site when
development is proposed.

Kstsblishin a Stable Slo e Setback
Assuming for a moment that no further wave-induced erosion takes
place, it is also necessary to determine the additional setback
required to locate buildings outside unstable slope areas. The
ultimate angle of repose of a stable slope reflects the angle of
internal friction of various materials has been documented by
engineering analysis. Kven though actual bluff failure at a
particular site depends upon local variations in the soil profile,
groundwater conditions, vegetative cover, surface drainage and other
factors, the stable angle of repose of various classes of materials
can provide a reasonable rule of thumb to estimate slope stability,
Thus knowing th height of a bluff, its slope angle, and the
predominant material of which it is comprised takes into account some
key site-specific factors.

A generalired stable elope angle of 2Q feet horirontsl distance to 1
foot vertical distance �1.8' hss been selected for most lake Michigan
erosion hssard areas. This figure is based upon studies of relative
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slope stability of bluffs along Lake Michigan which took into account
stratigraphy, parent materials, bluff height and slope angle
 Misconsin Coastal Management Program 1977! . In addition, on Lake
Michigan slopes of approximately 21,8 degrees �$: 1!, natural
vegetation occurs and that vegetation can effectively control many
mass wasting processes. The predominantly clayey soils on Lake
Superior tend to be less stable. A generalized stable slope angle of
three feet horizontal distance to one foot vertical distance �8.4 !
has been suggested for regulatory purposes in these areas.

Structures, such as residences, that would be damaged by slope failure
can be protected by requiring them to be located outside of unstable
slope areas. A stable slope setback for a 50 foot high bluff would be
established as folio~a: An angle of 21.8' �Q feet horizontal
distance to 1 foot vertical distance! is measured from the ordinary
high watermark. The point at which this angle intersects the bluff is
the edge of the stable slope. This means that the stable slope
setback would be 2.5  stable elope angle! x 50 feet  bluff height! of
125 feet from the ordinary high watermark.

Determinin The Frosion Hazard Setback for Zonin
These computations of recession rate and stable slope angle can be
used to establish an erosion hazard setback in a zoning ordinance.
Within this setback line high value structures which would be severely
damaged by erosion or activities which would accelerate erosion can be
regulated. Usinp our previous examples, in an ordinance that required
a 50 year period for protection against recession the erosion hazard
setback would be 100 feet from the ordinary high watermark for a beach
area with a 2 fnot per year recession rate. Assume there is another
area with the same recession rate but which also has a 50 foot high
bluff. Here the erosion hazard setback would be the stable slope
setback �0 ft. x 2.5 ft.! 125 feet plus the recession rate setback
of 100 feet or a 225 foot erosion hazard setback line. The erosion
hazard setback can be modified if the landowner provides technical data
proving that a different recession rate is warranted, slope conditions
are more stable than assumed, or that tbe erosion hazard, although
correctly estimated, can be mitigated by structural protection.

Ad ustin Land Use to the Erosion Hazard
The damages that vill result from shoreline erosion depend upon both
the severity of the erosion hazard and the type of land use that will
be affected. As the shoreline continues to erode, the land will
eventually be lost but the major portion of the damage comes from
destruction of structures on the land. Open space land uses such as
agriculture, forestry and parks is the most appropriate land use in
many erosion hazard areas, other things being equal. However, some
facilities such as marines, water intakes, sewage treatment plants,
ports, and certain industries may require a location in the immediate
shoreline area, For these shoreline dependent uses careful siting to
avoid high hazard erosion areas and well designed erosion mitigation
mzasures are important to avoid unnecessary damage. In the main,
these uses are ones for which it may be economically feasible to
provide effective structural protection, An investigator of shoreline
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erosion in Southeastern Wisconsin, commenting on structural erosion
protective measures, notes "For the most part, the successful
structures observed were built either by units of government or, ta a
lesser extent, by industry. These structures are massive, well
engineered and constructed, and probably much too expensive to be
justified for even the most valuable residential properties"  Hadley,
p. 27! .

Since regulations generally apply only to new development, the
effectiveness of regulations depends upon the existing land use
development and ownership patterns. These patterns vary widely but
may be characterized by the following general categories;  I! rural
areas where the land consists of large tracts of open space use in
single ownership, e.g. ~ farms and forests; �! rural areas where the
land has been divided into smaller tracts through subdivision plate or
sale of individual lots but is not yet developed or only partially
developed; �! suburban areas where the land has been substantially
developed along the immediate shoreline and development consists of
infilling, i.e., construction on the undeveloped shoreline lots; �!
developed areas where the first tier of lots has been largely built
upon and development is occuring within the second tier of lots within
an area still subject to erosion; and �! urban areas where almost the
entire shoreline is developed in depth. In general, regulations have
their best potential in relatively undeveloped areas.

Relocation and Structural I'rotection for Devel o cd Areas
Lots already occupied by buildings are largely beyond the scope of
regulations. The only appropriate regulatory provisions are those
designed to control activities which would accelerate erosion or which
control the expansion of structures subject to damage. The owner of
an existing structure subject to substantial erosio~ damage has two
basic options: �! attempt to mitigate the erosion hazard by
protecting against wave erosion and stabilizing the slope ar �!
relocate the structure. Permanent relocation outside the erosion
hazard area could mean moving the structure to the rear of the same
parcel if the lot is af sufficient depth, or moving it to a different
lot not subject to erosion . "Relocation is an alternative chat cannot
be overemphasized, Erosion is a natural geologic process that is
extremely difficult to stop. The alternative to build shore
protection or to relocate must be weighed against the consequence of
failure. Depending upon the type of structure yau mipht consider, it
may cost the same to relocate as it would to build shore protection.
Should a protective structure fail, then your investment in the
structure is lost and your home or cottage still in danger"  U.S. Army
Corps of Engineered' North Central Division. p . 14! .

The following informatian on relocation costs is based upon 1979 data
as presented in the state shore erosion plan. A number of factors
affect the cost of relocation. "They include lot depth, the
availability of new building sites, esse of site access, building
configuration and size, amount of subfloor access, number of publir
utility disconnections, and the availability of experienced movers.
Because relocation is typically only considered during emergency



periods, the amount of land lakeward of a building is a critical
factor. Between 15 to 20 feet of clearance is normally required for
safe operation of equipment. Moving costs of a small cabin or
cottage, medium size ranch style housel' and large mansion can be
expected to range between $3,000-$4,000, $7,000-$9,000, and
$30,000-$40,000, respectively. These < osts do not include site
preparation costs at the new location"  Springman and Born, 1979,
p.87! .

In cases of individual hardship where lots are too shallow to permit
construction meeting the erosion hazard setback, it may sometimes be
rea onable to permit s moveable structure such as a mobile home or
residence designed so that it can be readily relocated . Allowing such
structures within the setback line should be done only on a case by
case hasis after a careful investigation of the particular situation.
Appropriate conditions should be attached to development permission in
these instances.

Land Use Controls for Undevelo ed Areas
On lots of adequate depth the most satisfactory approach is to
properly locate the structure in the first place. This means that
structures should be set back a safe distance from erosion hazard
areas. The setback should be based upon a consideration of the
recession rate ~ in all cases, and a stable s3ope angle in the case of
erodible bluffs.

Zoning ordinances and subdivision regulations are important tools that
local government csn use to require that new land uses take erosion
hazard into account. Subdivision regulations and zoning complement
each other. Zoning focuses primarily on the uses of land, the
dimension of lots, and the location of structures on the lot. Lot
dimensions are important to ensure the lot is deep enough to permit
structures to be safely located behind the required erosion hazard
setback line, Zoning can also control grading' filling, vegetative
removal, installation of protective devices and other activities that
may accelerate erosion. These activities can be made conditional uses
to require that they be undertaken in a manner that avoids adverse
effects.

Subdivision regulations focus on the process of dividing larger tracts
of land into lots for purposes of sale or building. For undeveloped
areas which have not been divided into lots, subdivision regulations
have particular promise. The larger size of the parcel involved makes
it more likely that economically feasible engineering solutions can be
found to storm water managements grading and filling and erosion
protection measures. Subdividers can be required to designate erosion
hazard areas on the plat ~ and restrict this area to park or open space
for the use of the residents of the subdivision.

~Sam le Erosion Hazard Provisions
Sample erosion hazard provisions designed to supplement local zoning
ordinances and subdivision or regulations have been prepared for
'Risconsin's local governments  Yanggen, 198 l!. In general, these
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provisions regulate erosion prone lands by:  a! establishing sn
erosion hazard setback line;  b! restricting or prohibiting uses which
are vulnerable to erosion damage or which may impair public rights in
navigable waters;  c! requiring special review of erosion protection
devices to ensure that they are properly designed and installed and do
not have substantial adverse environmental impacts; and  d! regulating
land disturbance, vegetation removal, runoff and other activities
which may increase erosion. Flexibility in the zoning is achieved
thxough conditional use provisions which allow landowners to prove
that: slope conditions are more stable than assumed; a slower
recession rate is warranted; or that erosion hazards can be mitigated
by structural protection or placing a moveable building on the site.
After public notice and a bearing on a conditional use, the local
Zoning Agency may grant development permission, deny it, or allow
development to take place subject to specified conditions.

Subdivision regulations are an important tool for reducing erosion
damages and/or protecting potential purchasers of erosion-prone lands.
The subdivision regulations contain provisions that allow local
government to:  a! require each lot to have adequate area to meet the
erosior hazard setbacks;  b! prohibit the subdivision of lands subject
to serious erosion unless the hazards are overcome;  c! require the
designation oi erosion hazard setbacks on the plat;  d! limit the use
of hazardous lands through deed restrictions or dedication of the land
to the public;  c! review proposals for stormwater drainage, grading
and similar activities which may accelerate erosion to ensure they are
undertaken in a manner compatible with conditions on the site;  f!
require the subdivider to install reasonably necessary public
improvements, including erosion control measures or provide a surety
that the improvements will be installed; and  g! require that ero ion
protection measures are maintained by a properly constituted private
agency with assessment powers.
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AMALTSIS OF BRIGANTINE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE
AREA USING TRENATIC NAPPER  TN! SENSORT DATA
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Niels West
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Satellite remote sensing using the new Landsat Senaor � the
Thematic Mapper  TM! � may provide coastal zone cover assessment in a
timely and cost effectfve manner. Thematic Napper  TM!, data �9S2! a
part of the Brigantine National Wildlife Refuge Arear' New Jersey, has
been obtained from the National Marine Fisheries Service, Northeast
Fisheries Center, Sandy Beck. The nb!ective is tO Claaaify the TM
fnformatfon and develop images which can be used to identify existing
land cover which may greatly enhance coastal zone management. All seven
bands from the TM were used to develop the unsupervised classification
of the reflectance values of the associated land cover, The application
of the TM with the increased spatial resolution was the primary reason
for the study. Additional incentives were to apply information from the
blue, mid-infrared, and thermal bands which are unique to the TM sensor.
The processing was done using the ELAS software package written by
NASA's National Space Technology Laboratory, Earth Resources Laboratory
 ERL!, Bay St. Louis ~ Mississippi.

New Jersey'S Coastal Management Plan was approved in two phases,
the first, covering the state's Atlantic counties including Nonmouth,
Ocean and Cape May, was passed in 197S. Since then' the state has been
implementing its coastal plan which includes inventorying its extensive
coastal wetlands. One Of New Jersey's most diversified wetlands
includes Brigantine National Wildlife Area  BNWA! which fs part of the
Edwin B. Forsythe National wildlife Refuge. This area encompasses both
modified and natural wetlands. The paper reports on the development of
an unsupervised classification for a part of the extensive wetlands
covering the southern portion of BNWA which is located in Atlantic
county, New Jersey, approximately ten miles north of Atlantic city. The
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study area is bounded on the Forth by Oyster Creek Road and is located
entirely within the Few Jersey Coastal Area Regulatory Area  CAFRA!.
The BFwR northern boundary is the rapidly growing suburban communities
of Oceanville and of Smithville  Fig 1!.

Enny state coastal plans have been hampered by the absence of
adequate information to develop a fully integrated coastal zone plan.
Consequently, ihe availability of comprehensive and reliable land cover
information will enhance not only the interpretation of the image, but
also facilitate the implementation of the management plan. Since 1972 '
the Landsat Kultispectral scanner  Rss! has provided regional planners
and resource managers with increasingly reliable and cost effective land
cover surveillance. Fany studies, too numerous to quote, have been
undertaken in terrestrial settings, yet coastal and nearshore
applications have been relatively few except for Klemas and his
students. Representative studies dealing with wetlands and biomass
surveillance include early inventories of marshes  Klemas et.al., 1979!,
analysis of stressed wetlands  Klemas et.al,, 1983!, biomass assessments
 Bartlett et.al., 1977 and Bartlett and Klemas 1979a, 1979b, 1981, and
Butera, 1983!. Other authors have used Landsat remote sensing
techniques to facilitate fisheries  Brucks, 1979!.

One of the principal problems with the MSS has been its relatively
coarse resolution which is approximately one acre. While sufficient for
many regional applications, the Landsat HSS system may not be detailed
enough for land cover applications in the coastal wetlands where
individual vegetative stands may be much smaller.

�.45 � 0,52 micrometers
�.52 � 0.60 micrometers
�.63 � 0.69 micrometers
�.76 � 0.90 micrometers
�.55 � 1.75 micrometers
�0.40 12.50 micrometers
�.08 2.35 micrometers!

1!Blue light
2!Green light
3!Red light
4!gear infrared
5!Fear infrared
6!Thermal infrared
7!Rid-infrared

!,
!,
!.
!,
! ~
!.
 RASA 1982!.

The three new bands are: blue visible light, a mid-infrared, and a
thermal infrared band. Another ma!or advance of the Landsat IV system
is its capability to communicate directly with the Earth. Data transfer
from the spacecraft to the processing center at Goddard Space Flight
Center is accomplished by the Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
 TDRSS!. Previously, the Landsat systems relied on an onboard tape
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The wetland environment by its very nature is an extremely
difficult area to survey from the ground, in part because of its
inaccesibility  Richardson, 1984! and in part due to the absence of
adequate ground truth information. To date, the Landsat system is the
only satellite sensor that is even close to having the required surface
resolution to study the wetland land cover which is often characterized
by highly diversified vegetative cover. This paper discusses the use of
the Tg sensor, which has a surface resolution of 30 meters, or 0.25
acres' as opposed to the more conventional Hultispectral scanner  Rss!.
The TH relies on the same technology as the Nss, and records
electromagnetic radiation from seven different bands, also referred to
as channels, as follows:
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recorder for data storage until the time the satellite over-passed an
earth receiving station. These onboard tape recorders had two
operational constraints: a limited lifespan' and a built in time delay
in data transmission. The Landsat 1V provides near real time data
reception and a greater orbital life expectancy.

The data used for this analysis was obtained from a small reduction
of the TM scene 40150-15084 Row 14 ' Path 33, dated December 13, 1982.
The larger scene is centered over Dover, Delaware and measures
approximately 100 by 100 miles and covers an area approximitely 10 F 000
square meters. The classification used for this paper was based on a
subset of the Dover image measuring approximately 12 miles by 12 miles
and applied to the center portion of the BWNRA, including the two
impoundments immediately to the east of the administration building and
extending across the bay and barrier island where it includes the north
westerly portion oi the borough of Brigantine  Fig 1!.

Digital data storage requirements for a whole scene are very
extensive totaling 290 F 858,000 bytes, but ihe working subset comprised
16,900 ' 096 bytes. The TN data used for this study is considered
Engineering Data by NOAA, which does not guarantee for its accuracy.

The Landsat data was processed using the software package developed
by Earth Resourses Laboratory Applications software  ELAs!, written by
the Earth Resources Laboratory of NASA's National Space Technology
Laboratory, Bay st. Louis, Mississippi  Junkin, 1980!. The software
package is made up of more than one hundred modules, each of which is
responsible for a specific type of processing. The software is user
interactive and enables the analy ist to develop and manipulate a
variety of color image displays. The ELAS sOftware operates under a
contro1 file environment, which "keeps track" of a11 processing results
from each module used in the data processing. This information is
stored for the user in the control file for subsequent reuse and update,
All values stored in the control file by the user can be used by other
ELAS modules either as data input or intermediate information which may
be required to perform subsequent asks.

The data window for the BNMR include lines 1 to 480 and elements
5550 to 6062 resulting in a window consisting of 512 by 480 pixels. The
window was chosen by ingesting the entire scene for channel one through
seven, and then selecting the lines and elements which most closely
coincided with the physical boundaries of the southern portion of the
BNwR. The computer compatible tapes were read using the module that
reads the tape and re-formats the data into a disk file for direct
access by the other software modules. Each channel of TM data is stored
on a single tape, and all seven channels were read in for this area of
interest. The specific window parameters are input to the module and
then run to read the tapes. The output disk file is formatted by ELAS
and the data is read into it for later processing,

There are two ways in which land cover information may be obtained
from a Landsat scene, supervised and unsupervised. The supervised
classification requires apriori knowledge of the area to be analyzed.
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In these instances, the analysist knows the geographical location of
specific land cover types and the associated reflectance values. These
signals are then being used to classify all other pixels in the scene
with similar reflectance signals. The unsupervised classification
refers to a procedure by which a classification scheme is developed
using a search routine, which passes a three line by three element
window through the data from all seven channels to compute homogeneous
training field statistics. The statistical data is stored in a subfile
of the control file for later use by other ELAS modules. The spectral

Brigantine N.W.R. classification
Classification Statistics

CHANNELS

 ' gable 1!
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STAT 1
STAT 2
STAT 3
STAT 4
STAT 5
STAT 6
STAT 7
STAT 8
STAT 9
STAT 10
STAT 11
STAT 12
STAT 13
STAT 14
STAT 15
STAT 16
STAT 17
STAT 18
STAT 19
STAT 20
STAT 21
STAT 22
STAT 23
STAT 24
STAT 25
STAT 26
STAT 27
STAT 28
STAT 29
STAT 30
STAT 31
STAT 32
STAT 33
STAT 34
STAT 35

3087.
26532.
1191.

52650.
1782.

36.
2601.

69489.
369,

1917.
810.
513.
99 '

648.
207.
801.
873,
432.
216.
189.
324.
63 '
63.

207,
396.
36.

135.
315.
117.
81.

117,
45.
27,

108.
36.

101.13
61.35
77.16
58-69
71. 10

139,25
221.09
54.47
73,68
91,36

205.34
81.92
58,15

188,65
172,66
108.77
83.23
76.83

117.64
66 ' 58

101. 20
198.27
109.24
71.72

120.49
68.75

102.89
90.57
79.89
89.16
98.66
85.13

169.26
96.54

142.17

42.94
23 ' 82
31.30
22.61
28.34
63.28

103.11
19.91
29.68
38.21
95.73
33.68
22.04
87.64
79.57
46.86
34.47
30.95
51.59
26.34
43.17
92.68
49.98
28.38
57.77
28. 61
43. 83
37. 86
32. 74
36.89
41.82
35.69
77.70
40.94
64.28

48.47
21.89
32.88
20.38
28.96
75.17

125.98
17.05
30. 11
42.30

117 ' 56
36.65
20.98

107.70
97.34
53.97
36.74
32.91
60.31
25.96
50.47

112.56
58.87
29,37
68.63
28,14
49,33
41.77
34.42
40.43
46.45
40.31
92 F 48
47.02
75.28

49.57
12.68
37.40
11.23
35.71
72.03

107, 61
9. 81

38.97
45.65

102. 86
40,37
14. 75
96.67
88,58
54,09
42,18
35.00
59.70
34-00
53,27
96,65
44.11
31.36
46.64
17.25
49.49
45.60
38 ' 86
42.88
48.01
44.87
79.26
50.06
65.00

27 ' 33
6,03

20,97
6.29

19.65
31.03
29.80
6.31

17.42
25.88
33.24
26.17

9.76
33.52
32.92
28.61
22.13
24.94
29.80
17.49
34.78
26.78

8.19
24.00
9-10
5-53

23 27
22,14
17.88
18 ' 91
20.74
29.31
24.07
31.19
22.36

13.37
3.76

10.55
4.00
9.57

15.94
15.89
4-11
8 F 48

12.56
17.76
12.70
5 ~ 11

17.66
17.14
14. 19
10.80
12.84
14.96
8.56

16.89
14.05
4.87

12,62
5,30
3,28

11.90
10.83
9.10
9. 78

10,39
13,96
12.44
14.94
11, 83

63.97
78.15
65.69
85.21
65 ' 34
63 ' 72
62.23
89.71
65.28
64,21
62.72
64,62
75.51
62,79
63.69
64.13
64,63
66.07
64,36
65,96
64,84
66.54
69.56
67.10
69.04
70.14
65.08
65.10
65.79
66.02
65.67
65.51
65.89
65.14
67.08



signatures were defined for thiS classification by the lower nouna ot
0.1 standard deviation and a standard deviation upper bound of 1.0.
Furthermore, the mean value times the coefficient of variation value
could not exceed five percent.

The statistical output  Table 1! represents the unsupervised land
cover classes that were clustered from this window of data. The final
statistical preparation consists of those merged statistics that have
the smallest scaled distance between any pair greater than the minimum
scaled distance of 3.0. The mean values for each channel
 electromagnetic band! are then plotted and the resulting curve is the
spectral signature which characterizes each class within the data. This
signature data is used fn the classification to identify ground cover
type by pattern recognition or clustering through the use of maximum
likelihood technique. According to Bayes' rule, the pixel is assigned a
class value in accordance with the probability of fts occurrence within
that class. The mean vector and covariance matrix from the training
site statistics computed by the search routine  previously discussed!
was used to determine the best fit assignment for the classification.
Each input pixel is assigned a class from the statistic into which that
pixel fits the best. A disk file containing ihe classified pixels is
then written for image display and analysis.

The unsupervised classification produced thirty-five land and water
classes  Table I!, twenty-three of which were identified based on
information obtained from the oceanville and Brigantfne Inlet 7 I/2
minute quadrangle series. In addition, interpretation was enhanced by
vegetative transect made available by the US Pish and Wildlife ServiCe.

significant man-made modifications have impacted the BgwR and
environs. The Intracostal waterway  Iow! divides the image in two with
several old spoil islands clearly in evidence, including Black Point and
shoal Island. The most dominant features are the two impoundments
located fn the west central portion of the image. The westernmost fs
representative of a fresh water marsh into which the Doughty creek
drains. A ditched and controlled saltwater marsh environment is located
immediately east of the freshwater impoundment providing an environment
which differs from both the diked freshwater marsh and the uncontrolled
bay environment surrounding both impoundments. Finally, a partically
developed barrier island separates the estuarine system to the west from
the open ocean.

A total of thiry-five individual classes resulted from the
unsupervised classification, twenty-three of which were associated with
vegetative covers. For illustration purposes. three examples of black
and white "density slicing" are presented in Figs. 2-4. The
classification of the combined reflectance values for each of the seven
TK bands have been converted tO a gray scale rendition in Fig. 2. The
specific class associated wfth a particular land cover is identified by
substituting white for that gray scale level for the class. Thus, in
Ffg. 2 ~ white is substituting a land cover class which on the gray
scale has been depicted as dark gray. In Fig. 3, white has been 'sliced
through' a land cover which approaches black and which is identified as
shallow bay water and associated drainage channels. These areas have
little or no emergent vegetation. It will be noted that not all the
water has been included in this class. On the ocean side of the barrier
beach the shore drops off rapidily identifying shallow water within a
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Figure 2

Figure 3
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Figure 4

short distance of the shoreline. Conversely, deeper water extends a
short distance into the bay through the Brigantine Xnlet. Finally, the
very shallow water located within and immeditely surrounding the two
impoundments have nct been included the this class.

The last illustration  Figure 4! shows the extensive emergent
marshland vegetation consisting largely of @gyring BnlgBg and ~~
gllgrnf~ which characterizes much of the bay and surrounds the
several natural and manmade islands.

Because of high printing costs associated with the publishing even
blach and white pictures only three of the original 35 land cover
classes have been discussed in this paper. A more efficient way to
assess land covers requires a supervised classification. This procedure
expects geographical land cover information which reflectance range is
used to identify areas with similar reflectance values. This procedure
is more labor intensive and requires the identification of of several
sites for each of the land cover classes to be included in the analysis.

While the application use of the TK sensor is still in its infancy
and largely confined to terrestrial sites, there is considerable
evidence that this system may be particularly useful in assessing land
cover changes in the coastal zone including both the terrestrial and
marine portions of this important environment.
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h FLEKIELE flETHOD OF REACH PROTECTIOE

Alan D. Crowhurst

Technical Director
!faccaferri Gabions, Inc.
Williamsport, Maryland

of several types.

The protei.t.ion of beaches or more accur-
ately, thv m;iintinanii. iil' l.he high water
linc at an exist.ing lucat.ton can be
ef lect ed in a variety of ways. In urban
areas such as resorts, a rigid mass can-
c rei.e si rue cure may be built ta ensure
r lie permanent e uf the adjacent struct-
ures.

I"'it et iiil s Used in Mire-Enclosed ki -Ra

llvdern gabion mattre
suggesrs, fabr icared
usually mild steel a
steel and pl est ics h
gabion originated wi
filled with stone or
have been documented
uries agu  I! and to
wire came into use o
red years ago.

At the ache-r end of the scale, beaches
may be replensshed by rlie duicping of
sand either from inland or fram dredging
offshore sandbdnks which may in turn
affect the wave climaci.,

fresh far Caastal Structures
The use of wire enclosed rtp � rap, gabions
gives a structure that is neither rigid
nor comple rely free to adjusr ro any
level but does, with careful design,
af fer an opportunity to stabs 1 i.ze the
lieach at a 1iisiced raiigc of leva�'ls.

Although other types ran be used, this
paper wi11 refer only ta mesh fabricared
inta a liexagana 1 shape with a double
twist betwei n ineshes. This, because of
the appi'araiice, has also been designated
as "I'r i pie Twist". The wire used, mild
stci 1 cvnforii.ing ta AST."1 A641A and
Federal Speci t scat ion QQ-461-!l. is zinc-
coaced  galvanized! prior to weaving

Structures builr. wir.h tliis r.ype of
material may include bulkheiids or wiil 1 s,
revet tsi rits arid groins or d combiiiaf ivn
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F'lexible beach Prot.ectton

sses are, as the title
from wire. This is

lthaugh high tensile
ave been used but the
ch wickerwork baskets
wtth sari. Uses
back ro China cent�
Italy where steel

nly abouc one hund-



Thus ensuring that che roating is uni
form. For use in a marine environment
zinc-coating is not by itself sufficient
protection for the wire vhich therefore
receives a coating of PVC extruded onto
it prior to the weaving proress, This
coating is formulated to resist salt or
brackish water, the effects of ultra-
violet radiation and frequent vetting
and drying.

Rock for Use in Gabion Structures

As with rock for all applications far
erosion control, whether as rip-rap or
for use enclosed in vire cages, the
material must be both hard and durable
capable of resisting veathering, abras-
ion and exposure to wave action. In
cercain special cases softer marerial
may be used as is the case with a number
of strurtures on the Barbadian coastline
where only coral is readily available.
In such cases the structures, usually
low walls and/or groins, have been built
for hateliers and resort developers vith
the full realization that periodically
the lids will have to be opened and
additional material inserted.

This process is only practicable for
small walls and revetments and could
not be employed in larger projects
which vould be vulnerable should poor
quality fill be used.

Although a fairly vide range af sizes
may be used for rip-rap, that used for
wire-enclosed rip-rap is much smaller
from, say, four inches to rvelve inches
and for use in a coastal environment
vhere the srructure is exposed to wave
action an even smaller range is not
only desirable but essential. Larger
material, over eight inches in any
dimension, must not appear in the
surface layers and, ideally, should be
avoided altogether. This assists in
maximizing the number of voids in vhich
vave energy may be dissipated vhile
keeping the void content as low as
possible.

Additional Naterials for use vith Wire-
Enclosed Ri -Ra

Althaugh the stone used is, as explained

above, fairly small there is often a
need far a filter layer between the sail
and the protective armour. This may be
a layer of gravel, typically a six inch
thickness for I> inch material ar a good
quality geotextile, or a combinatior of
both, This compares with the usual
requirement for two layers under rip-rap
to protect against the same vave climate
where the rip-rap is of such size as to
necessitate intermediate filter layers.

Geotextiles

When geotextiles are used, considerable
care must be taken in the selection of
the type to be specified, having regat'd
to the sail type, the method af constr-
uction i.e. the fabric must resist impact
by falling rock, and the angle at which
it is to be placed,

The Design of Wire-Enrlosed Rip-Rap or
Gabian Structures

At present there is not a large volume
of published data on the use of gabions
in coastal structures. Reseach vas
carried out in New South Wales  Brown,
1979! on revetments, Same work vas
carried out there also in making compar-
isons betveen types of mesh  Kabaila, 1979!

Currently research is under vay in Crenoble
prance by Sogreah who are undertaking a
major study on mattress revetments under
wave ar,tion.

The structures may be classified into
various types for whirh design data can
be considered,

Vertical Walls or Bulkheads

The use of wite-enclosed rip-rap, gabions.
for verrical veils is, of course, quite
comman both on dry land and along rivers.
Generally, designs are as for any mass
gravity vali having due regard to the free
draining quality of the structure.

Howevers vertical gabion walls are not
usually recommended along the shoreline
unless situated abave normal high water
levels when they may function basically
r.o control the erosion af cliffs by
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wave action. of a toe wall.

Revetments

Bd
  � !  Sr-I! cot 0

Groins

It is as sloping revetments that gabions
find many uses in stabilizing the shore-
line. With slopes of one to three, maxi-
mum thin revetments may be used to protect
the base of dunes, to protect pipeline
crossings and to provide pedestrian
accesses to the beach.

The design of such t'evetments was, as
previously mentioned. investigated by
Brown, in 1979 who came up with the
following formula for thickness of the
gsbions mattress. placed on slopes steep-
er than 3.5:l.

When Hd is design wave height
Sr is specific gravity of rock fill
V is fractional percentage of voids

betweer filling rock.

For usual quarry stone  I-V!S -1! = Ir

This, can, however give misleading
results in certain conditions. Consider
a sloping revetment at 1 to 3 to resist
waves of maximum height 6 feet.

Assume substituting in the above formula
�! we get:

TM= 6
0.66 A 8 inches.3xlx3

While a lining of this t'hickness might
well be sufficient if the water level
does not vary greatly between high and
low water mark, it would give rise to
difficulties if such a layer were to
terminar.e, as is often the case, with an
apron level or set flush into the beach
at the toe. There would, with six foot
waves, be some risk of the mattress being
lifted up onto itself and therefore
special attention would be required at
design stage to avoid this possibility.
Possible solutions would be to carry the
revetment into the beach well below the
level to which it might scour; ro increase
the thickness of the lower section of the
revetment by 50K or more or the provision

Indeed, 8 inches does not allow more
than two layers of stone and prudence
would dictate an increase to, perhaps,
twelve inches for structures receiving
six foot waves during a few storms each
year,

Table 1. Table of recosszended thick-

nesses for use as a general guide only!
See following page

Notes.  I! Not recosssended at this
slope

�! Would require special
treatment. at the toe

�! Filter layer essential

This table, based on the work of Brown,
will become invalid when research by
Sogreah is complete and is published by
the sponsors, Officine Naccaferri SpA
of Bologna, Italy.

In the meantime, it cannot be emphasized
strongly enough that it is a guide only
and, as in all coastal works, local
conditions must be taken into account at
all stages of design. As with all wire-
enclosed rip-rap structures, but even
more vital with coastal work, the mesh
when installation is complete must be
tight so that the stone will not move
under wave action,

Flexible groins may be used to retain
beach material to stabilize beach levels
provided ir is realized that the sand so
retained will not be available to re-
plenish another area. This simple fact
ls sometimes overlooked in groin pro-
jects where massive structures may so
interrupc the natural litteral drift
that materials are swept into deeper
water and are lost to the beach system
completely.

For this and other reasons, gabion groin
are usually designed with their inshore
ends no more than three feet above beach
level and the offshore end half of that
figure. The cross section is such as to
withstand the wave action at the
location ar which they are built,
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Gabion grains may readily be raised in
height or can have units removed in
order to bring them to the desired
profile relative ta the beach, an
important advantage vhere beaches are
in transition.

Sparing is not readily calculated and
a careful study made of local conditions
carried out prior ro the use of any
groin system. Gabians have, on occas-
ion been used as temporary structures
in order to research the likely results
of groins at specific locatians.

'ther Gabion Structures

Alang the beach flexible gabions may
also be used as slipvays, as small
jetties and far offshore breakwaters.
In the first case, slipways, gabions
may be placed flush with the beach if
the natural slope is acceptable, and
then surfaced dawn ta a foot or twa
below low water with a suitable
material leaving the balance of the
slipvay just in gabions,

Jetties may also be built either as
continuous structures ar as piers
bridged by, say, timber decking.
If continuous consideration must be
given to the effect of the structure
on the littoral drift.

Offshore breakwaters may be built
parallel or at an angle ta the shore-
line. Their function is to interrupt
the flov of beach material being de-
posited on. or withdrawn fram the
beach thus building up the beach behind
each structure. Some very successful
uses have been made of this technique
but it is not suitable for universal
use.

Sitin Considerations

One of the majar considerations in
deciding vhether to use wire-enclosed
rip-rap is that of the nature of the
beach material itself. If the beach is
af large gravel which is thravn great
distances by heavy wave actian during
starms then gabions used alone vill have



Conclusions

ln areas af natural beauty revetments may
present an unwelcome intrusion and in such
cases the use af gabion mattresses pre-
sents a further advantage. The small
interstices readily fill with sand and
the structure attracts volunteer vegetat-
ion. In some sites the mattresses be-
came lost to viev in the course of a
year or two.
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a limited life. They can be used for
such locatians but only if they are
additionallv protected by, for example,
sand mastic asphalt vhich is compatible
with gabians,being flexible and part.�
icularly suited to a wide range of
hydraulic structures   Asphalt in
Hydraulics: The Asphalt Insti tute,1976

Of course, similar difficulties can arise
if loose rip-rap is placed, say, at the
toe of a gabion revetment subj ect to wave
action and it is usually necessary ta
allov for site clearance in such cases.
Of course, where such rip-rap is sited in
calm areas ar outside the normal range of
wave action, it vill not present any such
hazard.

�! Asphalt Institute
No~ember, 1976

Although the best coastal defense
is provided by nature and ideally
nothing should be built that cauld
become endangered because of etosion,
structures are necessary for a
variety af reasons.

Wire-enclosed rip-rap farms a use-
ful method when neither mass con-
crete or pumped sand meets the
needs. It can be attractive and,
with care, became buried arith sand
and/ar vegetation thus giving a
natural appearance vhen this is
advantageous.

Although research ta date is
limiced, it is hoped that design
data vill become available in the
near future.
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SE& LEVEL RISE &RE SECRELII PL&REIN'

Rorbert P. Panty

Center for Coastal and Environmental Studies
Rutgers, The State University of Nev Jersey

Rev Rrunswiclr., Rev Jersey 08903

Rates of modern sea level change have drawn the attention of
scientists for many decades. Prior to isotopic analyses the issue was
subject to speculation and intuition. With the advent of techniques to
provide absolute dates of transgressi.on and changes in habitats in the
roastal environment, the speculatio« has been reduced and we now have hard
data with which to unravel the past t:rends of sea level change.

Of course the past date and interpretations are valuable and become
even more so if their trends are projected into future predictions. Not
all practitioners of these studies ~ however, believe that the future rates
of change will continue to follow the trends of the past. Recent reports
from an EPA- sponsored investigation suggest that sea level rise may be
increasing and amount to from +0.9 m to +2. 13 m by the year 2075  Berth
a«d Titus, 19b4! . This is a rather substantial rate of change considering
the Scholl and Stuiver thesis that sea level has risen but 1.6 m in the
past 3500 years �967! . If the predic.tions have validity, they forecast
significant impacts on our coastal zone and the many activities that occur
in it.

Despite the concern espoused in acier,tific circles about the
scenarios attendant to these high rates of sea level change, these seems
to be little evidence of reactiot, irom within the planning or management
community. There may be several reasons offered for this ostrich-like
approach:

1! past sea level changes have been so minor and over such a long
duration that they are beyond the temporal scale usually
practiced in the planning milieu;

2! the realization nf the tremendous magnitude of. change is beyond
the logical planning process. In this rase the temporal scale
is so foreshortened that planners fee1 totally intimidated by
its magnitude and are unable to arcept its effects.



Irdependent of whether sea level will rise at the low rate
calculation, the high rate, or ary rate, it would seem important that any
planning or management agency consider the possible impacts of this event
on their jurisdiction. Nay the planners and managers excuse themselves
from this tcsponsibi! ity by denyirp the facts of sea level rise? Nay they
consider a raft of alternatives pertezning to the long-range land use
decisions but neglect the possibility that the land surface will no lonper
exist in its same dimensions or locations in that identical temporal span?

The following discussion is intended to address some of the factual
information available concerning barrier island response to sea level rise
and to point to elements involved in the planning process. It is meant to
app1y the sea level rise scenarios to a planning context and in so doing
provide the plarners with a basis for long-range land use decisions.

General Situation

One model of barrier ic Land development that is appropriate to New
Jersey is that of island migration up the continental shelf as sea level
is rising. This model stresses the washover and inlet sedimentetxon
processes that transfer sediment from the oceanszde of the island to the
bayside  Figure 1!. The driving forces for the migration are sea Jevel
rise and a negative sediment budgets. The effects are a loss of volume
from the seaward side oi the island, a retreat of the seaward margin, ar;
alongshore transport of sediment to inlet locations and shoal development,
and an overland transport to the hayward margins of the i.eland. The pap
scale of these processes in coastal New Jersey may be interpreteu trom C
dates  Figure 2! pretaining to transgressions of the barrier islands and
their associated habitats. One interpretation is that for each unit of
vertical rise in sea level, the barrier feature and its habitats are
displaced horizontally in an inland direction on the order of 200 times
 Figure 3! . It is 1 ikely that this proportion is appropriate only for
those barriers that are a few hundred meters wide. The larger' wider
barriers would not react to sea level changes so readily.

figure 1. Coastal processes active in sediment budget determination and
island migration.
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Figure 2. Holocene sea level curve for coastal New Jersey. Source:
Daddario �961!; Heyerson �922!; CCES dates collected by Psuty at several
locations.

Scale of Change

One of the classic papers in coastal geomorphology, known as the
Bruun Rule  Eruun 1962!, states that ss sea level rises the beach face
adjusts to the inundatxon by drawing sediment irom the total beach protile
to raise the nearshore bottom. The effect of this translocation of
sediment is s farther inland penetration of the new sea level beyond that
caused by a simple raising of the water level. For purposes of providing
an example of the effects of a one meter rise of sea level on coastal New
Jersey, the following representation based on existing data is presented:

Assumptions
wave base 10 m
distance to wave base 2000 m
maximum island elevation 10 m
width of island 1000 m
erosion constant et 0,5 m/yr



Conceptually, the Bruun Rule tollovs this calculstzon
Horizontal Zone of Activity

Sea Level Rise x
Vertical Zone of Activity

Shor~line
Displacement

2000 8
Shoreline Displacement

10m+10m
1 m Rise

1 m Rise 100 m Shoreline Displacement

1 m Rise + Shoreline Erosion ~ 150 m Shoreline Retreat/Century
If the assumption continues that the 1.0 m rise occurs over 100

years, the affect of the negative sediment budget must also be included
for that time period. The erosion value is added to the dtsplacement
value and thus for our example in hew Jersey the seaward margin of our
barrier island vill have retreated 150 m in one century. The 150 m
shoreline retreat value is a combination of the effects of the one meter
rise of sea level and the rate of erosion produced by a negative sediment
budget. Other scenarios can be applied in the same manner. That is, a
two meter rise vill result in a 250 m retreat over a century, and a three
meter' rise vill produce a 350 m retreat.

Th» Bruun Rule gives us cause for concern if the calculations hold
and they seem to be supported by empirical analyses in the Great Lakes
relating shoreline displacement with lake level fluctuations  lpnds 1984!.
11owever, the calculations of island displacement based on C data from
N Jersey point to a 200-times shift. Thus a 1.0 m rise in seal Levelev era pmay produce a 200 m displacement plus 50 m erosion over the perio o a
century, pro uc ngr d cing a total retreat of 250 m. The magnitude of such a

10value can be better appreciated vhen one considers that even the minor
year interval is characterized by a 25 m retreat under this scenario.
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Figure 3. Battier island displacement as s product of sea level rise in
Nev Jersey.



Future Barrier Configuration

Given a continuing rise of sea level and a negative sediment budget,
there are two barrier island configurations that may evolve  Figure 4!.
Planners could use these configurations to consider how current and future
uses could remain compatible.

Figure 4. Barrier is!und change scenarios as a product of predicted sea
level rise. A. Migration inlane. B. Browning in place.

Figure 4A represents a low barrier that will be subject to overwash
and inlet sediment transport ]eading to barrier island migration as the
sea rises. This island will remain low and broad. Applying the above
calculations by way of illustration, the island will migrate inland by 200
m as a result of displacement and will narrow by an additional 50 m
because of sediment loss. The island will remain very dyramic. with very
few high elevations and probably a discontinuous dune line. This would
not be favorable location for permanent structures.

Figure 4B points to a situation where natural end cultural factors
combine to elevate the island and cause it to remain above the level of
overwash during the rising sea level. Given our basic assumptions as
outlined earlier, the rise in sea level will remove sediment from the
seaward side of the island to compensate for the deeper water in the
nearshore zone. The effect of this action will be to narrow the beach and
scarp the dunes.

However, the island is being drowned from the bayside as well because
the general water level is rising. The overall effect is a rapid
narrowing of th~ island. The bayside ot the barrier will probably suffer
faster rates of displacement because the slopes of the lee side are
normally more gentle than the oceanside, Given this scenario, the barrier
will essential!y drown in place, actively losing sediment from the
oceanside portion and passively losing area from the hay -iae. Carried to
an ultimate, the deeper bayside waters will be sites of larger waves than
previously possible and this could lead to additional active sediment
loss, thus adding to the rate oi narrowing of the barrier island.
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Planning?

There is an assumption that planning involves the consideration of a
range of possible scenarios and a range of actions to deal wi.th these
events. If planning is to accommodate a rapid rise of sea level it seems
likely that the scenario in Fig. 4B will be the de facto plan put into
effect. A several meter rise iti sea level will all but isolate the dunal
ridge. However, there will be a limit to the upward growth of the ridge
and eventually it may be subject to washover and inlet processes.
Planning for this event  not necessarily an eventuality! should be put in
effect now if planning is to retain its meaning. Planning should
incorporate the variables of:

l. a diminishing spatial base
2. a narrowing beach resource
3. limited development on a high dune ridge
4 . increased inlet instability
5. higher wave energy and erosion on bayside
6 . total re-evaluation of FEMA insurance zones as the barriers shiit

and clearance above water level is reduced.

Sea level changes are continuing, There is some question about the
rate of change. However, there is no question about the need to consider
the logical impacts of this rise in our coastal -one regardless of t: he
magnitude of the rise.
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ASSTRACT

The Green Acres Program, under the New Jersey Department of
Environmental Protection, has been at the forefront of the State' s
commitment to open up its ocean and tidal waterways for recreational
use. Since 1961, 219 acres of beachfront property have been acquired
by county and local governments with Green Acres assistance in a total
grant amount of nearly $4 million. Over $26 million has been
committed to local governments in their efforts to preserve and
enhance vital tidal waterfront areas.

The shoreline and waterfront areas are the state's most dominant
physical feature. As its foremost natural resource, the shore serves
as the state's primary tourist attraction. The Green Acres Program
enables the state to work in conjunction with local governments
towards the preservation of an extremely valuable and fragile
resource.
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GREEN ACRES PROGRAM

Like many of you, I have had the pleasure of visiting many of
America's and several of Europe's fine beaches. Yet New Jersey offers
a diversity which is unique. The opportunities and restraints differ
strikingly from Cape May to Monmouth County, from the Delaware River
to the Hudson River, but they all share in offering an exceptional
visual and physical experience.

The economic, social, environmental and health benefits of preserving
and enhancing our open space requires little elaboration. Each Green
Acres bond issue since the first in 1961 has included the legislative
funding that "the provision of lands for public recreation and the
conservation of natural resources promotes the public health, property
and general welfare, and is a proper responsibility of government."
The very fact that all bond issues have passed by sizeable margins is
a clear indication of New Jersey's concern that maintaining and
enhancing the quality of life requires open space and accessible
natural resources. Through intergovernmental cooperation and strong
public support, Green Acres has assisted in the acquisition of over
210,000 acres and the subsequent development of one of the finest
public land systems in the county.

In addition, $540 million of Green Acres bond money generated an
additional $355 million federal and local expenditures for a total of.
$895 million for the acquisition and development of open space area.

The gains under the previous four bond issues, although impressive and
consistent with state planning recommendations going back to the
1940's, still leave the state several hundred thousand acres short of
its obfective of 1 million acres of permanently protected public open
space �28,000 to be acquired as state land; 261,000 to be acquired by
local/county governments!.

This need is based on the Balanced Land Use Concept which recognizes
that land is a finite resource and that it performs several essential
functions such as quality of life, environmental protection and
recreational opportunity.

Balance l.and Use Guidelines

Municipal - 3X of developed and * developable area of the State
County � 1X of developed and * developable area of the State
State - 10X of state by total area
Pederal � 4X in the state by total area e

* area excludes slopes over 12X, wetlands and federal/state owned
open space.
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The Green Trust and Coastal Resources

Traditionally, the Green Acres mandate included both outdoor
recreation and environmental protection. Hovever, since the mid
1970's ~ vith the passage of the third Green Acres Bond Issue vhich
included development funds, a definite turn to recreation over
conservation has taken place in the program. Local recreation
departments could be fairly certain that any conventional recreation
proposal would be funded. This vas not a deliberate attempt to
circumvent any particular state environmental policy, but a
realisation, at least at the local level, that municipal governments
tend to emphasize user-intensive recreation over cansezvation
measures.  Sandman, 1983!

This concern for conventional recreational facilities have met with
much success, and received the backing of professional groups such as
the New Jersey Recreation and Pazk Association. Hovever, the demand
for additional open space and a broader environmental awareness has
called for an innovative approach to project review and funding. The
Green Trust proposal is the result of an indepth review of the state' s
bonding capacity and present economic and environmental conditions.

In November 1983, New Jerseyans passed the fifth Green Acres Bond
which incorporated a Green Trust. The trust makes low interest loans
available to applicants for open space acquisition and for development
projects which demonstrate sound planning practices and environmental
sensitivity while reflecting state-wide recreational needs.

As part of the Green Trust, a priority system has been developed for
local acquisition and development applicatians as a means of judging
the relative merits of proposed projects. The system, while in its
earliest stages, is designed to reflect the extent ta vhich proposals
conform with priorities established by the State Comprehensive Outdoor
Recreation Plan  SCORP! and, statewide goals that aze consistent with
the 1983 Green Acres Bond Act.

Components of this new ranking system include a greater awareness of
the environmental ethic and the provision of active recreation
opportunities where activities may be best suited to the land area.

This formula works well for those interested in providing a multi-use
recreation/environmental experience in the Coastal Zone. Various
factors relating to: a! intensity of need, b! balanced land use
deficit, c! first time applicant, are given major consideration.

A clear indication of the state's commitment to coastal issues can be
found under the project priorities section. Proposals vhich provide
public access  physical or visual! to water, waterfront support
facilities' or preservation of unique natural areas such as beeches,
dunes, vetlands, or floodplain areas are highly encouraged.

As problems are inherent in any development or preservation project,
the goals and issues of each proposal must be veighed against
potential conflicts. The following are examples of the issues and
activities that are part of the Green Acres funding program. It is
hoped that by working in conjunction with other state and federal
agencies, Green Acres can continue to assist local communities in
providing a unique coastal experience.
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COASTAL PROJECTS FUNDED BY GREEN ACRES

Wildlife Preservation
Osprey Nests � Atlantic County, Egrets Habitat-
Cumberland County

Environmental Education
Cattus Island in Toms River, Environmental Center,
Wetlands, Wildlife, on Barnegat Bay

Estell Manor, Atlantic County, Solar Environmental
Center, several miles of nature trails located on South
River. Offers excellent wildlife and vegetation
collection of Pinelands/Coastal species.

Historic Preservation
Atlantic County, Iron Work Foundry dated during 1700'8,

Gloucester County, Red Bank Battlefield � remains of
Revolutionary War soldiers and artifacts.

Shore Protection
Berkeley Island on Barnegat Bay. One of the most
utilized waterfront parks in central New Jersey.
Major feature of park was the need to stabilize eroding
shoreline,

Economic Development
City of Long Branch is redeveloping its oceanfront to
include public promenade and park facilities.

Camden County � Success story on Delaware River.
Example of public monies being used to encourage
private development.

Bridgeton on Cohansey River, scene of many waterfront
festivals.

Highlands Borough, Monmouth County, on Sandy Hook Bay.
This bayfront town has been part of a seafood
restaurant renaissance.

Water Quality
Point Pleasant Borough, Ocean County, on the headwaters
of Beaverdam Creek, last remaining natural area in
Point Pleasant and this part of adjoining Brick
Township. One of the highest ranking projects to be
funded under the Green Trust using new priority system.
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VII. Waterfront Access
Seven Presidents Oceanfront County Park, Long Branch,
17 acres of beach and dune in urbanized northern
Monmouth County,

Higbee Beach, Cape May County � swimmers, birdwatchers
and fishermen frequent the area's mile and a half of
beaches and dunes.

REFERENCE
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Robert B . Buerger

Sea Grant Extension Program of tbe
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The coast is an important natural environment. It is a place for living,
working and playing. Historically, from the outset of settlement in the
United States, coastal areas have been a focal point for development,
Early colonial communities such as Jamestown and Plymouth followed by
growth in larger cities such as New York, Boston, Baltimore, Savannah
and others exemplify the importance of the coastal xone in this country.
Today, the importance of coastal areas continues to increase as evidenced
by the amount of new growth and development occurring at this important
natural resource. Several demographic trends illustrate this point.

All U.S. coasts together contain the nation 's seven largest cities, 53X
of its population live in coastal counties, and 90X of its population
growth over the past 10 years. It is estimated that 80X of America' s
population will live on the coast by the year 2000, Forty percent of
the nation's industrial complexes are located along its coastline as are
50X of its manufacturing facilities. This tremendous growth in resi-
dential, industrial and business use has had a dramatic effect on the
amount of remairing undistusbed coastal lands. Coastal wetlands alone
have been reduced by 40X and continue to be developed at a rate of
300,000 acres per year. As a results it has been estimated that only
2X of the relatively undisturbed coastal lands remain in public owner-
ship.  Office of Coastal Zone Managements 1980!

*The research for this paper was sp nsored by the New York Sea Grant
Institute under a Grant from the Office of Sea Grant, National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration  NOAA! U,S, Department of Commerce.



The restricted amount of remaining coastal lands is important to all
potential users. However, the importance is paramount to the recrea-
tionist. Presently, each person living in the U.S. spends on an average
10 days per year recreating in the coastal zone. Projected future demand
for coastal recreation opportunities nationwide has been predicted to
nearly double over the next 40 years.

The limited amount of remaining land for expansion coupled with pro-
jected growth in the demand for coastal recreation resources places
increasing pressure on those who presently manage recreation areas in
the coastal zone to assure that the opportunities they provide meet with
the expectation of the users. With recreational opportunities as
restricted as those of coastal recourses, the availability for users to
substitute an alternative experience may be limited, The consequence of
not obtaining a perceived experience by users is dissatisfaction, which
can lead to negative repercussions against the coastal recreation
facility either overly evidenced by acts such as vandalism or indirectly
through lack of public support for the facility. Consequently, for
managers of public coastal recreation areas, a knowledge of the users
perception of the recreation attributes of the coastal environment is
extremely important in meeting their mandated goals of providing reward-
ing and satisfying recreation experiences for the users, while protecting
the natural resource. The research question then arises how well do
managers of coastal recreation facilities understand the users per-
ceptions and expectatio~s of the coastal environment?

Past research into the area of perceptional differences between managers
and users in the coastal environment is limited, but studies designed to
investigate this question at other type of natural resource based
facilities seem to indicate a discrepancy in perception exists between
the two groups. In highly developed campgrounds' CLARK et al �971!
reported that managers perceptions of camper views appeass to be largely
a reflection of the managers' own feeling on the issues and are often at.
variance with campers' sentiments. In forest landscapes, Stone and
Taves �9S6! point out that the forester sees and explains for forest
differently than the recreating tourist. Similarly, Lucas �964, 1970!
reportsthat managers do not rate the quality of resources and facilities
the same as users do. Peterson �974! found that wilderness managers
and users had similar dispositions toward the resource but varied in a
number of areas including attitude and management preference style,
Going on beyond the question of difference between management and users
preference, prediction studies that have been completed indicate that
managers are unable to predict user preferences. Hendec and Harris
�970! found that managers could not predict users' attitudes of wilder-
ness. In a study of managers' ability to predict user motivation at two
national park sites, WELLMAN et al �982! report that managers of more
traditional parks are more apt to correctly predict motivation than are
managers of non-traditional parks  i.e., wilderness areas, beaches,etc.!.

The findings of previous perception research would indicate that
managers may not fully understand the user in terms of what attributes
are important to the users' recreation experience, consequently, managers
may not be providing the recreational experience users desire.
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In coastal areas, due to the constraints of the limited potential for
future growth of facilities and the increasing user demand within the
coastal zone, recreation areas specifically beaches, cannot absorb user
dissatisfaction due to managers not knowing or misinterpreting users'
perception of the attributes of the beach.

In an effort to further examine how different user groups perceive the
coastal environment a research study was developed to identify the
perceptional differences of beach users and management staff towards
the recreation attributes of the beach, Specifically. three research
questions were asked:

�! What recreation attributes do users perceive as
important in the beach invironment?

�! What recreation attributes do management staff
perceive as important in the beach environment":

�! Can management staff accurately predict those
recreation attributes that users perceive as
important in the beach envoronment?

During the summer of 1982, 300 beach users and 99 management staff at
3 New York State park beaches located along the southeast shore of Lake
Ontario were personally interviewed, The beach user group was composed
of both weekday, weekend, day, and overnight visitors. The management
staff group included park managers, office staff, park rangers, life-
guards, and maintenance personnel. The rationale for using this
composite management group was that each subgroup intereacted with the
beach and users in different ways providing unique insights into under-
standing management perception of beach users. The decision to use
onsite state parks beach employees was based on the idea that onsite
employees would have a better understanding of park users since thei
job required daily contact with users. Upper level administrators, it
was assumed, would use information from the onsite staff to assist them
in making management decisions that. affected the beach,

During the personal interview, beach users were asked to evaluate 20
beach attributes based on the importance of those attributes to their
recreation experience at that beach. Management staff, were also asked
to evaluate the 20 beach attributes based on their own personal per-
ception. In addition, management staff was asked to evaluate the
attributes a second time based on how they predicted users would respond.
The 20 beach attributes were: beach facilities, large number of people
at the beach, preservation of the natural beach environment, safety,
water conditions' beach conditions, visual quality of the beach land-
scape, distance travelled to the beach, entrance fee, socializing,
relaxing, beach activities, solitude, weather, beach development,
passive watching, sensory attributes, wildlife at the beach, beach
employees, and rules.
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Subjects response to the twenty beach attributes were evaluated using
a multi-attribute model. The potential advantage of a multi-attribute
model over a unidimensional overall effect approach is the multi-
attribute model's ability to provide insight into an individual's belief
as to the level to which a specific object possesses certain attributes
weighed by the importance of each attribute of that object to the
individual.  WILKIE & PESSEMIER, 1973!. Simplified people evaluate
products, landscape, activities, ideas,etc, on two levels: �! overall
belief about the item in rafa~ence to suitability or desirability, and
�! attitude toward the importance of each of the item's components
fixtures or characteristics. These attitudes presumably combine or
summate to produce an overall attitude towards the item  MYER & ALPERT,
1968! .

For the purpose of this study a multi-attribute model was designed to
specifically measure respondents perception of the importance of the
beach attributes. The model can be described as follows:

A IK IK8 W

Where: I attribute
respondent

Such that:

AIK perception of attribute I by respondent K
BIK respondent K belief about importance of attribute I
WIK ~ strength of importance of attribute I by respondent K

The questionnaire used during the personal interviews to collect the data
reflects the theory the multi-attribute model is based on. The 20
beach attributes were placed on the questionnaire in statemtent form
 i.E., safety while at the beach is important to my recreation experi-
ence at this beach!, Subjects first evaluated these statements using a
five point Likert Scale that ranged from strongly agree to strongly dis-
agree. After all 20 attributes had been evaluated using the Likert
Scale, the subjects were then instructed to take an imaginary $100 and
to buy those attributes which were most important to their recreation
experience at the beach  this procedure was based on the constant sum
scaling!. Subjects could divide the money among attributes in any manner
they wished, but they must spend exactly $100.

The Likert Scale measurement represents the IK component of the model
while the constant sum scale equates to the IK factor in the equation.W

Likert Scale responses were converted into numerical values  strongly
agree = 5 to strongly disagree = 1 ! and multiplied by the constant sum
score  dollars spent on that attribute! resulting in a respondent's
perception score for each attribute  AI< component of the model!. For
group evaluation of a particular attribute, total respondent scores for
that attribute were summed to produce a composite score.
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Example 1 depicts how the multi-attribute model was used to derive the
attribute statement evaluation score for the attribute safety, From
the composite scores, the 20 attributes were ranked in descending order
of importance for each group  users, management staff, and management
predictions! . Table 1 shows the composite score ranking of the attri-
butes by the three groups,

The results showed that response to individual attributes ranged from
complete agreement to almost total disagreement about the importance
of the attributes. A few examples help exemplify the results. For the
attribute safety users, management staff, and management predictions,
all similarly ranked this attribute as the most important. However,
preservation of the natural beach, the second most important attribute
ranked by users was ranked 6th by management staff'.s personal perception
and when asked to predict how users would rate it, management staff
thought users would rank preservation 15th of the 20 attributes. Con-
versely, for the attribute entrance fee, management predicted users
would rank it 4th in importance, when in actuality, they ranked it 12th,
Management personally ranked it 14th.

Comparing the group ranking for all the attributes provides more insight
into the perceptional differences between groups.  Correlation between
group ranking of the beach attributes can be seen in Table 2!.

Table 2. Spearman Rhos for Beach Users, Management Staff
and Management Staff Predictions Composite Score Means

Mgt
Users Staff

Mat.
Predfctions

0.88 0.651.00Users

1.00 0.69Mgt. Staff

Mgt. Predictions 1.00
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From a qualitative perspective, some observation can be made about the
differences in ranking between the groups, Overall, the ranking results
showed that beach users and management staff perceptions were similar
having only five attributes that varied by more than three ranking places.
For three of these attributes preservation, relaxing and sensory at-
tributes users perceived them as more important than management staff>
while the results showed just the opposite for the beach employees and
wildlife attributes. The results from management staff predictions of
how users would rate the attributes showed seven attributes that differed
in ranking by more than three ranks from that of the beach users ratings.
Specifically, management staff predicted users would rank the attributes,
rules, entrance fee, development and large numbers higher than they
actually did, while underrating users perceptions of the preservation,



EXAMPLE 1

ATTRIBUTE STATEMENT EVALUATION

Bypotheical response of one subject toward the attribute: Safety

"I
K

PART 1

LIKERT SCALE

B respondents K belief about important of attribute I
K

PART 2

CONSTANT SUM SCALE

W I strength of importance of attribute I by respondent K

$1OO to buy attributes most important to individuals beach experience

Safety $45

Beach $35

Relaxing $15

A
perception of attribute I by respondent KK
Likert response  BI ! = strongly agree = 5K
Constant sum response  WI ! ~ 45

K
Attribute statement score  AZ ! 45 x 5 225

K
225 ~ Attribute statement score of one person for the attribute safety
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Safety while
at the beach is
important to my
recreation experi-
ence at this beach

Strongly
Strongly Agree Neutral or Disagree Disagree
Agree �! �! Undecided �! �!  I!

Solitude $5

PART 3

ATTRIBUTE STATEMENT SCORE



TABLE I

Beach Users, Management Staff, and Management
Predictions; Composite gcore Ranking

Attribute Statements

Safety while at beach

15

Weather while at beach

Relaxing 12 12

18

10

Continues
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Preservation of the natural
beach enviornment

Facilities  picnic tables,
grille, etc.!

Water Conditions  tempera-
ture, waves, etc.!

Employees  people who work at
the beach!

Visual Quality of the beach
scenery  landscape!

Rules and regulations concern-
ing people's behavior on the
beach

Beach conditions  texture of
sand, etc.!

Users Mgt. Staff Mgt. Pred.



TABLE 1  Continued!

Beach Users, Management Staff, and Management
Predictions: Composite Score Ranking

Attribute Statement*

10 ll

1412

101313

14

1619. 515

16 17

16 2017Solitude

1619.518

18 17

1920 15

*All twenty statements were followed by uis/are important to my
recreation experience at this beach" on the questionnaire.
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Socialising  with family,
friends and others!

Entrance fee  cost of gaining
entrance to the beach!

Activities  swiuming, games,
etc.!

Development  ways in which the
beach has been developed!

Sensory Attributes  sounds,
smells. etc.!

Distance from my home to
the beach

Large number of people on the
beach

Passive watching  watch
people on beach!

Wildlife  opportunity to
see wildlife at beach!

Users Mgt. Staff Mgt. Pred.



relaxing, sna vzsuai quazzry attrzoutes. zznaJ.J.y ~ when comparing
management staff own personal perceptions of the attributes with how
they predicted users would respond, eight attributes were shown to vary
by more than three ranking places. Managers ranked the attributes
preservation, employees, visual quality, solitude and wildlife higher
than their predictions of user response while ranking the entrance fee,
sensory and large number attributes lower,

The results of this study indicate that beach users' and management staff
had similar perceptions toward the recreation attributes of the beach.
However, management staff did not appear to be able to accurately pre-
dict how users at the test beaches would perceive the attributes. Ad-
ditionally, management staff's prediction of users response was not
related to their own personal perception of the beach attributes. The
results may partially be explained by the management staff demographics,

In past perception research that compared users to managers, the manager
group was made up of mainly trained professional natural resource
managers who, it can be assumed, possessed some past work experience.
In this study, 85.8X of the management staff subject group worked six
months a year or less �8.5X worked three months a year less!. Over
72X had three years or less �5.3X one year or less! of prior work ex-
perience at the particular test beach, By age, 73.7X were 30 years old
or younger �5.5X were 20 years old or younger!. These demographics
would seem to indicate that the management staff group for this study
was composed of summer employees who were probably students or recent
high school oz' college graduates �8.3X completed high school, 35.4X 1-3
years of college, 12.1X completed college!. Although aware of their
operational job responsibilities, these young employees would not have
had sufficient education or experience to develop a natural resource.
management consciousness or stewardship that can be seen in the responses
of managers in other studies. In fact, due to the newness, or lack of
continuity, in their job role, many may base their perceptions of the
beach primarily on their years of recreating experience at beach en-
vironments �2.7'X had made 6 or more previous visits to beaches!. The
result being that many of the management staff subjects may be respond-
ing as beach users, not having sufficient natural resource management
education or experience to influence their response.

Similarly, findings in past natural resource perception studies showed
that managers incorrectly predicted users' perception because they based
predictions of their own perception or misinterpreted user behavior,
attitudes, motivation, etc, In this study, the findings indicated that
users and management staff perception of the beach attributes, were
similar. If management had used their own perception of the attributes,
they would have more correctly predicted users response. However, manage-
ment staff possibly due to the lack of national resource education or
job experience background was unable to recognize the similarity between
themselves and users and consequently, may have attempted to predict user
response using a management perspective they did not possess. The impli-
cations of this research would indicate that if management at beach
recreation areas base decisions that affect that resource on what they
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think users Like and disLike ai.one, then they may not be providing the
type experience users are looking for in the beach environment. If no
other information is available about the users at a particular beach,
management staff may well do better to make management decisions based on
their own personal perception of the beach, especially if the staff is
young and lacks Job experience, rather than using some innate under-
standing management believesthey have about the users.

Coastal lands provide an attractive setting for business, residential,
and especially recreational activities, Each year, the remaining
amount of relatively undisturbed coastal land experience more pressure
from competing uses, With growing demand for public coastal recreation
opportunities, it has become paramount that those providing such ex-
periences meet the perceived expectationg of the users. The consequence
of misreading users perceptions is dissatisfaction which may result in
negative impact to the resource. Only through a conscious effort by
those managing public coastal resources to understand the perceptions
and expectationsof the resource user can the dual mandate of protecting
the resource and providing a satisfying recreative experience be
achieved.
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IHTRODUCTIOH

Public participation is a vital element in recreational planning
and design. It provides a means for citizens to contribute their
skills, expertise, and resources in developing and/or renovating park
areas as well as providing an opportunity for voicing personal needs
and/or community priorities relating to park projects  Kepis' 1980;
Gold, 1981! ~

fleanlngful public participation, howevers is a difficult task to
achieve. Personal and professional constraints relating to time,
energy, and knowledge often prevent many citizens, including key
decision-makers, from effectively assessing park phenomena in their
cotmsunitles. To counteract these litsitations, new avenues of data
collection and presentation  Mhyte, 1980; Gold, 1981; Rutledge, 1981;
ASLA, 1982! are being sought to help non-professionals assimilate
information on park conditions more efficiently, This' in turn, would
assist decision-makers and concerned citizens in passing judgements that
ultimately affect park design, management, and use,

In this study, user analysis and documentary film was used to assist
citizen groups in understanding the behavioral context in which two
beach park areas were being used. Since the techniques involved
systematic and objective analyses of use at the parks, information
presented to the citizens was scientifically verifiable and extremely
helpful in clarifying the nature and extent of park problems. Such
information was then used to suggest changes for the parks in terms of
design and management,

This paper focuses on the combination of techniques that are believed
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necessary to: I! insure a comprehensive assessment of site
characteristics and behavioral phenomena in a park area; 2! allow for an
objective presentation of information relating to the site and its
management: and 3! facilitate the dissemination of the information to
the public for review and comment in time-efficient manner. The
techniques involved both traditional forms of data gathering  e.g,, site
assessments, citizen surveys and interviews! and information
dissemination  e.g., public information program, technical reports! as
well as two rather non-conventional means for understanding the nature
of park areas  e.g., user analysis and documentary film! .

~ll ~ td d

In most work relating to the rehabilatation of existing park areas, data
to be gathered will focus on three major areas: I! site analysis; 2!
user analysis; and 3! management analysis. Each of these areas of
information generally rely on several, time-tested' traditional
approaches to data gathering  Gold, 198 1; Christiansen, 1977; Rut ledge,
1971!, and many of these methods utilize secondary data sources. It is
this latter fact that has proved to be the weakest link in much of the
park rehabilatation, design or planning work ro date. This is because
the use of secondary data tends to encourage fewer on-site visits; thus,
the planner or designer fails to understand the behavioral context in
which parks are used.

To address this shortcoming, we tested several non-conventiona I data
gathering and Information dissemination activities that required
user-analysis and documentary film. The purpose was to assess the
additional costs related to the activities and the benefits of the data
gathered for redesign purposes. A review of the methodologies used to
examine each of the information areas listed above serve as the focus of
this paper.

~ti t ~ 1 ~ 1

~tit 1 t. f ~ dltl 1 pp P* t tt d 1 p t 1
basemap for a site often involve the use of aerial photographs and USGS
topographic maps  same scale! . The most recent aerial photographs are
over lain with tracing paper and major features  e,g,, roads, park
boundaries, vegetation, architectural structures! are recorded.
Likewise, an overlay of topographic features is produced. Each overlay
is then enlarged or reduced by photographic processes  or through the
use of a pantograph! to reach the scale desired. The overlays are then
combined to produce the basemap of the study area. The problem with
aerial photographs and USGS topographic maps is that they become
outdated in intensely used or rapidly developing areas. Therefore,
they must be field-verified through actual on site surveying to issure
accurate basemap production.
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The cost of professional surveying currently averages about
5400.00/acre; this includes topographic as well as structural
characterization of the site. In our study, budgetary constra i nts
required us to use a combination of recent aerial photographs, surveys
and select field transect data to develop the basemap. Approximately'
ten hours were used to develop the overlay of the aerie I photograph; two
hours to transfer USCS topographic survey data to the overlay; and ten
hours to selectively run transects to varify the basemap data.

Once our basemap was developed, we used old aerial photographs'
newspaper articles, and surveyor information to characterize the nature
and extent of physical change occuring at each of the beach park areas
over time. This helped citizens visualize how current conditions
evolved at the sites, and what types of future changes could be
expected. The collection and comparison of old aerial photographs ~
newspaper articles, and surveyors notes took approximately twenty hours
to prepare and record on super 8mm film.

Tota I cost for this phase of data preparation included: twelve hours for
traditional basemap development and thirty hours for non-conventional
data verification, preparation, and documentation, The benefits derived
 above and beyond traditional methods! included a field verified
basemap; pictorial documentation of site changes over time; a historical
overview of the human dimensions affecting or affected by physical
changes in the sites  from news accounts! .

Ph sical Inventor . Physical inventories of site conditions relating to
facilities and use areas have traditionally involved on-site
assessments. In this study, we did not deviate from this approach
except to document site conditions on film whenever possible, The site
inventories included assessments of the physical, functional, and
aesthetic qualities of the parks; inventory work took approximately
eight hours to complete. Two of those eight hours were used to
photograph the facilities and use areas. Five additional hours were
needed to use the photographic materials in the documentary film.

Total cost for this phase of the site analysis: 6 hours for traditional
physical inventory; 2 hours for photographing inventory subjects; 5
hours for preparing the film for documentary use. The benefits derived
from the non-conventional data collection included: permanent records of
the physics I conditions of the sites on film; reference material to
gauge assigned assessment values; film to illustrate some of the
problems with the sites.

Traditional park visitor assessments tend to employ questionnaires
th - ~ it il-d li d! t F t i I I ~ f * .~tt ~ f

use, and user rof i les for select park areas, In this study, we
administered an on-site survey to park visitors to assess these three
areas of concern, but we also employed several other, non-conventional
user analysis techniques to verify the survey information and to provide
information on behavior that the s, vey could not provide.
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The survey asked questions about frequency of use, group size and
composition, overcrowding, and physical, social, or managerial problems
with the site. The cost of the survey work was: 20 hours survey
preparation; 31 hours for pretest administration, coding, computer
analysis and revision; 98 hours survey administration, coding, computer
analysis' and interpretation; 10 hours table and figure preparation for
reporting purposes.

This data was corraborated with data from: 1! time-lapse photography;
2! personal observation; 3! visitor mapping; and 4! traffic counts
 automated and non-automated!,

Time-la se hoto ra h . Two Canon XL-5514 movie cameras were
inconspicuously set at high points in each of the park sites; a three
second interval was used to record major areas of use and overall
patterns of movement, Results of the filming showed intense use of the
park areas by motorized vehicles; areas of conflict between motorized
and non-motorized beach users; levels and location of use relating to
park structures or use areas  e.g., cabanas, picnic tables, boat ramps,
parking Iota and roads, beach areas, etc .! . Where interesting use
levels or behaviroal patterns showed up in the fi'Im, additional filming
 non-interval! or personal observations were used to further
characterize the use and/or user group.

Additional cost of time-lapse photography  8 days filming; 10 hours/day!
in man-hours was approximately six hours; most of the time was used to
set-up and take down cameras and change fiim. However, over 20 hours
was used to review the films, and another 20 hours was needed to edit
and splice films for documentary film purposes,

Benefits derived from this activity: pictorial presentation of
behavioral patterns and use levels that could be directly linked with
site design and/or management problems; permanent record of use on film;
corraboration and enhancement of information derived from other data
collection efforts.

Personal Observation and Ha in . These techniques recorded various
aspects of user groups and patterns of use in the park areas. Both
methods provided data with greater detail than the time-lapse
photography allowed. Personal observation was specifically used to: 1!
characterize the occupants of vehicles entering and passing through
various checkpoints in the parks; 2! identify the nature and location of
social groups engaged in various activities while using the parks; 3!
characterize use of park facilities and length of stay by individual
groups within the park .

The cost of personal observation and mapping is high in terms of
man-hours because of the demand for continuity in the activity, We used
four observers, ten hours/day, for six day s to gather data on the
visitor. This amounted to 240 hours of on-site observation work.
Analysis and preparation of the data for filming or technical report
purposes took an additional 30 hours; and observation training to insure
the comparability of data among observers took 3 hours. Therefore, 273
additional hours were used in this phase of non-conventional data
collection. The benefits, however, appear worth the effort for several
reasons. The results brought survey, time-lapse photography, and
traffic count data into context with actual on-site behavioral
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phenomena: it provided the basis for representation of levels of use.
types of use, and social groups composition in a spatial context; and it
identified facility and use area attractions and deficiencies due to the
detai I of data collection,

Traffic Counts. We used automated highway traffic counters to
characterize major and minor Ingress and egress points at the park sites
as well as use levels for various areas along park roads, This data was
coupled with personal observation work that characterized occupants of
motorized and non-motorized vehicles in the parks; their location and
use of park facilities; and areas of conflict. What the automated
traffic counters provided in numbers of cars passing a checkpoint over
time, personal observation filled in with qualitiative data about the
user. For exampie, we had recorder tapes that indicated over 300 cars
passed an ingress point during a 15 minute interval; however, personal
observation allowed us to determine how many people  adult and children!
occupied those cars. Time-lapse photography enhanced the data further
by allowing us to determine how many of those vehicles were repeat
visi tors--i.e., cruising the beach roads and not using other park
facilities,

The man-hours of work involved in traffic-counting was appr oxima'tely 45
hours  four counters, 15 minutes/day, 45 days! . An additional two days
of observation work was used in conj unction with the traffic tapes �
people's 2 days, Sam-6pm!, Twenty hours of data analysis and preparation
for filming  and technical report! were required. Therefore,
approximately 185 hours of work went into this phase of the study.
Benefits derived included: diurnal, weekly, holiday/non-holiday levels
of use for the two park areas; intensity of use by different user groups
on a spatial basis within the parksites; permanent records of use levels
for future comparisons; justification of site design and management
modifications due to the scientific validity and reliabil ty of the
data.

Mana ement anal sis

For this aspect of site rehabilitation, we used the traditional
methods of park user surveys, personal interviews  park staff, public
officials, community representatives!, and public meetings. All of the
data produced by these means were analyzed by computer and developed
into charts or tables for reporting purposes  including filming! .

Total man-hours consumed in this phase can be assess as follows: park
user surveys  already accounted for!, personal interviews �0 hours
preparation, 100 hours administration to approximately 80 individuals!,
public meetings � meetings, 2 hours/meeting!, Data analysis and
preparation included: 40 hours for computer coding and analysis; 20
hours for report preparation. Therefore, approximately, 154 hours were
used for conventional data gathering analysis and preparation,
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Summar of Effort

Table 'I provides a summary of man-hours spent on both the traditional
and non-conventional data collecting and preparation efforts used in
this park rehabilitation 'study'.' From the summary' it appears that
considerable costs are incurred with the incorporation of additional
non-conventional techniques into the park study. Over f,00 additional
man-hours of work can be expected in a study using all of the data
gathering techniques listed. This can amount to significant increases
in project costs relating to salaries, travel, and other expenses.

However, if one examines the benefits derived from the expanded study
effort--particularly in terms of permanent records on behavior, physical
site conditions, and user groups--then the aded expense appears
justified. Furthermore, after study costs in man-hours required to read
and assimilate information from a technical report is considerably
higher  on a person-by person basis! when compared to time required to
observe a documentary film.' Therefore, in terms of information
dissemination, we felt that the documentary film was more efficient in
conveying information about the park sites. We further suspect.
although all of our data collection efforts are not complete, that the
film also conveyed the information more effectively for several reasons:
I! its shorter time span provided fewer opportunities for distraction;
and 2! the impact of visual media appears to have greater power than the
written word. From audience response after presenting the film versus
presenting the technical report, we felt that the technical information
contained therein was more easily conveyed, more completely presented,
and less subject to misinterpretation to those reviewing the film.
Further analysis of survey information and tapes taken of the audiences,
and used to evaluate these two forms of information dissemination, will
clarify these observations further,

It is important to note that these hours represent only on-site data
collection, laboratory analysis, and data preparation of results. Flo
travel or correspondence time is included in these figures.

The technical report was 70 pages long, not including tables and
figures; the documentary film, which included the same results as the
technical reports took 22 minutes to air.
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Table 1: A summary of man-hours used to complete various data gathering and
information preparation tasks relating to a park rehabilitation
project,

HoursHethodology

154 hoursTraditional Data Gatherin Efforts:

6 hours
12 hours

User Analysis
 Visitor survey!

Technical Report Preparation

411 hours

don-conventional Data Gathering
and Information Dissemination Efforts:

Management analysis  film preparation! 20 hours

Documentary film preparation 60 hours

621 hours

211

Hanagement analysis  surveys, interviews,
public meetings!

Site Analysis
 Physical inventories!
 Easemap development!

User Analysis
 Traffic Counts and obsebvation!
 Personal observation!
 Time-lapse photography!

Site Analysis
 Physical inventory filming and data preparation!
 Easemap verification-transects!
 Historical overview of change!

179 hours

60 hours

185 hours
273 hours
46 hours

7 hours
10 hours
20 hours
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Introduction

Atlantic City occupies the northern half of Absecon Island, an 8.2 mile
long barrier island having a northeast-southwest orientation, and is
located about 40 miles north of the lower tip of Cape May, Features of
interest are shown in Figure l. Absecon Inlet is partially controlled
by the Oriental Avenue jetty at Atlantic City and the Brigantine jetty.
Since construction of the Brigantine jetty �952-66! a fillet/shoa1 has
formed inside the channel and connected to the jetty. In addition to
the famed boardwalk there are four piers and several stone and wood
groins. For more detail on the shoreline structures and their history
see McCann �981!. PitzCerald �981! discusses the recent geomorphic
history of Absecon Inlet and the adjacent Atlantic City shoreline.

The beach at Atlantic City has been nourished in 1948, 1962, and 1970.
A beach fili project is scheduled for 1985 with the sand to come from
Absecnn Inlet . Recently� . the Oriental Avenue jetty and three of the
groins have been modified, This paper reports on a study currently
being conducted by the co-authors to evaluate the effect of these recent
structure modifications on potential fil! stability and to propose any
desirable structure changes; to recommend the best source for beach
fill; and to recommend the volume and location of filI placement in 1985,
Some tentative recommendations are made - final, more detailed recommen-
dations will be made in a later report.

Civil Works at Atlantic City

Prom February to May 1963, after the devastatin; March 1962 storm,
600 .000 cubic yards of sand were taken from thu : sI et fillet and channel
and placed on the beach over a distance of 3800 :. southwest of the
Oriental Avenue jetty. In June and July 1970 ",.',rl00 cubic yards of
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sand were taken from the inlet fillet and channel and placed over 4800
ft of the beach southwest of the jetty. Each time, in the filled
sections, the berm was widened to extend approximately 300 ft out from
the boardwalk. Everts, et al. �974!, using profile data collected by
the Coastal Engineering Research Center  see McCann, 1981! have docu-
mented the rapid removal of this fill. Most of the sand was carried
southwest to naturally nourish beaches downdrift of the fill area.
However, much of the sand moved offshore and some sand must have been
carried over the Oriental Avenue jetty; both actions causing a net loss
of beach sand above MSL at Atlantic City.

Using funding authorized under the 1977 New Jersey Beaches and Harbors
Bond Act, four of the structures at Atlantic City were upgraded  see
Figure I!. The crest elevation of the 1180 ft long Oriental Avenue
jetty was raised from +7 ft MLW to +11 ft MLW, The next structure to
the south, a dog-leg shaped groin, was extended 200 ft resulting in a
C-shaped plan form. The third structure south of the inlet, * straight
stone groin, was rebuilt at its outer end. And, an existing wooden
groin just north of the Ocean I pier was extended 300 ft. The first
three structures are north of the usual diverging drift nodal zone which
is typically located between Garden Pier and Central Pier; while the
other structure is to the south,

A 1983 New Jersey Shore Protection Bond Issue will provide funds, which
should be available in 1985, for renourishment of the beach at Atlantic
City. The State has requested permit authority to place 2.6 million
cubic yards of sand on the beach to form a 300 fr wide berm from th*
Oriental Avenue jetty south to Ocean I pier. The berm is then ta taper
from 300 ft to 200 ft over the next 1500 ft of beach fill, and then to
taper into the existing berm width of 200 ft within the next 1500 ft of
beach. The sand would be taken from the proposed borrow area  Figure I!
in the inlet. The borrow section would stay at least 400 ft from the
Brigantine jetty to preclude possible undermin ing of the structure, and
sand would be dredged to depths of 25 ft below MLW.

Field Data Available

A wide variety of field data are available for evaluating conditions at
Atlantic City, Sand size analyses are available for Absecon Island
beaches  Ramsey and Galvin, 1977! as are wave gage data collected at
the Steel Pier  Thompson, 1977! from 1962 to 1969 and wave hindcast
data for 1956 to 1975  Jensen. 1983!. Historic charts of the inlet and
Atlantic City shore dating back to the mid-1800's as well as recent
hydrographic surveys of these areas made by the State of New Jersey and
the Philadelphia District, Corps of Engineers are available. The State
of New Jersey has also taken frequent air photographs of the study area
since the 1962 storm. The usual wind and tide data are available, And,
the Corps of Engineers �974! has documented the history af civil works
at the inlet and Atlantic City.

A most useful data set consists of periodic beach profiles, taken
approximately monthly from November 1962 to April 1973, at seven
locations  see Figure I! by the Coastal Engineering Research Center
 McCann. 1981!. The profiles extend from the boardwalk aut to wading
depth. The survey period encompasses the 1963 and 1970 beach fills.

Ta supplement available field data, the authors wil! < allecr and analyze



sand samples from the inlet within the proposed borrow area. We are
also collecting beach profile data at the seven C.E.R,C. profile lines
plus an additional line between profile 5 and Ocean I pier.

Behavior of 1970 Beach Fill

In 1970, 830,000 cubic yards of sand were dredged from the inlet near
the fillet and pumped to the beach face, The dredged sand had a median
diameter of about 0.3 mm. The native beach sand median diameter
decreased from average values of 0. 35 mm at CERC profile 2 to 0.23 mm
at profile 6  Ramsey and Calvin, 1977!. Thus the fill and native sands
were essentially the same, The berm crest elevation after the fill was
at around +8 ft MSL and the berm width was about 300 ft at profiles 2,
3 and 4. The berm width at profile 1 was over 600 owing to the shore-
line plan form and the jetty. The fill section extended from the j etty
to just south of profile 4.

A good indication of the response of the fill placed at and above MSL
is given by the beach profiles plotted in Figures 2 to 5. The profiles
are for CERC profile lines 1 to 4. Survey dates are: May 18, 1970,
just prior to fill placement; August 26, 1970, just after fill place-
ment; April 12, 1971, one year after start of fill placement; April 10,
1972, two years after start of fill placement; and May 29, 1984, fourteen
years after fill placement.

The most dramatic beach change can be demonstrated by comparing the
May 70 and August 70 profiles to see the amount of fill placed and then
the August 70 and April 71 profiles to see how much of that fill was
lost during the first winter. Some of the fill placed on top of the
berm at profile 1 was likely lost over the jetty which had a crest
elevation of about +5 ft NSL prior to its upgrading, or lost by wave
overtopping of the jetty which washed sand off the berm to the offshore
area. Much of the sand lost from the beach face at profiles 1, 2 and
3 was undoubtedly permanently lost offshore but much of it also moved
alongshore. At profile 4 the net change during the first winter was
small, as sand was lost to offshore but gained from longshore transport
of sand from the profiles further updrift  northeast!.

Comparison of the April 71 and May 84 profi'es at lines 1, 2 and 3
indicates that as much  or more! of the fill was lost from this section
of beach during the first winter than was lost during the following
thirteen years, Of course, much of this sand was transported south and
provided a benefit to beaches further down Absecon Island.

Tentative Recommendations

With a fixed amount of funds for beach nourishment at Atlantic City over
the next several years, it appears to be more desirable to place a
volume of fill that is only a portion of the proposed 2.6 million cubic
yards and to fill the beach at more frequent intervals  e.g. every two
or three years! than approximately once per decade as has been don*
since the 1948 fi11. In this way the total volume of fill placed on
the beach should remain for a longer period of time, Beach users will
experience more uniform beach conditions over a period of years which
wi	 have a more eavorahle impact in the long run, The nourishment
program would essentia!ly be a periodic sediment bypassing operation
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entailing removal of the southerly transport that deposits in Absecon
Inlet and placement of it on Absecon Island for continued transport
south with minimal loss offshore,

Based on the still incomplete analysis of sand samples from the inlet
borrow area, it may prove worthwhile to take sand primarily from the
inlet bar  at the outer ends of the jetties!. This would be so if the
sand from the bar is sufficiently coarser than the O.3 mm median dia-
meter sand previously used and thus have a greater retention time to
wave action on the beach face. The growth of Atlantic Ci.ty and the
concomitant increase in vessel traffic into the inlet may require
dredging of sand from the bar to maintain adequate navigation depths.

The raised Oriental Avenue jetty should have a positive effect in hold-
ind sand on the adjacent beach. However, modification of some of the
groins might have a salutary effect on the beaches. Groins limit long-
shore transport and thus will hold sand in the area of greatest need
 in the more active recreational areas! where the shoreline bulges sea-
ward creating the diverging nodal zone. However, this means that sand
is less able to transport alongshore and is exposed For a longer time
to storm attack and loss offshore, Each of the major structures is
being evaluated to ascertain its most useful geometry in light of these
considerations,

Conclusion

Limited funding is available to nourish eroded beaches at Atlantic City,
so this study is being conducted to optimize the planned nourishment
project, A thorough study of the history of previous fills and the
impact of existing structures on local shore processes is being carried
out. Recommendations will be made on the best location for borrow
material� the volume and location of fill p1acement, and any shore
structure modifications that should prove beneficial.
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Abstract

Segmented offshore breakwaters protect the shore by atrenuating
wave action and by promoting rhe deposition of driff:ing sediment in the
lee of the structures, resulting in the development of a beach
salient. The coocepr. is nos. novel, but simply combines the wave atten-
uation of a natural shore-parallel sand bar or reef system with the wave
diffraction ef fects of a nearshore island. Segmented breakwaters
locally reduce incident wave energy and alter wave direction to create a
"shadow zone" where longshore transported sediment or placed beachf ill
is rerained. The philosophy and history behind rhe use of segmented
breakwarers for beach erosion control, as well as advantages, dis-
advanrages, and some design considerations are presented, together with
example illuatrarions.

Segmented breakwaters have many advantages over other, more con-
ventional forms of shore protection. Unlike groins, segmented break-
waters do not create a total barrier to littoral transport ~ nor do they
promote offshore losses. Unlike revetments, bulkheads ~ and seawalls,
rhey aid in the retention of a recreational beach. If the breakwater
sysrem is properly sited and designed, and beachf ill is included as an
item of construction, the impact to neighboring shores will be
minimal. The main disadvantages of segmented offshore breakwaters are
thar they are more expensive to construct than land � based structures and
thar there are no standardized design criteria.

Alrhough segmented breakwater systems have been previously
implemented in Japan, Italy, Israel, Australia, and other countries,
experience in the Unired Stares has been very limited. Breakwater
systems have been constructed in areas such as Massachusetts ~ Ohio ~
Pennsylvania, and Virginia, and plans exist for inr urporating their use
at other si tes. The design and application of the segmented breakwater
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concept at any particular site must be based on an evaluation of the
local wave climate and littoral transport regime plus a review of the
lessons learned from previously constructed projects. There are a few
numerical and modeling procedures which may be applied to optimize a
breakwater system plan, but the eventual design must heavily rely on
engineering judgement and coastal experience.

Introduction

Although the concept of beach erosion control may be a subject
of some technical controversy, there still is a real need for an effec-
tive way to preserve our recreational beach resources. Not only are
opportunities for public access to beach front areas dwindling due to a
boom in private development, but also overall beach area is gradually
decreasing due to sea level rise and a loss of sediment sources. Shore
erosion control is typically accomplished in one of three ways:

�! By stopping shoreline recession through the use of onshore,
shore-parallel structures such as seawalls or revetments.

�! By adding new beach materi.sl through nourishment or sand
by-passing operations.

�! By reducing the rate of littoral transport.

The conventional structural approach used to reduce the local rate of
longshore sediment transport is a groin or a groin system. Another mode
available for influencing the longshore transport rate is the use of
detached, or segmented, offshore breakwaters.

Segmented offshore breakwaters protect the shoreline by attenua-
ting wave action and by promoting the deposition of drifting sediment in
the lee of the structures. This results in the development of a beach
salient. If the salient grows to the degree that it becomes connected
to rhe structure, it is called a tombolo. The concept of segmented off-
shore breakwaters is not novel, but simply imitates the wave attenuating
effect of a natural shore-parallel sand bar, reef, or nearshore island.

The Philoso h Behind Se mented Offshore Breakwaters

Segmented offshore breakwaters protect a zone of the beach from
direct wave action and also cause a transformation of the incoming
waves. The area directly behind the breakwater is sheltered as wave
energy is dissipated on the structure. The wave energy in the gaps is
also reduced as waves diffract, or bend, around the ends of each break-
water resulting in a lateral spread of wave energy and a net reduction
in energy reaching the shore at any given point. The resultant effect,
illustrated in Figure 1, is to drive sand inro the sheltered area behind
the breakwater where it is deposited.

Any structure whose function is to cause a local accretion of
sand may cause damage to downdri.ft beaches if it traps material from the
longshore system. The addition of beach fill to the project site is
therefore high!y recommended as a part of the project design Enough
sand should be placed to equal the amount which would be removed from
the 1ittoral system by the breakwater-induced beach. Designing a
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Figure 1. Segmented Offshore Breakwater Design Considerations.

breakwater system requires the prediction of the equilibrium beach and
the amount of sand necessary to maintain that stable shoreli.ne. By
artificially adding an amount of fill equal to that required by the
breakwater-induced salients, there will, in principle, be no net
adverse impacts on the neighboring shores. This is a general statement
which should be rigorously examined for any proposed project. Even with
the initial placement of beach fill, variations in the wave climate at a
site may make the range of erosion experienced by neighboring shores
unacceptable.
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The advantages of a segmented offshore breakwater system are
best understood by comparison with the traditional sand accreting shore-
line structure, the groin. Both methods of beach erosion control
involve the use of a group of structures designed as a system. Groins
are generally built perpendicular to shore. Segmented breakwaters are
generally built parallel to the shore. Groins do not reduce the wave
energy striking the shore. They are dependent on the presence of a
trapped beach in order to provide some level of protection for the back
beach. Breakwaters, however, do reduce a certain amount of the incident
wave energy, depending on how much of the shore is fronted by the struc-
ture and the height of th* structure Groins tend to compartmentalize
the shore and the longshore current system. Sediment moving alongshore
is forced into deeper water in order to move around the structure ends,
thereby increasing offshore losses. Frequently, the presence of a groin
field will displace the nearshore bar system seaward. If breakwaters
are designed properly, sediment will continue to move longshore behind
the structures. The degree of reduction is a function of the design.
Breakwaters have not been observed to increase offshore losses of sedi-
ment and, in fact, they may even reduce the offshore transport rate.
Therefore, unlike groins, breakwaters do not promote offshore losses, do
reduce the rate of longshore movement, and do allow regular Longshore
transport patterns to continue.



There are several disadvantages to the use of segmented break-
waters. They are expensive to construct, often involving the use of
marine-based equipment. Also, available design experience and guidance
is very limited. There is no handbook which contains rules and
regulations for designing a segmented breakwater system. The parameters
which control the complex interaction of sediments and structures are
poorly understood, setting the stage for potential judgmental errors.
But probably the greatest disadvantage is a perceived one. The lack of
functioning examples in the United States reduces the public and even
technfcal confidence levels People are reluctant to provide money for a
project if they cannot walk down the beach and see a similar structure
that is working.

Histor of Se mented Offshore Breakwaters

Although experience in the United States in the use of segmented
offshore breakwater systems is lfmited, there have been a number of
applications fn other countrfes. In addition, single breakwater struc-
tures have a long history along the American shore. These structures
may range from a low structure near the shoreline, which is frequently
overtopped and functions as a perched beach, to a high, deepwater struc-
ture built in associatf.on with a harbor. Single breakwater structures
exhf.bit different intents, designs, and construction. They have been
built by individual property owners and by all levels of the Government.

A few major projects illustrate the typical types of single
breakwater applications  U. S. Army Engineers, 1984!. One of the first
major single breakwater projects was the Venice, Calffornfa, 183~-long
rubblemound breakwater, buflt fn 1905. This structure was originally
built to protect an amusement pier, and although the tombolo has been
periodically eroded by storms, the beach has always returned. Other
example projects where a single breakwater was built for erosion control
are at Lfncoln Park in Illfnois and at Haleiwa Beach in Hawaii. Break-
waters built in the 1920 s and 1930 s at Santa Barbara and Santa Nonfca,
Californfa, were origfnally intended to create a harbor of refuge. How-
ever, both of these projects ended up trapping significant amounts of
sediment, causing either a salient or a tombolo to form. An interesting
multfpurpose single breakwater was constructed in 1960 at Channel
Islands, California. This structure overlaps the harbor entrance, help-
ing t'o shield boats using the harbor from wave energy, and trapping
material adjacent to the entrance, making ft available for sand
bypassing operations.

The concept of a system of segmented offshore breakwaters has
been used extensively in other countries, creatfng a broad experience
base  Iesnfk, 1979!. One of the best documented projects is the series
of shallow water "artificial headlands" at Singapore. Other projects
may be found in Italy, France, Israel, and Denmark, to name just a
few. Segmented breakwaters have been used for almost 30 years in
Japan. The Japanese consider the preservation of their coastal lands to
be a national priority. The coast is heavfly developed and periodically
exposed to extreme wave events, such as typhoons and tsunamfs. They
have developed a construction and general configuration plan which has
been fnstalled and is successfully functioning at more than 20 different
sites. Typically, Japanese breakwaters are built fairly close to shore,
causing the almost complete development of a tombolo. These breakwaters
have no core and are fairly porous. Full tombolo formation fs inhfbited
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by the large amount of wave energy which is transmitted rhrough the
breakwater. One of the first applications of a segmented breakwater
system in the United Srates was the 1935 construction of five break-
waters at Winthrop Beach in Boston, Nassachusetts. These breakwaters
were constructed to protect the shore and a seawall. The approximately
3-m tide range at this site causes two distinctive shoreline
responses. During high tide, the five breakwaters act as one unit,
resulting in the formation of a single salient, while the low tide shore
features five separate but smaller tombolos.

In 1977, three rubblemound breakwaters were constructed at
Lakeview Park, Lake Erie, Lorain, Ohio. This project has been carefully
monitored since construction, resulting in a unique data base which
documents the shoreline response to a group of structures  Pope and
Rowen, 1983!. The project was designed to allow sediment transport to
continue behind the breakwaters by placing them 120-150 meters off of
the original shore. The placed beach fill has been remarkably stable,
exhibiting a slight average annual accretion of approximately
2,300 cubic meters. A very stable shoreline has developed which
undulates seasonally, due to changes in water levels and the wave
climate, but repeats the same patterns.

Other, more recent segmented breakwater projects in the United
States include: a shallow water beach erosion control project at
Colonial Beach, Virginia, which includes a 3-breakwater and a 4-
breakwater section; a 3-breakwater prototype test constructed at Presque
Isle, Pennsylvania; a 4-breakwater, moderate water depth, "no fill"
project at East Harbor, Ohio; and a 3-breakwater "with fill" project at
Lakeshore Park, Ashtabula, Ohio. All of these projects except for the
one at East Harbor are being monitored by the Corps of Engineers in an
effort to improve the "state-of-the � design."

Desi n Considerations

In order to successfully design segmented offshore breakwaters,
the wave climate and the sediment transport characteristics at the
project site must be known. This includes understanding the average
range of conditions and predicting the extreme conditions. Shoreline
response is based on the magnitude and direction of the predominant
incident waves   Figure 1!. From this information, the designer attempts
to predict the amount of wave diffraction around the structures, the
degree of overtopping, and the net and gross sediment transport under
average conditions. The designer also wants the project to function
without detrimental impact to the backbeach features and neighboring
shores during severe storms or periods of unusual quiescence. Seasonal
and periodic variations in the coastal climate will cause the beach
morphology to fluctuate . The salients will erode and accrete within an
envelope which is controlled by normal cycles and the extreme
conditions.

The challenge is to predict an average, stable shoreline con-
figuration for various breakwater designs, then select the best one.
The designer manipulates the breakwater length, gap width, alignments,
height, wave transmission characteristics, and distance offshore until
the desired shoreline can be predicted for the least amount of structure
expense  Figure !! ~ An estimate of how much sedimenr. the structures
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would ordfnarfly trap is then made allowing original fill and main-
tenance fi.ll quantfties to be programmed.

Design tools currently avaflable include the use of a simple
diffraction analysfs. The average wave climate from different direc-
tians fs evaluated and a diffraction analysfs performed. The different
di.ffraction patterns are then compared and an average shoreline pre-
dicted. Another tool which holds promise for making qualitative pre-
dictions is the use of a movable bed, physical model. Each of these
tools has been verified by comparison with the field data collected from
the Lakeview Park project and found to accurately reproduce the
pratatype shoreline response of that project. Of course, fn the case of
a major project, the constructfon of a prelfmfnary field test structure
may be warranted. By constructing and monitoring a small-scale
prototype structure at the project site, invaluable data can be
collected and used to fine tune the full project design. The three
breakwaters at Presque Isle were constructed with such a purpose in
mind. The data collected from these structures fs being used to assist
in the development of a project design involving the protection of
5 miles of eroding shore.

A new tool, which is just becoming available for predfctfng
sediment response to coastal structures, fs the numerical model. There
are a number of numerical models avaflable, but only limited ffeld veri-
ffcatfon tests have been made. Numerfcal models bring the design wave
candftfon to the structure, then diffract, refract, and shoal the waves
to breaking. Some models even allow for wave transmission at the struc-
ture. From this combination of effects, the incomfng wave train is
transformed as ft would be in nature and a resultant shoreline fs
predicted.

The concept of segmented offshare breakwaters has theoretical
promise. Such breakwaters have functioned successfully at a number of
sf tea. Segmented breakwaters should not be indiscriminately applied to
all projects and sites, Untfl more projects have been built and moni-
tored at a varfety of sites we will not know if they are suitable, for
example, for use along shores with a high tidal range or for localized
protection along a shore with a large littoral cell. Design mistakes
will be made, but ff we understand the design limitations and are
sensitive to the demands of the environment we will have a means of
controlling local beach erosion which works with the processes of the
shore rather then agafnst them.
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THE PROBLEM

Groi ns and jetties are shore perpendicular structures made of wood,
steel, or stone, and are used throughout the Atlantic and 6ulf Coasts of
the United States as shoreline protection and navigation structures. The
effecti veness of groins in protecting and stabilizing a shoreline, how-
ever, is disputed,. While littoral material has been shown to accumulate
on the updr'ft side of the structure, the shoreline on the downdrift side
has been observed to erode  Figure 1!. Unfortunately, the mechanism caus-
ing the observed condition is poorly understood. Jetties likewise inter-
rupt littoral drift, and thus create situations similar to that experienced
with grains. The objective of this paper is to highlight past laboratory
uid field investigations, apply these observations to existing problem
areas, and develop an understanding of the information needed to ident.ify
the iesponsible ph."sical processes and adequately mitigate the obs rved and
expected adv rse effects.

LABORATORY S1UDIES

Investigation in a controlled setting offers the opportunity to quan-
titatively observe coastal processes. Both wave tank models and numerical
models have been used to examine wave and tidal currents around grains and
jetties. A recent investigation involving weir j etty performance by Sea-
berg �983! provides m excel'ient example of wave induced current ci rcula-
tion in varying condi tions. The downdrift circulation patterns were
characterized by large eddys. These eddys were most accentuated durino
maximum ebb flow and 10 second period waves approaching from the updrift
side at an angle of 30'. Unfortunately, the limited side of physical
models does not allow fbr the observation of large scale circulaticn
patterns far downdri ft of such structures.
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Computer generated nunerical models have also been used to predic' ~~ve
and current patterns on beaches and nearshore structures. Most models are
based on the concept of radiation stress, and yield results in the form of
force vectors repre' nted as current velocities. The generic case of a
shore connected breakwater is probably bast represented by the work of Liu
and Mie, 1975. Their results show distinct up- and down-drift circulation
patterns. The updrift uattern is characterized by several e'Iliptical,
alternating fiows, and the downdri ft pattern exhibi ts one large eddy
parallel to the shoreline  Figure 2!. A similar downdri ft pattern was
found by Beti es, at al., �981! in their investigation of a large port
protruding into the surf zone. Other computer models which predict shore-
iine positior, in the lee of such structure  e.g, Perlin and Dean, 1983!
show a log spiral shoreline, presumably formed by the observed c',rcula"ion
cell. Thus far, computer models have lacked the storage capacity to ana-
iyze entire shorelines and associated structures. However, it is hoped
that the "ecent advance. "in microprocessi ng wi 11 be matched by a better
unde.-standing of the controlling physical processes, and larger boundary
areas wild be developed.

F IELD INVESTIGATIONS

Field investigations are much more qualitative than laboratory models
because of the difficulty in obtaining real time data measurements in the
complex physical environment. Therefore' most data is descriptive; for
example, aerial photos. However, some float measurements have been re-
corded in the lee of groi ns in North Carolina  see Figure 3!. These cur-
rent tracks show two basic trends. One trend extends into the surf zone
i,near the collapsed section of the groin! and meanders offshore, downdrift
of the groin. The other trend approximates a large spiral eddy forming
landward of the surf zone. As in the wave tank studies, these measure-
ments do not extend far enough downdrift of the structure to identify addi-
-.ional spiraling eddys.

Hhere float measurements are restrictive, aerial photographs allow
large areas to be observed simultaneously. However, they are not quanti-
:ati ve. Therefore, current patterns must be deduced from shoreline charac-
:eristi cs . A good example of the downdri ft shoreline is presented i n
Figure 4, Note that an obvious log spiral beach has formed immediately
downdrift of the last groin. As one looks farthe~ down the shoreline,
acre subtle crescentric beach forms appear periodica ly. It is inferred
that the shoreline forms in response to the wave induced currents. Thus,
the observed beach forms probably evolved in response to a specific wave
event. A spiral'ling eddy shearing off the last groin could be re;ponsi ble
for the observed shori line pattern  see Figure 5!.
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OISCU55ION

Until now, we have considered a situation with a uni -directional wave.
n the natural envi ronment the mixed wave spectra creates many variations

in the resultant circulation patterns. Visual observation of downdri ft
circulation cells has revealed that a dominant wave direction less than
45' produce much larger downdrift beach forms, while angles greater than
45'  but less than 9O'! produce smaller more numerous cells. One way to
verify this is by recording the log spiral pattern or signatures .,f the
downdrift shore'line resulting from different wave events. Of course, dur-
ing complete littoral drift reversals  i.e. reversal of wave direction!
the formerly downdri ft area becomes the updrift area. For simplicity, we
assume here the updrift circulation pattern changes to the downdrift pat-
tern as the littoral drift reverses. Notably, in .idence angles less than
45' creates larger cells in the downdrift area, which decrease alcng the
beach axis length as the wave incidence angle approaches 90'. Figure 6 is
a graphic description of the probable patterns. Furthermore, one would
expect the dmoinant wave spectra to produce a recognizable signature on
both the updri ft and downdri ft beaches, which is only temporarily modi fied
by individual wave events.

The benefits of understandi ng these circulation patterns are:

�! To predict the rate of change in shorelines  updrift and down-
drift! see I.verts, 1983!.

�! To mi tigate the potentially adverse effects of these structures
on the beach .s.

In order to apply this model to specific problem areas, a data base
for the site must be prepared. The simplest m.thod of doing this is
through combining remotely sensed and field collected data. In s i' ua-
tions where historical da a is available this method is less expensi ve;
however, it is preferable to have at least one, if not several, semi-
monocromatir wave event to r cord current circulation patterns and resul-
tant shoreline configurations. Typically, the following data is needed:

Photos should be acquired before, dur-
fter a specific storm event.

�! Wave Data: Incidence angle, wave height, wave length, and wave
period.

  3! Circulation Data: Rhodami ne dye or, even better, artificial

head of the terminal structure and their progress monitored by
short term hand held or metric photography.

�! Historical Beach Pi ofi les and Aerial Photo ra~hs: Whenever pos-
sible, these two variables should be tabulated and correlated to
show dominant long term trends.
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The deduction of the up- and down-drift circulation patterns should
lead the investigator to the sand movemerit patterns as well,. It is through
the knowledge of how the system works that one can hope to manipulate it
into the desired result. The basic options available are �! structure
removal, �! covering the structure with sand, �! modifying the structure,
or �! compensating for the effects through another action  e.g sediment
bypass!. There are many variations to each option, and the body of knowl-
edge gained through scientific investigation should iead the investigator
to the best alternative.

CONCLUSION

The problem of littoral drift interruption by groins and jetties is the
legacy of many shore stabilization and navigation projects. Laboratory in-
vestigation involving wave tank models and computer generated models are in
close agreement, but are limited by constricting boundary condi tions. Field
investigations including float studies aud aerial photographys have greatly
increased the boundary areas and compare remarkably well with laboratory
data.

A model to deduce current circulation patterns around shore perpendic-
ular structures is proposed. This model predicts patterns based on vary-
ing angles of wave incidence, and a method to verify the model with field
investigations is also presented. The data gathered through individual
site examinations may then be used to select appropriate mitigation action .

The alternatives for mitigation include the following:

  1! Structure renoval,
�! Covering the structure with sand,
�! Modify the structures, or
�! Compensate for the adverse effects through another action  e.g.

sediment bypass!.
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Figure 3: Surface current tracks from drifter buoys. measurements
made at the Cape Hatteras Lighthouse groin, North
Carolina on 10 May 1981.
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Figure 4: Westhampton Beach', NY groin field
looking to the vest  August 1984! .
Note the periodicity of the shoreline
to the west of the last groin. Dominant
littoral drift is from east to west
in this region �00,000 cubic yards
per year!.
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Figure 6: Proposed changes in wave induced current circulation
patterns with varying wave incidence angles. Adapted
from Liu and Nei, 1974.
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LOR ~ RARROR RRLP TRANS~ PROJECT

Donald W. Rice

Los Angeles Harbor Department

Abstract

In 1977, the Los Angeles Harbor Department planned and implemented a
kelp transplant project to enhance wildlife resources in the Harbor in
order to offset potential losses to marine habitat from two Harbor
Department projects. Kelp restoration techniques developed by the
California Institute of Technology and the California Depastment of Fish
and Gene were applied ta transplant the giant kelp, ~pacrnc stis spp., tn
Los Angeles Harbor.

The first step in the transplant operation was to deploy an
artificial substrate for the attachment of plants along two areas of Los
Angeles Harbor's breakwater. Phase I of the transplant operation
invo'1 ved collecting several hundred adult kelp plants f rem nearby
Abalone Cove on the Pains Verdes Peninsula and transplanting them to the
previously deployed artificial substrate. A second phase of the proiect
invol ved coi 1 ecting, transporting, and transpl anting several hundred
kelp plants from Bahia Tortugas, Baja California to Los Angeles Harbor.
The third phase of the project invol ved transpl anting kel p sporophytes
reared in the laboratory by the University of Southern California to the
transplant sites.

By August of 1978, kelp was successfully established and growing on
the San Pedro breakwater. At the present time, an essentially
continuous kel p bed approximately 9,000 feet �700 m! in length has
developed along the inside of the inner San Pedro breakwater and kelp is
spreading to other nearby shorelines.

As a result of the project, fish and invertebrates have emigrated to
this habitat, increasing the abundance and diversity of marine life in
Los Angeles Harbor.
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Introduction

Early in 1977, the Los Angeles Harbor Department began planning an
experimental marine habitat enhancement proiect fn order to develop
wildlife resources in the Harbor to offset potential lasses ta marine
habitat fram two Harbor Department projects. These projects were the
fflling of a 10-acre slip known as Berth 232, along the Harbor's main
channel, to create backland for a new container terminal; and the
construction of a 600 foot   182m! wharf at Berth 206 in connection with
an expansion of an existing container terminal, The concept selected by
Los Angeles Harbor to offset potential habitat losses was to create, by
transplant techniques, a giant kelp  Macroc stis spp,! bed within Los
Angeles Harbor. This concept was propose to the LI.S. Army Corps of
Engineers and the California Coastal Canvnfssion and subsequently
incorporated as permit conditions for these projects.

Groupings of large marine plants or "seaweeds" are known as ke'!p
beds. These kelp beds in coastal areas of Southern California and
Northern Mexico are usually comprised of the giant kelp, Macrac stis
spp. The importance and utilization of kelp beds is well ocumented
 North, 1968!. Macroc stis is the fastest growing plant known,
sometimes increasing n engt more than 18 inches �5.7 an! per day
 Haaker, 1975!. Kelp beds provide habitats for many of California's
shellfish, fin fish and mammals. At the time the experimental
transplant project was conceived, there was no natural kelp bed existing
in Los Angeles Harbor. Although historical records on the abundance and
distribution of marine plants are sketchy, a II.S, Coast and Geodetic
Survey map of the Port dated 1908 indicates that large seaweed beds were
present both inside the breakwater and offshore fram Los Angeles
Harbor. Hf storical ly, natura'I and man-made changes have adversely
affected the kelp bed environment. Large kelp beds that once existed
along the Palos Verdes Peninsula of Los Angeles County, which includes
the area of Los Angeles Harbor, had disappeared by the late 1950's.
Since no giant kelp was growing in the Harbor in 1977, the establishment
of a kelp bed would benefit the Harbor's ecosystem and provide food and
shelter for fishes and invertebrates, Kelp restoration efforts have
been undertaken along the Palos Verdes Peninsula in recent years by
researchers from the Calffornia Institute of Technology and the
California Department of Fish and Game   Nil son, 1978! . It was the
application of these techniques that the Harbor's Environmental staff
intended to apply within Los Angeles Harbor to establish the kelp bed .

Discussion

The first step in conducting the transplant operation was to deploy
an artificia'I substrate along the breakwater of Las Angeles Harbor for
attaching the plants. Two sites were selected for initial transplant
efforts, one at the bend of the San Pedro breakwater and a second was
located several hundred meters east of the Harbor entrance   Figure 1!.
At each transplant site, eighteen 40-foot �2 m! lengths of anchor chain
with 50-pound �2 kg! steel blocks welded at each end were placed
perpendicular ta the breakwater   Figure 2!. Floats secured ta a
four-foot   1. 2 m! long, one quarter inch   .6 cm! diameter nylon line
were tied at four-foot   1.2 m! intervals along the anchor chain to
provide 10 attachment sites per chain, Sites were established for 180
plants in a 50-faot   15 m! by 200-faot �1 m! area at each transplant
location. The floats provided an attachment site for the kelp plants,
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and the 4 foot �.2 m! nylon line created a harrier against sea urchin
grazing. The goal of the transplant project was to provide attachment
sites for enough plants to act as "seed stock" in order to enable the
kelp bed to expand through the natural reproductive process of
Yacroc stis.

ransp ant activity at the two sites fs shown in Table l. In the
first phase of transplanting, local kelp was obtained from Aba'lone Cove
on the Palos Verdes Peninsula where the transplant efforts of California
Institute of Technology and Department of Fish and Garne �967-l976! had
resulted in a dramatfc restoration of previous'ly existing kelp beds.
Plants frtsrf six to twelve feet   1.8 - 3.6 m! in length were selected and
an attempt made to f1nd plants insecurely attached which would probably
break loose and be lost during local wfnter storms. These plants were
brought aboard the transplant vessel where nylon line was threaded
through the holdfasts. The plants were then bagged and placed in
water-filled bait tanks or containers by University of Southern
California staff, the Harbor Department's contractor for this portion of
the transplant operation  H.E. P., 1978!. Transplanti ng was accomplished
by tying the holdfasts of plants to the floats attached to the chain
substrate.

TABLE 1
T R AN SP LANT ACT I V IT Y

Number of Plants
San Pedro
Breakwater

Federal
Breakwater

Primary Transplants
Abalone Cove Plants
Mexican Plants by Truck
Mexican Plants by Boat

'l 21

75
118
53
51

222

5/23-6/3/77
6/15/77
6/'16/77

Sub Total

Bu lemental Trans lants
Abalone Cove Plants
Abalone Cove Plants
Abalone Cove Plants

13
43
91

35
43

437/27/77
10/28/77

3/29/78
6/1/78

3/29/79
Abalone Cove Plants
Abalone Cove Plants

20 Plants Cultured by
Dr. Neushul  UCSB!

Abalone Cove Plants

20
3'7

478

4/12/79

3/12/80
Total 265

Dispersal of Embryo and
Juvenile Plants 14,000 ft. of seeded twine7/77 - 5/78
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Phase II of the proiect involved transplanting several hundred kelp
plants from Bahia Tortugas, Baja California. Bahia Tortugas offered
large ouantities of a variety of kelp adapted to warmer waters. Kelp
can be adverse'ly affected by water temperature fncreases and since
harbor waters are usually warmer than adjacent coastal waters the Baja
kelp was selected. Seven men, including five fran the Los Angeles
Harbor Department, and one each from the California Department of Fish
and Game and the U.S. Army Corps of Engfneers, flew in two small p'lanes



to Bahia Tortugas, 400 miles �43 km! south of the border on the Baja
Peninsula's Pacific side. There, with the cooperation of Al fonso
Solares of the Mexican Fish Commission and other Mexican officials, the
team located and bagged the kelp. Most of the plants, some over 30 feet
  9 m! in length, were individually wrapped in burlap and plastic bags
with sea water and oxygen added and then boxed in styrofoam cases for
protection and temperature insulation of the fragi'Ie kelp. After
delivery by plane to the United States-Mexican border, this kelp was
trucked to Los Angeles Harbor and transplanted in the same manner as the
local Abalone Cove kelp. Additional plants were returned to Los Angeles
Harbor in the bait tanks of the fishing vessel "Marty B" on its return
voyage to the Port fran commercial fishing in southern waters.

Results

By August 1978, kelp was successfully established and flourishing on
the San Pedro breakwater. The winter storms of 1977-1978, combined with
intense grazing by fish resulted in the near cmnplete destruction of the
plants at the site east of the Harbor entrance. This resulted in an
eventual decision to abandon that area and concentrate all future effort
at the San Pedro breakwater site. Supplemental transplants of
approximately 180 plants were required to replace lost or damaged plants
at the San Pedro breakwater site between the summer of '77 and the
summer of '78. During that same period, dispersal of sporophyte and
.iuvenile plants, cultured by the University of Southern California, were
dispersed at, and adjacent to the transplant sites  H.E.P., 1978!. In
1979, 63 plants were transplanted from Abalone Cove and 20 plants
cultured by Dr. Mike Neushal of the University of California at Santa
Barbara were also placed in the transplant area,

By 1979, there were sufficient numbers of plants growing in the area
from the natural reproduction of the adults to thin out the main
transplant areas and place plants in other areas of the breakwater.
These plants have continued to grow and reproduce along the breakwater.
At the present time, an essentially continuous kelp bed has developed
along an approximately 9,000 foot �700 m! portion of the inner San
Pedro breakwater. Periodic maintenance of the kelp bed has included
removal of sea urchins which feed on small kelp plants.

Since 1980, a distinct seasona1 cycle in the growth and development
of the kelp bed has become evident. Maximum density of plants is
nonaaliy reached between June and October. From October to March, there
is a general decline in the numbers and condition of plants.
Recruitment of juveniles begins in April, and hy June the kelp areas are
generally too dense to swim through,

Although quantitative data on the kelp bed is limited, some recent
information has been collected by  craner, 1983!, Between October and
December of 1982, Maner surveyed 3 transects on the San Pedro breakwater
to a depth of 30 feet in order to determine the condition of the kelp
plants and determine their growth characteristics  Table 2!. General

trends evident frcm these data are higher densities �/m ! of plants
2

at shallow depths  -6 feet! and 'larger, more robust plants found in
lower densities  I/m ! at deeper depths  -12 feet/-18 feet!.2
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Table 2. San Pedro Breakwater ffacrac stfs
Characterfstfcs Winter 1

X Number
fronds/
plant
 blades/
frond!

Total
Individuals
Examined
Fran Three

~0e th Transects

Ylength
of plants
~ft

Y
I'arcro stis 2
ens t es

!f Biomass
 Wet Weight!

lbs

-6'
�.8m! 12 10

�m!
1.2

 .54 kg!

10. 2
�.6 kg!

18. 3
�4.4!

-12' 3
�.6m!

23
�1.4!

15
�.5m!

10. 7 21.6 12
�.8 kg! �1.3! �.6m!

-18' 3
�.4m!

Fran: Naner, 1983.

As a result of this project, fish and invertebrates that have been
recruited to this habitat which have increased the opportunity for
recreational fishfng off the San Pedro breakwater. In additfon, there
are many species of marine life, such as those inhabiting kelp
holdfasts, now living in this kelp bed which, at least in recent
history, were previously unknown from Los Angeles Harbor. These
organisms contrfbute to the dfversity of life fn the Harbor and have a
very positive effect on the health of Los Angeles Harbor's ecosystem.
As a result af careful planning, fnternatfanal cooperation, and
intergovernmental teamwork, the project goal of establishing a kelp hed
in Los Angeles Harbor has been achieved. At the present time, there is

reproducing, seif sustai-ning population or ~racroc stis that appears to
he well adapted to Harbor waters.

As indicated previously, the kelp bed praject was undertaken as a
permit condition mitigation for port development. The permit condition
called for creating a 34 acre kelp hed, recognizing that the effort was
experimental. If the kelp project was not successful, permit conditions
called for the creation of a 34-acre salt marsh.

The Army Corps of Engineers, after consulting with federal and
state wildlife resource agencies, declared the kelp transplant project
unsuccessful in 1979 because the required 34 acres were not present.
The Harbor Department has naw constructed a 3~g-acre salt marsh to
satisfy the required permit conditions for the port developments,
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At this time, the Port would like to use the habitat value created
for the kelp bed project as a "credit" to offset losses from planned
future developments, Our present efforts are directed at establishing a
value of the area enhanced by kelp in relation to harbor habitat likely
to he impacted .



Studies can be implemented to measure primary production, fish
abundance, diversity, or other characteristics of the area but the
difficulty arises in translating these objective measurable data into
subiective value.

Suggestions would be welcomed by the authors as to possible
approaches for quantifying habitat value of the kelp bed project.
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Steven D. Garber

Center for Coastal and Environmental Studies
Rutgers University

New Srunswicfct NJ 08901

Introduction

Numen inf'luence on a suite of ecological f'actors is currently
affecting marine turtles globally. A ll turtle species lay eggs on land
which requires them to leave the ~ster to complete this part of' their
life history, By most reasonable estimates, they have been perf'orming
this task for more than 200 million years. One would think that af'ter
all that time they ~ould have ~orked out most of the problems. So why
are they all endangeredy

There is no question that they have become quite accomplished at
this phase of their life's however while they were perfecting and
genetically locking in their migratory and nesting-related behaviors,
the wot ld was changing, For millions of' years it was a tr emendously
successful strategy to live in the seas and coastal waters, swim to
remote beaches where predator-r elated pressures wer e at a minimum, and
lay eggs. But since the period dur ing which sea turtle behavior slowly
evolved, conditions have changed considerably. Most of' the ancient
crustaceans, amphibians, and reptiles became extinct and birds and
mammals evolved. To sut vive the advent of mammalian predators, modern
avifauna, and the myt i ad of' other influences, speaking from an
evolutionary perspective, marine turtles must have been doing something
right, especially when one considers the fact that very f'ew other
vertebrate species, genera, or even families have withstood the past
200 million years relatively unchanged.

Moving to historir times' we know that as recen: ly as 100 years ago
there were very large populations of sea turtles ir..he tropical and
semi-tropical waters all around the world. We a'so nnow that during a
certain time al' the year, depending an the lacatir>n, thousands at'
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turtles congregated off specif'ic shores where they mated ~ and then
females crawled on shore and laid their eggs. Whalers documented these
crawls, They had beaches which they visited occasionally to pick up
their next Pew months of fresh turtle meat. On the ~haling vessels
large turtles could live a year upside down, protected from the sun,
without food or water. In time, factories were established at nesting
beaches. Thousands of turtles and eggs were sent to market. The
supply seemed inexhaustible. But all that changed. Now populations of
all species of sea turtles are critically low, and we are trying ta
save them,

Over 99$ of our research focuses an nesting behavior, incubation,
and hatchling emergence, even though this comprises less than 1$ af the
tur'tie's life history. This may be understandable considering the
extended migrations, often more than 2,000 km, to remote feeding areas
and nesting beaches. As a result, we are currently directing our
energies toward nesting-beach management because it appears that this
is where our eff'orts will be most productive. This part of sea turtle
behavior is concentrated in time and space. This is where the turtles
are the most vulnerable, and this is when management policies can be
the most cost effective.

Li htin , Grains and Develo ment

A site was studied along an 18 km stretch of' developed beach
between Delray Beach and Fort Lauderdale, F'lorida, wher e it was found
that nesting females did not avoid highly developed, intensely lighted
beaches in favor of darker, undeveloped beaches. But rock groins,
circular mounds of rock used to retard erosion, positioned 20-30 m
apart in the inter tidal zone at DeerPield Beach may have deterred
nesting. False crawls, where turtles come out apparently to lay eggs
but turn around and return ta the water, were very scarce at this
beach, even thaugh the wide spacing oP groi ns permitted easy access to
the turtles  Mann, 1978!. It could be that the grains discouraged
nesting turtles because natural selection has favored turtles that do
not nest near rocky environments which harbor f'ish and other potential
predators which would take a significant toll of hatchlings when they
make their way out to sea. Ta my knowledge, no one has mapped rocks
and reefs and sandy bottoms where turtles lay their eggs and where they
do not lay their eggs to see if' there is a carrelation, Likewise, no
one has studied the efPect other erosion-related structures may have on
nesting behavior.

Moving light sources such as vehicular trafPic may have deterred
nesting. However, the major ePfect of artificial lights appears to be
related to the disorientation of hatchlings. Where nearby artificial
light sources were directly visible from the nest, the majority of
hatchlings usually headed inland rather than toward the water.
Interestingly, it has been found that the sea-finding behavior of'
hatchling Green turtles  Chelonia ~m das! is not significantly
influenced by flashing lights  Mrosavsky, 1978!. It has also been
learned that when ar tif'icial light sources from buildings and other
structures were not visible from the nests, hatchlings often oriented
correctly, even though diffuse light over 'the landward horizon was more
intense than that over the sea.
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When the moon was the brightest and visible far mast OP the night,
emerging hatchlings would sometimes orient correctly from beaches where
disorientation usually occurred on moonless nights, This may be due to
the moon's rePlection on the water, At Cape Lookout National Seashore
it has been documented that emerging hatchlings within sight of the
lighthouse head toward it, rather than out to sea  Garber, 1984a!.

Disoriented hatchlings appear to have a low survival rate compared
to those hatchlings which make their way straight to the water without
interr uptions. One study found the per centage oP disoriented
hatchlings killed by cars' crabs, or just drying out ranged as high as
96$, depending on the particular situation  Manna 1978!.

The presence or absence of' barriers such as sea ~alla, buildings,
or vegetation at the back oP the beach, that could eff'ectively prevent
hatchlings Prom leaving the beach, had a major impact on their
mortality. When barriers were presents the major ity of disoriented
hatchlings eventually reached the ocean after protracted periods of
moving in the wrong direction. The significance of' the energy ~sated
during this wander ing is not known. Whether disorientation continues
in lighted areas aPter hatchlings have reached the ~ster has not been
investigated. Much has to be resolved before the full impact oP
lighted coastlines can be properly evaluated. For a comprehensive
treatment of this topic see the review of' this problem and potential
solutions by Raymond �984!.

Sand Conditions

The percent of' hatchlings successfully emerging is influenced by
local sand conditions, Hatchling mortality within nests was greater on
soPt beaches with coarse-grained sand than on firm, fine-grained
beaches. This may be due to a number of variables. It appears that
hatChling emergence nest chambers in soft loose sand are prone to
spontaneous, or hatchling-induced cave-ins, making escape difficult.

With externally applied pressur es, such as those from people
walking over the nests, or vehicles driving over the nests, which would
include recreational off-road vehicles or beach marntenance machinery,
mortality within the nests may increase. Due to compaction the
hatchlings can get trapped in their nests. It appears that on firmer
beaches these inf'luences do not take such a great toll.

Between the sand particles of' the beach is a diverse fauna
including bacteria, protozoa, and small invertebrates, To what extent
these faunas vary wi th beaches having different characteristics and how
theSe differences may afPect eggs and hatchlings has not been
investigated,

Off-Road Vehicles Ve etation, and Erosion

Much work has been done documenting the effects off-road vehicles
have on dune vegetation and erosion  Brodhead, 1979; Brodhead and
Godfrey, 1979!. Dunes near the ocean can provide critical habitat for
nesting females. If these dunes are affected, this can af'feat their
value as nesting beaches. Females appear to key into the slope of the
beach and the distance to the dunes when they are s lecting a nesting
site. The female turtles will not travel very far - o land, so they
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seem to r equire beaches that are steep enough to provide a short
distance to the dunes. If erosion processes are accelerated by off-
road vehicle impact, then even if the eggs are laid they may be killed
by overwash, or due to the erosion they may be taken by the ocean.

Where tur ties lay their eggs on the dunes may be related to the
P h df h hh !~hh ! P.!. It h h P d
that beachgrass rhizomes will attack turtle eggs, robbing them of their
nutrients, and kill them  Lazell, 1981!.

Matcher ies

When eggs are laid in high risk areas, often the only option is to
move them to a hatchery, which poses new problems. When eggs are
moved, the time that has elapsed from when they wer e laid until the
time the eggs were removed has a significant effect on hatching
success. Mortality increased signif'icantly when the elapsed time
exceeded 12 hours  Richardson, 1978!. This may be due to a settling in
effect of the embryo in the egg which can become vulnerable to the move
after a certain critical period.

It has also been observed that just the handling of eggs has an
adverse ef'feet on their hatching success, This may be attributable to
a transfer of bacteria from the researcher's hands to the eggs. This
effect is currently being investigated.

Ur ine

It has beer observed that af'ter laying her eggs and before covering
them up the female appears to urinate on them. It may be tempting to
think that these are not particularly int elltgent creatures, and they
just happen to relieve themselves whenever nature calls. But one can
speculate that this fluid may be important to the clutch, either by
some sterilizing effect or by creating an environment that somehow is
more conducive to their hatching. Another possibility might be that
this fluid has a mask!.ng eff'ect, be it olfactory or otherwise, which
could render the nest less likely to attract the attention of potential
predators. A better understanding of each of the above questions might
lead to increased yield at hatcheries as weil as better nesting beach
management.

Oti S ills, Water Pollution

Recently we have seen the added threat to marine turtle nesting
beaches due to oil spills, such as the one which just reached
Galveston, Texas. At the same time we ar e witnessing a major,
prolonged, potentially catastrophic ecological d!saster which has been
continuing for more than 4 years in the Perstan Gulf', and has now
extended to the Gulf' of Aden, the Red Sea, and the Gulf of Suez  Smith,
1984!. Combatants involved in the war between Iran and Iraq have been
blowing up oil wells, oil terminals, offshore rfgs, and oil tankers.

Sea tur ties nest in this region, The short and long-term effects
these hydrocarbons may have on nesting, hatching success, and
hatchlings era~ling back to the beach have not been evaluated, Dead
turtles have been washing ashore throughout the region, The effects of
petraleum On the deVelOpment and Sur Vi Val Of marine tur f le embryOS haS
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been investigated by Fritz and McGee �982!. These hydrocarbons and
other pollutants have introduced another factor, Certain chemicals may
interfere with the olfactory cues sea turtles use for orientation
during migration. Data support the hypothesis that by smelling and
tasting the ocean currents and offshore waters, turtles may acquire
necessary information which helps guide them back to their nesting
beaches  Manton, Carr, and Ehrenfeld, 1972!.

An additional problem, though not entirely r estri cted to nesting
i tt t A d t tl, p k lly L th b k  l~lh 1

coriacea!, have been washing ashore regularly in the northeaster n
United States, Autopsies have shown that the most frequent cause of
death has been the ingestion oP plastic bags, which can usually be
traced to ocean dumping of tr ash  Garber, 1984b!. These turtles
naturally eat Jellyfish, and mistakenly swallow the plastic bags which
look similar, and the bags eventually kill the animals.

Other forms of pollution that may be having a detrimental ef f'ect on
the turtles could include anything aPfecting the microorganisms living
in nesting beaCh sand, How polluted groundwater might affect the
microfauna living between the sand grains is not known, Also, when it
rains, storm sewers ar e apt to dump increased amounts of human waste
into the rivers, estuaries, and oceans, waves and high tides can carry
these polluted waters up and over the sands where the eggs are
incubating. It is not known what effect this might have.

Predator s

Another eff'ect of off-road vehicles not mentioned above is that the
wheels leave tracks which the hatchlings might have to climb up and
over and through to reach the ocean. But sometimes these tracks are
too deep and the sides too steep for the hatchlings to climb out, and
instead they have no choice but to travel in the direction that the
track goes, either right or left Generally, once the turtles get
stuck in these tracks the Ghost crabs find them, or they die from
overheating or dessication and then the Ghost crabs find them.

Under normal conditions Ghost crabs do not always pose such a
problem. It has been shown that at Cape Canaveral National Seashore
Ghost crabs do not take a significant number of hatchlings  McNurtr ay
and Irwin, 1982!. However, at the sea island coastal region of South
Carolina and Georgia, Ghost crabs accounted for 41$ of the nest
predation, Raccoons  P~roc on lotor! also account for a large percent
of' the nest predation  SandiPer, Niglar ese, Calder, et al., 1980!. At
Cumberland Island National Seashore in Georgia there is a population of
raccoons that lives practically 6 months of the year almost exclusively
on turtle eggs. And from the appearance of the raccoons during the
r est of the year it appears they are not eating much the other 6
months. After the raccoons dig up a nest and consume its contents the
Ghost crabs finish up any remaining eggs as well as any egg contents
left behind.

There are other predators that have to be contended with. Wild
pigs  Sus scrofa! dig up nests. And, depending on the locality, either
due to over-grazing, digging up the eggs, or eating the hatchlings,
Peral ponies, dogs, cats, rats, and mi ce can have a detrimental effect.
Host sea turtles hatch at night when avian predators do not pose a
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significant threat. Anything that might affect the time of hatchling
emergence could therefore increase avian predation substantially.

Controlling raccoons and pigs by shooting them does not work very
well because they are smart and become wary rapidly. And, since it is
almost impossible to hunt down every last animal due to their high
reproductive rate of increase, their numbers will quickly rebound to
the carrying capacity. Likewise, trapping and poisoning are not
advised either.

Global Effects

Global effects should also be considered. If the temperature of
the Earth is increasing due to the Greenhouse Effect, or if weather
patterns which have an effect on ocean currents are changing, what will
the effects be on where females choose to lay their eggs? Sea
temperatures of coastal waters in the southeastern United States appear
to be getting colder. And data strongly indicate that sea levels are
rising. Norbert Psuty and Karl Nordstrom deliver ed a poster
presentation indicating a series of first steps being taken in
anticipation of the rising sea level �984!. How will we respond if
sea turtles respond to these changes by moving their nesting from those
beaches which have been protected 'to new unprotected areas?

Recommendations

Concerning hatchling disorientation due to artificial beachfront
lighting Raymond �984! suggests identifying existing problem lights
and modifying or eliminating them. He also feels that it would be
valuable to establish standards and guidelines for acceptable
beachfront lighting from which coastal lighting ordinances that
restrict lighting could be written and enforced, It is also str essed
that public education concerning hatchling disorientation is important.

Critical habitats where nesting occurs should be protected, which
nclude not only the beaches but also the offshore areas. "Vigorous

.aw enforcement and expanding public education should virtually
eliminate poaching thr oughout the U.S. "  Henderson, 1978!. Bad
publicity should be given to restaurants which carry turtle on their
menu. Stores carrying turtle products should be reported. Law
enf'orcement should be encouraged and supported, Beaches should be
patrolled regularly during nesting and hatching season. Off-road
vehicles should be controlled in key areas, Nesting sites should be
protected f'rom grazing animals in areas where erosion may threaten
clutches. Where erosion is critical, eggs should be carefully removed
shortly after being laid, incubated, and then released,

Shr imp trawls which catch and drown considerable numbers of turtles
tn their nets should be forced to trawl further back from the shore
where they will catch fewer tur ties, and by doing this they will
preserve a greater por tion of the shrimp spawning grounds. Net
redesign to allow turtles to escape has also been suggested.

Turtle farms should be discouraged if their products are to be
manufactured into soup or jewelry because it is impossible to te11
whether the turtle products which appear in stores and restaurants were
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captured or raised legally or illegally. All turtle products should be
strictly illegal.

Visitors and tourists are usually encouraged because of their input
into local economies, Whenever possible these people af e often
interested in observing sea turtles, especially if they can see egg-
laying or hatchling emergence. Where the turtles become part of the
local economy, effort should be taken to limit detrimental effects,
People should be kept off the dunes. Boardwalks can be built to
provide ready access to the beach from behind the dunes. Signs should
be posted along nesting beaches with the intent of keeping people off
the dunes.

Since this country needs mo  e wild areas where people can go for
reer eational purposes as well as more wild areas pr otected for
wildlife, it is not always easy to control human use of critical areas,
So it is absolutely necessary to combine public education with law
enforcement if we are going to adequately manage the protection of
marine turtles,
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This paper attempts to estimate the magnitude of urban
shorebased recreational fisheries, both in terms of partici-
pants and fishinq pressures. These estimates utilize an
empirical recreational fishery allocation model. The data
were obtained from a two-year survey effort conducted along
New York City's shoreline,

Urban shorebased fishing constitutes a small portion of
the nation's total recreational effort. Yet an estitsated
81,888 New Yorkers annually fish from that city's shore
 Heatwole and Hest, 1985! . This f igure does not include
those who fish from boats nor does it include those who fish
exclusively outside the city. These observationS are
mirrored in a number of other cities, and make clear that
recreational fishing represents an important outdoor recrea-
tional opportunity for urban residents. F' or many of these
people, opportunity for involvement in waterbased
recreational activit,ies such as swimrsing, boating, scuba
diving, and surfing is scanty because suitable sites are few
and often inaccessible. In addition equipment costs are often
prohibitive. Shorebased f ishing, on the other hand, occurs
on nearly every type of shore environment and may offer
lesser limitations on physical accessibility and cost.

g;~oa~

There are several reasons why coastal resource managers
have become interested in assessing urban shorebased fishing.
A growing number people who fish along urban waterfronts
appear to do so primarily to supplement the family food
budget. If this can be verified, it raises questions con-
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cerning health risks related to ingestion of contaminated
fish. Another reason concerns the potential impact urban
recreational fishing may have on fish stocks, as well as on
the Fishery Management Plans  FMP! which have been developed
for several species'

Since the vast majority of both finfish and shellfish
spend a portion of their lifecycle particularly during their
immature stages, in the nearshore marine environment it has
been argued that fishing for species which are not yet fully
grown represent an inefficient utilization of the resource
base. Corollary concerns are the absence of recreational
fish statistics and the need to issue recreational fish
permits or licenses similar to those governing the fresh
water fishery. The fourth and final reason for initiating
this investigation is the magnitude of this activity as it
relates to the stated goal by the CZMA -- to improVe accesS
to the shore to enable a greater proportion of the public to
participate in waterbased recreational activities of which
fishing traditionally has played a very important role.

New York City is blessed with more than 578 miles of
shoreline which include a barrier beach pond  Jamaica Bay!,
barrier beaches  Coney Island!, tidal inlets  East, and
Harlem Rivers!, decaying urban waterfronts  much of the Bronx
and Queens shoreline!, urban waterfront developments  lower
Hudson and East River!, and the second largest natural
estuary on the East Coast. This shoreline provides the
residents with a multitude of different environments, much of
it relatively accessible and nearly all of it used regularly
for fishing. Even so, some sites are significantly more
popular than others, in part because of their differences in
size, ancillary facilities, and accessibility to public
transportation.

Information for this study was obtained from 723 respon-
dents who were interviewed during 1982 and 1983. Nearly two-
thirds of those interviewed fished from one of the ten sites
on which much of this analysis is based  Figure 1!, with the
balance distributed more or less randomly along the remainder
of the shoreline.

More than twenty species of fin and shellfish were
included in the catch, which totalled 1366 specimens. Two
species  bluefish and crabs! accounted for more than three
quarters of the total catch  Table 1!. Only 252 of our 723
respondents �5%! had caught anything by the time the inter-
view took place  Table 2!, confirming previous findings that
catch success is limited to a distinct minority of those who
engage in sportsfishing  Bryan, 1976!.
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Figure 1. Location of tiajor Interview Sites
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We were interested in comparing catch success between
the ten survey sites and all other sites as well as identi-
fying similarities and differences within the ten sites.
Catch success was determined on the basis of total number of
fish caught by the time the interview took place and the
number of hours spent fishing. Results from this analysis
may indicate whether the popularity of a given site is re-
lated to fish abundance  resource related! or whether the
popularity is influenced by socio-environmental factors
including accessibility and perceived environmental
amenities.

Nearly three quarters of the respondents �38! were
fishing from the ten most popular sites  Table 2!. However
their popularity as a group do not appear to be related to
the quantity of the catch. Those who had caught fish outside
the survey sites by the time the interview took place were
proportionally identical to those who had caught fish and
shellfish within the ten sites. These figures only refer to
those respondents who had caught fish and do not address the
number of fish caught. When addressing catch in terms of
total number of fish landed by "all fishermen" and
"successful fishermen" a different picture emerges.

The successful fisherman fishing from within the ten
sites had caught 5.1 fish by the time the interview took
place, whereas the successful fishermen fishing outs ide the
ten sites had caught 6.1 fish. Not surprisingly these
differences are evident when dividing total catch by the
total number of respondents. The average catch by all
respondents within the ten fishing sites totalled 1.8 fish
compared to 2.1 fish for those fishing within the ten sites
and those fishing outside the ten survey sites respectively.

These figures suggest that the successful fishermen
fishing from the ten popular sites account for less fish
�8%! than would have been expected had catch been evenly
distributed along an 578 miles of shoreline. This is further
substantiated when comparing the average number of fish
caught by the two groups. Successful fishermen at the ten
major sites had caught about one less fish per person than
successful fishermen interviewed elsewhere. Thus, the
popularity of the ten sites appears to be less a function of
catch success than some other factor like, accessibility,
proximity, or perhaps perceived environmental amenities.

Table 3 summarizes catch statistics for the ten sites
included in these analyses. Fairly significant variations
exist among them even when controlling for the number of
fishermen. Brooklyn's 69th Street pier, which overlooks lower
Manhattan, the Lower Bay, Staten Island and the New Jersey
shoreline, is the poorest fishing site. Only 16.5% of the
respondents had caught something by the time the interview
took place. The next poorest sites were Gravesend Bay and
South/Nidland Beach, each with less than 28% of the respon-
dents reporting a catch. At the other end of the continuum,
catch success rates at Canarsie, Broad Channel,  both located
along Jamaica Bay! and Spuyten Duyvil are probably some of
the most biologically productive in New York City.
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PARTICIPANTS, CATCH 4 CATCH EFFORT BY FISHING SITE

Total
Nos. of
Respond

Nos.

Respond.
W/
Catch

Nos. 8

Respond.
w/o
Catch

Nos. '4
Fishing Site

13 66 83.516,5

51.939 4248.1

29 88.619.4

27 21 43.756. 3

26 26 58.858.8

69.638,4 16

15 62 88. 519. 5

3333. 3 66.7

28 38 51.748.3

14 32.5 29 67,4

Table 3
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69th Street Pier

Sheepshead Bay

Gravesend Bay

Canarsie

Broad Chan.

South 4 Midi.

Gt. Kills

City Island

Spuyten Duyvil

Upper West Side

79 18.9

81 11. 2

36 5.8

48 6.6

52 7.2

23 3.2

77 18.7

33 4.6

58 8.8
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Specifically, Canarsie and Spuyten Duyvil have catch ratios
varying from 56.3% to 48.3a. While considerable variation
exists within the ten sites, it appears that some of the
water bodies may still have a considerable way to go before
full biological productivity has been reestablished.

Perhaps a more relevant estimate of catch success
analyzes the number of fish caught at a given site in con-
junction with hours of effort. These results appear in Table
4. No strong correlagion exists between catch success and
the time spent fishinq. This finding has been verified in
other studies dealing with fishinq where catch success
appears to be only one of several variables affecting or
influencing the popularity of a given site. Clearlyj
catching fish is only one reason why urbanites go fishing.
Others may include socializing, enjoyment of the outdoors,
excitement associated with the "bite", and food supplementa-
t ion.

Of the variables included in the analysis, catch effort
"E" is probably the single most important parameter. This
coefficient is estimated from model 1:l.

R x T
E

where

1 = siqnificant alpha .$5 Spearman Rank Correlations-
.27 not statistically

C = Aggregate number of fish caught for the total
sample at a particular site by the time the
interview took place,

R = Total number of respondents at a particular
site.

TE ~ Average number of hours spent by the respondents
by the time the interview took place.

On the basis of the results generated from this model it
woold appear that the Sheepshead Bay, and Broad Channel are
the most productive fishing sites included in the analysis.
The least productive sites include Great Kills and Gravesend
Bay  both located along the Lower Bay!, City Island and the
69th Street Pier.

1 Spearman Rank Correlation � .27, not statistically
signif~c;.nt alpha .85
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c ' o~d

The second part of our analysis is an attempt to project
the average catch in a given year. When making such esti-
mates some qualifications should be kept in mind. One is that
fishing success may vary from year to year. It has long been
known that a number of species sought by New York's recrea-
tional fishermen are subject to wide gyrations. The reason s!
for fluctuation are not fully understood. Species
characterized by large-scale year class variations include
the Striped Bass and Bluefish, and perhaps Butterfish and
Menhaden as well. While the total biomass probably remains
fairly constant, these variations may significantly affect
catch success and catch efforts of individual species. It is
also assumed that some lag time exists between the appearance
and disancearance of large schooling fishes and the time the
sports fishing community has adapted to these new fisheries.

1:2C ~ P x F x  T + T ! x E
L F F E A

where

C = number of fish caught by fishing location
L

PF = number of persons from a specific location
F = mean fishing frequency per year

F

T = number of hours already spent fishing at the site
E

Additional of hours the respondent anticipates to
fish at the site

TA

= Catch effort previously defined.
C

Based on this model a total of 11.7 mill fish are estimated
to have been caught within the H.Y.C. shoreline, 27% of which
i being caught outside of the ten sites  Table 5! .
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Other qualifications relate to the data to be entered in
the model. Projections are based on information provided as
"best estimates and may not necessarily be normally distri-
buted in a statistical sense. Consequently, the estimates
should be viewed with considerable caution until such time as
a city-wide creel census can be implemented. Finally the
magnitude of the catch, should be tempered by the absence of
data on the weight and length of f ish landed. Also in our
.pacific case, no attempt was made to allocate the catch on a
per specie basis. The catch statistics simply are not of
sufficient quality to enable more accurate estimates and
projections. The operational model 1:2 takes the following
form:
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No't surpr is ingly, the f ishe ry originating f rom Sheep-
shead Bay, Broad Channel South/Hidland, and Spuyten Duyvil
account for the largest landings. Two reasons may account
for this. First, these four sites were identified by
landings having somewhat higher catch effort ratios compared
to the remaining sites. Second, the larger landings may
relate to the relatively longer visits or the greater number
of visits which the respondents reported from these sites.
The four most successful sites appear to be located on those
portions of the waterfront which are somewhat cleaner and
subject to greater tidal flushing thus reducing the potential
health hazards which may be associated with the consumption
of contaminated fish.

The first objective concerned the problem of fishing
pressure. The number of fish caught may appear impressive
and warrant consideration of a manaqement scheme. But there
are persuasive reasons why licensing or other fishing con-
trols should not be initiated at this time. Assuming a four-
month fishing season, 578 miles of shoreline, of
approximately equal fishing pressure on every section of the
waterfront, only 153 fish are being caught per day per mile
of shoreline  one fish for every 35 feet!. This can hardly
be considered a threat to the nearshore ecology, particularly
in view of the fact that many of the species sought are
seasonal.

The second objective concerned physical access and
accessibility as it relates to fishing efforts and success.
While fishing is conducted on nearly every mile of shoreline@
the majority of fishing takes place at relatively few sites,
not all of which have been exclusively designated for fishing
purposes.

Based on these conclusions, it would appear that the
fishing pressure currently sustained is low with ample room
for expansion.

End Notes

Heatwole, Charles and West, Niels, 'Shorebased Fishing in New
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Bryan, Hobson "The Sociology of Fishing: A Review and
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TNE APPLICATION OP DESIteNED ARTIPICIAL REKPS
IN CQ&STkL MITIGATION/COMPENSATION kND

PISHERIES DEVELOPMENT PROJECrTS

Dr. Daniel J. Sheehy

Aquabio, Inc.
P.O. Box 4130

Annapolis, Maryland 21403

Our coastal and estuarine ecosystems have been stressed and even
reduced by the environmental impacts of various types of development
activities such as channel and stream diversions; dredging, filling,
and land reclamation; spoil and waste disposal; offshore construction;
and pollution of all forms. Increasing fishing pressure, combined
with this habitat loss and pollution, has also contributed to serious
declines in some of our most important fisheries. Because many of the
affected areas constitute critical habitat for our living marine
resources, there has been a growing concern over the long term adverse
effects of such alterations and fisher'ies losses.

This concern has st'imulated aggressive efforts to conserve and enhance
the remaining habitat in order to maintain its productivity and
compensate for unavoidable losses or degradation. Active programs are
now underway in many areas to control pollution and to more effec-
tively manage and, in some cases, augment selected stocks. However,
options for replacing or compensating for habitat losses have been
limited and new approaches are required if we are to protect these
coastal areas from the effect of continued growth.

Efforts to mitigate or compensate for the loss or degradation of
aquatic habitats are not new. Historically, mitigation/compensation
efforts have included projects to re-establish passage for anadromous
species through channel modification or fishway construction, or have
provided wetland and shallow water enhancement through marsh creation,
maiqlrove afforestation, or the establishment of seaweed beds. Most of
these techniques have been restricted to upstream or sba1low estuarine
areas. Effective compensation methods for increasing the carrying
capacity of open water areas have been lacking.
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Artificial reefs are potentially promising tools for expanding
mitigation/compensation efforts into open waters. For many developed
estuarine and urban coastal areasy the enhancement of the remaining
open water habitat may be the only practical method of compensating
for losses of open water habitat. Traditionally, artificial reef
construction in the U.S. has been directed toward the improvemeut of
recreational fishery catches and has been restricted to the use of
scrap or salvaged materials such as old tires, construction, rubble,
and surplus ships, none of which is appropriate for compensatory reef
construction. However, a new approach utilising prefabricated
designed reef units has been recently introduced into the U.S This
new technology is well suited for compensatory reef construction and
also increases the effectiveness and siting options for fisheries
development projects.

Selected aspects of this technology are now being applied by Aquabio
to provide new options for mitigation and compensation as well as to
enhance American fisheries developments Aquabio's fishery enhancement
program objectives include:

~ Identification of problems impeding artificial reef development
in the U.S.

~ Identification of new methods and technologies with potential
for improving reef development.

~ Selection of appropriate technology for testing and evaluation

~ Comparison of the new technology with traditional approaches

~ Adaption and application of the beet available technology to
promote fisheries development and provide habitat enhancement
capabilities

P b m e d is c Deve

To identify the most common problems impeding artificial reef
development in the U.S., we reviewed available information files and
nterviewed other researchers, fisheries and environmental administra-
ors, and fishermen. In addition, a series of surveys and site dives

were conducted to evaluate the results of past reef construction.

Results suggested that there were four common operational problem
areas:

~ Limited period of effectiveness or life expectancy for the reef

~ Liability concerns associated with the loss or movement of reef
materials

~ Limited siting flexibility due to design and material
constraints

~ Cost and availability of transportation equipment for placement

Nany of these problems are directly related to reliance on scrap or
salvaged materials for reef construction. The limited design
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flexibility of scrap or salvaged items restricts their effectiveness,
life expectancy, and siting options. Attempts to site such reefs as
close as possible to access points have resulted in the loss or move-
ment of these materials or unite, and have led to serious liability
problems. Low density reef materials such as tires have moved off of
permit sites and onto beaches or have ended up in commercial fishing
gear. Even high density items such concrete culvert have been
observed rolling over live bottom areas destroying coral habitat.
Large steel ships have completely disappeared from permitted sites
after major storms.

In addition, our investigation also indicated that although many scrap
or salvage items are "free" in terms of material procurement costs,
the costs of storage, handling, preparation, and placement are often
substantial, especially considering the effective life of the
enhancement. Many of the costs associated with such construction are
"buried" in budgets for capital expenditures, fees for other services,
or even proposed tax credits to be subsidized ultimately by the
taxpayers at large, and are frequently ignored when the costs of such
projects are assessed. Obsolete offshore petroleum platforms, which
on several recent occasions have been cut off below the bottom,
hoisted, moved, and reinstalled as artificial reefs, are especially
expensive to transport and offer limited siting options for coastal
mitigation/compensation or fisheries development applications without
further cost escalations.

1 E nd is

To identify alternate methodologies with potential for improving
American aquatic habitat and fisheries enhancement efforts, Aquabio
examined approaches which have been used successfully in other areas.
Our investigations focused on Japan and to a lesser extent, Taiwan,
both of which have invested substantially in research, development,
test, and evaluation of designed reef technology and have implemented
some of the most extensive artificial reef programs in the world

As with American artificial reef programs, early Japanese and Tai-
wanese efforts utilized both natural and scrap materials. However,
the Japanese and Taiwanese soon recognized the limitations of these
materials and determined that designed prefabricated structures were
generally more cost-effective over the long term.

The first generation of designed reef units used in Japan snd Taiwan
consisted of prefabricated concrete units shaped as hollow cubes or
cylinders cast in one piece and measuring 1-2 meters on a side. They
were usually deployed in piles to provide a higher profile.

Field snd laboratory studies conducted in both Japan and Taiwan during
this period indicated the desirability of producing larger, higher
profile reef unite which would function to support as well as to
stt'rect bottom and midwater species. It wss also determined that a
variety of designs which would permit habitat enhancement projects
over a greater range of oceanographic conditions would be required.
Extensive research, development, test, and evaluation has now produced
s new generation of designed reefs which have proven to be very
effective, have life expectancies of 30 years or longer, and are
suitable for a wide range of applications.
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Our initial assessment of East Asian technology followed two years of
extensive field research in Japan and Taiwan in cooperation with the
researchers and managers responsible for applying and monitoring these
programs. Results of these and ongoing cooperative exchanges
indicated that some aspects of this technology, when appropriately
modified, have potential for application in American habitat
compensation and fisheries development projects. We determined that
transfer of this technology would permit us to benefit from the
extensive research and development investment already made by the
Japanese and lsiwanese, and thus significantly reduce the cost of
applying this technology in the U.S.

Of the wide vari.ety of reef units available in Japan, not all were
suitable for American applications due to significant differences in
the motives, methods' &nd budgets for reef construction. Specific
criteria which we used when screening and selecting units for our
tests and evaluations in the U.ST included:

~ Design and siting flexibility
~ Effectiveness for target species or communities
~ Chemical and physical stability to ensure a long life span
~ Long-term cast-effectiveness' given American logistics
e Adaptability for small scale compensation and fishery

development projects.

These criteria were important since reef objectives, target species,
coastal oceanographic conditions, scale of operation, and construction
cost factors are quite different in the U.S.

For our initial testing and evaluation of designed artificial reefs,
we chose units composed of cylinders fabricated from fiberglass
.einforced plastic  FRP! because they were especially suited to
xmediate American needs and applications. These units are extremely
flexible in terms of design, size, and configuration, and can be

!adily adapted to the different conditions and target species found
..i American waters. The units can be transported and built with a
minimal amount of heavy equipment and skilled labor. ln addition,
they can be placed without using the expensive floating cranes and
barges typically required for other units.

Three sites off Florida were selected for our comparison study  Figure
1!. Work began in August, 1981 with the construction and placement of
FRP units in 21 meters of water off Panama City and Jacksonville.
Units were also placed in April, 1982 at a third, shallower site �2.6
meters! off Clearwater to facilitate more detailed studies.

A comparison concrete culvert reef composed of scrap culvert from
1-2.5 meters in diameter, typical of a common type of American scrap
material reef, was built at each site for comparison purposes. In
each case, the void volume of the culvert and FRP reefs were approxi-
mately equal. All sites had flat coarse sand bottoms devoid of
natural relief. Preplacement surveys indicated a very sparse fish
population at each site.
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Figure 1. Nsp of Florida showing Aquabio research sites for FRP and
culvert.

Several different types of FRP units were built as part of a long-term
stability teat. Figure 2 shows the unit types in cross section with
the basic cylinder components, guard bars, ballast concrete, and
anchor piles'

The openmind FRP cylinders used to construct the units were about 5
meters long and ranged between 1-1.5 meters in diameter. Based on
site conditions and target species, the components were erected in
four predetermined forms. All components vere fiberglassed together
and the units were ballasted with concrete, with the amount of ballast
adjusted to site-specific requirements as established by extensive
wave tank testing and field trials.

Special reusable air bags were inserted into tbe lower cylinders to
permit the units to be floated and towed to site after placement in
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Figure 2. FRP reef unit types deployed st Aquabio research sites in
Florida.

the water. This method essentially eliminates the requirements for
bargee and floating cranes typically needed to place most other reef
unite.

After being toved to site, the unite were detached, maneuvered into
final position, anchored, and oriented. Upon being vented, the units
sank in place. Airbags and lines vere recovered and retained for
reuse.

Our comparison studies were designed to examine reef stability, fish
speciee composition and relative abundance, and benthic community
development. Additional special studies on the forage base and
primary productivity were also conducted when time permitted.

Detailed results of this study vill be reported in the literature in
the near future. Results clearly indicated that the designed FRP
reefs vere superior to the traditional scrap culvert reefs in terms of
attracting and sustaining desired target species of fish, forage
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species, and juveniles. In general, benthic fish densities on the FRP
reefs were 2-6 times greater than those on the comparison culvert
reefs. Pelagic species were at least ten times more abundant on the
higher profile FRP reefs. Stomach content analysis indicated that
many of the fish sampled were feeding on the forage base provided by
the reef, thus the reef provided not only shelter and orientation
cues, but also a food base as well.

The encrusting cosmLunity, which is especially important for
compensatory applications, was 5-9 times more abundant on tbe FRP
reefs despite a surface area advantage on the culvert. The diversity
of the encrusting community was also significantly greater on the FRP
reefs.

The introduction and adaptation of this new technology for use in the
U.S. will permit the expansion of the range of sites and conditions
where enhancement can be applied and will facilitate new applica-
tions. In addition to their traditional function in the U.S. for
increasing coastal recreational fishing opportunities, designed
artificial reef units can be used for marine and estuarine mitigation/
compensation, extensive aquaculture> nursery or spawning ground
creation, and commercial fishing.

Because the design flexibility of prefabricated units allows reefs
constructed from them to be optimised in terms of siting, configura-
tion, aspect ratio, and overall effectiveness for target species or
communities, they are particularly suited for applications such as
compensation which have long-term maximum effectiveness per unit
bottom area as their primary objective.

As is the case with many technological advances, tbe application of
designed reefs will certainly not solve all problems, and the
availability of such effective tools is

n in nd m This technology
must be applied with careful consideration. Improperly applied' it
could adversely affect some stocks by making them more vulnerable.
This is particularly true of fish attractors ~ which serve only to
attract or concentrate fish rather than potentially increasing
carrying capacity or production. In addition, the availability of
designed reefs for mitigation/compensation should not serve as an
excuse to permit further degradation and loss of important natural
habitat.

The results of our research and testing suggest that when long-term
ecological or fisheries benefits are the primary objective of an
artificial reef project, prefabricated designed unite offer a number
of advantages over scrap material reefs' This is particularly true
where available sites are limited, intense fishing pressure 18
auticiapted, special oceanographic conditions exist, or the best
available technology is required. The designed reefs selected for our
initial research proved to be very effective for fish, benthic, and
biofouling communities snd are particularly suited for American
coastal and estuarine reef construction projects due to their design
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flexibility, stability, and ease of erection and placement. These
reefs can be effectively used for mitigation/compensation projects,
fisheries enhancement, extensive aquaculture, or sanctuary
development. Other units and systems are now undergoing evaluatiou
and will be tested in the near future.

The transfer and adaptation of aspects of this new technology is a
cost-effective method for improving, fishing, opportunities and
maintaining the carrying capacity of our vital coastal areas.
kquabio's program to evaluate, select, modify, snd apply this
technology in the U.S. has resulted in the introduction and adaptation
of designed artificial reefs which are now ready for application.
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G&llbLIRG WITS LI&bILITT FOR ACCIDENTS
OR RE&CHES

Ronald A. Ka is or

Attorney and Assistant Professor
Texas A&N University

Francis Ball
College Station, Texas 77840

Public and private owners of beach property take calculated risks when
they allo~ the public to use their beaches. In essense they gamble that the
one in a million chance of an accident doesn't cost them a million.
Accidents can and do happen everywhere � on the sand, in the surf, in the
bathhouse, at the concession stand � -but the mere fact that a beach user is
injured doesn't mean the beach owner is liable for damages. It is only when
the beach owner's breach a legal duty of care causes a visitor injury that
legal liability risks arise. This paper describes a beach owners liability
for visitor accidents and injuries caused by defective conditions cr hidden
hazards on the beach and in the water. It is based on a review of court
cases and state statutes. In essence, the legal mistakes and misfortunes ot'
others provide the basi~ for this discussion.

In legal parlance, the risk most beach owners face falls in a category
called negligence. The law of negligence requires beach owners to exercise
the degree of care of' a reasonable and prudent person to prevent unreason-
able risks of harm. As the risk of harm increases the owner must adjust
management practices to prevent the risk from becoming unreasonable. The
owners degree of control over the beach and the water is essential in
defining this legal duty. Other controlling factors include the visitors
status, state recreation use statutes and tort claims statutes.

STATUS OE BEACH USER

In most states, the beach owners legal duty of care is determined by
the status given to the visitor. Beach users are categorized as invitees,
licensees cr trespassers with each receiving varying degrees of legal pro-
tection. Basically, invitees receive the greatest protection, licencees
moderate protection and trespassers scant protection,
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Invitees are persons who are expressly or impliedly invited on a beach
for some purpose connected with the beach owners business or for the mutual
interest af' both parties. 'Ihus a user of a publicly owned beach, or a user
who pays a fee to use a privately owned beach, is an invitee. The owner is
not an insurer of an invitees saf'ety. An owner has a duty to inspect the
beach, water and related facilities to discover hidden hazards, remove those
hazards or warn the invitee of their existance and to take reasonable pre-
cautions for the safety of the invitee.

A licensee is a visitor who is privileged to enter the beach by the
owners consent and is generally referred to as a social guest. Visitors
using a private beach with permission, but without paying a fee, would be
considered licensees. Owners have a duty ta warn licensees of known hidden
hazards but they do not have a duty to inspect the beach and surf to dis-
cover' hidden defeats. If a hidden defect, such as a submerged pipe, causes
an injury and the beach owner was unaware of its existence there is no
liability.

Trespassers receive scant legal protection under the law. They are
users who are on the beach without the owners permission or consent. As a
general rule, beach owners do not have a duty to warn trespassers of any
hidden dangers nor to protect them f'rom such dangers.

A f'ew states do not follow this tripartite system for establishing
liability but hold the owner to a single duty of' care for all users, except
trespassers. The coastal states af Alaska ~ California, Hawaii, Louisiana ~
Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, and Rhade Island have abolish
the Ijcensee and invitee distinctions for establishing a owners duty of
care.

RECREATION USE STATUTES

In the absense of state statutes, the invitee, licensees and trespasser
rules apply to an owner who allows the public to use the beach for recrea-
ion purposes. Recently, there has been a statutory trend to changes those
ules of law. Recreation use statutes in all states, except Alaska,

Mississippi ~ Rhade Island and Utah, have altered the owners duty of care to
e gratuitous beach user. Typical of the wording of these recreation use

s atutes is the Maryland Act providing that the landowner who invites or
permits, without charge, persons to use their property f' or recreational
purposes:

vOwes no duty af care to keep the premises safe for entry
or use... or ta give warning of a dangerous condition, use,
structure or activity on the premises to any person who
enters the land for these purposes>' or "Confer upon the
person the legal status of an invitee or licensee to whom a
duty of care is owed .v

A reading of these two sections suggests that the recreation beach user is
downgraded to the status of trespasser. Thus, the beach owner is only
liable for wilf'ul or wanton misconduct which injures the beach user. In
effect, recreation use statutes offer a statutory promise that an owners
consent to free use of the beach will not subject the awner to liability f' or
user injuries.
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GOVERNNENTAL INNUNITY

A beach users ability to recover for an injury caused by a hidden
hazard is often based on the ownership of the beach. While the aforementioned
standards of care have been applied to both public and private beach owners,
the doctrine of governmental immunity must be considered. All the coastal
states, except possibly Georgia, have judicially or statutorily abolished or
modified the doctrine of governmental immunity thereby allow ng lawsuits
against public agencies for user injuries on their beaches.
Specific reference must be made to each statute to determine the exact basis
for recovery.

HAZARDOUS COND1TIONS

In analyzing beach owners liability for accidents, specific types of
forseeable risks presented by hazardous conditions must be assessed. The
risks associated with beach usage depend on the physical characteristics of
the beach, authorized recreation activities, beach user characteristics and
water conditions. A beach owners duty of care is governed, in great part,
by the risks associated with these conditons. A number of cases have arisen
wherein the courts have considered liability of the beach o~ner for an
injury or death which allegedly resulted from a condition in a bathhouse,
deck, pier or other area in the vicinity of the water. In those cases where
the owner was liable for injuries to the invitee, the courts found that the
hidden defect presented an unreasonable risk of harm and the beach user
acting in a reasonable and prudent manner was not aware of the condition.
Illustrative of this line of cases is Bilbao v. Pacific Power and Light Co.,
479 P. 2d 226  Oregan 1971! wherein the court found the owner of the beach
liable for an injury sustained by a visitor who tripped and fell on an
anchoring cable. Observing that the cable was rusty in color and blended in
with the sand, that it extended 4 inches above the sand in an area heavily
used by beach visitors, that at least one other person fell over the cable
on the day of the accident, and that no attempt was made to mark the cable
or warn of the danger, the court concluded that the cable was a hidden
defect.

Contrary results have been reached in a number of asses where the
injured party was aware of the hazard and continued the activity. Indicative
is Friedrich v. Dept. of Transpartation, 586 P. 2d 1037  Hawaii, 1979!,
where a pedestrian, who was rendered a quadrapalegic as a result of a
fall off a state owned pier, brought action against the state seeking
recovery of damages. The Supreme Court held that evidence, including
testimony of the plaintiff, supported findings that the danger of entering
the damaged pier was obvious and that the plaintiff was fully aware when he
chase his path, both of the conditions which created the accident and af
risk that he might slip and fall and thus the state did not breach its duty
of care to warn of hidden defects.

These cases illustrate that a owner who extends an invitation to the
public ta use the beach has a duty to inspect the premises to discover
hidden hazards. After discovering hidden hazards that pose unreasonable
risks of harm to beach users the owner has an obligation to remove the
hazard or warn the user of its existance. A failure to issue an adequate
~arcing constitutes an unreasonable bet in gambling with an injury and a
lawsuit.
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A second type of' associated risk for the beach owner is presented by
hidden hazards in the water where an injury results from the owner's f'ailure
to warn against deep water, objects floating or submerged in the water,
diving in shallow water, or a condition of the water. In cases involving
these risks, the courts have frequently held the beach owner liable. Thus
in Buchanan v. City oi' llewport Beach, 123 Cal. Rptr. 338  Calif. 1975! the
court held that there was sufficient evidence to support a finding that the
city's failure to warn of a dangerous surf condition wss the cause of the
plaintiffs injury. 'The facts in this case show that while the plaintif'f was
"body surfing" at a beach called the "Wedge," he was thrust down into the
sand by the action of the wave he was riding, thereby breaking his neck.
This beach was created by a construction of a jetty to protect the harbor
entrance and from the depositing of dredged sand on the beach. The man-made
condition of the beach, plus the interaction of the ocean swells against
the jetty caused s refraction of the waves and at times produced a dangerous
surfing condition. No warning signs were posted advising surfers of this
dangerous condition even though the city had actual knowledge of the danger.

A related line of case holds that if a reasonable inspection would nct
reveal a hidden defect, or if a beach owner provided an adequate ~arning of
hidden hazards and the user voluntarily encountered the danger the beach
owner has no liability. Thus in Wmmser v. City of St. Petersburg, 339 So.2d
244  Florida, 1976! the city was not liable for an injury sustained when a
swimmer was attacked by a shark at a city beach. The evidence disclosed
that the plaintiff was swimming 25 feet from shore and about 15 feet f'rom
the lifeguard when the attack occurred. Prior to the attack there were no
sightings of sharks in the area nor had there been any previous shark
attacks at this beach in its 24 year history. The court concluded that in
the absence cf a reasonable f'orseeability of' the danger, there was no duty
on the part of the city to guard against an attack or to warn of such an
occurrence.

S @HART

Accidents, injuries and liability present triple concerns for public
and private beach owners. When accidents and injuries are caused by the
owner's breach cf a legal duty of care, liability may be imposed. The law
is replete with case examples of owner liability based on the failure to
protect beach users from unreasonable risks of harm. Several guidelines can
be drawn from the legal misfortunes of others to formulate beach management
practices.

When a owner invites the public to use a beach f'cr recreation purposes
a legal obligation is recognized by the courts. That obligation translates
into a legal duty of care. The owner is not the guarantor of the users
safety but must act with that degree of prudence and foresight of a reason-
able man to prevent unreasonable risks cf' harm. Translated into a manage-
ment practices the owner has a duty to:

�! Inspect the premises to discover hidden hazards,

�! Remove those hazards or warn the user of their

existence, and

  3! Conduct operations on the beach with reasonable

care for the safety of the visitor.
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ifhile the duty may be modified by state recreation use statutes, or tort
claims statutes, the beach o~ner would be well advised to consider these
management practices to minimize unreasonable legal risks.
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Living in California eminently qualifies me to talk about ri sks, since
most of us in that state live with the threat of every natural calamity
known to man; earthquakes, flooding, mudslides, brush and forest fires,
carbon monoxide poisioning, you name it! We have adapted to the risk quite
well with little thought given to the consequences, until immediately
following a major event ~ and at that our awareness only lasts for a short
time before we are back to business as usual,

Prior to 1983, one type of natural disaster we had not come to expect
was major coastal events, And that is what I want to share with you
today... California's experiences with its coastal storms of 1982-1983.

The California Coastal Storms of 1983 are grim reminders of the risk
associated with development of coastal areas. Prior to the occurrence of
those stot ms it was difficult if not impossible to articulate the adverse
consequences that could someday result from major coastal disturbances.

It was difficult to envision storm waves powerful enough to crush
concrete, splinter piers, and perhaps most incredible of all, sweep away the
top eight feet of many of our reach areas. It was difficult to imagine
tornados in Southern California--twisters strong enough to uproot trees and
cause major damage to businesses and residences.

Yet, those were exactly the unusual weather phenomena that occurred in
California throughout the storms of 1982-1983. Pat.i Pic storms pounded the
California coastlrne with awe � inspiring 15-25 foot breakers that caused
massive damages up and down the coast. to numerous structures built of
heavily reinforced concrete or protected by stonework.



Many questions remain unanswered in the wake of these devastating
storms. Questions such as--how rare are storms, waves, and tides of this
magnitude? Could a f'uture storm be even more severe than the storms of
1982-1983? How can we best prepare our coastline to withstand repeated
battering and severe erosion'? Or even more dramatically--should we abandon
existing coastal development and let nature take its course?

While only the passage of' time can answer these questions adequately,
we need to form attitudes about risks today in order to prepare for future
coastal storms. These ar e attitudes which can take years to f'orm, based on
the ocean's cumulative effects on our coast. In additian we must have
better coastal data on which to base important decisions, The development
and refinement of design criteria, construction methods and use of' good
judgeroent in selecting building sites are keys to successfully minimizing
the destruction of a major coastal storm. However, only a change in
attitudes will prcmpt us to be more cautious,

I would like to focus my comments on two issues: first, a description
of' the devastating California coastal storms of 1982-83 and second, a
discussion of how our coastal ccmmunity must reassess risks in light of'
these storms.

The storms were primarily the result of the little-understood phenomena
known as "El Nino". El Nino is a rare atmospheric and oceanic anomaly that
is associated with the warming of ocean temperatur es above the normal
ranges. This warm current derives its name, the Christ child, because of
its usual appearance off Peru around Christmas time. There have been eight,
significant El Ninos since World War II. They occur on an average of' every
f'our to f ive years, but irregularly.

The 1983 El Nino physically was the longest and most intense in
recor «d history. When it arrived it was awesome. Repercussions were felt
throughout the world. It spread a swath of devastatian, floods, fires, and
starvation that lef't more than 1,100 dead, damage estimated at g8,7 billion,
and human suffering beyond comprehension.

El Nino caused major' climatic changes in three areas � temperature,
pressure and current.

2. There was a seesaw eff'ect as the normal low pressure zone
in the western Pacific switched places with the usual
high pressure in the eastern Pacific.

3. The perennial winds and currents died and reversed
direction.

Normally winds blow from east to west or from the South American coast
westward toward Australia and Indonesia. This reversal in the wind patterns
and warmer than normal ocean temper atures pushed ocean waters against the
Pacif'ic Coast of North and South America, and in California brought the
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storm from farther south than normal. These shifts brought torrential
rains, winds ~ and high waves to the Southern California coastal region. A
factor which signif icantly increased the destructive power of the storms was
their occurrence during high tides. It happened that the highest waves
during three of our storms arrived at the same time as the highest or second
highest tides of the month.

In addition to all of this, the accumulated beach erosion that had
resulted Pr cm previous 1982-83 storms  and there were about 7
distinguishable events fr om November through March! left many piers, homes,
and other structures unprotected from the onslaught of the heavy breakers.
Thus, damages from the March storm exceeded those of any of the other
earlier storms oP the 1983 winter.

The 1983 storms were far more harmPul to our coast than storms we have
known in the past 30 to 40 years. Although we probably will never be able
to prepare completely for major events such as those we exper ienced, it' s
easy to see how attitudes can become relaxed during a time oP unusually calm
weather.

Ther e simply was not time to r epair the beaches after the January
storm, and so the protection they might normally have afforded was gone when
the even more severe storm came in March, Beaches along Los Angeles County
eroded an estimated 50-100' inland,

Every coastal county in California experienced damage as a result of
these storms. Total damages to coastal areas are estimated at 4115 million.

Southern California's piers also provide an example of how structures
were attacked by these waves, While pilings are always being pounded by
storms, the waves don't normally reach the decking, but they did in 1983.
Damage to decking weakened the overall pier structure, causing reinforced
concrete to fall,

The effect of the stcrms on the 80-year-old breakwater at Los Angeles
Harbor sums up the experience at many har bors along the coast. The
breakwater, constructed over a 14 year per iod, Prem 1899 to 1912, had never
suf'fered major damages before this series of' storms, Built pyramid-like out
of rectangular granite, with capstones weighing 10 to 20 tons, only minor
repairs have been required in the past--such as single capstone replacement.
In the January storm the br eakwater held, although there wer e some damages,
The March storm, however, did severe damage. The breakwater held for the
first day, but finally sustained damages when the wave hei ghts reached 15 to
25 feet, considerably above the desi gn wave of 1 7 to 19 feet that is
currently used for' harbors on the Southern California coast. The result was
'the creation of a 350-foot gap in the middle of the breakwater and several
small gaps 40 to '50 feet wide.

While damage at the LA Harbor Breakwater was most dramatic, publicly
maintained harbors required repairs totalling 425 million. In overview, the
storms oP 1982-83 devastated many coastal facilities, both public and
private. Clearly, the risks of serious storm damage were Par greater than
we realized and for which we were prepar ed. The challenge for the future
will be to revise our attitudes about risk and adjust our effor ts
accor di ngly.
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Just looking at the history of development along our coast may help us
to understand attitudes about risk in our local coastal ccmmunities which
have developed over time. As long as sea bluffs and coastal areas were left
undeveloped, erosion did not present major economic or public safety
problems. However, the pressures of land speculation and development at the
ocean's edge and along the bluffs have encouraged people to build more
densely, As this process has accelerated over the past two decades,
expensive residential structures have been built in high-risk locations.
Much of this construction has, in fact, taken place during the last thirty
years � years which until 1982 have been unusually mild. Clearly, the storms
of 1983 were so much more severe than other storms in recent history, they
tested the coastal community's assumptions about risk.

Some of the adjustments we need to make relate dir ectly to coastal
design practices. But before we can make such adjustments we must have
better coastal data. That is why the Corps of Engineers has embarked on a
state-wide effort to gain a better understanding of what specifically makes
our shoreline change, and how human activities influence those changes � that
ef'fort is known as our Coast of California Storm and Tidal Wave Study.
Hopefully this effort will be a model for similar studies throughout the
United States. Fr om this type of data perhaps we can do a better job of
articulating risks.

We know that these storms were rare events, but just how rare, we can' t
say, Some oceanographers and meterologists suggest that our good weather of
the past 40 years is not going to be repeated. They predict worse storms,
and more extreme high tides during storm seasons in the next ten years.
Larger waves may be expected in futur e storms, and Pacif ic hurricanes may
again reach the California coast as they have in the distant past.

A second adjustment which can be made is to discourage irresponsible
and dangerous coastal building practices. We know that even some of the
newest and best-designed structures suffered damages during the storms, but
many structures built dangerously close to the water were caapietely
destroyed. With props~ education oP our coastal community, we can minimize
construction of unsafe structur es by those who do not comprehend the risks
of building along the coast. Sy making an effort to educate our coastal
community through conferences such as this, we can encourage an awareness of
the risks.

Ideas about risk are attitudes, The severity of these storms requires
artitude adjustments � we must learn Prom our mistakes. In this way we can
adjust our agency and public attitudes. While our agency's attitudes about
risks may be significantly more conservative, our actions are guided by our
responsibility to protect the significant economic benefits associated with
a safe and secure coast.
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I - Introduction

The theme of the meeting concerns the risks that are inherent in coastal
resource use. This paper focusses particularly on a number of risk-
related problems in the U.K., and elsewhere, with reference to several
recent hazard situations.

In a forthcoming book on coastal zone management  Jolliffe A Patman,
1985 !, it is argued that coastal resource use and development are in-
fluenced by a broad array of physical constraints that serve to prevent
certain activities and inhibit the levels of others. In the mare extreme
cases, use is severely inhibited because of the risks  or hazards! in-
volved. Physical constraints are either imposed by the natural environ-
ment or represent deliberately-earned risks emanating from man's activ-
ities. Thus, f' or example, the 'normal' erosion anticipated from storm
wave action may be exacerbated by ill-conceived coast. protection works.
In general, risk levels have increased, and will continue to increase,
if only because of man's increased presence in a generally dynamic
environment - for with the rapid and often uncontrolled, expansion af'
coastal zone act,ivities, there are of'ten tao many people in the wrong
place at the wrong time!

In Britain, before enactment of the !947 Town A Country Planning Act,
coastal zone development had already spread rapidly beyond the ft inges
of the traditional resort areas. The nature of the demands then being
made on the coastal zone, and the principal f'actors that led to this
expansionist activity, are generally well-known and need no discussion
here. However, fram a risk standpoint, it is important to emphasise that
many constructional developments, people and therr activities now occupy
risk zones, some  as in the case of some U.S. East Coast barrier islands!
in high-risk situations. Coastal zone planners and managers, faced with
this dilemma, need sensible, operable guidelines; t t i* timely for them
ta heed the sometimes painful lessons learned by their predecessors, and
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from the on-going experience of other maritime c.ountries.

II - Some of the Kinds of Ph sical Constraints and Hazards that have
~tb N d

A broad array of physical constraints both emanate f'rom, and in turn
affect the whole of, the coastal zone. Problems of coastal zone defin-
ition left aside, it is convenient here to make a simple tripartite
division of the coastal zone into the hinterland, littoral and offshore
zones. Within each of these three zones, one can distinguish between
so-called endogenous or 'locally imposed' and exogenous or 'externally
imposed', constraints � or what some geomorphologists describe as syste-
matic var!ability components  SVCs! and asystematic variability compon-
ents  AVCs!. It raises the question of planning scale, since it is rare
that the 'boundaries' of gecmorphological systems closely conform to
existing administrative boundaries. Thus, the deafforested catchment
basin, the upstream barrage, the along-coast marina, or the offshore
dredging operation may all have serious  hazard related! ramifications
for a given administrative area at the coast; environmental impacts may
be imposed from distance, and temporal delays may complicate a given
situation. Then it is a strong case for br inging formal and functional
systems more into line.

A core issue is that of magnitude, frequency and duration. A continuously-
running tide race imposes fairly predictable controls on coastal zone
resource use; the sporadic hurricane poses greater problems; while the
comparatively short-lived eff'ects of a single substantial oil spill will
be seriously compounded by a close-running series of substantial oil
spills in the same area. Magnitude, frequency and duration combine to
produce a multiplicity of environmental situations.

Littoral zones character ised by fast-running tides or frequent rip-
currents are largely self-deterministic in respect of the resource uses
they permit. But what of the stretch of' coastline that experiences only
occasional serious storm surges and consequent floodingT To what extent
does one sterilise coastal resource use, or create a moratorium on further
development along that coastliney What precise part does  or should! the
magnitude, duration and frequency f'actors in hazard situations play in
coastal zone planning and managementy

What kind of physical constraint;s operate'? In general terms, these are
comprised of:- aspects of river regime  particularly river levels and
fluvial flow conditions!; the nature of' coastal land strip topography,
geology and substrate conditions; sea level fluctuations including sea
surface geometry and motion; nearshore and offshore flow conditions; sea-
floor topography and substrate conditions; coastal pollution; and scenic
quality  an aesthetic f'actor!. The activities of Man, and their environ-
mental impact, are highly relevant also. Such constraints and hazards
may operate i~dependently, and on other occasions in conjunction as when
storm-wave activity is superimposed on abnormally high water levels, Some
operate continuously; others, and often the most damaging, occur only
very sporadically.

Below are a random selection of typical coastal zone constraints, In the
hinter land zone, many areas ere af'fected by occasional river flooding .
At Christchurch in New Zealand, for example, the Heathcote and Avon Rivers
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have subjected the city to serious flooding during periods of prolonged
heavy rainfall or high spring tides. Unstable substrates may present
difficult, expensive and sometimes intractable f'oundation problems; in
the case of' a sand dune area near Dunkirk in northern France ~ a new
steelworks called for special adjustable jacks, which were deemed to be
justified on the grounds of the general importance of the project.
In the littoral zone, problems of' coastal erosion abound, ranging from
small scale weathering losses to major losses of coastal land. Erosion
may be highly benef'icial in terms of coastal sediment budget and the
feed-back processes that operate to remove storm wave energy. The pro-
blem arises with man's presence in erosion-liable areas' with resultant
loss of valuable land and the threat to buildings, highways and even
human life. The nature of the beach surface and substrate may both
favour and inhibit resource use: steep, loose gravel beaches may render
boat- launching extremely difficult, yet greatly f'avour shore fishing.
Gently-sloping firm sand beaches may  in macro-tidal areas! greatly
inhibit reasonable water-space use at low tide, yet afford excellent
areas for sand-yacht, racing, etc.

Littoral zone pollution, somewhat ironically, tends to be most constrain-
ing at peak tourist times; however, for the tourists themselves it is
usually a question of 'ignorance is bliss', since people bathing in
sewage-contaminated water are usually unaware of the risks of contracting
hepatitis, gastro-enteritis, etc. Sterilisation of beach/water space
resources is increasingly caemonplace, such as the recent closure of
some of' the Metro Toronto public bathing beaches on the northern shore
of Lake Ontario. In the summer of >984, the government in Lisbon,
Portugal, had cause to seek to impose a ban on beach use at Estoril.

Offshore zone constraints stem very much from the fact that this is a
naturally hostile environment capable of wrecking all of man's structural
efforts. Man's very presence in the of'fshore zone involves an element
of risk; in Britain, statistics suggest that off'shore divers are at
greater risk than miners working underground. In high-activity zones
like the Dover Straits or the Malacca Strait, risk-levels, e.g. because
of ship collisions or groundings, increase significantly. Accidents at
sea may arise from fairly subtle circumstances, such as the settling en-
route of bulk cargoes like sand and gravel, or because of' centre-of'-
gravity shifts as lobster-pots are filled onboard. Such risks involve
virtually every laden voyage; in contrast., risks to water-space users
in the Bay of Genoa, Italy, in Duly 1984 due to thousands of poisonous
jellyfish was unpredictable and a fairly rare occurrence. On the other
hand, in the Gulf of Mexico, at least ten categories of marine fauna are
poisonous; presumably, they are there f' or most of the average year, pose
a threat to water-space users, and focus attention on the importance of
suitable 'public education' in such matters. Foundations problems are
commonplace: those of rig stability on shallow substrates, and the ex-
humation of, and structural stresses on, undersea pipes and cables, are
cases in point.

These, then, are but a very f'ew isolated examples taken f'rom a veritable
welter of' physical constraints and hazards, spatially and temporally
variable in their magnitude, frequency and duration - and, f' or numerous
coastal areas, superimposed and even misunderstood. Constraints imposed
by the natural environment are increasingly being . einforced by
deliberately-earned problems  that often involve risk! that stem from
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man-made structures and man-induced practices.

That risks are constantly being encountered and that, new risks are
being generated in the coastal zone has been highlighted by a flurry of
quite recent events. In September 1984, Hurricarre "Diana" stalked the
Car olina coastline, U.S.A.; while in October 1984, Hurricane "Josephine"
travelled some 200 miles out from the same coastline, fortunately track-
ing oceanwards; we experienced the accidental discharge of radioactive
waste from the Sellafield nuclear plant, leading to water, beach and
estuarine contamination and the closure of many areas to the public
while governmental checks were carried out. In the English Channel,
the collision of the French freighter rHont Louis' with a car ferry
'Olau Brittania' led to total loss of a large cargo of' hexafluore
uranium en-route between Canada and the Soviet Union. The potential
hazards of such shipments are abundantly obvious, and extremely lethal.

III - Some of the Relationshi s between Constraints/Hazards and Uses
of Coastal Zone

With regard to the degree of constraint on use levels, and the levels
of risk involved in particular coastal zone uses, a line spectrum exists.
At one end of the spectrum, probably all normal use of the coast itself
is precluded - notably in high-energy zones and particularly where
access to the coast from the hinterland or from seaward is extremely
difficult; somewhat ironically, wi.ldlif'e interests are best served in
these coastal zones though the public at large benefits little from this.
At the other end of the spectrum, one can argue that highly permissive
environments exist, in which  in theory at least! virtually all legiti-
mate uses of the coastal zone are possible In between these extremes,
a broad array of environmental possibilities exist, advantaging some uses
here, constraining other uses there; thus presenting planners and
managers with a range of options to establish optimal use patterns
according to local, regional, national, and even international require-
ments, Whether the choice of an optimal use pattern is ever actually
achieved in this spatially variable supply, and highly volatile demand,
situation is quite another matter.

Because of both spatial and temporal variations in the operation of
physical constraints and hazards, planners ard managers are faced with
a fairly limited range of 'broad' options to deal with them. Do nothing

live with the environment and take what comes? Vacate hazard zones
snd create a morator ium on any f'urther development there? Remain in
the hazard zone, and try to adapt to hazard situations in order to
minimise the impacts?

Even more fundamental is the question whether planners 'sterilize' use
of coastal zones subject to risk; or whether they 'de-sterilize' other
zones  that are also subject to risk ! in th* face of limited resource
supply or underused resources and increasing resource demands? Resource
trade-off's are an important, facet of risk management, e.g. the use of
rrarginal agricultural land for trailer-parks in areas of manifest flood
snd erosion risk. A distinct problem arises if such trade-offs lead
to substantial resource transfers, e.g. where the private sector benefits
from coastal resource use and development and the public sector is dis-
benefitted because of, ssy, massive sea defence and coast protection
expenditures,
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A problem arises f'rom the fact that in many maritime countries, coastal
zone hazards have not been properly or fully identified and mapped.
However, for many types of' risk, this would raise almost insuperable
difficulties anyway � such as the sporadic dispersion of radioactive
waste, or the stochastic variables inherent in the canveyance af' hazard-
ous substances at sea.

IV � Some Im ortant As ects of Coastal Risk Mana ement

What seem to be some of the fundamental problems in the coastal risk
fieldV The following discussion embodies same of the principal points to
emerge fram a recent Economic A Social Research Council meeting  Mac-
gill, 1983!:

�! Risks ta life and property in the coastal zone call for an
pd~kld-h. 1 d't ',th'khf lid

relativ*ly immature one and throws up many challenges for geomorpholo-
gists, decision-makers and others,

Physical descriptions, allied with relevant societal issues, that esti-
mate risk are badly needed: to enable us to identify the sources of', or
f'actors leading to, potential harm, the nature of the 'injury' it. may
occasion, the population at risk, the likely frequency of the hazard,
any time lag, the potential for early-warning, whether the problem is
increasing   fast or slow! or diminishing, and areas in which knowledge
is uncertain or incomplete  Macgill, 1983!.

�! Risk erce tion ranges from the rational to the irrational; and
often disagrees markedly with the physical specification of a risk situ-
ation . Even in cases of manifest r isk, coastal users may choose to
ignore warnings or simply fail to appreciate the potential risk situ-
ation . For example, it is not an uncommon occurrence f' or people to be
stranded by a rapidly-rising tide, as happened fairly recently on the
extensive mudflats of the Bristol Channel, U,K. - almost with loss of
life. A perception study conducted among bluff-top property-owners at.
Scarborough, Ontario, revealed a generally poor appreciation of a mani-
f'estly abviaus erosion threat. Absence of manifest risk, on the ather
hand, may be due to 'ignorance' - people at risk being blissf'ully un-
aware of' the potential hazard they f'ace. In the summer of' 1984, for
instance, bathers at Santa Eulqlia t Ibiza, in the Mediterranean, were
happily committed to a water-space grossly and obviously contaminated
with only partially-treated sewage effluent! In this context, it seems
that risk managem*nt is often reactive rather than anticipatory; that
lack of appropriate concern is often accompanied by administrative un-
certaintyy, apathy and complacency . We should, perhaps, be taking a more
positive stance in the anticipatory approach to risk evaluation, and to
th* amelioration of anticipated problems.

Societal acceptance ar absorption of risk is yet another 'grey area'
involving such factors as risk-benefit trade-offs and compensation . In
the U.K., the thorny question of campensation as a possible mechanism
for ameliorating risk situations, is an idea winning increasing support.

but in reality needs research into whether risks ar* perceived, resid-
ual, uncertain ar reducible. Compensation in coastal zone matters is
obviously a political minefield, but one we can't sweep under the carpet!
What do yau say, for instance, to a coastal landowner who offers 'self-
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help'  dumped car-bodies or rip-rap, say!, is refused permission, and
is then refused compensation!

�! Public art ici ation in risk decisions, in Britain, finds its most
celebrated mechanism in the Public Inquiry - but although conspicuous,
has it would seem a relatively limited applicability in the context
of a f'ull range of coastal zone issues, being restricted generally to
those that come under the heading "new development to land"  Hacgil.l,
1983!. Nor does one have enormous faith in the outcome of a public
inquiry; in one research study, I had occasion to analyse the papers
pertaining to two beach mining inquiries and was most unimpressed by
the quality of the evidence put forward by both the appel!ant and the
antagonists, and by the reasoning, that followed this evidence. Not;
withstanding, such r eservations, public inquiries at least partially
ventilate what are often highly emotive environmental issues.

 rr! On inf'ormation matters, there has been much criticism by antagonists
in risk debates of the absence of' anything approaching a 'freedom of
information' act in the U.K. However, the lack of inf'armatian disclosure
 i e. information that in principle is available!, there is the problem
of information that still has not. been collected. In fact, serious gaps
ar'e evident, as appeared to be the case in the recent Sellaf'ield in-
cident in the U.K . when a number of thorny issues concerning the disper-
sion of radioactive waste were raised at public level. Acceptable
assurances were slow in forthcoming. Gaps are occasionally evident in
the technical assessment of a realized hazard, How the V.K. f'ares on
the information issue in relation to other maritime countries is question-
able � but without doubt, it opens up a barrel-of-worms in respect to
rights, democracy, and the like!

One prescriptive goal might be the establishment of information guide-
lines  something along the lines of the EIA procedures, perhaps!, since
'reliable and trusted information is a crucial factor in the resolution
of environmental conflict'  Hacgill, 1983!. This argues for inter-
agency trust, and for public trust in those agencies; Hacgill contending
that. one point that strongly emerges from perception studies is that the
lack of faith in institutions is not merely a symptom but can be an
important catalyst, in risk-related concerns. This appears to be true,
for instance, of nuclear waste disposal in Britain . The media must take
a rap-or-the-knuckles in all this, f' or they have on oacasions blown

p t f 11 tl p ~ t . ~pt e' 'k
is badly needed.

One recalls the Sellafield, Cumbria, U,K., incident in November 1983,
referred to above. British Nuclear Fuels Limited  BNFL! discharge radio-
active waste into the Irish Sea and, as in previous years, this has
given rise to the highest exposures � though levels are said to be
decreasing. The problem that arose in 1983 was because "plant vashings"
were accidentally transferred to a sea-tank . Human error in this case
has given rise to a great. deal of public disquiet, notably a lack of'
confidence ir BNFL . Thus it seems that what the nuclear community should
worry about is not. a lack of technical knowledge but the mistrust in
which it is apparently held by large sections of' the pub!.ic. This mis-
trust has been fed by a long history of false statements by both the
proponents and opponents of nuclear power  Hacgill, 1983!. New stand-
ards of objectivity are needed; the need to bridge the gap between so-
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called 'scientific ar rogance' and public perception of coastal zotte
issues .

�! Risk management raises the problem of the mismatch between techno-
lo ical develo ent and our abilit to control otentiall adverse
ef'fects. Remedial measures may lag behind technological development, and
be either too generous or too weak in their respanse. Hard evidence
of the mis-match is found in near-misses and realised incidents in-
volving the handling and transportation of hazardous substances at sea.
As mentioned earlier, in the English Channel, the collision in early
1984 between the French freighter "Mont Louis" with a car ferry "Olau
Brittania" led to the total loss of a cargo of packaged hexafluore
uranium en-route between Canada and the Soviet Union Despite that fact
that all of the containers were eventually retrieved intact, it could
have been a very different story. It rightly raises the question whether
the gap between our capacity to control hazards and the magnitude of
hazard problems is widening or narrowing'? There is, in f'act, an enormous
variability between coastal zone agencies in the extent to which risk
reduction opportunities are exploited and risk-benefit trade-offs are
approached  Macgill, 1983!.

tt! Th ' ~ t' t b d d b t ~*d t'
~brlrt h't ' . ybt p ll ly p d h pb y
1979 serious flooding occurred at Chesilton in Dorset - and in spite of
serious flooding there in December 1978. A seemingly innocuous depression
in the western Atlantic tracked fairly predictably across as far as the
mid-Atlantic before filling in � but not bef'ore it had bequeathed a
lethal package of exceptionally long wave energy and excessive wave
heights, destined in course of time to hit South Wales, virtually the
whale of' the south coast of England, the Channel Islands, and the coasts
of Spain and Portugal. As the energy package passed each manitoring
station, there was no hint that it was targetted on the Chesil Bank,
Dorset, U.K , in particular; rather like an Exocet missile homing in on
H.M.S, Sheffield in the Falkland Islands incident! The price we are
still paying f' or this particular coastal hazard is high indeed.

The same could be said in September 1984 of' "Hurricane Diana", blowing
off the U S East Coast. Winds of up to 150 m.p.h, 1'ed to widespread
flooding of the North Carolina coast. The British media reported that
in this traumatic situation a state of emergency was called; 100,000
people were said ta have moved inland as "Diana" approached, clogging
state highways and turning the port city of Wilmington i'nto a "ghost
city" More importantly in a sense, it appears that the eye of the
hurricane was several miles of'fshore 'with no sense of direction' accord-
ing to the National Hurricane Center in Coral Cables, Florida, It is
interesting to speculate to what extent, disruption could have been reduced
had predictive capability enabled "Diana's" direction to be more certainly
determined.

� ! There are very real problems with respect to risk mana ement set
ainst, economic strin enc . For example, at West Bay in Dorset, U.K.,

one family business  representing the private sector! has, for a long
period of time, profited from beach mining operations carried out on one
side of the harbour. The profits are derived f'rom the removal of a wave-
sorted pea gravel that has numerous industrial applications.

The beach on the ot.her side of
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the harbour represents all mayhem � there is very little of it left,
and this has had to be defended with yet another coast protection
scheme. The total public investment to date, in capital and recurrent
expenditure on sea defence and coast protection has been enormous. This
amounts to a massive resource transfer between the public and private
sector; and now at a time of economic stringency.

At the seaside resort of Weymouth, a f'ew miles along the coast, the
local authority  subsidised up to 751  of the total cost by the Department
of Environment! have recently spent a figure approach Z0.4H to protect
one public-house and three cottages. The erosion problem has been trans-
!'erred to the end of the extended seawall, where it will continue to
remove land of significant amenity value!

There are also impending U-turns in risk-abatement policy. In September
1984, while "Hurricane Diana" was trying to make up its mind in the
wester n Atlantic, considerable concern was being expressed around south-
ern Britain about the possibility of a repeat of the disastrous coastal
flooding  and accompanying erosion! caused by a tidal surge in 1953. That
particular incident killed 307 people in th* U.K. alone, not to mention

30,000 animals. In September 1984, we experienced the highest  equin-
octial! tides for four years, and around East Anglia tides were actually
running higher than in 1953. According to "The Times", the Chief Engineer
of the Anglian Water Author ity was "within 15 minutes of pulling the plug
and evacuating the town of Harwich". The situation is, it seems, that
although the authority cur r ently enjoy a budget. of' same Z1.5H/yr for sea
defence maintenance, they are going to need at least E5.5N/yr guaranteed
for the next 20 years if the status-quo is to be maintained. In the
present economic situation, this is highly unlikely - so crumbling sea
def'ences can only face a general policy of abandonment, particularly in
areas of low population density and agr icultural quality. Hawever, it
would be surprising if more heavily-populated areas and higher quality
agricultural land does not continue to enjoy proper protection. It is
an interesting environmental sum, in an area of manifest flood snd erosion
risks. Somewhat. ironically, t;he ' abandonment' strategy is much in accord
with the notion of ' feeder bluffs' in areas experiencing significant
erosion.

 8! A f'undamental problem arises ouf of' the mismatch between formal and
functional s stems. The coastal zone is a system that functions in its
own right; the various sub-systems that. make up its constitutent parts
often display   in the absence of human interference! a state of dynamic
equilibrium. A recurrent theme in this conf'erence will be the fact that.
man is a disruptive influence, promoting shor t-term changes within a
framework of' longer term  geologic! swings-and-raundabouts. This sad
mismatch between the operation of natural systems and anthropogenic im-
pact is no better exemplified than at East Head, West Sussex. The
National Trust, who own East Head sand spit, face a serious terminal
scour problem at the critically thin neck of the spit � already, about
one-third of this narrow portion has been lost. A total breach into
Chichester Harbour would have far-reaching ramifications that. would be
difficult to assess but. cannot reasonably be ignored. This is, in fact,
a classic example of fragmented jurisdictions, blinkered local authorities

lack of suitable communication channels, and a paucity of' background
iri format ion. As things stand, there are f'our local authorities all doing
thr ir own thing, all creating erosion and flood risk f' or adjoining auth-
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ority sectors, and barely willing  with the exception of the National
Trust! to get together to discuss the problem!

Concludin Comment

It has been said that research into coastal risk management in Britain
is relatively immature. This is manifest, also in our risk management
infrastructure Even at the time when this paper is being despatched
to the U.S Coastal Society for inclusion in the conference proceedings,
one reads in "The Sunday Times" of 18/ 11/84 that Britain's beaches are
increasingly threatened by dangerous chemicals washed ashore. Between
September 1982 and September 1983, '! 30 containers  that included 41
different hazardous chemicals!, some of them highly dangerous, were
washed up along the shores of England and Wales. The Depar tment of Trans-
port, which has overall responsibility for chemical cargoes, admits it
has no central register. This may indicate the 'tip of the iceberg' as
far as risk management in general, in Britain's coastal zone, is con-
cerned. It needs a thorough overview as a matter of some urgency, so
that, coordinated and effective action can be taken.
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Introduction

Management decisions concerning the coast require a
comprehensive understanding of the coastal processes. Data
from the specific coastline and general models of coastal
processes are needed. This paper discusses a coastal data
collection program used in the management of Murrells Inlet,
South Carolina.

Murrells Inlet is a tidal inlet about 10 miles south of
Myrtle Beach, SC and 80 ihi les northeast of Charleston, SC
 Figure 1!. The inlet serves private recreation craft and a
small commercial fishing industry. North of the inlet is
Garden City Beach, a rapidly developing coastal town with
many boat docks and ramps. South of the inlet are Hunting ton
Beach State Park and North Litchfield Beach, SC.

Congress authorized navigation improvements for Murrells
Inlet in 1971 under provisions of Section 201 of the Flood
Control Act of 1965. Construction began in late 1977 and was
completed in 1980. Major features ot the project are two
jetties, a navigation channel, a weir section in the north
jetty, and a sand deposition basin  Figure 2! . The weir
section was built .at a low elevation to allow sand to pass
over it into the deposition basin during periods of southerly
sand transport. A dredge can periodically remove sand from
the sheltered deposition basin and pump it to nearby beaches.
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Figure 1. Location map

The jetties are over a half-mile long and are of typical
rubble, quarrystone construction. The crest of the weir is
at the mean water level  +2.2 MLW!. The rest of the north
jetty and all of the south jetty are built to an elevation of
nine feet above mean low water  +9 MLW!. The south jetty is
capped with an asphalt recreation walkway. As part of the
project, the navigation channel was dredged to a depth of -10
MLW and the deposition basin to a depth of -20 MLW. More
than a million cubic yards of sand from these two dredging
projects was pumped to beaches at Garden City Beach and
Huntington Beach State Park. Shortly after construction
began, the Corps of Engineers started monitoring the effect
of the navigation project on the inlet and nearby beaches.

The Oata � The ao 'to i o ~pto

An extensive set of coastal data has been collected at
Murrells Inlet under the monitoring program. The purpose of
this program is twofold;

to provide site-specific information for management
of the Murrells Inlet project, and
to provide general research data documenting coastal
response to a jetty project.

�!

Both the beach response to the new jetties and the wave
climate forcing the response were measured.
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This paper briefly describes data collected in the
monitoring program, presents some analysis of that data to
form a picture of coastal processes at the inlet, and
discusses the importance of this for management decisions.
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Figure 2. Nurrells Inlet navigation improvement
project.
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Waves

Visual observations of the surf were taken daily for
five years. The Corps of Engineers visual wave observation
program is called LEO  Littoral Environment Observation!.
Daily visual observations of the wave, wind, and beach
conditions are made at the same location by the same
observer. Specif ically, the following were estimatied daily
at the four sites shown in Figure 3; breaking wave height,
angle of breaking wave to shoreline, wave period, longshore
current speed and direction, type of breaker, width of surf
zone, beach slope, and wind speed. The four stations were
set up to see the variation of the wave climate at different
locations along the coast. There are limitations to the
accuracy and usefulness of LEO data since it is taken
visually. The primary value of LEO data lies in relative
comparisons more than in absolute numbers.

Beaches

A primary goal of the Nurrells Inlet monitoring program
is to quantify beach response to the jetty project. The most
dramatic change has been formation of a large, emerged sand
bar and a lagoon on the south side of the inlet. Beach
changes have been measured by beach surveying and aerial
photography.

The largest part of the monitoring program is surveying
of the beaches. Elevations along 43 profile lines were
surveyed quarterly for the first four years after
construction began. The profiles are located as shown on
Figure 3 to cover much of the coastline while focusing on the
inlet. In the immediate vicinity of the jetties, profiles
are spaced at 500 foot intervals along the beach. Between
roughly 3/4 mile and 2 miles on both sides of the jetties,
profiles are spaced 1000 feet apart. Profiles continue at
5000 foot intervals to Hidway Inlet to the south and beyond
Kingfisher Pier to the north. Overall, the profiles cover 14
miles of coastline centered at the inlet. The profiles
spaced at 500 foot intervals are aligned with the jetties.
The other prof iles are perpendicular to the 1977 coastline.

The landward portion of the profile is measured with
level and rod at low tide in order to wade as far out on the
profile as possible. The underwater portion of the profile
is surveyed with a fathometer at high tide to overlap some of
the beach which was surveyed by wading. The profiles are
surveyed from behind the crest of the sand dunes to a depth
of -18 ft NLW to cover the bulk of the active portion of the
profile. Profiles far from the inlet are less than a half
mile long. Some of the profiles near the inlet are almost 2
miles long.

Beach changes have also been monitored with aerial
photography. Aerial photos of 14 miles of beach, centered on
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Figure 3. Location of beach prof ile lines and
LEO sites.

the inlet, were taken monthly until October 1982, then
quarterly. The flights were scheduled to coincide with low
tide. The photos are an excellent qualitative history of the
jetty construction and beach and inlet changes. They can
also be used for quantitative analysis since ground control
was included.
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Inlet

The Charleston District of the Corps has closely
monitored the inlet area since construction of the project.
Quarterly site inspections by District engineers supplement
survey trips and aerial photos. In addition to the beach
profiles which include the inlet area  Figure 3!, seperate
surveys of the deposition basin, navigation channel, shoals,
and the jetty stones have been made periodically.

what The Data Show � A~nal a'a ot the Dat

Estimates of littoral drift

Longshore sand transport rates have been calculated from
the I.EO data. Results indicate that much sand has moved in
both directions and that the net direction of transport
varies with time and location. Sand transport estimates from
LEO wave data are extremely sensitive to observer biases.
Since different LEO observers were used, the averaging of
results through time was avoided. However, trends in the
direction of net transport at the four sites are clear
 Figure 4!. During 1979, the direction of net transport was
north at all four sites. However, for 1980-1982, the
direction of net transport was toward the inlet from both
sides. This result could either be due to a local reversal
in transport caused by the shoals and jetties at the inlet,
or the inlet was a nodal point for sand transport along the
South Carolina coast from 1980-1982.

Sea h ~ch ea

Beach changes will be summarized considering the four
profiles numbered on Figure 3. Each of these four profiles
is characteristic of a stretch of the beach. Figure 5 shows
the changes on each profile during the first four years of
nonitoring.

Profile g4 is characteristic of the beaches far away
from the inlet on both sides. These beaches have not changed
significantly.

Profile  	6 is in the north nourishment area, the area
where sand was placed during dredging of the inlet channel
and deposition basin. The quarterly surveys indicate that
the beaches in the nourishment area had come to a new
equilibrium profile by April 1982, over a year after beach
nourishment. The beach is much wider than before
nourishment. It should be noted that profile 416 is close
enough to the north jetty to be sheltered.
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Figure 4. Net longshore sand transport direction

Profile 428 crosses the location of the old ebb-tidal
shoal. Before jetty construction, a large ebb-tidal shoal
was south of the tip of the present jetties. Construction of
the south jetty closed the main ebb channel and directed the
ebb flow out through the navigation channel. The beach
profiles and aerial photos show that the sand in the shoal
began moving onshore shortly thereafter. As the sand moved
landward, it formed a high, shore-parallel sand bar which
connected to the south jetty on the north and the state park
beach a mile south of the jetty. A several acre body of
water was trapped between the original beach and the emerged
sand bar, This high sand bar has now become the new beach
face and is several hundred feet seaward of the old beach
face.

Profile f35 is in the south nourishment area. This area
has behaved like the north nourishment area. After sand was
placed on the beach, there was a period of profile
readjustment. After about a year, the beaches had reached a
new equilibrium profile. The beaches are several hundred
feet wider than they were in 1977.

Between roughly three and four miles south of the
jetties, a stretch of beach showed dune and beach recession-
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F'igure 5. Beach profile changes � 4/78 to 4/82

Since profiles in this area are spaced at 5000 foot
intervals, the recession only appears on one profile. Aerial
photography shows that at the south end of the state park the
dune and beach receded up to 50 ft. between 1978 and 1982.
Nore recent surveys and observations indicate that this
recession has stopped.

~s asser f the oCoast.al processes

Three processes mentioned above have combined to help
nearby beaches form a new equilibrium planform with the
jetties. When construction of the south jetty crossed the
main ebb channel, much of the sand in the old ebb shoal moved
to the state park beach. During dredging of the inlet, a
million cubic yards of sand was placed on the beaches to the
north and south. LEO analysis shows that much sand moved in
both directions along the beach.



Aerial photos and beach surveys show that sand has
filled in the angle between the south jetty and the state
park beach  Figure 6!. This sand fillet is common at shore-
perpendicular structures. Sand which moves north into the
area is trapped in the lee of the jetty when the longshore
sand transport direction reverses. Such a build-up on the
north jetty has been prevented by the weir. Shortly after
the weir was constructed, the shoreline moved out to the
beginning of the weir section and has stayed near there
since.

Figure 6. Schematic of beach planform change

Analysis of the coastal monitoring program data leads to
an understanding of what has happened on the beaches near
Nurreils Inlet since jetty construction. This understanding
is based on existing data and, therefore, may be modified by
further analysis as more data become available. Without the
monitoring program, the data base would be much smaller and
the analysis much more speculative. Future political and
management decisions about the Nurrells Inlet area can be
made with a better understanding of coastal processes of the
area as a direct result of data collected in this monitoring
program.
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Abstract
When a hurricane threatens densely developed resort barrier

islands' vertical evacuation is a controversial alternative to the
conventional form of horisontal evacuation. In order to plan proper
emergency management procedut'es, an understanding of the attitudes of
potential users can be useful. This study has explored the extent to
which resideuts prefer to remain on a barrier island, given a storm
evacuation advisory. Atlantic City, a densely developed resort
barrier island community located on the New Jersey shore, was chosen
as the study site. This pilot study suggests that there are distinct
groups that prefer to remain or leave a barrier island when a
hurricane evacuation warning is given. The majority of those who
would remain on the island chose their residence as a refuge rather
than hotels or city institutions. The location of a vertics] shelter
in an area of perceived vulnerability' such as a beach block, may
deter a resident from choosing that shelter. This may pose a problem
for emergency management since casinos are located on the beach block
and are the only shelters with vertical evacuation plans.

~Bk d
When a hurricane threatens to strike a low-lying barrier island

community, the area can suffer damage from high storm surge, onshore
winds and coastal flooding. An informal partial evacuation off the
barrier island to the mainland often occurs; a formal evacuation order
may be given by emergency management personnel depending on: I! the
expected location of the hurricane; 2! maximum wind speeds; and 3!
storm surge heights. Evacuation from a barrier island to the mainland
during a hurricane can he difficult or impossible due to a number of
emergency management problems, such as: I! the flooding of bridges
before complete evacuation can take place; and 2! traffic congestion.
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An additional problem is the enhancement of hurricane warninps so as
to convince residents of the harard and possible need to evacuate
 Ruch, 1981; Ruch and Christensen, 1981!. A simulation of hurricane
evacuation of Galveston Island, a developed barrier island on the
Texas coast, showed that 30.5 hours were required for all people to
leave the island during a hurricane with 120 mile per hour winds. Due
to flooding in advance of the hurricane's arrival, the single bridge
connecting Galveston with the mainland would be flooded 7.5 hours in
advance of the hurricane's arrival  Rucb, 1981! . In the coastal area
of hew Jersey, 24 hours are required for safe evacuation if the
population at risk responds optimally  Mitchell, 1984a!.

Leaving the barrier island for a safe mainland location is termed
horizontal evacuation. In addition to this conventional evacuation
technique, a controversial form of evacuation � termed vertical
evacuation � is being seriously considered in many locations. With
vertical evacuation, people seek a location on the barrier island, in
buildings which would safely shelter them frozi storm surge ~ onshore
winds and coastal flooding. This adjustment has been suggested as a
possible alternative by Burton, Rates and White �976!, and Mitchell
�984a!. An ongoing study is being conducted by Ruch �983!, in which
he evaluates: 1!the. structural feasibility of vertical evacuation;
2!the social and economic aspects of vertical evacuation, including
the attitudes of managers and users; and 3!the legal and political
aspects of vertical evacuation.

The pros and cons of vertical evacuation and the necessary
infrastructures and managerial cooperation have been considered by
Baker �983, 1984!. Vertical evacuation is viewed as a viable
alternative for the following reasons: 1! large numbers of people
would not have to leave an area as much as 300 miles wide well in
advance of the hurricane's arrival; and 2! if people remain in area
through vertical evacuation, the threat of predisaster looting may be
diminished. Horizontal evacuation is considered prone to problems for
the following reasons: 1! the intensity of a hurricane can change
before its landfall so that the numbers needed to be evacuated may
change; 2! there is difficulty convincing residents to leave early
enough to make a conventional evacuation successful; 3! most of the
residents evacuating from a 300 mile area will have left unnecessarily
making them more difficult to evacuate next time; 4! the economic cost
of a horizontal evacuation is enormous; 5! a horizontal evacuation
increases the opportunities for traffic accidents;  Baker, 1983!.

Baker �983! has suggested the following disadvantages to
vertical evacuation: 1! a building used for vertical evacuation could
fail; 2! there is no way to guarantee the safety of a building despite
its safe design; 3! interior walls could fail if windows fail;
occupants would be subject to missiles if windows failed; 4! if more
high-rise structures are built to serve as vertical shelters, the
population at risk in the hazardous area will increase and
conventional evacuation will become more difficult; 5! legal and
equity questions such as liability for injuries, deaths and structural
damages have not been answered; 6! a crowded vertical shelter might
result in panic behavior. After the hurricane, the barrier island may
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be cut off from the mainland due to a breakdown in utilities and
essential services while there are people on the island requiring
medical attention.

~dh d h d
Because of the difficulty involved with horizontal evacuation

from a barrier island, residents may prefer to remain on the island
after receiving a storm evacuation advisory. If people prefer to
remain on a barrier island when given a storm evacuation advisory,
then vertical evacuation may be viewed by residents as a viable
alternative to horizontal evacuation. The percentage of the resident
population which prefers to remain on the island may indicate the
potential for vertical evacuation. Cutter and Barnes �982! examined
the attitudes of evacuees following a technological hazard; an
understanding of the attitudes of potential users was considered
useful in order to plan proper emergency management procedures, Baker
�975! looked at the attitudes of residents toward land use policy
following a hurricane. Ruch's �983! research on vertical evacuation
will include attitudes of managers and potential users. However, the
preferences of potential users to hurricane evacuation have not been
thotoughly examined thus far  Mitchell, 1984b!.

~hhh d
This study explores the extent to which residents prefer to

remain on a barrier island, upon receiving a storm evacuation
advisory.

~hhhi I
Atlantic City is a densely developed resort barrier island

community located on Absecon Island on the New Jersey shore. It was
chosen as the study area because it has a number of high-rise
buildings which Mitchell �984a! has suggested could be used for
vertical evacuation. Atlantic County has the largest single group of
potentially storm resistant high-rise buildings because of design
constraints. However, only the casinos in Atlantic City have evolved
formal evacuation plans. With the increased redevelopment of Atlantic
City due to casino industry growth, and the problems associated with
horizontal evacuation. there is an increasing need to consider
alternative evacuation techniques.

Figure 1: Location Map



~ll th d 1
Sam lin Procedures
This study consisted of presenting a storm scenario and

questionnaire to 39 respondents who were residents of Atlantic City or
the neighboring towns of Ventnor and Margate. Eriksen �975!
summarized the advantages of a scenario methodology for natural
hazards research; using scenarios permits the consideration of more
than one response option to a hazard. This survey was conducted in
November, 1984, which is near the end of th» June-November hurricane
season.

Respondents were approached at four locations in Atlantic City
and Ventnor. These locations were chosen in an attempt to obtain
responses from local residents rather than tourists. If the
respondents indicated that they were residents of Atlantic City,
Ventnor, Margate or Longport, they were asked to read a paragraph
describing a storm scenario and to answer a series of questions
pertaining to their behavior in response to this scenario. Residents
were asked to supply the information on the spot rather than reply by
mail in order to increase the response rate. At each of these four
locations responses were sought for approximately one hour. In order
to avoid a sampling bias, every passerby was approached where ever
possible.

Data Reduction Techni ues
Responses were summarized by percentage of the total sample,

Evacuation responses were related to: 1! land ownership
characteristics � homeowners vs. renters; 2! period of
residence � seasonal vs. permanent; 3! general location of
residence � closer to the beach, to the bay or to the middle of the
island; and 4!experience with and memory of previous hurricanes and
storms. Where residents prefer to go during a hurricane emergency and
why were divided into island and mainland evacuation choices.

Results
Renters, regardless of the location of residence, people who live

near the bay or in the middle of the island, and those residents who
had bad experience with hurricanes preferred to remain on the island
during a hurricane evacuation advisory. Homeowners, seasonal
residents, people who live closest to the beach and those with no
experience with hurricanes preferred to leave the island  Table 1!.

Table 1: Evacuation Res onses  n=39!
leaveZ of res onses remain

60.2
77.8
36.8
87.5
50.0

39.8
22.2
63.2
12.5
50.0

30. 0
61. 5
57.1

70.0
38. 4
42.9
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overall
homeowners
reuters
seasonal residents
permanent residents
residence located clos

beach
bay
middle

IOOX
46.2
48.7
20.5
79.5

er to
51.2
33.3

island 15.4



leave
85.7
41.7
37.5
41.7

X of res onses
no experience with hurricane 35.9
experience with hurricane 64.1
memory of '62 and '44 storms 20.5
memory of '62 storm only 30.8

rema in
14.3
58.3
62,5
58.3

Respondents were asked two questions regarding where they would
go duz'ing a storm  see Appendix, questions 5 and 6!. If they gave an
answer to question 5, they could select the same or a different answer
to question 6. The first was an open-ended question; the second
sought their responses to specific options, including several vertical
evacuation alternatives. As a result of this questioning format,
respondents may have provided the same response more than once.

The majority of those who chose to remain on the island chose to
remain at home. The majority of those who chose to leave the island
indicated that they would travel to Philadelphia, 60 miles away.
Approximately 30X of all respondents mentioned that they would seek
refuge on high ground. Some people mentioned apartment high-rises in
which they live as a vertical refuge option  Table 2!.

Table 2: Where residents refer to o durin a hurricane emer enc *

s ecific choiceo en-ended res onseisland
residence
boardwalk
boat
mainland
not specific
within 20 miles
Philadelphia �0 miles!
would not go to Atlantic City that

weekend 2.6
vertical refu e
X of all respondents who mentioned

high ground or floor they lived
on as safe refuge 30.8

X of those who preferred to remain on
island who mentioned vertical
refuge 74.8

laces mentioned as vertical refu e

33X30.8X
2.6
2.6

17.9
10.3
23.1

20. 6
33.1

high floor of residence
Convention Hall
Atlantis Hotel

15.4
10.3
5.1

5.1
2.6

*may have answered more than once.
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Over 80X of the responses to remain on the island or to leave
indicated a concern for personal or property safety. Safety reasons
related to staying on the island included too much traffic and
securing one's own property. Safety reasons related to leaving
included escaping floodwaters  'labie 3!.



Table 3: Reasons for evacuation decisiane
T~t
safety

ok in past
too much traffic
to secure property

employment
to experience a hurricane
To leave
safety

to escape flooding
because there is an alternative

30.6X
2.6
2,6
2.6
5.1

51.3X
5.1
2.6

*may have answered more than once.

Public vs. private transportation may influence evacuation
decisions. Without an independent means of transportation, residents
may perceive themselves as having limited evacuation options.
Automobile owners may be reluctant to leave because af the traffic
congestion caused by mass evacuatian.

Experience with hurricanes is another characteristic
distinguishing those who prefer to stay from those who prefer to leave
the island. Having survived previous hurricanes may be an incentive
for some residents to stay. Experience may tell them that riding out
storms is possible and more desirable due to the costs of evacuating
and the looting that may occur during a horizontal evacuation.

An attempt was made to address the question of vertical
evacuation by giving respondents specific choices of where to go
{Appendix, question 6!. Half mentioned vertical evacuation in hotels
and public buildings like Convention Ball; half mentioned their
residences ae places for vertical evacuation. The responses to this
question indicated that a total of 15.4X of respondents would evacuate
to Convention Hall �0.3Z! or the Atlantis Hotel � .1X!  Table 2!.The
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Discussion
Tb» data suggest but da not confirm that there are two distinct

groups, one which prefers to remain on the island and one which
prefers to leave. Some respondents perceived the island and high
elevations there ta be safer while others perceived a mainland
evacuation to be safer. Ownership may be a characteristic
distinguishing these two groups. Renters preferred to remain an the
island, while homeowners preferred to leave. Property and flood
insurance may influence a homeowner's decision ta leave hie or her
property although one might think that a homeowner would be inclined
to stay to prevent the looting of his or her investments.
Willingness to depart might also be attributed to the fact that for
some of these people's the Atlantic Ci.ty residences are second homes.
Seasonal residents have an established alternative and therefore are
more inclined to leave. Those vitb second homes in Atlantic City
perceived themselves as having a viable alternative to remaining in
the hazardous area. However, there are more year-round homeowners
than seasonal residents.



majority of those who would remain on the island prefer their homes
for refuge. Some of these people would use the upper floors of their
homes as vertical shelters. In addition, some residents who live on
high floors of multi-story buildings would remain in their apartments
during a hurricane emergency. 15.4X of the total respondents or 37.5X
of those who chose to stay would seek vertical refuge in their homes.
30.8X of the total sample mentioned vertical evacuation as an option;
this constitutes approximately 75X of those who prefer to stay on the
island. This preference for one's residence as a vertical shelter
suggests that casinos may not be the preferred vertical shelter even
though the casinos are the only multi-story buildings equipped with
evacuation plans. Vertical evacuation may be a viable alternative>
however; most respondents did not mention the casinos as shelters.
Evacuation plans for the casinos are predominantly concerned with
sheltering hotel guests for the duration of the emergency. Provisions
for hurricane emergencies by the casinos state that their businesses
will remain open until the last possible minute. It is not clear
whether residents are aware of the casinos as a viable emergency
shelter option.

Another factor which distinguishes those who prefer to remain
from those who prefer to leave is the section of the island on which
respondents live. Residents of the middle island and bay areas
preferred to stay on the island. This preference may reflect their
perception of diminished vulnerability to storm surge and onshore
winds. Residents of beach blocks may leave because they perceive a
greater vulnerability to these elements. However, most vertical
shelters are located on beach blocks. The desire of beach block
residents to leave may indicate that residents who remain may not feel
safe enough to evacuate to beach blocks even if that is where vertical
shelters are located. The presence of high-rise buildings � whether
they are casinos or apartment houses � may not be sufficient to
encourage the cooperation of residents in a vertical evacuation. The
location of vertical shelters on the island may be significant.
Emergency response planners need to consider these attitudes towards
the location of vertical shelters in order to encourage the
cooperation of potential users.

Where people prefer to go during a hurricane is based primarily
on their perceptions of safety. While casinos and public buildings
may function as vertical evacuation sites, the respondents preferred
residences over these buildings as safe refuges. Only one respondent
mentioned Convention Hell as an evacuation alternative in an
open-ended question. This respondent was a police officer who was
familiar with the City's emergency management plan.

The greatest percentage of those preferring to leave the island
during a hurricane emergency �3.1X! would go to Philadelphia, which
is 60 miles away. In contrast> 20.6X prefer to remain within 20 miles
of Atlantic City, on the mainland. Remaining closeby may be related
to their concern for their property. Residents can return to the
island more quickly if they have taken refuge less than an hour away.
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~Ft St d
Additional work on evacuation attitudes is needed before

conclusive statements can be made. Methodology should be improved to
address directly the question of attitudes toward vertical evacuation.
This study did not ascertain thoroughly enough how the residents who
prefer to remain on the island viewed vertical evacuation. It is
unclear whether vertical evacuation is not a preferred alternative or
whether a more effective methodology would generate a different
response. A more effective methodology would also include a more
systematic sampling flow, spatially and temporally, including visits
to casinos  Mitchell, 1984b!.

The scenario methodology was useful in securing responses to a
hypothetical situation. However, it may be more useful if a series of
scenarios could establish the threshold conditions which ~ould cause
potential evacuees to horizontally or vertically evacuate. A future
study could address issues such as: 1! whether a preference for
vertical evacuation would exist due to traffic congestion; and 2! how
hurricane intensity affects preference for vertical evacuation The
following factors may have influenced responses and need to be
investigated further: 1! transportation, 2! flood insurance, and
3! residents' familiarity with Atlantic City's Emergency Management
Plan.

Conclusions
This pilot study suggests that there are distinct groups which

prefer to remain or leave a barrier island when a hurricane evacuation
warning is given. Property ownership, location of residence and
previous experience with hurricanes are possible parameters for these
groups. Perception of safety is the primary motivating factor for
those who preferred to stay as well as those wbo preferred to leave.
The ma!ority of those who would remain on the island chose their
residence as a refuge, rather than hotels or city institutions like
Convention Hall. The location of a vertical shelter in an area of
perceived vulnerability, such as a beach block, may deter a resident
from choosing that shelter. This may pose a problem for emergency
management since casinos are located on the beach block and are the
only vertical shelters with evacuation plans.

Study results do not overwhelmingly confirm the hypothesis that
residents prefer to remain on the island. However the results do
indicate that approximately 4GX of the population prefers to remain on
the island during a hurricane evacuation advisory. Therefore>
vertical evacuation may be an adequately viable alternative to make it
a desirable component of emergency management planning for an
urbanized barrier island.
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Appendix: Ouestionnaire

1! Are you a resident of Atlantic City � that ie a homeowner or renter?
yes no

2! How long have you lived here?

Read paragraph scenario.

3! Given the preceding information, would you stay on the island?
yes no

4! Why?
5!Where would you go?
6!Given the following choice, to which of these places would you
prefer to go?

remain in house
Convention Hall  on the beach!
Atlantis Hotel  on the beach!
Harrah's Marina Hotel  on the bay!
mainland closeby  within 20 miles!
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no

10!Do you remember the Ash Wednesday Storm of March 1962?
Do you remember the Hurricane of 1944? yes no

yes no

Risc. 11! Male
12! Age

18-25
26-40
41-60
over 60

Female

13! Occupation
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mainland 60 miles away  Phila.!
7! Are you a permanent resident or a seasonal resident?
8! Is your home closer to the beach

to the bsy
in the middle

9!Have you ever experienced a major storm or hurricane? yes
When
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IMPACTS OF RNERGT ACTIVITIES ON COASTAL TOURISM
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1427 Vine Street
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The study on >.he "Inglacis of Energy Act ivi ties on Shorefront
kecreai.ional kesourcesn exaoiines the impact.s o« t.he New Jersey shorefrorlt
economy that result. 1 ron> erivironmental chn«ges associated with energy
facility development.. The two-year study, coom>issioned by the Departs>ent
of Envi roruaental Prot ect ion  DEP! ' s Division of Coastal Resources  DCR!
in 19g2 and prepared by Rogers, Golden and Holpern  RGH!, rlescrtbes the
extent to which dev loprsent of energy lac>lit res might cause touri sts to
seek oul. all.ernat.e vacation desLi«ations.

Tile UCk, alo>ig wi >.h a>any oLtier observers, recognized t.hat Lour isa>
r.onst I >.utes a vital part of New Jersey' s economy but harl no reliable
sic«sure ol' touriss>' s  o«t r ibul.ion to >.he coastal ecoriomy, Also, UCR
recog«ised that a 1tliougll e«ergy facilities an>1 recreotio»al uses of the
shore cari co"exist., cons>.r« 'tion and opc roti rn of an energy facility s>ay
 ause a rle line >n touris>a relate>1 lo enviro«>i>e«tal iiapacts ttial. result
1 ro>s co«sLruci ion or opera>.io>i of a«energy 1 scil I Ly.

The study coiii i ra>ed that. t our i su>' s cont.ribut ion to the state ' s
economy is s igni f i cant, as sliown on Tab 1  I 1. Al so, the s Ludy co>i 1 i rmed
that Lhe souther>> oCeanfrOnl. Coi>m>unitiea are more dependent. upon tourtsm
than the more northerly cosa«unit ies,,>nd b,>rrier islands are isore
dependent on tourism than ba kbay cosmiunr ties.

The resulLs of this study will be incorporated into the decision
making process used by the DCR to determiiie the acceptability of a
proposed en  rgy facility at a pari.i cular site, The 110k uses Coastal
Resource a>id DevelopaienL Policies to  vaulat  all proposals to site
e«ergy facil>Lies wi tt>r«>.be coastal aoiie, These policies encourage
energy fac>l it.ips lo lor:a>.e in bui lt-up urban coastal areas, and
discourag  Llies> i« less developed areas of the const. 'I'he energy use
Pol ic I Ps I  ' lu> I P the NJ DPP>rrtls '«I. of 1'1«P rgy I 0 d  L PI lll> Ile Lhr' «r Pri 1 or Jr>
e>iergy fa  il i ty cs part o> tl>r decrsiori >asking»roc *as.
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'Table L: Stud Pindin s

Study results support the long time observation that
coastal tourism is a vital part of the New Jersey economy

Non-business travellers spent $5 billion in the
coastal region.

$850 million was spent at hotels, motels and
campgrounds.

$850 million was spent on food and drink.

Casinos generated:

$1.5 billion from gambling
$250 million from eating and drinking  included

above!
$109 million from room revenues  included above!

ApproximateLy 6.7 percent of New Jersey's resident
employment is supported annually by tourist
expenditures

l. In 1982 dollars
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0»ce Lhe location and use are deemed acceptable, tourism's
conLribuLion Lo the local and regional economy as well as Lh» estimate of
tourism lost. as a result of locaLion of an energy facility can be
examined. Local and regional benefits derived from construction and
operation of an energy facility can be contrast,ed with tourise iepacts.

The estieate of Lhe econoeic importance of tourism vas performed
with the assistance a»d expertise of two subcontractors to RGB during
this study. They vere Lhe United States Travel Data Center in
Washington, D.C. and the Regional Science Research Institute in Aeherst,
Massachusetts.

Coastal Tourism Res onse Hodel

The Coastal Tourism Response Hodel  CTRH! is designed to estimate
the two major types of economic impacts that accompany the construction
and operation of energy facilities. These are 1! the employment, income
and fiscal impacts of Lhe energy facility construction and operation, and
2! the eeployeent and incoee impacts ou the Lourise industry produced by
the direct envirorusental iepacts that accompany a facility's construction
and operation. The magnitude and composition oi Lhe economic eftects are
estimated for both impact types. The model estieates impacI.s at three
levels: the affected siunicipality, the study area  Atlantic, Cape I'Iay,
No»mouth and Ocean Counties! aud the state.

Figure 1 presents s schematic of the relationships between the six
major coeponents that comprise the model, lt indicates clearly the three
impact paths and the three levels of analysis. The first two impact
paths constitute s standard approach to estiisating the total regional
economic i ~ ipacts produced by the development of s major facility. ln
Impact Path 3, au assessment is made of a negative aspect ol energy
facility development., loss of tourism,

The first step in the impact path procedure is to itemize the
environmental impacts that the energy facilities will have in the
municipalities vhere they vould most likely be sited. These impacts are
then considered in tandem with data on tourism within each eunicipality
and the percent change in tourism that could be expected from the
environmental change. By structuring t.he analysis around twenty classes
of visitor types comprised of five accommodation types  seasonal home,
hotel or motel, campground, home of friend or day party!, four principal
activities  shorefront recreatiou, bay water recreation, entertainment
and visiting friends! six kinds of environmental change and six tourism
sub-regions, the model yields detailed estimates of change in the level
of tourism.

The first step in det.ermining tourist response to energy facility
development is to consider the development activities that occur at an
energy facility site. Examples of such activities are surface grading
during site preparat.ion, shoring during construction, snd liquid waste
disposal duriug facility operation. There are fifteen matrices, one for
each energy facility type.

The mere presence of direct change in the natural and manmade
environments will not necessarily generate adverse tourist response.
Rather, it is the change that is perceived by tourists that causes them
to carry out their recreational activities elsewhere.
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The rrext step in the analysis is to classify direct charrge
categories into those types which can be perceived and could generate an
adverse response, and those which would not, The emphasis here is on
which changes are perceived by tourists t.o deplete or diminish the amount
or quality of recreational resources they are currently using, A
decrease in recreational resource qualiLy can mean a direct impact, such
as oil spill on a beach, or a potential iarpact, such as the introduction
of hazardous materials iu an area where their unplarrned release could
endanger human health. Ttrere are six main categories of perceived losses
io the quality of recreatiorral resources thar. can cause adverse tourist
reaction,

Given an enviroruaental change caused by a particular type of energy
facility, there are three response alternatives open r.o tourists in the
area. During the first year of a permanent or temporary change, visitors
may simply decide to stay, they raay be diverted froar the affected area to
another shorefront arunicipality, or they may be diverted from the entire
shorefront region and seek another recreational resource. Ttrese r.hree
alternatives are repeated iu subsequent years.

Visitor Res onse Coefficients arrd Return Rates

Coastal t.ourism response coefficients were estimar.ed for each of the
combinations of visitor group types, environmental changes and tourissi
sub-regious. Ttrese response coef fir ients reprr sent the percentage ot'
visitors within each group type that would be diverted from an area
experiencing au envirorrmentat change,

Case Stu~d

At this point. iL is useful to coarpare the impact ot the sarae
facility in different locations to deterrairre to what degree the selected
facility locaLion can alter the effect. on errviroruaental resources and
hence on tourism. In this case, au identical coal fired plant was tested
in Lacey Township, located in the northern, more developed, part of the
coast, and in Upper Township, located further south, in a less developed
section of the coast.

The arodel was run using int'ormation f rora the New Jersey Central
Power and Light Company  JCPL! about a 600 megawar.t. power plant that they
are considering. JCPFrL is engaged in a planning study r.o determine if
additional coal-fired gerrerating capacity is required. One of the four
sites included in this study is immediately adjacerrt to Ltre Forked River
nuclear power plant in Lacey Township, Ocean County.

the plant would be located at the
were considered at this lorarion:
coat a rrives by rail, aod 2! Ltrc
coal arrives by barge. Under this

The model was run assrmring ttrat
Forked River site. Two alternatives
1! the base plan which assumes that
alternate plan which assumes that the
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In order to arake reasonably accurate ca lcular.ions of r.ourisar loss
using the model, a group of fifteen experts knowledgeable abouL the
social and economic activity along the New Jersey shore were assembled to
aid in the estimation process. Together, the fifteen brought.
considerable experience in a variety of disciplines to bear on a series
of hypothetical situations. The experts represented both public and
private interests. This workshop was held at. SLockton State College rn
Pomona, New Jersey on Noverrrber 22, t982,



latter design, the coal barges would cross Barnegat Bay and unload at a
facility located on the edge of Barnegat Bay, The latter scenario
assumed that the movement of the barges would also have an effect on
Ocean Township and Barnegat Light Borough. Thus, the alternate scenario
considered the potential impacts on tourism in three municipalities,
while in the base case, only impacts on Lacey Township were considered.

The model was also run for a third case, in which the base plant was
located in Cape May County. This was done to determine the potential
differential impacts on tourism between a location in Ocean County and
one in Cape May County.

The outputs from the model runs are presented in Table 2. As
expected the number of tourists diverted out of the affected
municipalities is larger under case 2 than l. A similar pattern holds
for tourism final demand loss. Gross economi c output is just slightly
higher under case 2 than case l. In this instance, the slightly higher
capital cost of the second option  e.g. coal shipment by barge! is
dampened by the higher tourism losses.

One interesting result is that for the second case study the changes
for the first two variables increase from the peak construction year to
the second operating year. This is attributable to the fact that the
operation of coal barges in Barnegat Bay would have significant adverse
impacts on tourism once the plant begins operation.

As expected, the impacts on tourism would be higher in Upper
Township. This area has a large number of campsites and other
recreational visitors that would be diverted by the development of a
power plant. The lower change in shorefront study area gross economic
output under the third case during peak construction results from a
combination of higher tourism losses, and a larger proportion of direct
labor and material inputs obtained outside of the study area,

Conclusions and Further Research

Based on the results of these and other model runs, a few general
findings emerge:

1. Large facilities have positive net regional economic benefits,
even taking into consideration adverse impacts on tourism,

Small facilities located in tourist dependent areas  i.e. Cape
May County! can generate small positive or even negative net
economic impacts at. the regional and state levels. The adverse
impacts on shorefront visitor types with high expenditures per
visitor day  i.e. hotel and motel visitors! have a
proportionally larger impact on the relat.ively low employment
and income benefits accompanying facility development.

3. The proximity of the shorefront. to New York and 'philadelphia
means that there will be minimal net permanent in-migration to
the study area during the construction of large facilities.

4. The number of visitors to shorefront municipalities tends to be
the primary factor in determining the magnitude of economic
loss to the municipality from the diversion of tourists.
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Table 2. Case Stud Results

Total 4 of Tourists
Diverted Out of
Affected Municipality

Peak Construction
2nd Operating Year 217'552

273,372
328/959

420,209
385,083

$8,694,000
$7,842,000

$918,000 $1,048,000 $1,831,000
$811,000 $1,163,000 $1,623,000

$97,546,000
$12,088,000

$93,397,00C
$10,771,00C

$96,476,000
$13,466,000

Tourism Final Demand
Loss from Affected
Hunicipalities-

Peak
2nd Operating

Year

From Shorefront
Study Area-

Peak
2nd Operating

Year

Change in Shorefront
Study Area

Gross Output
Peak
2nd Operating

Year

$9 i 605,000 $16,700/000
$11,762,000 $15,182,000



5. Other things being equal, impacts of energy facility
development on the tourism economy will be more severe in the
southern part of the study area than in the north,

These results support one of DCR's eight basic coastal policies to
concentrate rather than disperse all development, including energy
facilities and to encourage the preservation of open space. The results
of this study, which seem to indicate that location of energy facilities
in more built up areas would have a lesser impact on tourism, is further
defense of this policy.

If tourist perception does change more quickly over time than was
assumed for the purpose of this model, long term impacts may be over
estimated. Further research, including a different method of surveying
tourists, could result in greater or lesser impacts on tourism. Also, it
is worth noting that during the construction phase in particular, an
energy facility can be of great benefit to a municipality and region
because of additional employment and purchase of goods. In a situation
where a municipality and region clearly benefit economically from
location of an energy facility, a facility may be permitted even if the
impacts on tourism are negative. In such a case, the municipality will
have to weigh the issaediate economic benefits of location of the energy
facility against the long term environmental impacts and loss of tourism.

A useful tangential effort. would be to adapt the model to estimate
the impacts of other types of major projects, such as large mixed use
developments, in addition to its present capacity to test the impacts of
energy facilities on tourism. Large residential developments may not
directly cause degradation of the environment as an energy facility
might, but the impact on traffic and local services could cause some
tourists to choose alternate vacation spots.
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Introduction

From 1969 until 1981 the 647 beach, dune, machair  Ritchie, 1976!
and links areas which constitute 8 per cent of the 9,500 km long coast-
line of Scotland were surveyed.  There are 304 mainland and 343 island
complexes! In addition to the main properties such as size, location,
land use, physical and ecological characteristics, access and ownecship,
about 70 ot.her variables were recorded for each beach unit. Each area
was mapped, using standard geomorphological mapping techniques, photo-
graphed and sediment samples taken. All this data was collated and,
where practicable, reduced to numerical values that were stored and
analysed by standard SPSS �975! computer-based procedures, which
permitted extraction on an individual, regional or national sCale. These
results are published in two reports, The Beaches of the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland �977! and the Beaches of Scotland �984!,

The general survey highlights the three major factors influencing
and constraining existing recreational use, that are, in order of
importance; ACCESSIBILITY, OWNERSHIP AND TENURE, AND EXISTING IJ ND USE.
The physical and ecological nature of the beach unit is relatively
unimportant in all but a few special areas, as for example ~here the
landforms and habitats are inherently fragile ard incapable of with-
standing visitor pressures. In general, whereas the environmental
scientist perceives wind erosion, coastline retreat, species reduction
and an alteration in the stability and ecological i'esilience of dunes
and beaches as serious constraints the visitor is almost oblivious of the
natural environment other than perceiving its location as an attractive,
convenient transition zone between land and sea and, in particular,
between a built environment and nature Frequently the view outwards
from the coastal zone is more important than the intrinsic scenic value
of dunes and beaches. There is ample proof that adverse uses like sand
quarrying and tipping may not be significant deterrents if the beach



area is otherwise conveniently located and accessible. Thus the crux of
recreational use of dunes and beach is location and access; other factors
are generally subsidiary and only exceptionally overriding as a result of
their exclusive domination as for example a military base or tightly con-
trolled private land,

~tp tttt

Access is the crux of beach use and management. An inaccessible
beach may be prized for solitude and form a special type of recreational

t tt 4 ot p pl t t z t t ' ot
little value, Conversely an accessible beach will be heavily used; it
does not matter if it has some pollution problems or is scenically
unattractive. Such advez'se factors are only important if the area in
question has local competition from other beach and dune areas.
Accessibility on the national scale relates to the distribution of popu-
lation which is concentrated in the central belt  Figure 1! where numerous
beach areas are readily available. Nany of the most attractive beaches
are in the more remote Highlands and half the beaches are islandS with
little population.  Table 1! Thus there is an abundant provision of

varied types of beaches for
both native and visitor popu-
lations throughout Scotland,
but there is a sharp increase
in the cost of access to High-
land and Island areas espe-
cially if a water. ~rossing is
required. Looking at the broad
regional provision, the east
coast of the mainland is better

served in having many long, semi-continuous beaches but the west coast is
more scenic and attractive for general tourism and holiday-making. The
term "general" is significant for unlike other areas further south the
use of a beach or dune area is only rarely the prime reason for a holiday
visit With the exception of specific uses such as golfing or staying at
a caravan site, visitors use the beaches on a casual basis depending on
weather conditions. Another significant factor is the distribution of
major holiday z'esorts  defined on basis of accommodation usage!  Figure
1!, only three of the top twelve locations are associated with or are
close to recreational beaches. Thus beaches and dunes are important
resources but are rarely the prime factor in the decision to visit a
particular part of Scotland, Arguably, beaches and dunes are more
important as amenity resources foz local populations, particularly near
the larger towns and in the central belt.

Accessibility must be equated with caz access; 62% of beach trips
are made by private caz. with the average round trip being of the order of
70 km  Duffield and Long, 1977! . Once the beach is reached visitors do
not walk far from their cars, hence local site factors are extremely
important. A walking distance of 100 m or less is optimum and over 40%.
of Scottish beaches satisfy this criterion. Only 5% are more than 1000 m
from a good road, and, if motorable tracks aze considered, 70%, of Scottish
beaches lie within 150 m from some form of car parking. Knowledge of the
existence of a beach, however, is an important factor as 40% of beaches
are not visible from a road and a further 10s are only visible across
lochs or other bodies of water, and 40' of beaches lie off unclassified
dead-end roads. Although accessible, many beach and dune areas are
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are little used unless there is a good local guidebook, map or other form
of promotion,

maps.

ly in lowland Scotland, and at
suffer from chronic congestion
during periods of good weather.
the phenomenon of swamping
and beach use congestion is

of cultivated land,
that the area is
the level of

recreational use but on the whole the population of Scotland and the many
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coastline, Some popular beaches, especial
a few scenic west and north coast beaches,
when literally hundreds of visitors arrive
In areas where the tourist season is short
local communities and facilities is common
only part of a wider accommodation problem

Other barriers to access include fences, strips
buildings, railway lines and, rarely, notices claiming
private property. These may deter visitors and reduce

The corol-
lary of this
information is
that the provision
of a car park near
the beach, coupled
with knowledge of
its existence  eg,
guidebook, leaf-
let or signpost!
wrll guarantee
heavy usage,
especially near
major accommoda-
tion centres.
Conversely to
close a beach it
is only necessary
to terminate road
access about 500m
away and remove
the reference to
it in local guide
books or tourist

Although
access exists,
many attractive
dune and beach
areas have limited
parking facilities.
Only one quarter
of mainland
beaches lack some
form of parking
nearby but the
numbers that can
be accommodated
are often limited
Beach parking is
almost unknown in
all but two or
three locations
along the entire



summer visitors have easy access, short travel times and a wide variety of
choice. Geography has given Scotland an available tourist and amenity
resource that is probably unrivalled in Europe in its freedom and east of
access.

0~ah '

Ownership is especially important in relation to recreational use
and is closely related to management provision. At low and moderate
levels of recreational use, problems of conflict of interests rarely occur.
With large visitor numbers  Table 2! however the degree of interference

with other uses can be consider-
able. Resolving these problems
is difficult if the area is
under multiple ownership. A
large number of areas in the
Highlands and Islands are under
crafting tenure, often as
common grazings and this brings
particular problems. At
present, ownership of the fore-
shore is of limited importance
for recreational purposes, Host
but not all of the Scottish
foreshore is Crown Land. Prob-
lems only arise in the rare

instances of beach mooring, sand extracticn or industrial development.
Similarly there has only been one major beach nourishment scheme  at Porto-
bello! in Scotland. Eence legal issues related to such beach activities
have rarely arisen. Contrary to public knowledge, in some areas, large parts
of the Scottish foreshore are in private hands as for example along the
Firth of Clyde. Hore important than beach ownership is the tenure of dunes
and links, User groups occupy the dunes and links areas, often using the
dunes for shelter, in preference to the supra-tidal beach area. Thus unlike
some parts of Europe or eastern U.S.A., it is not sufficient to provide
corridors whereby visitors can reach the beach via boardwalks or confined
tracks, In Scotland, duneS and links are normally of equal Or greater
importance and used more than the beach.

Almost half �7%! the dune and links areas of Scotland are privately
owned, 12't is Local Authority, 6% state-owned  e.g. Forestry Commission!
and 24m is in some form of crofting. Host of the privately owned areas
are owned individually, usually as part of a farm or estate. About one
quarter of privately owned land is held by companies or groups. These are
mainly concerned with industrial use, sand extraction or caravan srtes!
holiday villages, and are of little national srgnificance but, at the
local scale, can be of considerable importance. While not confined to
company owned beaches some of the examples of dafficulty of public access
occur in such areas, Another subcategory or pravately owned dunes and
links are Golf courses  some of which are nevertheless in Local Authority
ownership!, and most of which are located near towns, public access is
usually possible across the golf course links or at the margins but the
course normally acts as a de facto barrier for public access. Areas that
are occupied by caravan or camping sites have the same effect and are
often specifically restrictive with respect to public access to or across
their land.
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A sizeable and growing proportion of the beach and dune areas of
Scotland is owned by local authorities, Some towns and cities developed
these areas as early as the late 19th century following the Public Parks
 Scotland! Act of 1878. With such ownership came developments such as the
building of sea walls, promenades, garden and play areas which in a few
instances eliminated the natural landforms of dunes and sandhills. In a
handful of areas, rural beaches are in local authority ownership usually
as a result of an active promotion of such areas for tourist purposes.
Examples include Dunnet Ba- in Caithness and the crofting "beaches" of
Achmelvich and Clachtoll in Sutherland. The greatest concentration of
such ownership and management is in East Lothian to cater for the large
local population in the greater Edinburgh catchment. The Forestry Commis-
sion, the Nature Conservancy Council and the Hinistry of Defence are other
forms of state ownership. State or similar ownership does not imply easy
public access. Naturally, military land is restricted but in forest and
conservation areas access and recreational use is normally confined to a
few relatively small but attractive, well-provisioned and publicized areas
within the total area. Excellent examples of such provision occur in
FOreatry COmmiSSiOn land at TentSmuir  Fife! and Burghead Bay  Grampian! .
These sites exemplify, on a local scale, the facility by which an owner
can direct and control recreational use by providing simple facilities
and car parking space. These "honeypot" areas absorb almost all visitor
pressures and the remainder of the area is thereby protected and conserved.

There are over a hundred areas of beaches and dunes in crofting
counties especially in the islands Crofting tenure may be sub-divided
into croft land and common grazings, and this form of tenure is as ociated
with some of the more fragile and scenically attractive areas, Croft land
is similar to tenanted land and many crofters eg. in Arisaig-I4orar, have
developed caravan sites on their holdings. Recreational pressure on common
grazings ie, land held in common by the community  township! and therefore
akin to multiple ownership often produces persistent and intractable prob-
lems, Communal. ownership tends to promote land use inertia. It is diffi-
cult to apportion the land or to resume it out of crofting tenure so that
managed recreational developments can occur. Fortunately the incidence
of such difficulties is low and recreational pressures are normally light.
Nevertheless there are a few crafting areas, especially on the mainland
where serious problems have been generated by heavy recreational pressures
and related management issues.

Changes in the ownership of beach, dune and links areas occur slowly.
The proportion under public ownership has increased, albeit slowly, and the
trend continues. Increasing public ownership can be equated with increased
management for recreation and this can take the form of a restriction of
public access to a few areas where specific provisions such as car parking,
toilet blocks, interpretative facilities etc. are provided. Similarly
there are some private areas where the owner has taken a deliberate deci-
sion to change the emphasis of land use from agriculture to recreation,
usually in the form of a caravan or Camping site. In some parts of Europe
the fragmentation of land holdings on the coast, often associated with
holiday homes, has produced severe problems for coastal planning and
management. Fragmentation of this type is fortunately almost unknown rn
Scotland and it may be that development-control policies of the local
authorities are capable of continuing to prevent such unwelcome develop-
ments.

An interesting trend in recent years has been the growth of manage-
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ment agreements often on an informal basis. Agreements of this type mainly
occur in the beach areas of the Central Lowlands. A typical situation would
be for a private owner to allow or facilitate greater public access in
return for compensation or an agreement that the local authority will main-
tain and Clean the area Or meanS Of aCCeSS. The CauntrySide  SCotland] ACt
�967! allows for an increase in this type of agreement. While public
ownership will probably remain essential around the intensively used urban
or, more rarely, rural beach areas, management agreements may prove to be
useful mechanisms to improve both recreational provision and management
in areas of private ownership.

Land Vse

With few exceptions some recreational use is made of most beach
complexes in Scotland. About 10% of the Wainland beaches are little visited,
averaging less than five visitors per day in summer  Table 2!, The number
of "unvisited beaches" rises sharply in the islands. At the other extreme

'4 of Hainland beaches and 6a of all beaches have more than 500 visitors
per day. Only a few beaches near large population would have visitor
numbers in excess of one or two thousand. On most beach complexes recrea-
tional use of beach, dune and links areas co-exists with some other form
of land use  Table 3!

Grazing is the most common and
widespread use. The intensity of
grazing varies considerably and there
are also regional differences in
management practice, including open
grazing on crofting common land.
Cattle grazing occurs on more than
60' of dune, machair  Ritchie 1976!
and links areas. Sheep grazing is

equally common and tends to be dominant in more remote or inaccessible
machair land in the Highlands and Islands. Grazing of dunes rather than
machair, links or other forms of short-grass dune pasture is less common
but not unknown.

Most areas have been grazed by sheep and cattle for centuries. There
are no areas even on uninhabited islands where grazing has not occurred.
It is thus impossible to assess the significance of grazing on the dune
environment. It is usually assumed that grazing will reduce vegetation
cover and therefore surface stability. This is true when grazing is over-
intensive and allowed on fragile surfaces such as hillsides or steeply
sloping dunes but at lower intensities and frequencies the effects are less
clear. Secondary effects are particularly important as it is clear that
treading and rubbing by cattle and sheep perpetuate small blowouts or areas
or bare sand by preventing revegetation. Although not considered to be part
of the present day use of dunes, links and machair there were t.imes in the
past when rabbits were encouraged as an additional source of food. Vnfortun-
ately rabbit populations are now very high in some areas, especially in the
Highlands and Islands, and constitute a serious threat to the stability of
many dune areas. There are 45 mainland and 22 island areas with severe
rabbit infestation problems.

Grazing is thus a background factor to be considered in the environ-
mental evaluation of almost all the dune and links complexes in Scotland.
Nevertheless its direct effect on recreational use is less important and
there are few instances of conflict between the two forms of use. High
intensities of recreational use occur in town beaches, countryside
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coastal parks and, as a special case, golf courses. In all these areas,
grazing is either excluded or controlled by fences. At low and moderate
levels of recreational use grazing and recreational use seem to produce
little or na conflict except in the rare instances when visitors cross
boundary fences, enclosing grazing land.

Cultivation occurs on about one-quarter of the dunes, links and
machair areas but is largely confined to the landwards margins where wind
blown sand provides a moderately fertile soil. Cultivation is most impor-
tant in some crofting areas especially on islands such as the Uists or
Tiree where cultivation occurs in strips or patches which may be rotated
from year to year. Although cultivation is an important economic use of
these areas, there is little or no conflict with recreational use since
this takes place on the seawards fringe of the beach and dune systems.

Other land uses include sand a'nd gravel extraction pits which may be
on the beach itself or in the dunes. In general, such extraction is more
common in island areas where this may be the only viable source of sand
for building and related purposes. The main effect of such extraction is
to introduce an area which has to be avoided by visitors for reasons of
safety. There are also visual effects which detract from the general
quality of the beach and dune environments. Environmental effects especi-
ally with regard to sediment budgets may be locally significant but in the
short term these are not important with respect to recreatianal and amenity
use. In the medium term, sand extraction is a threat as it is consuming
the resource base and such extraction is ultimately incompatible with most
other land uses, and is of particular concern since it is usually th" -.=st.
accessible beach units  and parts of these beach units! which are so
affected. In addition, tracks to and from these extraction areas also
affect adjacent links, machair and dune pasture surfaces,

Industrial use occupies about 4% of the beach complexes of Scotland
and is thus on a National scale unimportant. In the few cases where it
does occur, the local effects are normally severe, often excluding other
users and severely reducing its amenity and scenic value. Short stretches
of the coastline of the Firths of clyde and Forth are affected by such use,
usually in the form of large structures such as power plants, chemical and
fertilizer plants. These cannot be readily landscaped and in a few
instances there is smoke and other farms of pollution,

Nilitary use occurs in 3% of the beach complexes of Scotland, and
normally visitors are excluded but it is unusual for the entire area of
beach, dune and links to be occupied for military use so that adjacent
areas are normally available for public access. The effects of military
land use are thus much less severe than would otherwise be assumed. Beach
complexes in military use tend ta occupy some of the largest units and
some are of outstanding scientific interest. Firing, bombing and weapons
testing are the normal farms of use, all of which are usually intermittent.
There are one or two airfields but these occupy small parts af the total
land available.

Commercial forestry occurs in a few localities, notably on the south
shores of the Moray Firth and at Tentsmuir in Fife. Like military use,
forestry is associated with large dune areas and rarely excludes recre-
ational and other uses from the margins of ehe forested areas. Indeed
there is positive provision of picnic sites, car parks and other recre-
ational facilities and these are among the most heavily used dune and
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beach areas in Scotland. Most visitors to recreational areas within
forests consider the juxtaposition of dune, forest and beach to be attrac-
tive and there are undoubted advantages in the provision of shelter.

Other minor uses that have a negative effect on the value of dunes
and beaches for recreational purposes are the tipping of rubble and refuse
 occurs to some degree in 204 of all beach complexes!, and the presence of
effluent pipes �3% of all beach complexes and 21% of mainland units,
especially near urban areas! . Although both practices are common the
actual areas involved are small and often affect limited and clearly defined
sectors of the total beach complex area. Effluent discharge is often a
problem that has been inherited from last century and the situation is
improving steadily. Rubble and other forms of tipping may be on the
increase and in some areas there appears to be a view that it is a method
of coastal protection or land reclamation and therefore desirable, These
views are debatable but there can be little doubt that the visual and other
effects on tourist and visitor use are adverse.

conclusion

The survey of all the beach and dune areas in Scotland provides a
detailed, comprehensive review of a valuable national resource. The
totality of the survey allows valid generalisations to be made and permits
national and regional average conditi.ons to be defined. It also gives a
spatial overview of the distribution and nature of the resource and allows
management decisions to be taken within the context of the ideal planning
principle of 'working from the whole to the part'. Many aspects of the
survey were inherently quality judgementS but these were inescapable. An
attempt was made to give some degree of consistency of value judgement by
confining the survey personnel to a very small number of experienced
research workers. Although effective planning and management occurs within
the local political framework of the District  there are 28 coastal
Districts  including City DistriCts! and 3 large all-purpose Islands
Authorities!, the existence of national bodies such as the Countryside
CommiSSion for Scotland, which has a responsibility to promote recreational
and amenity use of the countryside, provides a mechanism whereby the
advantages of overview reports such as "The Beaches of Scotland" might be
utilised. Nevertheless the provision of a report on the resource base is
insufficient by itself and must be complemented by a similar national
report on the recreational and amenity demands of both local and visiting
user groups. When this is done the stage is set to provide a national
policy for the better use of the rich resource that exists in the extent,
variety and range of scottish beach and dune environments.
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Landsat images are analyzed to investigate the causes of
turbidity variations in lower Chesapeake Bay transects. The optical
density data of all imagest inversely related to surface turbidity, are
used to produce residual turbidity profiles showing, turbidity above and
below average conditions. Images with similar tidal or meteorological
condit iona have their residual optical density data averaged to
identify probable causes of above average turbidity levels.

Freshwater discharge does not directly contribute suspended
sediment to Chesapeake Bay, except from the Potomac River during times
of high freshvater flov. Kuch of the detected surface turbidity is
associated vith resuspension by tidal currents.

Flood currents cause higher surface turbidity along the
Eastern Shore from the Bay mouth to off the Rappahannock River mouth.
High ebb-related turbidity occurs north of the Rappahannock River and
in the vestern half of Chesapeake Bay South of Wolf Trap Shoals.
Currents during spring tide produce higher surface turbidity south of
the Rappahannock River than currents during other portions of the lunar
cycle.

Strong wind causes greater surface turbidity than low wind
except when wind direction opposes tidal currents. A large fetch �0
km! parallel to wind direction results in higher surface turbidity
dovnwind.

A correlation exists between surface turbidity and water
depth. Surface turbidity is lover in deeper vater due to the veaker
effect of tidal and wind resuspension. Resuspension of bottom sediment
affects surface turbidities in waters as deep as 40 feet'

 ABSTRACT!
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Back round to the Pro ect

During the 1960's and 1970's, a series of National Seashores and
National Recreation Areas vere created by the National Park Service  NPS!
along the nation's water boundaries. Unlike many of rhe more remoter
traditional national parks. many of these never units sre adjacent to ar
vithin major urban areas and hence are subject to very heavy human use. In
an effort to balance human and natural interests, the Center for Coastal
and Fnvironmental Studies  CCES! ~ as patt of its l983 Cooperative Research
Agreement vitb the NPS, in 3984 began an information- collecting project
aimed at better resource management for the East Coast bttrrier island NPS
units.

Pur ose of the Pro ect

For better resource managements the National Park Service needs a
scientific data base. Nuch research of potential use to resource managers
has been carried out in these parks, yet the results of this research have
not been centrally located or ctherently organized.

This project begins ta fill the gap, by collecting published and
unpublished research results fram many fields of study, providing a
bibliographic guide to research and a narrative histary of research at each
park. Eventually. recommendations far future research vill be provided.
hs can be seen in Figure I, six NPS units are being researched by the CCES
group, and two by Nargan State University. Work on s ninth, Calf Islands
N.S.. has yet to begin.



Figure 1. National Park Service unite included
in the Scientific Nesearch Bibliography Project.

Methods Used

A tean approach was used to review the wide-ranging literature
appropriate to the six parks. Hesearch citations were obtained fran over
one hundred journals, and through library research carried out at each park
and at regional and national NPS offices. Helpful park personnel provided



responses to several research-related questionnaires. In addition,
listings of aerial photographs, maps and charts were assembled for each
park.

Research citations were sorted into the following areas of research:

Products of the Pro ect

The history and status of scientific research vill be presented in
three volumes for each of the six NPS parks.

Volume I: A biblio ra h of scientific studies

These volumes provide a listing of scientific studies, published and
unpublished, in standard bibliographic form. For NPS use they vill be
available on IBM computer diskettes as well as paper copy. General and
specific keyvords are provided for retrieval purposes. CCES retains an
annotated, descriptive and evaluative summary for each listed citation.

Volume ll: A histor of scientific research

These volumes provide> first, a narrative history of scientific
research in each park. organized by the categories listed above and
incorporating the most significant research citations from each Volume I.
Secondly, Volume II for each park provides a comprehensive listing of
ongoing scientific research, environmental monitoring, and available park
research facilities.

In addition, Volume II contains a summary of maps, charts and aerial
photographs available at the park and from other sources, and a listing of
researchers, individuals, institutions, and agencies contacted in the
compilation of this information.

Volume III: Summer , evaluation and recommendations

The third volume for each of the six parks will summarize the
principal strengths and weaknesses in existing and planned scientific
programs. Evaluation and recommendations vill be based upon comprehensive
reviev of the material in Volume II by authorities in each of the
specialized fields being evaluated.

Conclusions

Nith a completion date in 1985 ' this project's products vill provide
the basic scientific information base for any researchers vorking on East
Coast barrier islands. It is hoped that these volumes will be s tool for
use both by NPS resource managers end individual scientists.

Birds
Cultural/historical
Fishes
Insects
Mammals
Amphibians

Coastal geomorphology
Estuarine ecology
Neology, soils, hydrology
Reptiles
Vegetation
Legislation, management, recreation

and other NPS planning documents.
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introduction

The Chang Jiang delta is one of the famous deltas in the world,
having a total area of 51,800 km  Pig. tl. The research on the Chang
Jiang fluvial system has a long history and has been the focus of
extensive interest, There is considerable literature on aspects of
geology, geomarphology, hydrography, history' archaeology, etc., and some
results have been achieved. Our efforts have concentratetl on geologic and
geamarphologic investigations in this region through extensive analytical
work in the laboratory as well as over 500 cores collected in the field.
This paper is an attempt to further probe into the developmental character
and progradational model of the Chang Ji¹ng delta.

The Chang Jiang River is 6300 km in total length. its yearly runo!f
and mean sediment discharge are estimated at 92ftxlb m and 486xl0 T
respectively. Tlte mean tidal range of its estuary is 2.6m. Due to the
reduced gradient at the river atouth, the mixture of fresh water with salt
water, and the widening of current ano decrease of flow velocity, the
river's capacity for carrying sediments is abruptly reduced and most of
the serliments are dropped and deposited in the estuary, thus forming the
physical basis far the development of the delta.

Characteristics of Holacene Stratigraphy

The Chang Jiang delta is situated in a region of tectonic subsidence
associated vith the long term depocenter so characteristic af large
deltaic features. The most recent accumulations are of Holocene age and
represent the latest phase of cyclic depositional events in the delta.
According to lithofacies analyses af samples from boreholes in the Chang
Jlang delta, the Holocene series is composed of tvo parts and it overlays
a subaerial surface of pleistocene Age. The surface is the paleo-valley
of the Chang Jiang River. The lower portion of the Holocene unit
represents tlte channel-filling transgressive sequence, with bandy grair,



Figure 1. Study site.

size gradations fining upward, whereas the upper portion is the deltaic
progradation regressive sequence, with sandy grain sizes coarsening
upward. Between the upper and lower layers there is a layer of
argillaceous or silty clay of prodelta, shallow marine facies. This layer
exhibits a wedge-like distribution pattern, thinning westward and finally
wedging out at the Hong Qiao area where the upper and lower layers of sand
bodies are in direct contact and have a total thickness of over 50 m.
Interpretation of the core data indicates that the paleo-bed of the Chang
Jiang River toward the end of the Pleistocene may be traced out to the
continental shelf of the East China Sea. The arcient Chang Jiang valley
system ran across the modern deltaic area from northwest to southeast with
a widt'h of over 30 km and a depth of 50-60 m. The transgression during
the Holocene Epoch advanced upstream in the paleo-valley and reached
Zhengjiany-Yangzhon. Early in the Holocene the Chang Jiang estuary was an
open triangularly-shaped bay widening eastward. As the transgression
slowed, enormous amounts of river-borne sediments were accumulating in the
estuary. Thus the deltaic sedimentary system began to develop and
gradually extend seaward. The regressive deltaic bodies were deposited as
the upper layer on top of the earlier transgressive fluvial/estuarine
deposits.

Sedimentary Facies

Due to the variability of sedimentary environment, the sedimentary
facies of the Chang Jiang estuary are very complicated 1'see Fig. 2!. In
the interaction between runoff and tidal current, runoff plays a dominant
role in determing the sedimentary process and controls the regular
distribution of sedimentary facies. From land to sea successively there
occur delta plain facies, delta front facies and prodelta facies, which
may be further subdivided into at least 13 subfacies. With the change of
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Figure 2. Underwater terrain of the Change Jiang estuary.

sedimentary environments seaward, sedimentary facies transit from one to
another gradually. This is reflected in the following characteristics
proceeding seaward: sediments become finer grained and more
poorly-sorted; the organic content becomes higher and the shade darker;
the sedimentary structures change from cross-bedding to horizontal
bedding; and the marine fauna become more abundant in species with the
plant debris diminishing in amount.

The associated coastal plain of the Chang Jiang delta underwent a
developmental sequence similar to that of the delta proper. South of the
delta. the coastal plain is composed of a barrier island-lagoonal system
and is associated with fine grained accumulations. The barrier is a
transgressive form in a mud-rich system. The coastal plain north of the
delta contains a higher proportion of sandy accumulations. Accretionary
radiating sand bars and broad tidal flat deposits characterize this zone.
These materials were supplied mainly from the Chang Jiang River.
However, it is suggested that tidal action is chiefly responsible for
the formation of the Jianggang offshore radiating sand bar and the
Qiantang estuary sand bar, a unique sedimentary model for their huge size
and peculiar morphology.

Within the Chang Jiang delta there are scattered cultural relics of
neolithic age gad different historical periods, some of which have been
dated by the C method. These are considered to be the most reliable
sources for determining the ages of different subdeltas of the river.
According to analyses correlating lithofacies-paleogeography with
archaeological finding, the earliest delta of Bolocene developed 6000
years ago. West of coastline there are s considerable number of neolithic
cultural relics which have been dated in the ranpe of 6000 years ago.
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Near the coastline on the south coasts clam shells under neolithic relics
and unearthed human bones from a relic pjte are dated at 5680 + l80 B.P.
and 5230 + 200 B.P. respectively by C . Since that period the Chang
clang delta has been prograding seaward stage by stage  Fig. 3!.
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Figure 3. Nodal of the evolution of the Chang Jiang delta.
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ln more recent times, the rates of delta growth have been calculated
from charts and maps. In the last decade, the average annual deposition
in the estuarine zone between the isobaths -5m and -10m wss estimated at6about 370 x 10 T, accounting for 76% of the total annual sediment
discharge. The main portion of the delta is extending seaward at a mean
annual rate of 40 m  the largest rate is at 80-90 m!, whereas the coastal
plain both south and north of the river is extending eastward at a mean
annual rate of 8-12 m. But the mean yearly extension of southeastern
corner of the coastal plain is much higher, up to 45 m during the past
century.

According to a comparative study of nautical charts showing
underwater terrain of the estuary in 1842, 1865 and 1973  Fig. 2!, the
annual seaward shift of isobaths of 6 m, 8 m, arid 10 m at the Northern
Shoal between 1842 and 1865 was 60 m and 38 m and 36 m respectively, while
in the area of the Jiuduan Shoal the shift was relatively limited, This
suggests that in the North Passage had a higher rate of deposition than
the south passage and the progradation of the former was faster. However,
during the period from 1865 to 1973 the contrary was the case. The
isobaths off the Northern Shoal varied little, while those off the Jiuduan
Shoal shifted outward significantly. The sand bodies of the latter
developed very rapidly, indicating that the development ot the recent
Chang Tiang delta follows its fundamental pattern of southeastly extension
stage by stage.

The Basic Hodel of Progradation of the belts

The above analysis of the sedimentary facies, combined with the
abundant historical, archaeological and drill-hole data, indicates that
the Holocene Chang Jiang delta system comprises at least six subdeltas of
different stages. Each major deltaic system has a large river mouth bar
as its developmental center. Each of the six Holocene subdeltas underwent
initial> mature and old evolutionary stages  Fig, 3!. Evidence suggests
that the northern distributary mouth bar was smaller in size and
relatively short-lived in age. As a result of the gradual silting up of
the distributary itself' this river mouth bar ultimately attached to the
northern bank ot the river. In contrast, the southern one was the major
discharging channel; as its mouth bar grew larger it forced the
distributary to re-bifurcate into northern and southern branches. In this
way, the Chang Jiang delta as a whole moved southeastward stage by stage.
Thus, the mouth bars ot the subdelta of various stages ranged from NW to
SE in an enechelon pattern in plan and regressively overlapped one another
not only in space, but also in time. The cyclicity of the deltaic
development is quite clear.

The oriented development of the Chang Jiang delta proper governs the
differences in progradation of associated sedimentary systems between the
north and south sides of the river. The south coast has been mainly
subject to the action of waves. Since the Holocene maximum transgression,
there have been littoral sand barriers created at six stages and
distributed parallel to this coast line extending from Jiangyin ro the
southeast in arc form. With the prograding of the barriers seaward by
stages, the littoral plain has been continuously expanding, its
constituting materials being relatively fine with mud content amounting to
over 30X ~ the sand being in thin layers, frequently exhibiting lens-like
form. Along the north coast littoral sand barriers were developed in
earlier stages. When the mouth bar attached to the northern bank of the
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river and the delta propet' shifted southeastward, the northern
distributary mouth gradually was abandoned and transformed into an open
bay. With the repeated action of convergence and divergence of flood and
ebb tidal currents, an extensive sedimentary system of ridge-like
radiating sand shoals had been formed. Subsequently they merged into the
north coast plain with sand in thick layers and coarse grained, and mud
content generally under 152.

The unique model of progradation of the Chang Jiang delta is chiefly
constrained by the interaction between runoff and tidal current in the
Chang Jiang estuary, runoff plays a dominant part in determining the
depositional process. It controls the development and evoluation of the
delta, but the development of the Chang Jiang delta is characterized by
its southeasterly progradation, which is evidently affected by the tidal
current direction, the Coriolis effects and the southward moving longshore
current. It appears that the Chang Jiang River is different not only from
the Niger and the Mekong which have only one main delta lobe, but also
from 'the Mississippi and the Huanghi  Yellow! River whose subdeltas
crisscrossed one another at random. This suggests that the Chang .Iiang
delta is a singular type in the world's deltaic sedimentary models.
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~INTR AC c~IN

The continental, margin off the northeastern coast of North America
from Nova Scotia to Cape Hatteras ie incised by nearly 100 submarine
canyons. Two of the major canyons, Oceanographer Canyon off Georges
Sank and Norfolk Canyon off Chesapeake Bay are being considered for
possible designation as Marine Sanctuaries under Title III of the
Marine Protection Research and Sanctuaries Act  P.L. 92-532! ~

Ae part of its consideration of possible sanctuary designation,
the Sanctuary Program Division, Of fice of Coastal Resources Management,
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration  NCAA! cosssissioned two
studies, one to develop an environmental description of Norfolk Canyon
 EG&G, 1983! and a second to recosssend a resources study plan for s
possible Norfolk Canyon Marine Sanctuary  VINS t 1985!. This report
presents some of the recommendations included in the resources study
plan for a Norfolk Canyon Marine Sanctuary. Much of this information
was developed during a Workshop on Research on Submarine Canyons held
in Hampton, VA 6-7 April 1983.

gr~~i

The biological, geological and physical processes occurring ia
submarine canyons interact in such a manner that one process cannot be
effectively studied in isolatioa from others. Meaningful research on
canyons aust be strongly interdisciplinary. Research in submarine
canyons is also not a simple process ~ Extensive logistic support
involving surface vessels, submersibles, reaote operating vehicles and
extensive "state-of-the-artn instrumentation will be required for
effective and meaningful studies.

I-Contribution 1252 from the Virginia Institute of Nsrine Science
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Research plans for the Norfolk Canyon  or any of the other
submarine canyons off the Northeastern United States! have three
natural foci, biological studies, geological studies and physical
  including meterological! studies. Limited pollution monitoring is
also appropriate. To support these study areas and to provide
information to those management agencies responsible for developing
interpretation  educational!, cosssercial and recreational development
plans for a Norfolk Canyon Narine Sanctuary two additional areas of
study, data and information management and socio-economic studies
 involving resource use and public awareness!, are necessary.

I SSI

While our knowledge of the biota of submarine canyons has advanced
considerably over the past decade  see EGAG 1983!, it is very much in a
preliminary state. The major emphasis of biological research has been
on the identification and inventory of large and conspicuous demersal
fishes and invertebrates characteristic of particular depth strata
within canyons. Efforts to address the significant processes
contributing to the unique nature of canyon fauna are in their infancy.
A few investigations have been conducted in recent years on biota-
substrate relationships, but only a few well circumscribed benthic
biotopes have received attention. Comparable investigations of biota-
watermass relationships for pelagic canyon-fauna have yet to begin.
Nusick �919! has described the structure of the fish comxmuities
available to otter trawls on the slope and rise near Norfolk Canyon,
but studies of the fishes that live over the rugged habitats in the
canyon proper are virtually non-existent.

B B o ical S

The majority of studies in the East Coast s canyons and adjacent
shelf/elope regions have employed sampling gear lowered or towed from
surface vessels. Such gear cannot generally be employed in structured>
hard-substrate, high relief areas' Sampling has been restricted
primarily to even, soft substrate low relief areas. A small number of
recent investigations have used submersibles for direct observations of
selected taxa. Submersible aided studies have, however, proceeded in
piecemeal fashion in diverse localities and at diverse depths. The
systematic use of submersibles to investigate, characterise and sample
bottom communities in submarine canyons has been limited'

Three general types of research are recommended for the benthic
b io log ical sr ea ~

E r Initial emphasis should be given to
the faunas of the presently poorly understood, hard substrate biotopes.
The studies should emphasise direct observation with submersibles or
remotely operated vehicles. The studies should be coordinated with
geological studies and address population densities, nusmrical
dominance, order of species, trophic relationships, species
interaction, behavior patterns and substrate requirements.

2. S f: Although early emphasis should be on
the faunas of hard substrates, comparable studies as listed above
should be conducted on the faunas of the soft substrate biotopes.
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3 ~ I -si r' Our understanding of benthic
populations and the processes that shape these populations has been
markedly advanced in recent years through in-situ experimental studies
in shallow waters. These studies involve a wide variety of experiments
such as excluding predators with barriers, caging selected predators
over specific sites, disturbing substrate and measuring recolonisation
rates, and conducting enclosure  sdome"! studies to determine
population or species respiration. Comparable studies should be
conducted in canyon biotopes to investigate the ecological processes
 R.g.. community metabolism, predator pressure, recolonisation,
succession! ~ These experiments are possible using submersibles or
remotely operated vehicles to set and recover experiments

E 1 B' d' s

Only scant information is available concerning the relationship
between submarine canyons and the pelagic species associated with the
water masses interacting in the areas above the canyons. Empirical
observations of both fishermen and scientists indicate that epipelagic
fishes of commercial and recreational importauce often concentrate
immediately over the head of Norfolk Canyou. Rusecki �979! has
described complex hydrographic processes in this region.

Two general categories of epipelagic research deserve high
pr ior ity.

1. Ei 1 A study to determine the
relationships between commercial and recreational fish populations and
the shelf s hydrography, meteorology and climatology should be
conducted. This could be done qualitatively by examining commercial
and sport fishery catch-data from the canyon in conjunction with extant
environmental data from the region. Quantitative relationships would
require specific surveys  particularly long lining!.

2. C on S lf PI n: Studies to identify and quantify the
planktonic biota in the region of the Norfolk Canyon and compare the
Canyon plankton community with the comsmnity of the adjacent shelf are
also important. These studies should be closely coordinated with or
contain integral hydrographic studies in the region to determine which,
if any, canyon related processes sre impacting the communities.

GE IC STUDIES

Eathymetry and gross physiography of Norfolk Canyon have been
detailed by Wear, Stanley and Sovis �974! and Forde �981!. Bedrock
geology in the Canyon hss not' been studied in detail. Comprehensive
investigatious of selected canyons off New England  Ryan et al, 1978!
do provide a basis for interpreting much of the geology of Norfolk
Canyon. Additional studies on the geology of Norfolk Canyon should
concentrate initially on description of small scale geomorphological
features and local sedimentary regimes of relevance to the Canyon
b iota.

Three categories of research should be given high priority.
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An analysis, description and characterisation
of the various hard substrate regimes in Norfolk Canyon should be
conducted' This should be undertaken in coordination with biological
studies of the hard substrate fauna.

characterisation of the various soft bottom substrates  and their
associated biota! should also be conducted.

Both of these categories of research should initially be conducted
in the shallower 100 m � 1000 m depths towards the head of the Canyon.
This area is topographically and structurally more complex and
biologically more heterogeneous than the lower reaches of the Canyon.
Its proximity to shore and the economics involved in use of shallow
versus deep submersibles make it more logical to begin intensive
studies in this ares snd proceed systematically to greater depths.

3. A geographic and
bathymetric data base of the Norfolk Canyon and adjacent shelf/slope
region capable of incorporating geo-locations of specific substrate
related biotopes should be developed' This data base should be coupled
with a graphics system capable of generating both plane and
multidimensional maps.  This project should also be considered an
integral part of the Data and Information program described later'� !

The identification snd quantification of dominant length and time
scales of the physical processes involved is central to understanding
the movements and exchanges of water  and associated constituents such
as suspended sediments, nutrients, plankton! into, out of and within
Norfolk Canyon. processes which have been hypothesixed as important
have temporal scales ranging from less than hourly  internal waves! to
annual  seasonal heating! and incorporate aperiodic perturbations or
"events" such as passage of large storms on anti-cyclonic Gulf Stream
rings.

A three part program of physical studies should be given high
prror sty ~

1. Mete At least two continuing meterological
stations  NCAA Data Buoys!, one on the shelf and one on the slope,
should be established within 50 km of Norfolk Canyon. The present
fixed meterological stations closest to the Canyon  Chesapeake Light
Tower near 37' N76 W and NOAA Buoy 41001 at 35 N, 73 W! are too distant
from the Canyon head to provide the records necessary to understand the
Canyon s circulation. Data generated from the proposed new stations
can be used to develop s detailed climatology for the region and a wind
profile for a study of wind forced circulation.

Additionally, a review should be made of individual ship reports
used in developing SSMO s  Summary of Synoptic Meterological
Observations! to determine if data points from the Norfolk Canyon or
isssediate vicinity ere of sufficient density during different weather
conditions to be useful in developing e detailed climatology.
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2, B hi Bydrographic and
circulation data from the Norfolk Canyon is quite limited ~ The only
current measurements aze those of Xeller and Shepherd �978! and the
only thorough hydrographic data are those of Rusecki �979!. To remedy
this lack of information, studies of circulation and vatex structures,
internal wave and tide energy and wind forcing should be conducted.
These studies will require long term xecords of current and
temperature/salinity along the canyon axis, and hydrographic surveys
 closely spaced CTD  conductivity, temperatuxe, depth! stations! within
and around the canyon to identify pycnocline strength and depth as well
as meterological data ~

Acquisition of this information will require moored
instrumentation and eatensive cruises ~ Bydrographic cruises could be
combined with biological and geological cruises ~ In fact, because of
the shortage of' hydrographic data from the region, all research cruises
should include occupation of CTD and XBT  ezpendable bathythermograph!
stat iona.

3. 8 W t '; Reviews of early
Experimental Prontal Analysis charts produced by the B.S. Navy and
latex', similar charts produced by the National Marine Fisheries
Service, NOAA, indicate a tendency of anticyclonic Gulf Stream rings to
migrate and remain in the vicinity of Norfolk Canyon from one to
several weeks. The frequency and duration of these encounters of
anticyclonic Gulf Stream rings with the Norfolk Canyon should be
determined and their effect on circulation in the Canyon evaluated .

IUTION NONITORING

There is no evidence of pollution or potential pollution problems
in the Norfolk Canyon region. There are also few data available to
establish baselines for potential contaminsnts in the Norfolk Canyon or
immediately adjacent shelf snd slope sediments. An analysis of the
present levels of organic and inorganic compounds in the sediments in
and adjacent to the Norfolk Canyon should be made to establish a
baseline . A monitoring program that would have the potential for
determining trends in contaminants entering, canyon s sediments should
be initiated in conjunction with the other studies.

D TA 0 T N G

Studies of Norfolk Canyon and other submarine canyons along the
east coast have been conducted by federal, state and private
institutions. The date developed from these studies, much of which is
in the form of underwater photographs, videotapes, or observer notes,
has not been systematically collected and stored in a fashion that
would allow all of the available information to be used in developing
models or testing hypotheses. To remedy this lack of a central
repository of information on submarine canyons, we suggest that an
inf tion n be designed to incox'porate the
information collected iu these areas and that a
C C R D I B be established to
compile, annotate and store information relevant to these areas.
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We also recemend the establishment of a R r n
C because of the paucity of specimens

of the major resident tsxa or geological samples from Norfolk or other
east coast Canyons and the unlikely nature of large numbers of
specimens being collected in the future  particularly if the region
attains Marine Sanctuary status and unnecessary collection is
discouraged! ~ This activity would locate and catalog existing
collections of biological and geological specimens collected from the
east coast s submarine canyons in general and the Norfolk Canyon
specifically. The project would arrange permanent archiving of these
collections either by the present holders of the collections or by an
appropriate institution.

RESOURCE E

The principal resource uses of the Norfolk Canyon area are
commercial and recreational fisheries, military training  primazily
naval! and ship transit  EGRG, 1983!. There is a potential interest in
oil and gas exploration near the Norfolk Canyon, but present practices
exclude leasing of areas in the immediate vicinity of canyons.

We suggest that the commercial and recreational fisheries of the
area be quantitatively and qualitatively described . This will require
surveys of participants in these fisheries since preseut catch
statistics do not distinguish catches from the canyons. The extent of
military exercises and the transit of civilian and military ships
through the area should also be determined.

Public awareness of the outer continental shelf margin in general
and submarine canyons in particular is not great. Because of its depth
 IOOm-2000m! and distance �00 km! from shore, Norfolk Canyon is not
accessible for visitation. Fishermen or persons transiting in vessels
do not gain a perspective of the processes or structure of the Canyon
from the surface. If a Norfolk Canyon Marine Sanctuary were
established, an Interpretation  Education! Plan smst be developed to
.nhance the broadening of public knowledge of the Canyons

The prevailing public knowledge of Norfolk Canyon  if any!, aud,
of greater importance, what people would like to know about submarine
cauyons, their processes and the relationship between processes and the
enviroumeut in the Canyon ares should be determined . Such a survey
would provide a framework in which an interpretation plan could
effectively be developed'

CONC USI N

Designation of a Norfolk Canyon Marine Sanctuary would result in
an increase of both scientific and public attentiou being focused on
the east coast s canyons in general and the Norfolk Canyon in
part icular ~

We hope that the suggestions contained in this papez will assist
in the orderly growth of research on those biological, geological snd
physical processes that make these areas what they are, and that the
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basis for future management decisions related to the canyans would, as
a result, be greatly improved .

This paper was prepared using material developed onder contract
NA-82-AAA-04225 between the Sanctuary Program Division, Office of Ocean
and Coastal Resources Management, U.S . Department of Commerce, National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration and the Virginia Institute af
Marine Science, College of William and Nary. We acknowledge the
efforts of Nr. Ken Sulak who assisted in the preparation of the
contract report and the active participation of the workshop attendees>
K ~ Able, 8 ~ Butmsn, G. Carpenter, C. Curtis, C. Flagg, E. Forde, D.
Francis, F. Hotchkiss, H. Marshall, J ~ Nusick, K. Sulak, J ~ Usmann, C.
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Qeethlhht tehh the &hens, Pneeedh&S ef the hthtth Resect
Ceoheeoee ot The Ceetetl Sooety. Otto&et le.t7, t&&a
Ateotte Cry, tie. ~t by yhe Ceettel aee/tty 19&&

CaAST1ruN
AN INN&: NOT AN INBYITNTION

Barbara Fegan

Coordinator
P.O. Box 545

South Wellfleet, Massachusetts 02663

The annual COASTWKX will be celebrated October 7 through 1It
from the Gulf of Maine to the Gulf of' Mexico and from the shores of
Massachusetts to the islands of Hawaii.

The annual celebration of the coast is unique. COASTWEEK is
an idea not an institution. It is a citizen's network of groups
and individuals that annually focus the attention of the country on
the special place where water meets the land. Each year the nu~ber
of groups and activities increases.

Each organization sponsors those activities it does best.
The network groups principally focus on educational experiences.
There are bird walks, beach walks, whale watchesm lectures, ex-
hibits, forums, field trips, canoe trips, poetry and essay contests,
poster and photography contests and many other innovative snd ex-
citing events. Individuals also take action.

Nationally, the Coastal Society, the Coastal States Ozgani-
zation, the National Audubon Society, the Coast Alliance, the Sierra
Club, the National Parks and Conservation Association, the Environ-
mental Policy Institute, the Center for Envizonmental Education,
the League of Women Voters, the Oceanic Society, the American
Littoral 'ociety and the Friends of' the Earth have endorsed
COASTWEEK and urged their members to participate.

The netwoz'k is guided by a smail committee with no budget
and no staff, which brings together and encourages the groups
and individuals to do what they do best, The committee members
are: Barbara FeIphn of the League of Women Voters; Shirley Taylor
of the Sierra Club; Carl Holcomb, Publisher of "Citizen's Update
on Shoreline Policy"; and Richard IIeleaney of the Coastal States
Organization.

A list of suggested activities, a draft proclamation and
endorsement form are available. A mailing list is maintained and
a c.~ender of events is available,

Hundreds observed COASTWEEK ~ S3; thousands, COA'TWEEK 'I34-
our goal is millions for COASTWEEK ' 35.
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SUGGESTIONS FOB COASTWEX ACTIVITIES

To be successful, COASTWEEK shauld see, at the very minimus,
three things occur in each coastal state:

Governor proclaim October 7 through 14 COASTWEEK

Major conference on coastal issues by state office of' Coastal
Zone Management, Sea Grant institution or environmental
organisation

Local community activities

You can make those things happen by:

Calling or writing yaur governor to suggest the COASTWEEK
proclamation. Suggested wording for a proclamation is included.

Contact your state office of Coastal Zone Management and/or
the nearest Sea Grant institution to suggest a conference.

Choose your own activity ~m the list below. This list is
not all inclusive, You will think of several things that
you'd like to do, Send report form before September 15,

ACTIVITIES FOR A COMMITTEE OF ONE � things you can da by yourself,

Write a letter to the editor of your local paper about a
coastal issue.

Write sn article for your local paper about your community's
coast.

Encourage your newspaper editor to write an editorial for
COAS'TWEEK.

Urge your county and/or municipal officials to proclaim
October 7 through lk COASTWEEK.

Get out your caeera this summer, take pictures of your coast,
Develop a display for a local business or bank window.

ACTIVITIES FOR YOUR ORGANIZATION � you may need a committee.
Talk with your leadership in June before they have completed program
planning for the year.

+ Encourage your organization to endorse and support COASTWEEK.
Endorsement statement is included.

+ Hold a meeting featuring coastal issues with an expert speaker
or your own material for your membership.

Hold a party on the beach or indoors with a water view, far
fun or fundraising.

Sponsor a community meeting on coastal issues. Program a
panel, disvussion, film or speaker.
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Publish and distribute educational materials,

+ Write an article for your organization's newsletter. Devote
a whole issue to coastal concerns.

+ Sponsor an essay, poster or photograph contest among your
members.

If your community has a Columbus Ray parade, have a float or
car in it.

Sponsor beach outings such as birding, environmental hikes, etc.

ACTIVITIES, WORKING WITH OTHER GROUPS you may need a committee
f' or planning and implementation or you may be the catalyst that
gets the others going.

Ask your local librarian to develop a display of coastal
books or to publish an annotated bibliography of available
material, books snd films,

Have a film festival at your school, college or library.

Sponsor an essay, poster or photograph contest with your
local school. Talk with the superintendent in June. Contact
the science or art department. Set up the announcement of
the contest in September, deadline for submission, October 2
through 8. Have the judging done by yourself, a teacher and
one other person. Announce the winner s! during COASTWEEK.
You may solicit prizes from local merchants  with approval!,
Plan to have the winning art work made into postcards.

Urge your local SCOUTS  Boy, Girl, Explorer or Campfire! to
have a coast/beach project. It could be clean-up or an
educational trip.

Talk with your Historical Society. It could sponsor a tour
of historical coastal sites, a conference on coastal history
or record interview" with community residents who remember
your coast in the past.

Your nearest Natural History Huseum is a natural participant.
Ask them about a display and/or meeting.

&list your coastal dependent industries, Ask them to develop
and distribute materials about your coast.

Encourage your local papers to run coastal articles. They
are very good about getting their own material, but offer to
help.

Ask your radio stations to develop and produce programs with
coastal emphasis.

Ask your television stations to develop programs on coastal
topics. Public television might do an issue series.
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Working with local environmental groups, set up tours of
wetlands, tide pools, beaches, islands and other sea and lake
shores.

Talk with your local service clubs such as the JAYCREs,
Kiwanis snd Rotary, Nake suggestions and offer to help.
Then get out of the way. If they take on the project,
they' ll do a great job,
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COMTdEEK ACTIVITY PLAN

This report is to be mailed as soon as you have decided on what
activity you or your organization will undertake. Don't wait
till your plans are firm. Just report what you think you or your
organization will do. The national events calendar will includ.e
your plans. DEADLINEa Se tember 1 .

Send to: COASTWEEK
Off West Road, P.O. Box 545
South Wellf1eet NA 02663

PLEASE PRINT

Name Organization

Address City or Town

State and Zip Code Area Phone Number

PLANNED ACTIVITY:

Use additional paper if necessary.
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A PROCLAMATIOH

WHEREAS, the has a varied coast-
line of rocky shores, sandy beaches, productive estuaries and
salt marshes, urban ports and small harbors, tidal flats and
dozens of islandsi and

WHEREAS, the coast has provided us with a rich scenic,
cu1tural and historical heritage> and

~, the natural resources of the coastal zone are
among our most economic resourcesg and

WHEREAS, coastal landf orms, especially barrier beaches,
provide significant protection from coastal storms, flooding and
erosion  and

WHEREAS, we axe strongly committed to the wise management
of' the coastline to ensure for all residents that the environ-
mental and economic value of the coastal zone will be sustained;
and

WHEREAS, the coastline is also receiving nationwide recog-
nition during the week of October 7 ttn'ough 14,

of the
do hereby proclazm the week of

NOW, THEREFORE,

October 7 ugh 1 to

COASTLNEEK

and urge all citizens to take cognizance of this event and to
participate fittingly in its observance,

Given this day:

Title:

SEAL
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ERDORSENENT

COASTWEEK

October 7 thru 14

The endorses and supports
name of organization

COASTWEEK, the national celebration of our coastal resources,

Octobez 7 through 14.

This endorsement recognizes the need f' or all sectors to

work together to assure the wise use of all z'esources, living

and non living.

COASTWEhX is a citizen's network of organizations and

individuals who annually focus attention on the salt and fresh-

~ster shores of our nation, during the second week of October.

Signed: Title:

Organization:

Address:

City, State and Zip Code:

Ihte: Phone:

Nail to: Bazbara Fegan
COASTWEEK
P.O. Box 545
South Wellfleet NA 02663
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USISG & CRE&T L&KES CURRICUL1% TO DEPELUP
E&SIC LE&ERIEC WILLS IE CRILDREN

Ellen Pisher

University of Wisconsin-Extension
Environmental Resources Center

216 &Sr iculture Esll
lledison, Wisconsin 53706

~Back round

Senjamin Franklin once said that "we know not what the well is worth till
it is dry." The Great Lakes, the world's largest source of surface fresh-
water. represents a well we can't take for granted. They provide clean
drinking water. a major sport fishery and vast recreational opportunities
for 60 million Aaericans. Yet, this priceless inland sea has been ignored
in the nation 's textbooks and classroom programs .

Past and present abuses threaten the long-term health and viability of the
Great Lakes. The troubled state of our freshwater sea can no longer remain
a headline to be dealt with only by scientists and legislators; the ismie-
diacy of the situation involves everyone's involvement. To prepare schoo'!
children for this responsibility, our educational process must provide
early practice in water resource management.

Thanks to financial support from The Joyce Foundation of Chicago and Wi s-
consin's Coastal Management Program, a three-year pilot program is underway
to bring the Great Lakes into classrooms. The objectives of this project
are fourfold: �! to increase teacher awareness of the economic, histor-
ical and social value of the Great Lakes as a teaching tool;   2! to provide
a curriculum guide that will enable teachers to i ntegrate Great Lakes
topics into existing studies; �! to identify and assist local contacts in
planning and designing teacher training workshops; and �! to encourage an
informal network of Great Lakes educators to exchange teaching strategies
and materials.

General direction has been provided by an advisory committee composed of
school teachers and administrators . Great Lakes special i sts, industry rep-
resentatives and curriculum developers. The project director has been
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responsible for securing financial support, selecting project staff and
participants, designing project strategy and coordinating work efforts.

Process

Teacher involvement

Teachers from a variety of disciplines and locations have been central to
this project's development. In order to design a final product and serv ice
that are practical in meeting teachers' needs, we have provided several
avenues for communication between project staff and educators.

Opportunities for teachers to offer suggestions and share experiences wi th
each other as well as project staff have taken several forms. A bimonthly
newsletter keeps teachers informed of project progress, Great Lakes news
and information on what other teachers are doing to adapt the curriculum
to their own classroom situations During the field-testing period,
teachers from around the region were able to brainstorm ideas and compare
experiences by participating in a series of monthly programs through the
Educational Teleconference Network--a huge partyline system. Ouestion-
naires, telephone calls and letters provided continuous feedback on our
process as well as our product.

Four hases of project

Activities of this project can be grouped into four phases: assessment of
need; curriculum development; review and evaluation; and distribution .

Assessment of need

Determining a need for Great Lakes teaching aids involved answering
three questions: Are teachers interested in including the Great Lakes
in their classroom activities? What would they need to help them do
it? What materials already exist?

Teacher interest in including ihe Great Lakes in their class programs
was indicated by an enthusiastic response to GLRP--a Great Lakes
Resource packet designed to whet their appetites for the subject.
GLRP included book and film lists, maps, fact sheets, posters, news
clippings, and agency publications. The number of requests surpassed
all expectation, exceeding 2,000.

To answer the question of what teachers would need to he/p them intro-
duce the Great Lakes into their lesson plans, we surveyed more than
3000 teachers and librarians of public and parochial schools . For a
more interactive assessment, we also posed this question at conference
workshops throughout the state and region . The Dniversi ty of Wi scon-
sin Sea Grant Program also surveyed classroom teachers in the Lake
Superior region. Results of these efforts indicated a strong teacher
interest and demand for Great Lakes teaching materials and training
sessions. The desired format consisted of short activity lessons for
all discpli nes accompanied by teacher in-service workshops.

Determining what materials already exist involved a thorough review
of existing resources, This effort included a search of educational
data bases and a review of commonly used classroom textbooks' Results
indicated little evidence of existing Great Lakes instructional mater-
ials.
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Curriculum develo ment

Twenty-five classroom teachers and fifteen Great i.akes experts from
within the Great Lakes Basin participated in a three-day working
session . Participants were selected on the basis of subject area
expertise, experience in curriculum design and geographic location.

The purpose of this meeting was fourfold: to identify appropriate
grade levels and disciplines for Great Lakes topics; to prioritize
Great Lakes information that should be included in the curriculum;
to design a format that is easily integrated into school programs;
and to suggest specific activity ideas .

Following this workshop, a wri ter was hired to convert the suggested
activity ideas into a first draft of the curriculum.

Review and evaluation

The preliminary draft curriculum was reviewed by workshop partici-
pants . It was cri tiqued on the basis of the following criteria;
�! the activities match learning objectives and are appropriate
for grade leve'1 indicated; �! the activities provide for a range
of student learning abilities; �! background information is clearly
written and adequate; and �! the activities would be appropriate
for both inland and coastal locations .

A second screening of this preliminary draft came from the project
advisory committee. They evaluated the materials in terms of tech-
nical accuracy, topic relevance, va'iidi ty and balance of perspective,

The next phase of evaluation involved a test of classroom utility
and student reaction . Teachers who partici pated in developing
the curriculum along with 125 educators from Great Lakes states
and Canada used the materials in their classrooms for six months.
During this time, interested teachers took advantage of a unique
opportunity to exchange ideas and provide feedback on the curriculum
through the Educational Teleconference Network. This private tele-
phone system enabled them to "gather" monthly to share classroom
experiences and suggest curriculum revisions .

ituestionnaires were distributed to all people who received a copy of
the draft curriculum--teachers, admi nistrators and technical Great
Lakes specialists. The curriculum was primarily revised to acconmo-
date practical constraints of the classroom.

Di stribution

Our philosophy throughout this project has been to focus on our user
group--the classroom teacher. Since teachers can be an effective
sales force, we have sought their active involvement in the curricu-
lum's development. With this strategy in mind, our dissemination
phase has involved a three-step process:

1, The first year we began to develop a ready-made
audience for the materials. Participants from
workshops at teacher conferences, respondents
to a needs survey, contacts from our project
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advisory committee and readers of the Lake Connection
ne siette e oined into a net ore of inta a~see Great
Lakes educators;

2. The second year invo'1ved working closely with selected
teachers throughout the region who were field-testing
and evaluating the materials. They shared the curric-
ulum with other teachers and are now helping to organ-
ize in-service workshops and teach fellow teachers how
to tailor the curriculum to their local needs;

3. Building on this network of educators we are now in
the process of identifying educational organizations
and agencies to take the lead in distributing mater-
ials in their own region.

Results and Summar

A mul tidiscipli nary curriculum that focuses on the Great Lakes has been
developed . While materia'Is are targetted for teachers of grades ki ndergar-
ten thr ough eight, they also appear to be appropriate for non-school educa-
tional programs, i .etc 4-H, scouts, environmental centers . Activities are
designed for easy i ntegration into existing studies and include everythi ng
from basic ecological principles, folklore and music to international
trade, using the Great Lakes as a unifying theme .

To accompli sh this task, we have drawn on the experti se and practical
experi ence of classroom teachers, curriculum designers and Great Lakes
experts. Materials have been field-tested and evaluated by 300 educators
from NIinnesota, Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana' Iowa, Ohio, Pennsylvania,
New York, and Canada.

In the process of developing the Great Lakes curriculum, we have recruited
a network of more than 1,000 educators who have offered reactions and sug-
gestions to our approach and ideas . In our final year, we are enhancing
this involvement by linking with educational organizations, public agen-
cies and i nstitutions to distribute the materials and train teachers .

This project has catalyzed a flurry of activity and interest in Great Lakes
education . Wisconsin's Department of Public Instruction is in the process
of developing new curriculum standards for students and teaching compe-
tencies for teachers. For the first time, a requirement of Great Lakes
literacy will be included . Teacher demand for access to Great Lakes i nfor-
mation is growing as a result of this project. The Internationa'I Joint
Comni ssion has recognized this need and are in the process of developing
a computeri zed data base of Great Lakes resources. An Ontario school dis-
trict is developing their own Great Lakes curriculum tailored more speci-
fically to Canada . They have credited this project as a model for their
own curriculum design.

This project is unique in terms of using the Great Lakes as a tool for
developing children's learning skills. In the process, we have estab-
lished a regionwide network of Great Lakes educators. While the project
is in its final stages and a formal evaluation is in the process of bei ng
tabulated, the enthusiastic response oF teachers anxious to use the mater-
ials clearly shows that this project is a success.
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